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Abstract

Mobile pastoralism constitutes a highly resilient resource use strategy, involving continuous

adaptation to environmental change and uncertainty through patterns of mobility, diverse and

extensive resource use, and flexible social organization. In this study I investigate the nature of

adaptive practices among pastoralists in contemporary Mongolia, drawing on ethnographic

interviews and audiovisual recordings of everyday activities produced with herders at two

ecologically distinct sites, with the intention of contributing an ethnographically grounded

understanding of how adaptability might be addressed as a development aim. Through a critical

examination of how development policies and interventions affect herders’ adaptability, I attempt to

confront the limitations of current models for development and common-pool natural resource

management. I find that development policies aiming to modernize livestock production and

rangeland management may contribute to the fragmentation of mutual aid networks, ecological

landscapes, and economic processes, thus limiting diversity and adaptability. Based on these findings

I discuss the adaptive importance of heterogeneous social and biological relations, identifying a need

to maintain capacity for creative, improvisatory use of natural and cultural resources at the scale of

individuals and small, flexible collectivities.

KEYWORDS: Mobile pastoralism, Mongolia, adaptation, resilience, development, social

organization
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Note on transcription

Many conflicting methods for transcribing Mongolian names and terms have been put to use in

scholarly and popular works. In this dissertation I have used the most recent official Mongolian

standard for “Romanization of Mongolian Cyrillic characters” (MNS 5217:2012). After failing to

achieve widespread adoption following its initial introduction in 2002, this standard has since been

revised and simplified on two occasions, bringing it closer to the transcription practices that are in

widespread use among scholars and the general public in Mongolia.

The table of correspondences between Cyrillic and Latin characters published in this standard

is reproduced below. Most of the Latin characters are pronounced in a manner similar to their

corresponding English phonemes. “Kh” is a guttural “h”, while the feminine vowels “ö” and “ü” are

pronounced “oo”, approximately as in “good” and “tool” respectively in Canadian English. Doubled

vowels indicate a lengthening of the vowel sound and syllabic stress, but do not change the phonetic

value.

Cyrillic Latin English Examples Mongolian Examples

А а A a Avarga, khalbaga, aav Аварга, халбага, аав

Б б B b Baga, sambar Бага, самбар

В в V v Avarga, vagon, sav Аварга, вагон, сав

Г г G g Gazar, geree, khereg Газар, гэрээ, хэрэг

Д д D d Dadlaga, akhmad Дадлага, ахмад

Е е Ye ye Yeeven, yerööl Еэвэн, ерөөл

Ё ё Yo yo yorool, oyodol Ёроол, оёдол

v
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Cyrillic Latin English Examples Mongolian Examples

Ж ж J j Juulchin, ajil, Jon Жуулчин, ажил, Жон

З з Z z Zam, azarga, baaz Зам, азарга, бааз

К к K k Kino, kilometr, akademi Кино, километр, академи

И и I i Ishig, bichig, khani Ишиг, бичиг, хань

Й й I i Iim, eejiin Ийм, ээжийн

Л л L l lam, alag, mal Лам, алаг, мал

Т т M m Mal, khamar, nam Мал, хамар, нам

Н н N n Nar, khana, ünen Нар, хана, үнэн

О о O o Oron, bolovsrol, toono Орон, боловсрол, тооно

Ө ө Ö ö Ödör, önöödör, ööröösöö Өдөр, өнөөдөр, өөрөөсөө

П п P p Puujin, aparat Пуужин, апарат

Р Р R r Rashaan, radio, sar Рашаан, радио, сар

С с S s Sar, asar, etses Сар, асар, эцэс

Т т T t Tamga, tatlaga Тамга, татлага

У у U u Uran, nuruu Уран, нуруу

Ү ү Ü ü Ünen, türgen, tergüün Үнэн, түргэн, тэргүүн

Ф ф F f Foto, fond Фото, фонд

Х х Kh kh Khavar, nökhör, ekh Хавар, нөхөр, эх

Ц ц Ts ts Tsatsag, tsetseg Цацаг, цэцэг

Ч ч Ch ch Chimeg, chadal, ach Чимэг, чадал, ач

Ш ш Sh sh Shashin, aash Шашин, ааш

Щ щ Sh sh Shedrin, Shors Щедрин, щорс

Ъ ъ I i Oriyo, suriya, gariya Оръё, суръя, гаръя

Ы ы Y y Khaany, akhyn Хааны, ахын

Ь ь I i Khari, bari Харь, барь

Э э E e Ezen, ene, emeel Эзэн, энэ, эмээл

Ю ю Yu yu Yum, yüüden Юм, юүдэн

Я я Ya ya Yamar, yaduu, aya Ямар, ядуу, ая
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Forms of proper names and terms

Texts from the oral tradition, as well as historic names and terms, are transliterated here based on

their modern Cyrillic spellings. I have generally included the original text of translated passages in

footnotes. In several cases I have cited public comments to online news sites, which are often

submitted in Latin characters or using nonstandard spellings; in these instances I have left intact in

the cited original text but represented using standard English spellings in the translations.
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Part I

Pastoralism in Mongolia

1



Chapter 1

Pastoralism and adaptability

This study is an investigation of adaptability among pastoralists in Mongolia. The activities practised

by many contemporary Mongolians broadly align with the adaptive strategy described as “nomadic

pastoralism” – a flexible mode of subsistence that is conventionally associated with adaptation to

uncertain ecological environments. My intent was to explore how the adaptive dimensions of

“traditional” pastoralism enhance (or conceivably limit) livestock herders’ ability to adjust to

contemporary socio-economic change and uncertainty. As a starting point, I took the position

advanced by other anthropologists who have studied pastoralism and ecology in Mongolia and Inner

Asia, that practices such as mobility and fluid, networked social organization have contributed to the

resilience of pastoral society and the rangeland environment (Humphrey and Sneath 1999). My

observations from exploratory fieldwork, conducted in Northern Mongolia in 2009, confirmed that

such resilient practices are being increasingly limited in some parts of Mongolia by rangeland

fragmentation and other structural factors. At the same time, I observed a great number of ways that

herders were adapting to these new constraints – as well as to new opportunities, including those

provided by development initiatives. The most resilient herders I encountered did not seem to be

strongly committed to a classical form of “mobile pastoralism”, however. Some were highly mobile,

for example, while others hardly moved at all. Few relied exclusively on their livestock, but based a

greater or lesser part of their subsistence on harvesting food and fuel resources, artisanal mining,

2
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horticulture, tourism, or other activities.

From my observations, what characterized the most adaptive individuals and groups in the

pastoral economy was less a particular mode of subsistence than the maintenance of linkages with a

large number of diversely-positioned people – mainly relatives – who were able to share disparate

types of help and resources. Exchange among these people involved flows of meat and milk from

herder camps to the households of children and relatives in town, for instance, which could be

reciprocated by regular visits from the urban family members to help out with activities such as

moving camps, combing goats, or preparing winter meat reserves. The prominence of such extended

social networks in pastoralists’ everyday adaptive practices calls into question key premises of some

development policies in Mongolia, which identify a lack of cooperation among herders as a major

contributor to resource depletion, inefficient economic organization, and vulnerability to

environmental factors. More importantly, these findings indicate that – contrary to the assumptions of

many development interventions targeting “herder households” – pastoralists’ economic activities

and decisions are not entirely organized at the household level. Although pastoral households in

Mongolia are neither bounded nor composed of members with uniform preferences, the continuing

focus on households as individuated actors limits the visibility to development planners of herders’

extensive social and economic relations beyond the household. As such, I suggest the need for new

strategies that promote adaptive, mutualistic relations among differently-positioned actors, within and

beyond the pastoral economy.

In the ethnographic analysis that follows, I explore the interrelationship of resilience, diversity,

and mutualism. This discussion is oriented by the argument that adaptability corresponds to the

diversity of tactical options available to actors within their overall subsistence strategies: the more

choices pastoralists have within in their resource-use activities, the greater their capacity to

accommodate disruptions to any of those resources. In this sense, ensuring adaptability is largely a

matter of maintaining a diversity of relations – with livestock, places, natural resources, relatives, or

even spiritual beings – which can be exploited at time of need, through shifting subsistence tactics.

In Part One (chapter 1 – chapter 2) I present a theoretical and methodological overview of the
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topic. I begin with a brief overview of the scholarly literature concerning mobile pastoralism,

followed by an introduction to pastoralism in Mongolia and a review of the literature on biocultural

diversity, discussing how the findings I report can bring theoretical refinement to human–ecological

diversity models driving cultural and ecological conservation efforts. I then present an overview of

the field research process, focusing on the two field sites and my interactions with the people who

lived there.

In Part Two (chapter 3 – chapter 7) I present a commentary on primary ethnographic records

from my field research in Mongolia, taken from approximately 150 hours of video recordings of

everyday activities involving pastoralists, prepared during the course of my field research. The first

chapter in this part discusses the theoretical and ethical aspects of this audiovisual approach, situating

the methodology within a program of “open ethnography”, grounded in collaboratively-produced,

dialogic records. I then present four exhibits of annotated image sequences, depicting the everyday

activities during and after a family’s move in the Gobi; milking and dairying in different places;

communal felt production; and a variety of activities that are not directly livestock-related, but extend

the category of “pastoralism” into other areas.

In Part Three (chapter 8 – chapter 12) I discuss the practical implications of contemporary

social change on pastoralists in Mongolia, through a critique of current development and rangeland

management approaches. I begin with an overview of adaptive practices and relations among

pastoralists, describing how the Mongolian pastoral economy can be seen as structured by a logic of

reproductive relations, which are often at odds with conventional economic models employed by

government or development organizations. In then discuss social organization and residential

groupings, the governance of public rangelands, and herders’ “subversive” responses to some

development interventions, concluding with a discussion of the simplifications involved in the

modernization of Mongolia’s food sector.
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Pastoralism, adaptation, and resilience

According to Spooner’s classic formulation, nomadic pastoralism constitutes “an extreme form of

adaptation which generates extreme degrees of instability of minimal social groupings and requires a

high degree of fluidity of social organization” (1971, 208). This adaptive strategy occurs in

ecologically marginal regions as a result of seasonal variations in resource conditions, requiring

mobility, and seasonal fluctuations in labour needs, requiring cyclical grouping and regrouping

(segmentation and consolidation). Mobility (or nomadism) has long been viewed as a major or even

defining feature of pastoralism (Dyson-Hudson and Dyson-Hudson 1980), but mobility can be

viewed as one component of a broader strategy of flexible management of labour, livestock, and

rangeland resources (Fernandez-Gimenez and Le Febre 2006; Chatty 2007; Xie and Li 2008; Reid,

Galvin, and Kruska 2008). Among Mongolian pastoralists, adaptive resource use is largely sustained

through flexible social organization. Pastoral households frequently separate or congregate into

multi-household camps (“khot ail”), or subdivide into sub-household units, in adaptation to changing

resources and needs (Xie and Li 2008; Badamkhatan and Tserenkhand 2012; Bold 1996; Bruun 2006;

Mearns 1993). Such groups often maintain strong ties with urban kin – permitting the sharing of

social and economic capital among relatives situated in the country and town centres, and mitigating

vulnerability to economic or ecological change through resource redistribution.

Mongolian pastoral production involves the extensive grazing of five livestock species – sheep,

goats, horses, cattle, and camels – in steppe and semi-desert areas. The centrality of pastoralism to

Mongolia’s culture and economy over the past several centuries is documented in a broad range of

historical sources (Rashid-al-Din Hamadani 2002; Onon 2001; Huc 1900; Pozdneyev 1971; Rubruck

1990; Polo 1993; Carpini 1996; Chih-Ch’ang 2004; Simukov 1935). In the contemporary period

most Mongolians can be said to experience ties to the pastoral sector, either first-hand as pastoralists

or livestock owners, through kinship ties to herders, or as consumers of meat, milk, and other

commodities derived from the pastoral economy.

The contemporary pastoral experience in Mongolia has been shaped by major disjunctures
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introduced by the collectivization and decollectivization processes of the 20th century. Whereas

livestock capital and rangelands management prior to the 1940s were largely controlled by

monasteries and “feudal” territorial administrators (Simukov 1935; Humphrey and Sneath 1999,

222–225; Fernandez-Gimenez 1999b; Natsagdorj 1967), by 1959 herders had been gathered into

state-controlled socialist cooperatives maintaining specialized herds with subsidized inputs and

partially mechanized production (Shirendev 1976, 552-563; Humphrey 1978). These cooperatives

were dissolved following the collapse of the Soviet-backed socialist regime in 1990, leading to a

chaotic loss of institutions for marketing, distribution, and resource management. Following

decollectivization, major development initiatives have aimed to support “intensified” production,

establish local resource management groups and marketing cooperatives, and create regulated

commodities exchanges. International organizations have taken a central role in these interventions,

notably through large-scale projects such as “Green Gold” (Swiss Agency for Development and

Cooperation), “Sustainable Grasslands Management” and “Sustainable Land Management for

Combating Desertification” (United Nations Development Program), and the “Peri-Urban Rangeland

Project” (Millennium Challenge Account). While attempts to reorganize herders into formal, stable

groups of specialized “resource users” or “producers” appear in some locations to have achieved

some success, in practice many herders have accommodated such new forms of social organization

by mapping them to existing, more fluid networks of social relations.

The number of full-time herders in Mongolia has remained relatively constant following

decollectivization, but is declining as a proportion of the total national population – currently

accounting for less than a third of all households (Figure 1.1). Official statistics reveal that most

livestock-owning households keep between 100 and 300 animals (Figure 1.2), though it is important

to note that reported livestock ownership statistics do not always correlate to real herd sizes, since a

single household or group of households may care for several families’ livestock. Indeed, herd sizes

in the vicinity of 1000–1500 sheep and goats are not uncommon after a spell of good years. The

composition and size of herds varies considerably by household and ecological region, and has

shifted toward an increased number of cashmere-producing goats since the privatization of livestock
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in the 1990s (Figure 1.3; Figure 1.4).
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Figure 1.3: Herd sizes by livestock species and region, 1983. Data source: Mongolian Statistical
Information System (MONSIS), National Statistics Office of Mongolia.
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Figure 1.4: Herd sizes by livestock species and region, 2013. Data source: Mongolian Statistical
Information System (MONSIS), National Statistics Office of Mongolia.

Although Mongolian herders’ livelihoods are extremely diverse, nearly all herders share the

experiences of producing meat, milk, hides, and wool for both domestic consumption and market sale.
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In Section Two I present a commentary on several ethnographic image sequences depicting everyday

activities involved in managing livestock, moving camps, dairying, producing felt, harvesting natural

resources, and other aspects of pastoral life. I will discuss pastoralists’ social organization and the

territorial governance of rangelands at the beginning of Section Three.

Flexibility and adaptation in non-equilibrium environments

Recent scholarship has recognized the particular importance of the flexible, adaptive strategies

practised by pastoralists in arid and semi-arid ecosystems governed by non-equilibrium dynamics

(Behnke, Scoones, and Kerven 1993; Vetter 2005; see also Robinson and Berkes 2010). According to

the non-equilibrium model, rangeland ecosystems are never stable but always in a state of flux,

characterized by variable rainfall and vegetation productivity. Unpredictable abiotic factors such as

rainfall/drought are proposed as having more of an impact on rangeland vegetation than grazing,

which itself is likely to vary along with herd size as herd sizes are reduced in times of drought or

similar conditions. These conditions are described as limiting the applicability of stability-based

livestock production strategies – notably, semi-sedentary pastoralism with fixed herd sizes and

designated grazing areas – which in turn calls into question the value of conventional development

policies based on rangelands privatization or intensive resource management (Davies et al. 2010).

Mobility has consistently been described as an essential method for pastoralists to deal with

ecological variability, but one that is frequently constrained by government or development

interventions aiming to intensify production or limit rangeland degradation (Humphrey and Sneath

1999; Næss 2013; Galvin et al. 2008). Nonetheless, within the international development sector there

has been an increasing recognition of the value of pastoralism in promoting biodiversity (UNEP

2010a) and mitigating climate change (Davies and Nori 2008; Kirkbride and Grahn 2008; Nassef,

Anderson, and Hesse 2009; Næss 2013), a point to which I return below. More significantly, there is

evidence that pastoral areas may be more able to accommodate change as open, self-organizing

systems than as bounded, “community” controlled areas established on the basis of commons theory

(Moritz et al. 2013). All of these observations will be central to the interpretation I advance in this
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thesis, which underlines the importance of flexibility, self-organization, and adaptation as opposed to

boundaries and rules.

Unfortunately, open systems characterized by mobile and flexible resource users can be very

difficult to govern by conventional means. From a resource management perspective, the difficulties

of governing the pastoral commons are well-known, and have been discussed extensively within the

commons literature.1 In practice, there remains limited acknowledgement of the need for (or even

value of) pastoral mobility (M. D. Turner 2011) – with the result that pastoral regions may end up

being regarded as “underdeveloped”, or in need of land privatization, sedentarization, and

intensification. Many of these problems were noted by Fratkin (1997) in his review of pastoral

governance and development issues in the mid-1990s, but remain salient today: encroachment of

common lands due to agricultural expansion, development policies promoting sedentarization, and

commoditization of the livestock economy.

In the Mongolian case, despite the adaptive benefits of nomadic pastoralism, the ecological

value of extensive livestock production has received relatively little attention by Mongolian

policymakers, who often acknowledge extensive livestock only for its “traditional” value. In the area

of adaptation to climate change – one of the areas of greatest potential importance for mobile

pastoralism – the contributors to Mongolia’s Assessment Report on Climate Change acknowledge the

vulnerability of herders to environmental change, but associate successful adaptive strategies with

increased science and technology rather than with extensive resource use. While a few observers

have previously underlined the long-term sustainability value of nomadic pastoralism in Mongolia

(Agriteam Canada 1997; Mearns 2004), development activities and government policy have in

practice most often prioritized “intensification” strategies.

One major concern repeatedly raised by policymakers in Mongolia relates to the

“unsustainable” growth in herd sizes, which is described as the major contributor to overgrazing and

desertification. Yet as I discuss further below, many Mongolian herders – like pastoralists elsewhere

around the world – have often preferred to maximize their herd sizes as an adaptive strategy,

1. Over a thousand articles and reports in the Digital Library of the Commons address pastoralism in some way; a search
query for “pastoralism” retrieved 1109 results on March 4, 2015 at http://dlc.dlib.indiana.edu/dlc/search.

http://dlc.dlib.indiana.edu/dlc/search
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recognizing that major die-offs occur cyclically due to natural disturbances. The ecologically adaptive

value of this approach has been a major element building support for the non-equilibrium model,

which itself stems from critiques of ranching development projects in Africa of the 1960s and 1970s

that aimed to stabilize herd sizes (Derry and Boone 2010; Illius and O’Connor 1999; Vetter 2005;

Behnke, Scoones, and Kerven 1993). These critiques take aim at conventional equilibrium models

(i.e., models that posit a correlation between livestock numbers and rangeland productivity), claiming

that if herd sizes increase the amount of vegetation will decrease due to overgrazing, and perennial

grasses will be replaced by annuals and “weeds” that are not eaten by livestock. The non-equilibrium

model, by contrast, suggests that there might be alternative “steady states”, and that ecosystem shifts

from one state to the next may be triggered by drivers that pass certain thresholds, or by major

disturbances. According to this model, herd sizes and densities do not correlate directly to vegetation

growth; rather, vegetation correlates primarily to rainfall. Significantly, this model corresponds very

closely to assertions I have heard almost universally from Mongolian herders, that rangeland quality

is more contingent on rainfall than on the intensity of livestock grazing. Nonetheless, it is important

to note that different parts of Mongolia may be governed by a mixture of steady-state or

non-equilibrium models (Humphrey and Sneath 1999; Fernandez-Gimenez and Allen-Diaz 1999).

The ability of pastoralists to deal with ongoing change and uncertainty generates conditions for

social-ecological resilience. The concept of “resilience” derives from a theoretical approach in

ecology developed by C.S. Holling and colleagues (Holling 1973), intended to acknowledge the

importance of adaptive change, learning, and reorganization in social-ecological systems, in explicit

contrast to stability-based ecosystems models (Folke 2006; Gunderson and Holling 2002; Folke et al.

2002; Berkes, Colding, and Folke 2003). In this context, resilience refers to the ability of a

human-ecological system to withstand disturbances without changing into a different state controlled

by a different set of processes. The resilience of ecological or social-ecological systems is generally

assessed in terms of three properties, rooted in biological and human diversity: (1) the amount of

change that the system can absorb; (2) the degree to which the system is capable of self-organization;

and (3) adaptive capacity, or the capacity for learning and adaptation (Berkes, Colding, and Folke
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2003; Folke et al. 2002).

The significance of resilience modelling to pastoral systems has been noted by several scholars,

with reference to the adaptive strategies employed by herders in Mongolia and elsewhere (Baival and

Fernández-Giménez 2012; Robinson 2009; Robinson and Berkes 2010; Niamir-Fuller 2000; Upton

2012). Unfortunately, the concepts of resilience and adaptive capacity as applied to the pastoral

context often lack conceptual depth. While some authors have used proxy variables to assess

adaptive capacity (Adger et al. 2004), these variables – such as poverty, health, and education –

provide little explanatory power in coming to terms with the actual human mechanisms of adaptation

and adaptability. Despite increasing recognition of the importance of cultural factors in adaptation to

climate change (Adger et al. 2013), for example, this remains an area in which further study is

urgently needed.

Perhaps the most significant factor contributing to resilience is adaptability. The concept of

adaptive capacity is used in the resilience literature to describe “the ability or capacity of a system to

modify or change its characteristics or behaviour so as to cope better with existing or anticipated

external stresses” (Adger et al. 2004, 34). Adaptive capacity may be considered distinct from

short-term “coping capacity” or “reactive strategies” (Lioubimtseva and Henebry 2009) insofar as it

involves experimentation and learning with long-term effects (Walker et al. 2002; Berkes and Turner

2006). Adaptive capacity is explicitly identified by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change

as a “vital and beneficial” response to climate change and uncertainty (Parry et al. 2007), in the

context of which “adaptive capacity” is described mainly as a means of reponding to and recovering

from climate impact (Lemos et al. 2013). As a core concept of resilience theory, adaptive capacity

has been associated with learning to live with uncertainty and change, promoting biological and

institutional diversity, combining scientific and indigenous knowledge, and building opportunities for

systems to be self-organizing (Folke et al. 2002). When defined, however, in terms such as those

used by the Resilience Alliance – “the capacity of humans to manage resilience” (Resilience Alliance

2010) – adaptability can risk being seen exclusively as a facet of (adaptive) governance. While

adaptive institutions are indeed important, maintaining a truly resilient social-ecological system is not
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simply a matter of having the “right” institutions in place. As I suggest below in relation to various

development initiatives in Mongolia, institutions aiming to improve management of common-pool

resources may claim to be adaptive in principle but, in practice, limit the adaptability of their

participants. Flexibility and diversity of small-scale actors and groups within the social-ecological

system can be more important than the strength of governance institutions.

Some recent critics have noted the dangers of over-zealous application of resilience concepts as

a normative model, pointing out that a given state of a social-ecological system is not necessarily

desirable simply because it is resilient (Weichselgartner and Kelman 2014). From an anthropological

perspective, further questions can be raised concerning the relative lack of theoretical consideration

in resilience theory for the role of human agency, insofar as resilience – and related concepts such as

adaptive capacity – describe properties of systems rather than the human or other actors within them

(Evans and Reid 2014). Although some ecologists have noted that system-level adaptive capacity

requires adaptive practices at the level of the individual (Fazey et al. 2007), the scale of analysis in

studies of adaptation has typically been the “society” or “community” (Tompkins and Adger 2004;

Smit and Wandel 2006), as empirically supported by case studies focusing on resource use among

relatively small-scale, bounded groups of resource users (e.g., Peloquin and Berkes 2009; Hunn et al.

2003; Brinkman et al. 2007; Dumaru 2010; Crate 2008). Drawing on Ostrom’s (1990) observations

that small, homogeneous groups tend to present more successful commons management, various

theorists have argued that adaptive capacity and resilience are strengthened by collective action based

on shared identities, knowledge, and goals (Tompkins and Adger 2004; Armitage 2005). Beyond

concerns raised about the simplified, undifferentiated notion of “community” applied in such

analyses (Li 2002), however, this approach is evidently problematic in the case of mobile pastoralists,

who – far from constituting stable, bounded groups – move about, shift between “nomadic” and

“sedentary” resource use strategies (Barth 1961), and make use of extensive grazing areas that may be

transected or appropriated by competing resource users (Galvin 2008). Moreover, relations among

Mongolian pastoralists are rarely guided by collective purpose, but more frequently by negotiated

relationships of trust and distrust within networks of kin and people of a shared “nutag” or birthplace
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(Bold 1996; Humphrey 1998, 445).

These concerns point to the need for further research on adaptability among Mongolian

pastoralists that focuses on the agency of individual resource users, as shaped by differential access to

economic, social, and cultural capital resources. Social-ecological resilience theorists acknowledge

that social-ecological change and adaptation occurs most rapidly and frequently at the smallest scales

(Gunderson and Holling 2002). Unfortunately the nature and purpose of this micro-level change have

been under-explored in this field, in part due to the focus on medium-to-large-scale institutional

organizations. A key theoretical objective of this thesis is therefore to provide a model of adaptability

that accurately describes human interactions on such a small scale.

Biocultural diversity

In this study, I have worked from the theoretical premise that diversity is the primary precondition to

adaptability. Exploring what James C. Scott has termed the “resilience and durability of diversity”

(1998, 281), I have sought to synthesize anthropological and ecological perspectives in describing

diversity at the level of social networks. Through a critique of modernist development policies, I

further point to the importance of “diversity maximization” as an economic rationality among

pastoralists in Mongolia.

In the most immediate practical sense, the availability of diverse, alternative resources and

production processes allows small-scale pastoralists to change their economic practices in response to

sudden changes in their environment. I discuss a range of conditions and adaptive practices that are

rooted in diversity, as summarized in the following list of “diversity domains”.

1. Rangeland use.

Herders move between seasonal camps, so as to make use of different grazing areas at different

times of the year. Mobile pastoralism accommodates the optimal use of varied flora and

geography – for example, by keeping livestock in cool mountainous areas in summer, and in a

warm sheltered area over winter. Livestock may be moved somewhat earlier or later in
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different years, depending on the condition of resources at each seasonal camp.

2. Natural resource extraction.

Many households harvest natural resources for domestic use or for supplementary income

generation. These include wildberries, Agriophyllum, timber, medicinal herbs, wild onions,

fuelwood, and hay.

3. Mobility processes.

Herders may move away from the seasonal base camp on “otor”, which may involve a series of

short moves or an extended move to a more distant region. Otor provides a means of

responding to ecological crisis such as drought or zud (severe winter). Herds may be split up or

placed in the care of others during the otor period.

4. Economic production processes.

Herders produce a wide range of different products – cashmere, sheep wool, milk and dairy

foods, meat, and hides – for domestic consumption or sale at different times, in response to

changing needs and production opportunities. Some forms of production, such as dairy

processing, are seasonal and may be contingent on access to markets or on the availability of

supplementary labour from children on school holiday.

5. Exchange with downstream market actors.

Livestock, wool, and dairy producers who sell to diverse buyers remain adaptive to changing

market conditions. Some pastoralists who produce commodities for which there is a single

procurement stream (such as the wool from specialized livestock breeds), or who sell to a

single buyer, have experienced vulnerability to unexpected market change.

6. Herds.

Nearly all herders in Mongolia maintain several species of livestock, involving a combination

of sheep, goats, cattle, horses, and camels. Diversified herding provides alternative supplies of
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meat, milk, and wool for domestic consumption or cash income, while limiting vulnerability to

conditions that adversely affect some livestock species. Precise herd composition varies from

region to region and from family to family, reflecting local ecological conditions (e.g., camels

are better suited to the Gobi than to the steppe) and family needs. Several households may

share livestock over time through pooling or exchange.

7. Residential groupings.

Two or more households may camp together for part or all of the year, splitting up at other

times. Households may share a winter camp – particularly when some of their family members

stay in town during the winter so that children can attend school – but take their livestock to

separate areas in summer so as to limit overgrazing. Opportunistic groupings may also be

created when families join together to coordinate distant otor moves. In many families children

and adults move back and forth between households in town and in the country, to

accommodate wage employment, school attendance, seniors’ residence in a winter town home,

and the like.

8. Income sources.

Some herders obtain complementary income from wage labour, seasonal small-scale mining,

contractual herding of livestock, handicrafts production, tourism, or other sources.

9. Landscapes.

Contiguous, heterogeneous landscapes provide opportunities for differentiated grazing and

resource use strategies by diverse herds.

10. Social relations.

Pastoralists maintain mutual aid relations involving diversely-situated relatives. Family

members in town or in other districts may be relied upon at times of crisis; in particular, heavy

livestock losses due to severe winter conditions may be offset by capital invested in urban sites,

and mitigated by the availability of town-based residences and work opportunities that can be
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expoited immediately after a crisis. Small-scale pastoralists may rely on urban relatives to help

with routine activities such as moving camps or selling livestock and dairy products.

In the pages that follow I present an overview of the current literature on biological and cultural

diversity, identifying several distinct arguments concerning the importance of diversity to resilience

and conservation, then briefly discussing how my own research extends this work.

Within the resilience literature, biological diversity has been described explicitly as a

foundational element of adaptive capacity (Resilience Alliance 2010). The social or cultural

dimensions of diversity – a primary focus of my research – have been less systematically discussed,

but have been brought up in the context of studies linking biological and cultural elements, under the

label “biocultural diversity” (Maffi and Woodley 2010). As I describe in this section, the concept of

biocultural diversity has primarily been used to encompass local or indigenous ecological knowledge

and practices, in the context of holistic efforts to safeguard human and biological diversity. While the

biocultural diversity perspective thus provides a welcome context for applied environmental

anthropology, current scholarship in this area offers limited engagement with the creative practices

and shifting relations that might be considered to constitute adaptation at the smallest human scale.

Some authors have recently called for a widening of the concept of biocultural diversity, arguing – as

I do here – for the need to move beyond a conservation-oriented (“retention versus loss”) model, and

to describe diversity in dynamic and relational terms (Cocks and Wiersum 2014).

Extending from the biocultural systems model (Posey 1999), the concept of “biocultural

diversity” has been defined as encompassing the “diversity of life in all its manifestations – biological,

cultural, and linguistic – which are interrelated within a complex socio-ecological adaptive system”

(Maffi 2005, 602). Scholars working in this field have sought to identify correlations between

cultural and biological diversity, assess common threats to biological and cultural diversity, and

identify conservation or revitalization strategies. On an applied level, recent scholarship has

suggested ways that biocultural diversity conservation can orient community-based conservation,

co-management, or integrated conservation and development projects (Gavin et al. 2015).

The concept of biocultural diversity is one that has been recognized in several international
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documents – including the Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD), the Universal Declaration on

Cultural Diversity (UDCD), and the UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (DRIP).

These instruments build on normative claims for the conservation of biological and cultural diversity

dating from the 1980s (Baer 1989). Among the first documents to assert such claims is the

Declaration of Belém, marking the establishment of the International Society of Ethnobiology, which

asserts the existence of “an inextricable link between cultural and biological diversity”, calling for “a

substantial proportion of development aid” to be devoted to ethnobiological activities including

ethnoscientific taxonomies (Article 1) as well as for better, more equitable linkages to be established

between ethnobiologists and indigenous communities (Articles 2-4, 7-8). The UNESCO Universal

Declaration on Cultural Diversity (2001) similarly asserts that cultural diversity is “as necessary for

humankind as biodiversity is for nature”, further stating – in terms reminiscent of the Rio Declaration

on Sustainable Development – that such diversity “should be recognized and affirmed for the benefit

of present and future generations”. Comparable premises are implicit in other UNESCO documents

addressing cultural diversity, including the Recommendation on the Safeguarding of Traditional

Culture and Folklore (1989), the Convention for the Safeguarding of the Intangible Cultural Heritage

(2003), and the 2005 Convention on the Protection and Promotion of the Diversity of Cultural

Expressions (see also Stenou 2007, on evolving cultural diversity strategies within UNESCO).

Within the broader United Nations context, clear reference has been made to the link between

practices of safeguarding traditional or indigenous knowledge and the conservation of biological

diversity in the Rio Declaration and Agenda 21. Most significantly, article 8(j) of the Convention on

Biological Diversity states that parties must “respect, preserve and maintain the knowledge,

innovations and practices of indigenous and local communities” as a means of maintaining biological

diversity.2

The connection between cultural and biological forms of diversity is more explicit in the

2. The full text of article 8(j) reads: “Subject to its national legislation, [the State party must] respect, preserve and
maintain knowledge, innovations and practices of indigenous and local communities embodying traditional lifestyles rele-
vant for the conservation and sustainable use of biological diversity and promote their wider application with the approval
and involvement of the holders of such knowledge, innovations and practices and encourage the equitable sharing of the
benefits arising from the utilization of such knowledge, innovations and practices.”
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implementation activities derived from these normative instruments. Ethnoscientific documentation

projects undertaken through the Local and Indigenous Knowledge Systems (LINKS) program of

UNESCO, for example, represent a type of ecological “salvage ethnography”, which aims to

contribute to the safeguarding of human-ecological systems through preservation of ontologies, by

extension the indigenous groups to which they belong, and by further extension the environments the

targeted indigenous groups inhabit. LINKS and similar programs represent an explicit intersection

with the ethnoscientific branches of anthropology, including ethnobiology and ethnolinguistics.

These areas of scholarship themselves have been the site of a growing discourse of biocultural

diversity, which attempts to describe cultural, linguistic, and biological diversity as a unified

phenomenon (Maffi 2001). The term “biocultural”, as used within this discourse, describes an

emergent property of ecosystems that have been shaped over the long term by human activity, with

the specific implication that biological diversity is anthropogenic rather than the residue of “pristine”

ecological conditions (Carlson and Maffi 2004, 1). Several authors have contended that such systems

may be the product of biocultural coevolutionary processes (Maffi 2001; E. A. Smith 2001; Loh and

Harmon 2005; see also Durham 1991, 1992; and Feldman and Laland 1996, for a fuller treatment of

genetic-cultural coevolution theory); human activity is viewed as enhancing biodiversity (Lopez-Zent

and Zent 2004).

In this respect, the concept of the “biocultural system” is consistent with the central insight of

historical ecology – that nearly all environments have been affected, at some point in history, by

human activity. Although the nature and extent of human ecological impact is not uniform, “pristine”

nature in fact often corresponds only to a landscape condition encountered at a specific historical

moment of colonial encounter (Balée 2006, 77), and landscapes may continue to be shaped by past

human disturbances over centuries or even millennia (M. G. Turner 2005; see also Xu, Lebel, and

Sturgeon 2009). Balée (2006) points to the usefulness of an historical ecology perspective in

identifying and analysing human disturbances that provoked landscape transformations (“system

flips”) in the past, suggesting that human-led disturbances may in fact ultimately produce greater

diversity. Sites that present the greatest biological diversity over time are often sacred areas, whose
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diversity has been maintained specifically by human-ecological interactions that have persisted

across many generations (Robson and Berkes 2010).

The biocultural diversity literature generally supports the idea that biological and cultural

diversity are linked but do not present entirely parallel structures or mechanisms. Loh and Harmon

suggest that the second generation of biocultural diversity research will need to investigate the

empirical details of human-biological interactions to determine whether the biological-cultural

relationship extends “deeper than mere correlations to something approaching actual coevolution”

(2005, 232). Theirs and several studies within the biocultual diversity field have demonstrated

correlations between levels of biological and cultural diversity. The assumption of a causal

correlation between biological and cultural diversity in effect appears to underlie most work in this

area, but while the existence of such a correlation is suggested through statistical evidence, more

theoretically-grounded causal arguments demonstrating the specific nature of this correlation are

unfortunately lacking.

An additional area in which biological and cultural diversity linkages have been explored,

albeit to a more limited extent, is the literature on resilience in human-ecological systems. Cultural

diversity has been identified as one of several potential “normative dimensions” of resilience,

paralleling the normative values – the “ominous value of life on Earth” – ascribed to biodiversity

(Brand and Jax 2007). The role of “functional diversity” is also significant but only beginning to be

investigated in resilience terms, as Berkes and colleagues have pointed out (2003, 31). Nonetheless,

the Resilience Alliance maintains that (biological) diversity is achieved through functional

redundancy within an ecosystem, allowing essential services – such as nitrogen fixing within a

grassland ecosystem – to be maintained even upon the loss of species responsible for those services

(Resilience Alliance 2010). A parallel argument for diversity in human systems is presented in the

context of “active adaptive management”, which draws on the collaboration of diverse stakeholder

groups in creating opportunities for innovation, memory, and diverse policy options (Gunderson,

Allen, and Holling 2012).

Resilience theory arguably accommodates a relatively more flexible notion of functionality
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than other approaches insofar as similar system-level functions may emerge from a number of

different, dynamic interactions between species, and species-level functions may change as an

ecosystem shifts between alternating states. Absolute species diversity is less of a concern within the

resilience model than the overall properties of the system, although qualitatively diverse systems are

represented as being more resilient. It can also be noted that resilience corresponds to an overall

adaptation to frequently changing conditions, as distinct from niche specialization. In forest

ecosystems where fire is a periodic occurrence, for example, well-adapted species are those that have

developed a species-level resilience to fire, such as by producing seed cones that open at extremely

high temperatures (Folke et al. 2004); the aggregation of such resilient adaptations, rather than

diversity per se, can be seen as producing resilience at the ecosystem level.

Functions of diversity

Much of the discussion surrounding diversity has taken place, as mentioned above, in the context of

attempts to build normative international instruments. As such, it is hardly surprising that the

arguments encountered in favour of diversity preservation are often rooted in ethical or rights-based

language. Harmon argues, for instance, that the preservation of biocultural diversity is an ethical

imperative, suggesting that diversity is an essential element of humanity (Harmon 2001, 64-66). A

more overtly rights-based perspective is presented in the articles dealing with survival,

self-determination, and indigenous intellectual property rights indicated in the Convention on

Biological Diversity, the Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, and the Declaration of

Belem, as well as through indigenous language revitalization movements (Walsh 2005). As Posey

(2001) remarked, Traditional Ecological Knowledge and biocultural diversity research are intricately

linked to indigenous rights issues. Ethnobotany, when associated with ethical bioprospecting

practices, has been identified as offering potential support for local cultural diversity by providing

“reciprocal benefits” to indigenous communities (King and Carlson 1995; Carlson and Maffi 2004),

although some of the apparent successes described in the literature have ultimately failed to achieve

economic sustainability (Clapp and Crook 2002), and indeed may fail to address larger questions of
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ownership and representation of common intellectual property, particularly where knowledge spans

several indigenous communities (Peterson 2001).

In the biocultural diversity field, the parallel between cultural and biological diversity has been

fuelled by observations of similar “extinction crises” threating biological species and human

languages, and tied to deliberate attempts to motivate safeguarding action on moral grounds. In

linguistic terms, this “crisis” is informed by estimates that approximately 95% of the world’s

languages are spoken by only 5% of the world’s population, and that most minority language

communities are under threat (Maffi 2001, 5-6). The UNESCO Atlas of the World’s Languages in

Danger of Disappearing (Wurm 2002), first published in 1996, adopts categories of extinction threat

parallel to those of the IUCN “Red List”, identifying approximately half of the world’s languages as

being threatened with extinction. Similar correspondences have been drawn between species

diversity in the IUCN’s “megadiversity” countries and endemic language diversity (Harmon 1996).

A more recent study has correlated linguistic diversity and biodiversity hotspots, finding that

biodiversity hotspots and high biodiversity wilderness areas are home to 70% of the world’s

languages (Gorenflo et al. 2012).

Nonetheless, the focus on discrete languages, like species, as indicators of diversity is

methodologically problematic – as discussed further below – and may draw attention away from

more important system-level properties. Biocultural diversity conservation efforts may need to focus

on the less-measurable factors contributing to diversity – such as the interaction between species,

genetic variation, intra-population variation, and habitat heterogeneity – than on measurements and

interventions targeting individual species or cultures themselves (Nabhan 2001). In biodiversity

terms, such concerns have partly contributed to the adoption of an ecosystems approach in the CBD

and MEA.

To this end Maffi and Woodley offer a case study approach, in an effort to move beyond

statistical correlations of species and language diversity data and explicate the “causal links between

the environment and cultural values, beliefs, institutions, knowledge systems, practices and

languages, and the changes that affect the persistence or loss of these links” (2010, 9, emphasis in
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original). The various projects outlined in the case studies they present mainly involve documenting

and preserving Traditional Ecological Knowledge (TEK) – including ethnobotanical knowledge –

and the values and practices related to spiritual ecology, following a conservation framework

consistent with that employed by the WWF, IUCN, and UNESCO. Such an approach is also evident

in the Biocultural Diversity Toolkit published by Terralingua (Maffi and Dilts 2014), which

advocates projects aiming to safeguard, restore, and transmit indigenous peoples’ “traditional”

knowledge and practices as a combined form of cultural–environmental activism. While these

projects and methods do provide useful insights, they tend as a result to be primarily applicable to

contexts involving “endangered” minority or indigenous cultures, and less so to settings such as the

Mongolian pastoral sector – where discourses of nationalism and economic development have greater

currency than those of indigeneity and culture loss.

More functionalist arguments in favour of biological diversity can be elucidated from the

claims summarized in the Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD) and in the Millennium

Ecosystems Assessment (MEA). These documents distinguish between three main types of diversity

– intra-species diversity, diversity among species, and ecosystem diversity; a further distinction is

introduced among the types of “biological resources” that possess properties of diversity, including

“genetic resources, organisms or parts thereof, populations, or any other biotic component of

ecosystems with actual or potential use or value for humanity” (CBD, Article 2). Following on the

CBD’s principle of maintining biological diversity in support of human needs, the MEA identifies

“human well-being and poverty reduction” as the ultimate value of biodiversity, as ensured by

ecosystem services of provisioning, regulation, cultural-aesthetic value, and “supporting” ecological

functions such as primary production and soil formation (2005, iii). Somewhat confusingly, the MEA

states that its ecosystems assessment methodology is intended to be “functional” rather than

“anthropocentric” (2005, 130); in reality, the 24 “functions” assessed are all selected as providing

value to humans, albeit indirectly in some cases.

The link between biodiversity and human well-being is thus, in this model, tied to an

identification of biological diversity within human-ecological systems as directly reflecting the
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individual, specialized functions of agents interacting within those systems. In this sense, a

biodiversity loss, corresponding in this analysis to an absolute loss of a species in the spatial unit

selected for analysis at a given scale, results in the loss of the specific functions associated with that

species – such as carbon sinks, air and water purification, or the prevention of erosion – as mitigated

by system-level redundancy. This conceptualization of diversity thus overlaps with but is more

restricted than that presented in resilience theory, which further locates system services in the

emergent properties of the ecosystem itself.3

An overall review of the literature on diversity conservation – encompassing normative

discourse on biological and cultural diversity conservation, the biocultural diversity literature, and

resilience literature – suggests five core arguments in support of biological and cultural diversity. The

first of these arguments states that diversity provides an “information bank” that may be useful or

necessary for future adaptation; this concept of diversity underlies many efforts to maintain ex situ

collections of genetic information in the form of gene banks and seed banks (see CBD, Article 9;

UNEP 2010b), or traditional knowledge in the form of ethnoscientific ontologies (Gros and Frithz

2010). A second argument suggests that biological or cultural diversity must be preserved as

resources for human survival, pointing to the importance of reliance on diverse resources as a risk

mitigation strategy; this concept is applied through diverse resource use strategies, such as

agroforestry and crop diversification (Backes 2001; Berkes, Colding, and Folke 2000). A third

argument links diversity to the maintenance of human-ecological system functions, incorporating the

3. This argument in some respects resembles the “keystone species” perspective, which was introduced to the biological
literature to describe species within an ecosystem that perform an essential, stabilizing role, and whose local extinction
would cause significant changes in the functioning of that system (Paine 1969) – a system “flip”, in resilience terms. In an
attempt to extend the concept to encompass the human dimensions of ecosystems, Garibaldi and Turner (2004) propose the
concept of “cultural keystone species”, noting a causal correlation between biological and cultural diversity and suggesting
that diversity conservation should focus on important species and cultural complexes. Yet Garibaldi and Turner’s concept,
like the corresponding biological term, may ultimately be of limited analytical value due to the impossibility – as evidenced
in the authors’ own discussion – of isolating specific “essential” species within an interdependent system, wherein species
importance is defined as much by all other elements of the system as by any given species’s own functional role. The
theoretical difficulties encountered here can easily be transposed to an attempt to describe the integrity of a culture as
depending on “keystone” traits such as language, dwelling type, territory, resource use, spiritual beliefs, and the like: while
these culture traits are neither necessarily limited to a single group nor individually essential to any group’s cultural identity,
each combination of traits results in a cultural identity that is simultaneously shared and subjectively defined – such that
the traits themselves and the conception of the system are fluid in time and through space. Despite these methodological
concerns, it is clear that inventories of culture traits, like “keystone” biological species, can perform an important political
and discursive role.
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concepts of functional redundancy and of species function within an ecosystem

(Millennium Ecosystem Assessment 2005). A fourth argument, encountered in popular conservation

and indigenous rights discourses, states that non-human species and indigenous culture-groups have

the right to survive in their adapted environments, and that respecting this right is an ethical

imperative; this argument is encountered in efforts to maintain indigenous territorial rights (e.g., the

Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples) and, in biological terms, natural wildlife habitat

reserves. Finally, a fifth argument asserts that biological and cultural diversity possesses an inherent

value, which must be maintained on moral or aesthetic grounds; this claim is encountered in the

World Heritage Convention and similar documents (see Table “Values of Biological and Cultural

Diversity”).

Table 1.1: Values of Biological and Cultural Diversity

Argument
Biological
object

Cultural object
Description

1 Information
bank

genes knowledge Diverse genetic information or
human knowledge should be
preserved to enhance future
adaptive capacity.

2 Human survival species technologies Diverse biological and cultural
resources should be preserved to
reduce reliance on resources that
may become threatened or
disappear.

3 System
functions

species technologies A diversity of human and
non-human actors and activities
should be preserved in complex
humanecological systems, so as to
ensure that all ecological or
cultural functions are maintained
(with redundancy).

4 Moral
imperative

species human groups Non-human species and human
cultural groups should be allowed
to survive in their adapted
environments, as it is their right to
do so.
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Argument
Biological
object

Cultural object
Description

5 Heritage value systems systems Diverse human-ecological systems
should be preserved to maintain
their inherent universal value.

The five arguments I have identified can be organized into two general categories, concerned

respectively with the the pragmatic aim of meeting and guaranteeing human survival needs through

continued resource use (arguments 1–3), and with the desire to preserve non-human species and

natural ecosystems on moral or aesthetic grounds (arguments 4–5). The two sets of arguments may

be described as “objective” and “subjective”, insofar as the first set is constructed on the basis of

technical-scientific, “value-free” claims, while the latter explicitly identifies the value of biodiversity

as positioned and relative – and thus attempts to shift value away from anthropocentric concerns,

toward a recognition of non-human species’ rights to coexistence (argument 4), or to the inherent and

“universal” value of non-human–dominated systems (argument 5). A similar categorization is

possible in relation to cultural diversity: the first set of arguments recognizes the importance of

diverse knowledge and technological adaptations or subsistence strategies to human survival, while

the second set focuses on the survival rights of indigenous cultural groups and on the inherent value

of cultural forms as “heritage”. As the second and third columns in the accompanying table indicate,

these arguments address similar functions or mechanisms but distinct objects of diversity when

compared across biological and cultural domains.

Although biological diversity is nominally identified, in the CBD and its derivative literature,

as variation within or between species and ecosystems (CBD, Article 2), a more explicit distinction

can be made, in functional terms, between the two levels of diversity identified in the CBD definition

– the species and the ecosystem – and a third category, genetic diversity. Similarly, cultural diversity

is often defined in terms of human populations-specifically, in biocultural diversity studies,

populations sharing a common language – but can also refer to the diversity of knowledge,

subsistence adaptations (technologies or economies), and systems. Yet similar arguments made for
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cultural and biological diversity can evoke a false sense of equivalency between the biological and

cultural elements concerned. Whereas arguments such as those indicating “natural and cultural

heritage” (argument 5) allow biological and cultural elements to be combined in the form of “cultural

landscapes”, similar parallels cannot be so readily drawn between genetic and cultural knowledge

(argument 1), for example, insofar as the two types of information, despite being functionally similar,

evolve at vastly different time scales.

Issues of definition and scale

The central conceptual problem in associating biological and cultural forms of diversity results from

the possibility of defining “species” and “culture”, as the fundamental units of correlation, in a variety

of different ways, many of which are not analytically commensurable. Mayr’s “biological species

concept”, corresponding to the definition of a species as a group of organisms as “reproductive

communities”, has been widely adopted but is only one of many competing definitions – which may

alternatively consider adaptive niche, phylogeny, typology or morphology, or a number of other

characteristics as the basis for isolation and classification (Mayr 1999; De Queiroz 2005; Ruse 1969).

This definitional variation presents serious difficulties for attempts to conserve biological diversity,

leading some conservation biologists to ask, “what are we protecting?” (Rojas 1992). While the

precise definition employed is inconsequential to subjective conservation arguments, distinct

conceptions are implied within functional arguments: the “information bank” argument addresses the

species as a genetically distinct organism (i.e., the genetic species), the “system functions” argument

in terms of evolved, behavioural relationships to a set of resources (i.e., the ecological species), and

the “human survival” argument in terms of resource value to humans (i.e., the trophic species).

Similar problems arise in attempts to define “cultures” and “cultural diversity” as parallels to

the biological species and biodiversity. The “culture”, as a unit of analysis within diversity measures,

cannot correspond directly to the biological species concept insofar as human cultures are not

bounded, distinct entities; although it may be possible to describe societies taxonomically in terms of

ecological niche (see Steward 1955) or territory, shared knowledge, socially-determined behaviours,
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or other factors, the fluidity of such traits across human groups clearly undermines efforts to define a

descriptive cultural unit comparable to the species. This lack of conceptual clarity produces

significant problems when attempting to measure and correlate biological and cultural diversity – as

has been recognized by some advocates of the biocultural approach (Cocks 2006; Cocks and

Wiersum 2014).

Functional arguments remain particularly problematic insofar as they are positioned at medium

and long-term scales, making little accommodation for individual agency in modifying

human-ecological systems. Following on Gadgil’s (1987) example, it may be useful to introduce a

distinction between alpha-diversity (intra-group variation) and beta-diversity (inter-group variation)

in parallel biological and cultural terms. A conceptual confusion arises within the diversity and

resilience literature to the extent that biocultural diversity theoretically must be of the alpha type – in

other words, present within the boundaries of a given human-ecological system – in order to

contribute resilience-building properties, yet in practice the concept is applied almost exclusively in

the sense of beta-diversity, describing the continued existence of isolated “traditional cultures” as

constituting diversity on a global scale. One of the core areas of linkage between cultural and

biological diversity is thus encountered in claims that “traditional” societies are inherently disposed

to act in ways that conserve local (alpha) biological diversity – but these find their application in

attempts to preserve global (beta) cultural diversity in the form of protection for indigenous cultures.

Such claims may in some cases, however, be based on the argument that the same practices have been

carried out successfully, in the same ecological environment, by a group for countless generations

(e.g., Berkes 2012; Berkes, Colding, and Folke 2000).

The “conservation of sustainable practices” argument has been extended to other cultural

factors such as the maintenance of dietary nutrition, with the observation that biodiversity may

correlate to food diversity, translating into better nutrition in traditional as opposed to modern food

systems (Johns and Sthapit 2004). The sustainability of local or traditional practices – and, by

extension, the biocultural diversity to which they correspond – does not necessarily generate

sustainability across all scales, however. Despite views that traditional handicrafts production can be
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environmentally and economically sustainable, for example, it has been observed that the

international trade in African woven baskets and wood-carvings has put pressure on local resources

(Choge, Cunningham, and Ellery 2013). Assumptions of long-term continuity are also problematic in

a more general sense, as suggested by evidence that “indigenous” groups have in fact often migrated

and settled only recently in their current territories (Sillitoe 1998), that their key cultural symbols and

traditions are of recent historic origin (Hobsbawm and Ranger 1983), and that the bounded ethnic

community is a myth (Wallerstein 1974).

Stronger arguments have been made for alpha-diversity, particularly with reference to

agroforestry practices (e.g., Backes 2001). The agroforestry example is especially significant insofar

as it involves a tight integration between the two types of alpha-diversity – biological, as represented

by the coexistence of numerous species within a cultivated area, and cultural, as represented by the

adaptive selection of different crops in both time and space. Biologically, agroforestry reduces the

vulnerability of the human-ecological system to pests or other disturbances that might target an

individual species; in human terms, it prevents dependency on a single agricultural input (see below).

Correlating biological and cultural diversity

Methodologically, approaches to identifying diversity have been required to make decisions

regarding the scale or geographical unit of analysis and the choice of representative, measurable

diversity factors. Stepp et al. (2004) base their analysis on the ten global biological “diversity zones”

developed by Barthlott, as standardized units of 10 000 km², in which measures of vascular plant

diversity are taken as representative of biological diversity; other authors have relied on national

datasets. Smaller-scale studies have been based on statistical extrapolations from domain-analysis

field research, such as intensive interviews with randomly-selected informants designed to identify

the extent and variability of ethnoecological knowledge in relation to plant species (Zent 2001; Zent

and Lopez-Zent 2004). Geographic correlations have been attempted in various studies aiming to

map biocultural diversity using GIS (Stepp et al. 2004; see also maps reproduced in Maffi 1998);

early versions of global biodiversity maps created by Terralingua were incorporated into the WWF
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Global 200 Ecoregions conservation strategy documents (Oviedo, Maffi, and Larsen 2000). Such

applications have derived their underlying datasets from known data on the distribution of languages

and vascular plant diversity as respectively representing cultural and biological diversity (Stepp et al.

2004). Nearly all large-scale correlation studies have relied on the distribution of language groups as

a representative measure of cultural diversity, although some have made additional use of

demographic data concerning ethnicity or religion (Loh and Harmon 2005).

Dataset selection is typically grounded in largely pragmatic concerns: selected features, such as

language use, have been widely documented globally and are more directly comparable than

complex, aggregated indices or culturally-specific indicators, such as participation in certain cultural

activities or possession of local knowledge, which might provide more meaningful distinctions at a

smaller scale. On the other hand, it is difficult to accept such proxy indicators as meaningful in

themselves: census-gathered language use statistics, for example, provide an indication of

self-reported basic knowledge of given languages, but do not discern between degrees of linguistic

knowledge; the extent and context of language use in the case of multilingualism; pidginization and

creolization; or intra-language diversity such as regional dialect and variation by class or

socio-economic group; and shifts between “public” and “private” languages, or processes of

nationalism and assimilation (Arel 2002). Such methodological concerns have been acknowledged by

UNESCO in its attempts to develop a global language census, in the observation that “the definitions,

criteria and methodologies used for language data collection differ substantially from one expert or

Statistics office to the other, and often from one census round to the next”

(UNESCO Culture Sector, Intangible Heritage Division 2010).

Toward a relational approach

The types of diversity we can describe as “biocultural” do not necessarily need to pertain to entire

species or human societies, but can also be be seen as present at much smaller scales. As I suggest

with the basic scenarios described in the accompanying table (“Diversity scenarios”), diversity needs

to exist at all scales in order to be functionally useful. Livestock species diversity in a given pastoral
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landscape (scenario 2) can be beneficial to the ecological system, for example, given that all livestock

species graze selectively, with the result that mixed herds can optimize plant species diversity. Patch

grazing can also have a positive impact on landscape heterogeneity, in contrast to continuous,

moderate grazing regimes that aim to optimize single livestock species grazing for vegetation

stability (Fuhlendorf and Engle 2001). Heterogeneous grazing can result from localized disturbances

(e.g., wildfire) or concentration of livestock near water points; it can also be enhanced by herders’

mobility. But diversity at the landscape level will not necessarily allow individual herders to adapt to

crises unless that diversity is also reflected in the herder’s own livestock holdings (scenario 3). Herd

diversity can in effect have a defining impact on the resilience of a household or small-scale herding

unit, since social or ecological disturbances can affect different livestock species in different ways –

through commodity price volatility, for instance, or diseases such as footrot that affect some species

more than others. Such herd diversity is not only biological, in the sense that it involves livestock

species diversity, but also cultural insofar as local or indigenous ecological and techical knowledge

are actively – and adaptively – used in a mixed herding setting.

Of course functional diversity is not simply determined by the number of species or resources

at each scale, but also the richness of relations among them. In this sense a specialized household that

uses cattle only for milking, inseminating their animals with semen from a high-yield dairy breed,

will be less resilient to economic or ecological disturbances than a household that uses the same

animals – yaks or camels, for instance – for milk, wool, meat, and hides. The more diverse the

linkages that exist between herder and animals, the easier it will be to draw on these human–animal

relations to overcome market changes – loss of a milk supply contract, for example, as described in

one of the case studies below – by producing different commodities.

Table 1.2: Diversity scenarios at the household level: The importance of scale

Scenario Herder A Herder B Resilience assessment

(1) 100 cows 100 cows This scenario involves little diversity. In the event of
a disturbance such as a harsh winter, both herders
will be affected equally.
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Scenario Herder A Herder B Resilience assessment

(2) 100 cows 800 sheep There is now greater livestock species diversity in
the area, which may also contribute to maintaining
rangeland vegetation diversity due to the different
grazing habits of the cattle and sheep. But the
households remain individually vulnerable to social
or ecological disturbance, albeit in somewhat
different ways. An extremely cold winter may wipe
out most of the cattle, for instance, or an outbreak of
footrot may require culling many of the sheep.
Similarly, each herder may be affected differently by
fluctuating commodity prices or other market
changes affecting sales of sheep wool, mutton, beef,
or bovine milk.

(3) 400 sheep
50 cows

400 sheep
50 cows

The absolute biocultural diversity in the landscape is
unchanged from the previous scenario as measured
by the number of herders and livestock species, but
there is now increased diversity at the lower scale,
since both households have a more diverse herding
strategy. Both herders are consequently more
resilient, since they can adapt to factors that
predominantly affect one species of livestock.

Leslie and McCabe (2013) have usefully pointed to the importance of “response diversity” as

promoting resilience in social-ecological systems, using this term to describe heterogeneous human

decisions and practices. These authors insightfully remark that while pastoralists’ mobility is widely

recognized as contributing to resilience, for instance, the diversity of movement patterns among

herders in the same area is an important dimension of resilience. Thus they note that Turkana

pastoralists do not move to the same places at the same time, but follow divergent – and sometimes

opposing – trajectories, based on two key response diversity factors. First, herders do not all manage

the same species of livestock in the same proportions. Given that different livestock species have

different optimal grazing requirements, herders will arrive at different decisions about where and

when to move. Second, herders perceive risks and opportunities differently. Some households may

give greater weight to the risk of animal loss due to raiding in areas next to enemy groups, while

others may give greater consideration to the risk of starvation in safer but less productive areas. Very
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similar factors are at play in Mongolia. As I show in Figure 10.6, the various families with whom I

worked in Dornogovi had diverse and overlapping movement trajectories over the course of the year

of my fieldwork, reflecting differences in livestock species, as in Leslie and McCabe’s example, but

also factors such as herd size (those with more animals moved more frequently), labour capacity

(small households made shorter moves as they relied on outside help), or non-herding activities

(herders with economic ties to Khamar Monastery could not make distant moves). Herders’ mobility

strategies also tended to be guided by what others in their social network were doing: the households

going on distant otor did so when other relatives decided to make the same trip, for instance.

As I argue throughout this thesis, the diversity of relations within Mongolian pastoral society

contributes to the resilience of pastoralism. Dense linkages within a social-ecological

system-as-network allow both the system and individual actors within it to survive crises that would

lead to the disappearance of one or several “nodes”. In simplified terms: people who maintain

interactions with a wide range of people and resources are most resilient, because they are able to

exploit their existing relations adaptively under changing circumstances. Diverse, mutualistic

relationships supporting resilience include the co-evolved human–livestock, livestock–rangeland, and

human–rangeland relations, as well as even the livestock–wildlife relations (Niamir-Fuller et al.

2012) that are present in Mongolian rangelands and pastoral society.

The argument on process-type diversity I present in chapter 8 is substantively identical to the

one Scott proposes in favour of polycropping (1998, 281). Mixed cropping has been preferred by

many indigenous horticulturalists due to the possibility of varying production from year to year – or

even within a season – in response to evolving needs; limiting risk by using crops vulnerable to

different conditions, or that mature at different times; and accommodating the varied rights and

responsibilities over each crop that pertain to different household members. Various authors have

pointed to the value of polyculture in maintaining resilience, for example by reducing vulnerability to

pest outbreaks and pathogen transmission (Lin 2011), or to severe weather-related crises such as

tropical cyclones (Colding, Elmqvist, and Olsson 2003, 165–170). Similarly, diverse agroforestry or

agropastoral practices have been identified as enhancing adaptive capacity, and providing resilience
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to climate change (for a recent review see Mbow et al. 2014). These ecological studies indicate that

diverse land use practices accommodate ecological buffering services, while providing higher yields

through diversified resource use involving low material input requirements. In the case of Mongolian

pastoralists, maintaining diverse herds of multi-purpose livestock constitutes an obviously

comparable way of adapting production, managing risk, and accommodating diverse interests within

the family. Although some herders keep a dominant species of livestock – such as hybrid Yeröö

sheep breeders, or the specialized dairy farmers seen in chapter 5 – all herders included in this study

maintained at least two, and more typically three or four species of livestock.

Diversity and illegibility: Critiques of modernism

As I discuss at length in Part Three, efforts to manage, govern, or “develop” pastoral society have not

always been compatible with the forms of diversity that contribute to pastoralists’ adaptability and

resilience. Some elements of my study of adaptive practices are inspired by James C. Scott’s

influential work Seeing Like a State (1998), which explores the means by which states may simplify

landscapes and human practices in order to enhance their “legibility”. Scott’s work begins from a

departure point similar to my own – the question of why states have been so opposed to mobile

people (including pastoralists), and have engaged in so many failed attempts to sedentarize them (1).

Scott’s efforts to explicate the issue of sedentarization, or the mobile/sedentary divide, lead him to

discuss a more general problem of statecraft: the need for the modern state to be able to maintain

panoptical oversight of its population in order to perform basic governance functions. Informal,

adaptive, “disordered” practices are difficult to manage since they can only be understood at the local

scale. As a result, the modern state engages in a project of simplifying practices and landscapes so as

to allow people, landscapes, and practices to be mapped systematically, and remain legible, at much

lower resolutions. Surnames are standardized, so that individual citizens can be documented visibly

in state records; agricultural land tenure is streamlined into unified plots of standard dimensions, so

that property can be registered and managed more efficiently; cities and villages are planned or
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reconstructed according to grids, to simplify urban management; national languages are established

to ease communication throughout the state.

Scott focuses on the function and implementation of the legibilizing practices undertaken by

authoritarian states motivated by a “modernist” ideology. My own ethographic study similarly

engages with simplifying or legibilizing practices and ideologies, with greater focus on how these

practices may in fact operate imperfectly as observed from below. Pastoralists in Mongolia in some

ways appear to assent to modernist policies and the normative models offered by development

planners. Yet, as I describe in chapter 11, pastoralists may in fact subvert these policies by

assimilating new practices into existing, informal modes of organization. Some formal herder groups,

for instance, do little other than to serve as a conduit for extension funding – all the while maintaining

a pretense, in meetings with development practitioners, of having adopted simplified resource use

arrangements. In part such conditions have emerged because development in Mongolia is not the

work of a centralized state authority operating with a coherent ideology, but a patchwork of

development projects designed and implemented by various international organizations with the

consent of the state.

Scott discusses at length the simplified physical organization of space as a modernist project at

odds with informal, creative practices. These simplified spaces become blocked-out single-use areas,

producing a fragmented landscape in which adaptive or creative patterns of activity are severely

inhibited. I describe a similar trend in chapter 10, with reference to the fragmentation of rangeland

landscapes through land tenure arrangements, building on the work of Galvin and colleagues (2008).

Whereas anthropological contributions to the “rangelands fragmentation” literature draw largely on

ecological concepts of landscape heterogeneity and species diversity, I also draw attention to the

phenomenon of social diversity loss due to fragmentation or transection of diverse spaces and

processes.

In most of the cases I describe, unlike the “high modernist” landscapes of Scott’s analysis, the

rearrangement of physical space and social groupings is minimal. Legible landscapes, collectivities,

and practices are instead generated figuratively, through maps or flow diagrams depicting segregated
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places, actors, and processes. Discursively, the simplified representation becomes the reality it

documents: the maps created and used by development practitioners – such as the map of households

and resources managed by a community-based resource group (e.g., Figure 1.5) – establish a

discursive reality which diverges from that which exists on the ground.4 Boundaries of resources,

herder groups, and households appear to be fixed and manageable, because they are represented as

such on the map. But I have observed that the map itself may be a document that is rarely consulted,

if ever seen, by herders themselves. Even though the boundaries and pathways the map describes

may be known to herders, they are vague and fluid in everyday practice – unlike the solid lines

depicted on the map. Unlike the map reader, from whose panoptic viewpoint all points are equally

distant, the herder faces a situated and relational view of the landscape; proximate points are more

visible and knowable than points farther away.

The figurative representation can become profoundly disempowering for the people it

describes. This is particularly so for the standardized production process, as I describe in chapter 8

and chapter 12, where a linear sequence of objectified activities substitutes for branching – and

perhaps visually unintelligible – adaptive pathways (Figure 8.7). The introduction of food production

standards belongs to the set of legibilizing practices addressed by Scott; processes are mapped to

standardized lists of ingredients and “hazard points”, in a language that allows their documentation in

records exposed to panoptic surveillance by the state through its inspections apparatus. Where the

map generates spatial fragmentation, the process diagram (taken as the legible summary of a dossier

of forms and technical descriptions) fragments social actors and processes. Through a scaling up of

the process, a full sequence of actions becomes potentially visible to the state, but by the same token

the social context of practices ceases to be visible locally: the producer sees her own activities only as

part of a long value chain extending into invisibility. The primary agent driving this process is no

longer an adaptive actor – the pastoralist who decides each day whether to make yogurt, liquor,

clotted cream, or cheese, based on how much milk is available and what products are needed – but the

process itself. Economic practices thus come to follow authoritative rules and externally-defined

4. More accurately the map could be considered a “simulacrum” (Baudrillard 1994), as the representation does not
correspond to a prior reality.
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Figure 1.5: Map of a Pasture User Group in Duut sum, Khovd aimag (scale 1 : 100 000). Prepared
through the Green Gold project operated by the Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation. The
numbered square, triangular, circular, and diamond markers respectively indicate winter, spring, sum-
mer and autumn camps used by individual households. The legend to the right of the map indicates
areas demarcated for specific actions: degraded rangeland (i.e., area to be left ungrazed), locust control
area, salt evaporation pond creation area, otor region (i.e., reserve area for short-term and emergency
moves), winter and spring seasonal grazing area, and summer and autumn seasonal grazing area.
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templates for practice, rather than local patterns of use.
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Local and scientific knowledge

In the chapters below I will contrast the local, practical knowledge of Mongolian pastoralists’

adaptability and the technical-scientific knowledge of modernist development policies. This contrast

– which is central to Scott’s study of authoritarian governance and to various anthropological

critiques of development cited below – reveals substantially different ways of thinking about the

world. At issue is whether the contrasting ontologies we might label as “local” and “scientific” are in

incompatible, or whether a common ground can in fact be found. The methodological experiments I

describe in chapter 3 form an overt attempt to position my own research in such a common ground,

supported by new tools and methods for a dialogic visual ethnographic approach. At the same time,

disconcerting differences in perspective are revealed in the contrasts I describe between development

practice and herders’ everyday lives in Mongolia. These differences are partly attributable to the

modernist epistemology of development, constituted as a project to improve the “undeveloped” Other

in one’s own image (Escobar 1994). In this study I identify several areas where local knowledge is

displaced by the scientific and technical: pastoralists’ herd maximizing strategies are dismissed as

economically irrational and ecologically irresponsible (chapter 8); scientific rangeland management

aims to supplant herders’ perceptions of non-equilibrium ecosystem states (chapter 10); and scientific

terminologies for food substitute for local product taxonomies, storage practices, and concepts of

safety (chapter 12).

What I describe in chapter 11 as “subversive tactics” – and more generally throughout this

thesis as “adaptive practices” – belong to the category of knowledge and practices Scott describes as

mētis. Scott employs this classical Greek term to denote a practical knowledge or cunning deployed

by the politically powerless, and as a characteristic of the small-scale practices that stand in

opposition to top-down, state-directed grand schemes. While Scott glosses the term as “the

knowledge that can only come from practical experience”, the original Greek μ�τις is translated in

various sources as “cunningness” “wisdom”, “craft”, or “skill”, or “resourceful intelligence”. In

Greek mythology, Mētis was a titan and first spouse of Zeus: Hesiod’s Theogony refers to mētis as
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“Athena’s mother, worker of righteousness, who was wiser than gods and mortal men”5. A trickster

figure, she is the archetype of cunning and deceit, operating through disguise.

Détienne and Vernant (1974, 3) describe the archetypal concept of mētis as implying “a

complex but very coherent body of mental attitudes and intellectual behavior which combine flair,

wisdom, forethought, subtlety of mind, deception, resourcefulness, vigilance, opportunism, various

skills, and experience acquired over the years”. Mētis is thus a practical know-how applied in

“situations which are transient, shifting, disconcerting and ambiguous, situations which do not lend

themselves to precise measurement, exact calculation, or rigorous logic”. These are precisely the

types of uncertain situations faced by pastoralists on an everyday basis. The orientation described

corresponds very closely to the “tactical knowledge” defined by Michel de Certeau; indeed, de

Certeau specifically refers to mētis in relation to everyday practices and tactical “ways of operating”:

Many everyday practices (talking, reading, moving about, shopping, cooking, etc.) are
tactical in character. And so are, more generally, many “ways of operating”: victories of
the “weak” over the “strong” (whether the strength be that of powerful people or the
violence of things or of an imposed order, etc.), clever tricks, knowing how to get away
with things, “hunter’s cunning,” maneuvers, polymorphic simulations, joyful discoveries,
poetic as well as warlike. The Greeks called these “ways of operating” mētis.
(de Certeau 1984, xix)

De Certeau thus argues that mētis is a kind of transformation or disguise, “concealed by the

form of rationality currently dominant in Western culture”. While it is described as an intelligence

exhibited by hunters and fishers, I argue that pastoralists also exhibit mētis, insofar as they show both

“manipulation of events” and “flexible response to change”, with a greater focus on the latter. The

relevance of mētis to adaptability is clear:

Its suppleness and malleability give it the victory in domains where there are no
ready-made rules for success, no established methods, but where each new trial demands
the invention of new ploys, the discovery of a way out (póros) that is hidden. (Detienne
and Vernant 1974, 21)

5. See Theogeny http://data.perseus.org/texts/urn:cts:greekLit:tlg0020.tlg001.perseus-eng1. Mētis was prophesied to
bear a son who would overcome Zeus, who therefore swallowed her, which then caused Athena – the goddess of wisdom
– to be born from Zeus’s head.

http://data.perseus.org/texts/urn:cts:greekLit:tlg0020.tlg001.perseus-eng1
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Other work in anthropology, development studies, and resource management has

acknowledged the challenges of reconciling local and scientific/technical knowledge, but without

achieving a consensus on whether or how this is in fact possible. In the area of development, an

optimistic field of discussion on local and indigenous knowledge has emerged from the “farmer first”

movement (Chambers, Pacey, and Thrupp 1989; Scoones and Thompson 1994, 2009) and subsequent

works promoting attention to local knowledge in technical assistance or international development

projects (World Bank 1998; Warren, Slikkerveer, and Titilola 1989; Warren, Slikkerveer, and

Brokensha 1995; Boven and Morohashi 2002). The approaches advocated in this field embrace the

principle of “participatory development”, which aims to include local people in the decision-making

and information-gathering processes of development practice. While “participatory” techniques such

as transect walks and pile sorts can be reasonably inclusive, it is also the case that they continue to be

organized according to the needs and understandings of development practitioners; as such they may

not adequately reflect local ways of thinking, but simply operate as another extractive

information-gathering approach (Cooke and Kothari 2001; cf. Hickey and Mohan 2004).

A parallel set of approaches in resource management discusses “traditional ecological

knowledge” (TEK), oriented by the goal of existing local knowledge of resource conditions into

management frameworks, or of supporting co-management initiatives (Berkes 2004; Berkes, Colding,

and Folke 2000; Folke 2004; Huntington 2000). As with participatory development, these approaches

are not without their limitations, as attempts to combine scientific and local ecological knowledge can

– despite their best intentions – still privilege the technical and scientific. Adoption of GPS or GIS in

collaborative resource mapping projects, for instance, can cause local knowledge derived from direct

interactions with a landscape to be replaced – rather than simply complemented – by Cartesian

understandings (Aporta and Higgs 2005; see also Campbell 2002; Robbins 2003). In more general

terms, efforts to “integrate” local knowledge into scientific management, through validation or

calibration against controlled experiments (e.g., Bart 2006; Huntington 2000; Moller et al. 2004; Rist

and Dahdouh-Guebas 2006; Roba and Oba 2009), can maintain power differences between

indigenous communities and the state or development organizations by granting higher
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epistemological status to scientific knowledge, while problematically distilling local knowledge from

its social context (Nadasdy 1999). As Sillitoe has argued, indigenous knowledge and science may be

fundamentally incompatible where local concepts of “validity” privilege subjective accounts (Sillitoe

2010). Further, the abstraction and generalization, or “scientization”, of local knowledge generates

profound validity concerns for representation of local knowledge whose meaning is ordinarily

embedded in social relations (Agrawal 1995, 2002).

Some of the literature on indigenous and traditional knowledge touches on the seemingly

fundamental differences between Western and non-Western worldviews, as observed most

pronouncedly in indigenous beliefs seeming to construct the natural world as sacred or spiritually

interconnected (Pierotti and Wildcat 2000). Disagreement remains over whether indigenous “sacred”

ways of knowing are substantially different from Western scientific knowledge (Agrawal 1995; Ellen

2004) – a line of discussion that recalls earlier anthropological debates on “primitive rationality”

(Evans-Pritchard 1963; Lowie 1936; Malinowski 1925; see also Sanders 2003; Tambiah 1990).

Nonetheless, recent anthropological work on animism and ontological difference offers an

increasingly nuanced understanding, drawing on the concept of “relationism” as a defining feature of

animistic orientation (Descola 2013; Harvey 2006; Bird-David et al. 1999; Hornborg 2008). In

Graham Harvey’s terms, “animists are people who recognize that the world is full of persons, only

some of whom are human, and life is always lived in relationship with others” (Harvey 2006, xi).

Central to this definition is the recognition of agency – thought not necessarily sentience – of both

human and non-human actors, through their relations with one another. Some of the currently most

influential ecological anthropological interpretations along these lines have been advanced by Ingold

(Ingold 1986, 2000), who draws on actor-network theory in describing the agency of non-human and

non-living elements of an environment.

This perspective encourages an understanding of human-natural interactions as situated in fluid,

relational cultural landscapes, challenging essentialist and anthropocentric conceptions of natural

sacred sites (see below) and of indigenous people’s relationship with natural agents such as fire or

glaciers (Miller and Davidson-Hunt 2010; Cruikshank 2005). Non-human agency can elude positivist
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study, but may be rendered comprehensible through anthropomorphic narratives. Commenting on

Athapaskan and Tlingit women storytellers, for instance, Julie Cruikshank notes that the stories they

tell “summon up a moral system that includes relationships with non-humans – animals and also

features of landscape, like glaciers – that share characteristics of personhood” (2005, 60). Evoking

the continuous re-telling and re-working of family relations and ancestries through commemorative

practices (see below), Cruikshank goes on to point out that these stories are less statements of fact

than attempts to create “meaningful connections between past and present”, through which

meaningful personal messages can be obtained from repeated tellings.

Cooperation and relatedness

As described in chapter 8, many of the adaptive practices I observed during my field research depend

on mutual aid from extended social networks. This observation motivates a strong critique of

economistic approaches to development in Mongolia, which assume competition with actors outside

the household and uniformity within it. I challenge the concept of the bounded undifferentiated

“herder household” as economic actor in chapter 9. Throughout other chapters, I describe forms of

mutual assistance that strongly contradict the premise that herder relations are competitive and

self-interested, and that herders require institutionalized groupings to manage common-pool

resources or to initiate collective action. In this light, I identify in chapter 10 several problematic

aspects of the normative application of commons theory in Mongolia. Beyond the challenge of

creating true commons institutions among extensive, mobile resource users whose movement

trajectories overlap, a naïve application of commons theory raises concerns where it operates from

the assumption that resource users – as “herder households” – are individuated actors motivated by

competitive self-interest, in the absence of rules to promote cooperation.

As documented in Part Two, the herders who participated in my research engaged in a variety

of collective labour practices. The herders at Khandgait in Yeröö, for example, collectively produced

hay and felt, as well as rotationally cleaning the bedding from one another’s winter livestock shelters

and combing each other’s goats each spring. In other cases herders from several neighbouring
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households (or groups of relatives) collaborated in maintaining roads and wells, castrating livestock,

shearing sheep, and combing goats, and in organizing social events such as ovoo-worship rituals. The

presence of these collective practices indicates that relations among herders are not inherently selfish

or competitive, but that contexts for cooperation – including collective decision-making favouring

cooperative relations – exist outside of “legible” institutions.

More significantly, I point out that herders routinely depended on non-herders for mutual

assistance. As I describe further below, sometimes non-herder relatives provided help with

day-to-day pastoral activities, while in other cases they were available to assist at times of crisis.

Maintaining diverse relations thus offered a means of vulnerability management. This strategy is

comparable to the technique described by Colding and colleagues in their study of social-ecological

resilience, with reference to the example of Bangladeshi char-dwellers – who not only practise

diverse subsistence strategies (polyculture and animal husbandry), but also rely on “wide and

connected network[s] of relatives with other villages and with other chars”, reinforced by marriage,

that could be relied upon as an “escape route” during periods of flood and a mechanism for

exchanging food after a failed harvest (Colding, Elmqvist, and Olsson 2003, 173; see also

Schmuck-Widmann 1996). For Mongolian herders, town-dwelling family members offer similar

forms of assistance following a harsh winter (zud), whereby those who have lost animals may live for

a year or two with relatives in town, and share food or other material assistance from unaffected sites.

Development policies and interventions that may either ignore cooperative practices or view

them as maladaptive, given their embeddedness in kinship structures. The modernist notion of

progress involves what McKinnon (2013) calls a “transcendence” of kinship, whereby kinship gives

way to the state, group organization to individualism, communalism to private property, and so on.

Put bluntly, kinship is anathema to modernist development. McKinnon has thus described the

characterization of kin-based political regimes as “prior, more primitive, and more deeply

primordial”, just as within “advanced” societies the domestic domain is subordinated to the domains

of politics and economics (40).

Yet looking at pastoralists’ adaptive strategies through the lens of networks of relations is
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useful in understanding “altruistic” economic decisions that may be costly to the household or its

individual members, but ensure the resilience of the broader kin group. As an example of where such

a focus might be appropriate, we need look no further than the idea that keeping livestock on behalf

of “absentee herder owners” (Fernandez-Gimenez 1999a) contributes to unsustainable rangeland use.

According to this argument, herders who manage other people’s livestock are prevented from making

a living off the true value of the animals they manage, since they are paid a fixed monthly amount per

animal by the “absentee” owners. As a result, herders have an incentive to keep as large a herd as

they can successfully manage – thus contributing to overgrazing – but with little regard for livestock

productivity. Additionally, because the actual livestock owners are “absent” appropriators, they

themselves have little interest in the long-term condition of the rangelands, but instead have an

incentive to maximize their own profits from the over-exploitation of open access resources.

This argument falls apart, however, when we look at who these “absentee” owners actually are.

As Fijn observes, “the majority of the absentee owners are kin or acquaintances of the herders” (2011,

197n13). Nearly 60% of herders participating in a our recent household survey reported placing

animals in the care of others for at least part of the past year, most frequently siblings, relatives, or

their own children (Figure 1.6). When asked whose livestock was present in their current herd,

surveyed herders indicated that on average one-third to one-quarter of their livestock belonged to

others – but that a majority of those “outside” animals were not in fact herded for cash, instead

belonging to children or relatives, or being pooled with other families and rotationally herded

(Figure 1.7). In two of the five study sites represented in the accompanying figure, almost no one

reported managing livestock on a contractual basis. These arrangements are thus overwhelmingly of

the type that operate through, and directly benefit, extended families; they are a far cry from the

ostensibly parasitic arrangements implied in an “absentee” relationship.

Many of the adaptive tactics I describe in this thesis involve sharing and cooperation among

relatives – not simply people who live in the same household, but family members who camp nearby

or together in a separate home, and quite often those who live in town. Although the people involved

in these relations are often biological kin, relatedness does not correlate strictly to biogenetic
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Figure 1.6: Herders who managed herder households’ livestock. By percentage of repondent house-
holds who reported placing livestock in the care of each category of herder (multiple responses possi-
ble). Based on Thrift et al. 2015.
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Figure 1.7: Livestock herded by the household. Expressed in standard sheep stocking units, by owner-
ship category and by study site, for select survey sites. Based on Thrift et al. 2015.

proximity. Recent anthropological work on kinship has explored several areas in which relatedness

must be defined actively on the basis of weak or absent biological ties. For example, relatedness may

be experienced despite biological linkages being ambiguous in the case of assistive reproductive

technologies, or absent in the case of adoption (Carsten 2004). More obviously, biologically

unrelated people may be recognized as “family” due to their proximity to intermarried individuals.

Much contemporary anthropological study of relatedness builds on the legacy of David

Schneider (Schneider 1980, 1984), whose main contribution was to show that kinship is not

necessarily reflective of biological reality, operating instead – in the American case at least – as a

symbol for culturally defined relations and codes of conduct. Subsequent anthropologists have

engaged with this premise, shifting from studies of kinship as social organization toward

investigations of relations in social practice. As Carsten (2000, 4–5) indicates, preference by
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anthropologists for the term “relatedness” over “kinship” accommodates a shift away from an

analytical approach that presupposes an opposition of the biological and the social. Relatedness does

not privilege “natural” or “biological” relations established through sexual reproduction – reflecting

what Schneider called a European “biologistic” understanding of human behaviour (Schneider 1984,

175) – but instead allows us to recognize as equivalent the different forms of relationship that are

created socially on the basis of reproduction, marriage, adoption, reciprocity, or a variety of other

social practices.

As I discuss in chapter 9, strong social relations may be created and reinforced among

pastoralists through residential patterns. In one of households with which I worked, for example, the

husbands of two sisters wintered together while their spouses stayed with their school-aged children

in town. As I describe in chapter 6, Pürevjav in Yeröö held a degree of authority over several nearby

households due to his positioning as khürgen akh (elder brother-in-law), and insisted that I be

considered a khürgen as well – despite my being related to the group somewhat tangentially, by way

of two marriages and an adoption.6 These examples suggest that, contrary to the distinction made by

Schneider (1984) concerning American kinship, relations by “blood” and by “law” may be effectively

indistinguishable in many cases. Although biogenetic relationship can establish an immediate pretext

for cooperation and reciprocity, indirect relations may at times be stronger if the contextual need

arises.

Drawing on Strathern (1988), we might suggest that kin relations possess an obligatory

temporal dimension. Relations exist because of the performance of past actions, extending out of (but

also beyond) acts of reproduction:

We might regard kinship relations as the distillation of individual acts in a necessary
rather than contingent sequence. It is those acts that have produced this child of these
parents, from this affinal tie, and so on. They have a particular nature to them because in
kin terms each person is a microcosm of relations as they have been historically
activated through individual agents. (281–282)

No person, from this perspective, is shaped sui generis, but is constituted only as through

6. I was called khürgen by those whose relationship to me was through WFMB[B]W (the bracketed brother is an adoptive
relation).
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relations that reflect prior sequences of action. Strathern notes that persons’ “health, stature,

inclinations, [and] feelings” are all manifestations of specific (relational) actions (Strathern 1988,

282).

Along similar lines, we can observe that relatedness is closely bound to memory, through the

presence of shared past relations in the places and stories in the present (Carsten 2008). Empson

(Empson 2011, 2008) has shown how different relationships are activated in Mongolian households

by the placement of photographs in a framed montage on the family chest, situated at the place of

honour at the rear of the home (an example of which is visible in Figure 5.32). While the exhibition

of family photographs may seem nothing out of the ordinary, significant details of how the family

members perceive themselves in relation to others are revealed by which images are grouped

together, and by whose photographs are given prominence through their relative placement or size.

Empson suggests that these montages may be considered family genealogies, substituting for the

customary urgiin bichig that ceased to be maintained following the People’s Revolution – large

charts in which patrilineal relations were indicated in concentric circles, radiating out from a common

ancestor. In the montages studied by Empson, images of kin were frequently placed so as to radiate

outward from the photograph of a patrilineal elder.7 The montage typically encompasses relations

through both father and mother’s sides, as well as including school class photographs or similar group

relations. As there are no fixed or customary rules concerning the arrangement of photographs in this

“genealogy”, the family montage becomes in practice a shifting juxtaposition of individuals and

groups: component photographs may be changed or rearranged with some frequency, highlighting

the family’s evolving relations with people outside the home. Social relations are further expressed

by the substance of posed group photographs, which often make up a large proportion of those

displayed. Such photographs commemoratively document several individuals having been together

on an important occasion – a graduation, a class reunion, or a holiday in China, for instance –

underlining the social relations enacted through the joint activity, and through the self-conscious act

of having a group photograph made.

7. Although such an arrangement is common, it is by no means universal. In some households portraits of parents and
grandparents are placed at the top of the frame, while in others they may be absent altogether.
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Relatedness, relationism, mutualism

As I discuss further in chapter 8, co-evolved mutualistic relations with livestock and other non-human

agents can have a very similar character to those joining biological kin. It is commonplace in

Mongolia to speak of humans, livestock, and rangelands (khün–mal–belcheer) as a mutualistic triad,

or – to use a local analogy – as the “three stones of the hearth” (Erdenetsogt 1998). Implied in this

description is the idea that Mongolians and their livestock share a co-evolved interdependence (Fijn

2011), but also that rangelands as a whole have, over the past two millennia, evolved mutualistically

with mobile pastoralists’ grazing livestock. Comparative studies of rangelands indeed suggest a

co-evolution of livestock and plants: unlike areas that have more recently been subjected to grazing,

for instance, landscapes that have experienced long evolutionary histories of grazing appear to have

developed resilience mechanisms by which flora can respond to changes in grazing intensity

(Cingolani, Noy-Meir, and Díaz 2005).8

More interesting from an anthropological perspective is an exploration of how conventional

categories of biological symbiosis can be transposed to an analysis of social relations. The

accompanying figure (Figure 1.8) and table describe the outcome of such an analysis. Typologically,

symbiotic relations among biological organisms or social actors may be described according to the

type of impact – positive, negative, or neutral – the relationship has on each actor. This results in five

major types of relationship, for which I use familiar terms borrowed from the field of biology.9

Parasitism describes a relationship that is beneficial to one party but has a negative impact on the

8. In such co-evolved landscapes, the effects of intensive grazing (overgrazing) or reduced grazing following a distur-
bance may thus be considered effectively reversible. Interactions between grazing livestock and rangeland herbage have
not typically been described as “mutualistic”. Indeed, a core premise of much rangeland management is that stocking
rates must be managed in order to minimize depletion of herbage by grazing herbivores. This is not to say, however,
that rangeland scientists view all effects of grazing as potentially negative. The Society for Range Management states
in its position statements, for example, that “livestock grazing can be complementary and synergistic with other range-
land restoration technologies”, and that with the exception of “fragile and highly erodible lands”, the removal of live-
stock grazing from rangelands may have no benefit (Society for Range Management, 2015, “SRM Position Statements”,
http://www.rangelands.org/about_positionstatements.shtml).

9. I note that there is disagreement among biologists on the terminology concerning symbiotic relationships, including
reluctance by some to use the term “symbiosis” at all due to its history of misuse as a synonym for “mutualism” (Martin
and Schwab 2012). The schema I present here reflects the usage of “symbiosis” to describe all types of relationships among
different species or social actors, encompassing relationships in which the effects on either participant are positive, negative,
or neutral.

http://www.rangelands.org/about_positionstatements.shtml
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Figure 1.8: Typology of relations amongst actors or organisms. Impacts on actor/organisms A (hori-
zontal axis) and B (vertical axis) are labelled as positive (+1), negative (-1), or neutral (0).

other; amensalism describes a relationship that has a destructive impact on one party but no impact

on the other; commensalism describes a relationship that is beneficial to one party but has no impact

on the other; synnecrosis, or competition, describes a relationship that is mutually destructive to both

parties; and mutualism describes a relationship that is mutually beneficial to both parties. The sixth

category of neutralism – a relationship in which neither actor has any impact on the other – is

included for theoretical completeness, but is unlikely to exist in actual life. Although this biological

typology can be considered conventional, its limitations have been noted – particularly insofar as

many symbiotic interactions do not fall neatly into one or another category (Leung and Poulin 2008).

Nonetheless, it can be useful as an analytic tool serving to explicate social-ecological relations of

different types and where they occur.

In the accompanying table, I provide several examples from my own observations of relations

involving Mongolian pastoralists for each of these major types of symbiosis. (Several of these

examples will be discussed in greater detail later in the thesis.) Commensalistic relations between

herders and development institutions are particularly apparent in herders’ use of development project

resources for purposes that are unintended by the project, but that enhance their own subsistence, and

that are invisible to development agency staff. These relations belong to the category of activity I
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describe below as “subversive adaptation” (chapter 11). Competitive or synnecrotic (mutually

destructive) relations are apparent in some cases, but – contrary to some institutional narratives

underlying commons theory-based interventions – I have not found them to be common, let alone the

default mode of interaction among herders. The examples of competitive relations I provide here

come from sites where herders from different places of origin, who may already distrust one another

due to ethnic or regional differences, have camped together in a site where there are insufficient

resources to go around. Parasitic relations also occur, but do not constitute the majority of

interactions, as herders who engage in such relations – as by grazing their livestock in a common

hayfield – are quickly ostracized as “thieves” or “free-riders”. Amensal relations typically seem to

occur where larger-scale resource users push aside smaller-scale users. For the most part, the types of

relations I observed among pastoralists who live in the same area and practise mobile animal

husbandry at a similar scale are mutualistic, as herders (and others) will help one another out when

necessary and possible. This is the type of relations on which I place the greatest focus in this thesis.

Table 1.3: Types of symbiosis, as applied to social relations. Examples summarized from social rela-
tions observed during field research in Mongolia.

Relationship Examples

Commensalism herders allow their animals to graze on crop stubble left in farm fields
over winter

development workshop participants conduct private business during an
expenses-paid trip to the city

herders send small parcels with drivers of public or company vehicles on
their way into town

livestock-owning monks at Khamar Monastery use an institutionally
owned well for watering their livestock

Amensalism a group of families with several thousand animals bring their livestock
on otor near the camp site of a household owning very few animals,
depleting much of the vegetation and forcing the smaller household to
undertake a burdensome move

a mining operation pollutes downstream herders’ water supply

a new farm transects the route to summer grazing areas used by local
herders, rendering those areas inaccessible
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Relationship Examples

Parasitism livestock thieves steal herders’ horses or cattle

a herder cuts the fence surrounding an enclosed hayfield so as to allow
his livestock to graze in the tall grass

free-riding herders make use of a well that is regularly repaired by
another household, but do not contribute to its maintenance

a herder dismantles the building constructed at a water point by a
development project for communal use, so as to use the building
materials for a private purpose

Synnecrosis/
competition

herders who are camped at a degraded site avoid moving on otor or
reducing their herds, since no one else is willing to do so

herders allow their livestock to graze one another’s sites off-season

herders camped on otor at a site with inadequate water supply try to
maximize their own use of the existing well, watering their animals at
night so as to beat other households to the available water supply

Mutualism several neighbouring households get together to make felt, with the
participants helping out in different ways

the mobile herders in an area regularly maintain water points and other
infrastructure, with maintenance work being done by whoever happens
to be camped next to the item needing repair

children and extended family members who live in town, but keep a few
animals with relatives in the country, go to the countryside several times
a year to help their herder relatives with major activities such as combing
goats or preparing winter meat stores

Neutralism (herders manage their livestock in remote, disconnected sites where there
is no contact with other herder households)

In social theory, mutualism can be said to describe relations among actors that are mutually

beneficial rather than competitive, or to describe networks of small-scale, flexible institutions that

support the formation and maintenance of such relations as a basis of social and political organization.

What I call “mutualism” is inspired by the concept of “mutual aid” developed by Pyotr Kropotkin

(1888), as built on the idea that the natural processes of evolution are not based on competition – a

projection, in Kropotkin’s view, of Darwinist thinkers – but rather “sociality” and cooperation.

Kropotkin defines mutual aid as favouring a society in which harmony is achieved through voluntary
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associations – in the form of territorial, producer, consumer, and social groups – rather than law and

authority.10

By using the term “mutualism” to describe the sorts of relations that exist among pastoralists in

Mongolia, I refer to an economy oriented toward the maintenance of relations among people,

livestock, and other elements of the natural and physical environment. These relations are not, by and

large, established as a means to an end – such as creating economic value, or ensuring household

material subsistence – but are valued in and of themselves. From this perspective the relations

between parents and their children, or between a family and its livestock, present inherent value that

the pastoral “domestic economy” aims to preserve – without necessarily giving any weight to the

economic balance of productivity versus costs afforded by labour inputs from family members, or the

cash from livestock sold at market against the costs of “unproductive” livestock. Thus while a

mutualist orientation does not preclude conventional economic calculus, its focus differs

fundamentally from neoclassical economic rationality insofar as it is intersubjective – giving priority

to the shared value of the relationship instead of the individuated value of the transaction. As I

summarize in the accompanying table (“Characteristics of mutualistic relations”), mutualistic

relations have the properties of being immanent, shared, active, multiple, diverse, and dynamic. Such

relations are built on the shared, intersubjective value of the relationship itself; and they are actively

maintained in diverse and evolving ways, through shared activities involving different types of

contributions from each participant.

10. This vision of shared, voluntary use of resources bears some resemblance to the concept of common pool resource in-
stitutions proposed in commons theory, which have served as a model for several major development projects in Mongolia.
Yet the “collective action” of commons theory differs from mutualism, as the former takes individualistic, competitive eco-
nomic behaviour as normative, and as requiring mitigation by sanctions-based (authoritative) rules; mutualism, conversely,
takes competition as the artificial consequence of institutional arrangements. Unlike commons institutions, Kropotkin pro-
poses a system of voluntary arrangements permitting spontaneous adaptation to a variety of conditions, which are distinct
from formalized organization. Mutualism, he argues, favours “spontaneous order”, a transactional social structure in which
everyone does “what he wishes and only what he wishes” (Kropotkin 1888). Further, in contrast to the market-integrated ap-
proach and hierarchical linkages that dominate commons institution building in Mongolia, Kropotkin favours organizations
that focus only on the well-being of their members. Indeed, he asserts that private ownership and profit-oriented production
are the main obstacles to general well-being, insofar as they force producers to work more than necessary. Viewing the
State as “the instrument for establishing monopolies in favour of the ruling minorities” (1910, 914), he thus favours free
federation rather than hierarchical (centripetal) structures, arguing in favour of local self-sufficiency (1913).
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Table 1.4: Characteristics of mutualistic relations

immanent The value of the relationship lies in the relationship itself, and not in an extrinsic
form (such as the exchange-value attached to a transaction).

shared The intersubjective value of the relationship is recognized and shared by all
participants.

active Participants maintain and develop the relationship through activities in common,
rather than acknowledging its existence due to a rule or contract.

multiple Participants contribute differently to the relationship, rather than being organized
by commonality of purpose, activity, and identity.

diverse The relationship is able to encompass a range of different shared values and
activities at any given time.

dynamic The relationship evolves, involving different shared activities at different times,
unlike the transactional or contractual relationship.

The cases I describe below contribute to discussions in this area by providing important

examples of how mutualistic sharing and cooperation can work as an adaptive mechanism.

Contemporary pastoralists’ mutualism frequently operates by maximizing diversity in social networks.

While the participants in pastoralists’ mutual aid networks are often proximal kin, the emergence of

mutualistic relations can depend more on difference than on biological or social similarity.

Maintaining a heterogeneous social network – one that includes diverse and differently-positioned

actors – effectively provides opportunities to adapt to localized crises, and to shift resources so as to

limit vulnerability due to reliance on a particular site, herd of animals, or group of people.



Chapter 2

Scope and methods of the research

Given the highly differentiated nature of Mongolian pastoralists’ experience, I have attempted to

describe Mongolian pastoral adaptive practices in situated terms – looking specifically at the

differences among pastoral resource users’ knowledge and experiences, and linking these to the

situated knowledges and positionings of diverse subjects. “Adaptation” in the context of this study

encompasses not only adaptive uses of ecological resources as a function of change and uncertainty,

but also ways in which resource users negotiate – and sometimes subvert – legal and customary rules

and discourses (Escobar 1991). The anthropological understanding of “adaptive capacity” that can

arise from this research approaches Bourdieu’s concept of “practice”, as referencing the agent’s

“capacity for invention and improvisation” in everyday activities (Bourdieu 1990, 13). Adaptive

practices can thus be viewed as active and creative forms of interaction with received cultural and

natural resources and systems, placing focus on tactical “ways of operating” (mētis) embedded in

everyday practice (de Certeau 1984, 81-84; Scott 1998).

My specific research aims were to:

1. Identify the practices and conditions contributing to adaptability among nomadic pastoralists in

Mongolia, with a focus on concrete responses to change and uncertainty.

2. Describe how various pastoralists make economic (subsistence) decisions involving resource

use, specifically with attention to the decisions that may occur – sometimes implicitly – in the

55
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spaces between households or individuals, encompassing shared social relations, knowledge,

and practices.

3. Determine how adaptive practices may be affected by development policies and interventions,

particularly those concerning land and resource use or the marketing of pastoral commodities.

4. Develop prototype tools and methods for creating, storing, analyzing, presenting the

ethnographic records from this research, which make the records accessible to herders,

scholars, and development planners in such a way as to contribute to ethnographically

grounded dialogue of development issues.

Methods and sampling

My field research, conducted in 2011–2012, made use of interview and audiovisual recording

methods to document and interpret the adaptive strategies of mobile pastoralists and related actors

circulating through two study sites – Yeröö sum (district) in Selenge aimag (province), and Khamar

Monastery in Dornogovi aimag (Figure 2.1). These two sites were ecologically distinct, representing

the arid Gobi and more lush “khangai” (forested steppe) respectively.

The field research was conducted over a period of seventeen months between August 2011 and

December 2012, as described in the table below (“Summary of the research process”). Following the

writing and defense of the research proposal and ethics protocol in January–July of 2011, I spent two

months preparing for research in the two field sites in August–September 2011. At the beginning of

the field research period I spent two months holding semi-structured introductory interviews with

herders in both sites, as well as recruiting participants for the main stage of the research. I remained in

the city of Ulaanbaatar in December 2011 and January 2012 to accommodate the birth of our daughter,

during which time I interviewed a variety of policymakers and non-pastoralist value chain actors. I

resumed fieldwork in the countryside after the spring Tsagaan Sar holiday, producing audiovisual

field recordings in the two field sites over the course of nine months, from February to November
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Figure 2.1: Satellite map of Mongolia, August 2012. MODIS colour-enhanced satellite image of Mon-
golia, showing water and vegetation. Field sites are identified by red dots. The Yeröö field site is
located within the green area at the top of the image, containing forest and grass cover, while the
Dornogovi field site is located within the more arid region at the bottom right. The central dot indi-
cates the capital city of Ulaanbaatar.

2012. Following this I spent 18 months cataloguing and analyzing the field data, developing tools for

interacting with visual records, and writing up the first complete draft of this thesis.

Table 2.1: Summary of the research process

Stage Dates Activities

Preliminary 2011-01–07 Prepared working list of adaptive practices and
resource-use activities among pastoralists in each
ecological region

Selected field sites

Prepared research questions and methods
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Stage Dates Activities

Obtained approval of research protocol from Research
Ethics Board

Induction 2011-08–09 Established field headquarters in Yeröö and at Khamar
Monastery

Met and registered with local authorities at each field
site

Held informal meetings with local government officials,
livestock herders, and town residents to establish an
understanding of the political ecological context of
each region

Herder interviews 2011-10–11 Held semi-structured interviews with 30 herders in
Dornogovi and 20 herders in Selenge (see interview
schedule in Appendix C)

Prepared Mongolian-language typed summaries of the
interviews

Recruited members of 10 family groups in each site to
participate in the video field recordings, following
purposive sampling criteria

Interviews with
non- pastoralist
value chain actors

2011-12 –
2012-01

Conducted unstructured interviews with technical
managers of dairies, meat packers / sausage producers,
cashmere producers, and wool carpet manufacturers in
Ulaanbaatar to identify value chain quality and
procurement issues

Field recordings
with herders

2012-02–12 Conducted in situ video-recorded interviews with
pastoralists as they engaged in everyday “work”
activities (see list of topics and dates below)

Reviewed video extracts with herders

Analysis 2013-01 –
2014-07

Developed software toolkit for archiving and
cataloguing field recordings (see source code at
http://github.com/mcdrc/egaia)

Catalogued and annotated field recordings

Developed an interpretive model to describe
adaptability among contemporary pastoralists, based on
analysis of field data

Analyzed institutional documents and consumer
discourse to assess urban actors’ standpoints and their
impacts on pastoralists’ adaptability

http://github.com/mcdrc/egaia
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Stage Dates Activities

Wrote up results

Field sites

Selection of field sites reflected my own prior experience and positioning. At the outset of this

research project I had lived in Mongolia for approximately a decade, working in the area of culture

and development in affiliation with several academic and development organizations. Through this

experience, and through my marriage to a Mongolian citizen, I had developed ties with a wide range

of people and places in Mongolia. My field site selection took into account the desire to work in

locations that would be appropriate for studying adaptability among mobile pastoralists, where I

could rely upon prior contacts to initiate the research process and gain acceptance among potential

collaborators, and that were accessible enough that research would be feasible.

I visited Yeröö for the first time in 2009, to conduct exploratory research in anticipation of

preparing my doctoral research proposal. I initially selected this site on the encouragement of my

in-laws, as my father-in-law’s sister – who had settled in Yeröö with her husband – was able to host

my family for the summer, providing us a yurt set up next to their own home. During this period I

visited herders, local officials, and neighbours, attended town hall meetings and development

workshops in the town centre, and toured the sum to get a sense of the area and its people. Despite the

richness of political ecological issues I encountered, I was aware that Yeröö was not necessarily a

representative site in terms of pastoral practice: the herders were not particularly mobile, and many of

them kept only one or two species of livestock. With these considerations in mind, I opted for a

multi-sited research strategy involving an additional, highly contrasting site.

I selected Dornogovi as an area I knew well, having visited the aimag regularly for a number of

years – and having toured all of its sums – through a variety of projects involving collaboration with

staff at the Dornogovi Museum and Khamar Monastery; the curator of the provincial museum was a
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former student of mine. Dornogovi was indeed significantly different from Selenge, as a low-density

desert pastoral area. It had the advantage of being sufficiently distant from Ulaanbaatar to represent

life at a distance from the economic and political centre, while remaining accessible through a day’s

travel by road and rail, thus allowing repeated trips in alternation with the Yeröö site. My initial plan

was to be based in the aimag centre; however, travelling to Dornogovi in August, we found that there

were no apartments being advertised for rent, and inquiries through word of mouth were not

productive either. In the end we arranged with the manager of Khamar Monastery, about 40

kilometres from the aimag centre, to set up a yurt there and obtain an electrical hookup. This

arrangement was auspicious as it put us within range of herders from four different bordering sums –

Örgon, Erdene, Ulaanbadrakh, and Sainshand – which required less travel than if we had been

stationed in town. (As I soon discovered, there were few herders in the vicinity of the aimag centre at

that time, mainly due to drought and poor water access in that region.) Staying at Khamar Monastery

I was also able to investigate pastoralists’ interaction with the sacred landscape and the economy of

pilgrimage tourism.

I will briefly introduce the distinguishing features of the Yeröö and Dornogovi sites below,

then discuss their representativeness in relation to the pastoral experience.

Yeröö

Yeröö sum is located in Selenge aimag in Northern Mongolia, 300 kilometres to the North of

Ulaanbaatar. The district was formerly managed as a state farm, in which fine-wool sheep were

specially bred to produce luxury grade wool in the 1970s and 1980s; since the privatization of the

state farm assets in the mid–1990s, herders have experienced increasing transection of grazing areas

by large-scale agriculture and mining operations. Despite local authorities’ efforts to limit

pastoralism in this sum so as to support farm agriculture, the district has experienced continuing

inbound migration of pastoralists from the Gobi and Altai regions.

The relatively low livestock counts for Selenge aimag (2.9 million as opposed to 6.8 million in

the ecologically comparable Arkhangai aimag) illustrate the effects of Mongolia’s longstanding
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designation of Selenge as an “agricultural zone”. Located close to the border with the Buryat

Republic of the Russian Federation, Yeröö was in the early 20th century home to a population of

primarily ethnic Buryat Mongols, who – as distinct from the more mobile Khalkh Mongols to the

south – practised transhumant cattle breeding, producing cream, eggs, and root vegetables, and lived

in permanent wooden homes (Humphrey and Sneath 1999, 194). Following the People’s Revolution

of 1921 approximately 200 Buryat households were “sent home” to Russia, leaving behind a handful

of families who would remain as a minority “indigenous” population. The area encompassing Yeröö

sum was declared part of the “agricultural zone” in 1931, but the first major agricultural activity was

conducted by convicts at the political prison camp that operated in the area from 1941–1953. In

addition to growing crops, the camp administered 15 000 sheep and goats, 2-3000 cows, and

approximately 4000 horses (Pürevjav 2004, 53). Following the closure of the prison camp its assets

were transferred to a state farm (sangiin aj akhui). Like the pastoral collectives (negdel), state farms

were mainly coextensive with the sums in which they were located, and typically both were headed

by the same person (Humphrey 1978); the primary difference between collectives and state farms was

that in the former, livestock was nominally owned collectively by the herders rather than directly by

the state.

By far the most significant economic activity in Yeröö was wheat production, which by 1971

extended to 30 000 cultivated hectares yielding in excess of 1500 tonnes of wheat each year. Many of

the current residents of Yeröö belong to families originally from the Western region (Bayan-Ölgii,

Uvs, and Khovd aimags), who were sent to Selenge in the first decades of the state farm to occupy

positions as tractor operator/mechanics, engineers, accountants, veterinarians, teachers, or cooks.

Dairy and livestock production in Yeröö state farm was intended initially to supply these workers

with milk and meat rations, given that most residents had been forced to leave their private livestock

behind when moving to Yeröö; the state farm began to manage 200 dairy cattle as of 1960, and held

36 000 total livestock by 1971 (Pürevjav 2004, 61).

Yeröö state farm subsequently gained significance as the site of the improved, high-yield

“Yeröö” sheep breed. The Yeröö sheep is a fine-wool merino hybrid created in the 1970s at the Yeröö
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State Farm.11 The sheep are much more work to manage than local breeds, as they are sensitive to

cold, produce twin births but often do not recognize their own offspring, require feed supplements,

and easily succumb to a variety of illnesses. In the period following decollectivization in the 1990s,

the fine wool value chain ceased to operate. Due to the collapse of this market most of the households

who had kept Yeröö sheep disposed of their animals or interbred them with local sheep varieties. In

the 2000s a Norwegian project undertook to reintroduce fine wool breeds in three sums in Selenge

aimag, and to create a network of women’s handicrafts cooperatives in Darkhan to process the wool;

the handicrafts were then exported to Norway and elsewhere in Europe.

During the socialist period the majority of Yeröö State Farm workers and their families lived in

single-family wooden houses in the sum centre, though approximately 50–60 full-time herding

households kept livestock in designated grazing areas, and several small “brigad” (agricultural labour

units) maintained permanent facilities at more distant farm fields. Yet the “sedentary” town dwellers

during this period were also in fact quite mobile: tractor operators and other farm workers would

camp at the fields during key intervals in the farm season; veterinarians travelled almost continuously

through the countryside monitoring livestock; and students, teachers, and office workers from town

would take up residence at temporary camps each year to help with birthing and shearing of sheep.

The population of the State Farm was augmented each summer by students from Ulaanbaatar, who

were sent to farms and collectives throughout Mongolia to help with labour-intensive tasks such as

making hay, repairing winter livestock shelters, and manually harvesting and packing potato crops.

All of the socialist-era infrastructure listed above is still in place, though the veterinary clinic and

stores were privatized in the 1990s, along with the primary economic assets of the State Farm, and

have since been mainly modernized or replaced. Additionally, the administrative town centre has

grown considerably over the past decade with the opening of the Bold Tömör Yeröö Gol iron ore

11. The Yeröö sheep is recognized internationally as “Yoroo”. Mason’s World Dictionary of Livestock Breeds defines
the breed as follows:

Yoroo: (Tavin, Selenge prov., Mongolia) /mw.m.d/pd; lt/orig. from North Caucasus (Mutton-Wool), Kuiby-
shev and Romney, x local Mongolian/recog. 1991/ not Yeroo.

mw: intermediate wool: crossbred finewool Merino x longwool; m: meat; d: dairy (milk); pd: polled (i.e., without
horns); lt: long thin tail (to ground).
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mine at Bayangol and the influx of migrants from Western Mongolia.

Due to the limited availability of grazing areas in Yeröö, herders tend to be more sedentary

than in many other parts of Mongolia. While some groups with smaller numbers of livestock

organize their herding activities collectively through rotational arrangements, most households now

live and manage their livestock separately.

Dornogovi

Dornogovi aimag is located approximately 450 kilometres to the South of Ulaanbaatar. The

municipal area of Sainshand, which formally encompasses the Monastery, has an overall population

of 21 000 – including nearly 300 registered pastoral households. Geographically the area is located

close to the northernmost fringe of the Gobi desert, a fragile ecosystem characterized by pebbly soil

and a sparse vegetation cover. The “traditional” economic activity associated with this area is a

highly mobile form of pastoralism, based on extensive herding of camels, sheep, horses and goats.

Families in this region move seasonally between wells and natural water sources, sometimes covering

distances in excess of a hundred kilometres. Khamar Monastery, where I was based during the field

research, is located at the intersection of Sainshand, Erdene, Örgön, and Ulaanbadrakh sums.

Although most pilgrims visiting Khamar Monastery do not think of the site in terms of livestock

production, the Monastery is deeply integrated with pastoral practices: monks, support staff, hostel

operators, and the monastic institution itself own livestock, rely on meat and milk food supplies, draw

on supplementary income from wool and cashmere, and organize camel-riding visits for tourists.

One of the points of interest I identified in selecting the region of Khamar Monastery as a

research site was the connection between pastoralism and the environmental teachings, taboos, and

practices linked to – though not necessarily originating in – Mongolian Buddhism. The region of

Sainshand has become a major domestic pilgrimage and tourism centre in the past two decades, in

large part attributable to local residents’ ad hoc construction of sacred monuments and engagement in

other ritual practices. At the outset of my research I hypothesized that ongoing engagement with a

major sacred site would promote a more spiritually-informed view of the pastoral landscape,
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involving heightened notions of respect for the environment, an interest in merit (buyan) rather than

personal gain, the frequent performance of rituals linked to livestock, and a non-anthropocentric view

of the landscape acknowledging the agency of local spirits.

Figure 2.2: East Gobi Sacred Landscape. Taken from the map of temples and monasteries in Dornogovi
aimag in Rinchen (1979). The sites within the demarcated landscape are: (674) Argalant Monastery,
(676) Choilin Monastery, (677) Sharil Monastery or Khamar Gurvan Monastery (at Khan Bayanzürkh
sacred mountain), (678) Khamar Monastery, (679) Dalan Türüü Monastery (at Dalan Türüü sacred
springs), (681) Dalai Monastery, (683) Bürd Monastery (next to Bürdene Bulag sacred oasis), (686)
Alag Monastery, and (687) Avdarant Monastery.

The area near Khamar Monastery could readily be described as a “sacred landscape”,

circumscribed by the four major sacred sites of Khan Bayanzürkh Mountain, Bürdene Bulag sacred

oasis, Dalan Türüü sacred mineral springs, and Khamar Monastery – all of which are situated

between the town of Sainshand and a mountain ridge approximately 200 kilometres to the south.

Rinchen’s Ethnographic and Linguistic Atlas (1979, 61-62) identifies 79 temples and monasteries in
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the territory of the East Gobi, including nine within the sacred landscape as I have defined it

(Figure 2.2). This sacred landscape has achieved increasing prominence in the past two decades as a

result of its promotion by a variety of actors for religious, economic, and political purposes. Much of

this development has followed the initiative of Z. Altangerel, whose grandfather had secretly

recovered and hidden in the desert several dozen wooden chests containing objects associated with

the Fifth Wrathful Noble Saint of the Great Gobi, Doltuityn Danzanravjaa, from Khamar Monastery

at the time of the religious purge in 1937. Having been secretly instructed by his grandfather as to the

location of these objects, Altangerel finally dug up the first of the hidden chests upon the restoration

of religious freedoms in 1990, putting some items on display in a private museum and donating the

remainder to the newly re-established Khamar Monastery, of which he became the General Manager.

Throughout the 1990s Altangerel intensively promoted his story of a “lost” cultural heritage restored,

building a narrative in which Danzanravjaa was represented as an eccentric yet brilliant poet, scholar,

and educator.12

Crucially, the accomplishments of Danzanravjaa were not simply linked to stories and museum

objects, but associated through narratives to physical sites within the landscape, thus permitting the

re-sacralization of the space and the revival of ritual activities by the public. Altangerel’s original

narrative was focused on Khamar Monastery, former seat of Danzanravjaa, but also included a

number of other natural sites: the nearby set of semi-natural caves where monks were alleged to have

meditated for up to 108 days at a time – subsisting on intellectual energy alone – in order to acquire

telekinetic skills; a sacred well at the Monastery whose water, according to a treatise written by

Danzanravjaa himself, could cure a variety of ailments; embankments from which “dragon bones”

(dinosaur fossils) were discovered and used by Danzanravjaa in producing various traditional

medicines; the Bürdene Bulag oasis, featuring an anomalous configuration of sand dunes surrounding

a grassy meadow and great pools of water, which was thought to possess great natural energies and

was therefore selected by Danzanravjaa for meditation retreats; and the sacred Khan Bayanzürkh

Mountain. The last of these sites had long been worshipped within the indigenous animist-shamanic

12. See Kohn (2010) for a full account of this narrative written for a popular audience, based on interviews with Altangerel.
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tradition, but later came to be acknowledged as the final resting place for the roaming spirit of

Danzanravjaa’s predecessor, whose body was mistakenly embalmed there by his disciples when they

failed to recognize that his spirit had left his physical body during a period of intensive meditation.

All of these natural sites are tied together by the common thread of their representation as

possessing a sacred natural energy. According to Altangerel’s narrative, the Gobi landscape remains

the site of “pure” natural energy, which can be tapped into by advanced tantric practitioners.

Altangerel also suggests that under the influence of the Russians who moved into the area in the

mid–twentieth century – who were unfamiliar with this natural power – Mongolians engaged in a

variety of activities that severely degraded the local ecology. Such destructive activities included

establishing a military base at nearby Züünbayan, as well as the depletion of natural saxaul groves by

railway builders and soldiers who used the wood from the sacred groves for fuel. Altangerel has

attempted, in part, to gain support for his religious restorative activities by presenting them as

“ecologically friendly”, arguing that Buddhist customs specifically prohibit environmentally

destructive actions as they will lead to bad karma, while also undertaking projects to restore

ecological features at Khamar Monastery, including an ambitious tree-planting program.13 Various

people connected with the Monastery have also made deliberate efforts to promote practices

grounded in “spiritual ecology”, including offerings to spirits with power over water and the weather.

In 2012, a group of railway employees dedicated a large statue to the King of the Nāga next to the

sacred well at the Eastern side of the Monastery.

Since 2009 or 2010 the sacred space focused on Khamar Monastery has begun to develop

rapidly, as a destination for an increasing number of pilgrims from throughout Mongolia. By 2010 a

dozen or so hostels had set up business at the Monastery itself, catering to domestic pilgrims. In that

year a high-voltage power line and mobile telephone service were installed, and in 2013 the 42 km

road from Sainshand to Khamar Monastery was paved, opening simultaneously with a 200 km

13. This project is mentioned in the World Bank-funded handbookMongolian Buddhists Protecting Nature (Chimedsen-
gee et al. 2009). Rather than building monuments to the deceased, Altangerel suggests, the people of the Gobi should think
of planting memorial trees – such that the trees growing in the Gobi would eventually outnumber the human population.
At the time of my stay at Khamar Monastery the main plantation was managed by maintenance worker Tsolmon, with a
secondary plantation managed by Togtokh Lama (Figure 7.31).
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roadway that completed the road transport link to Ulaanbaatar. Through major fundraising efforts a

massive stupa was constructed at the Monastery itself in 2011, followed by new prayer temples in

2012 and 2013; the inaugurations of these new structures were marked by festivals including horse

races and wrestling competitions. Ongoing improvements were made by private and public

worshippers at Khan Bayanzürkh Mountain, including the construction of a concrete staircase leading

to the top of the mountain. In 2013, one of the monks at Khamar Monastery was identified by the

Dalai Lama as the next incarnation of the Gobi Noyon Khutagt, who would go by the name

Danzanluvsantüdev.

The Dornogovi sacred landscape has been significantly reimagined through these changes. The

primary narrative of the landscape no longer focuses primarily on its historical significance – as

evoked by stories of Noyon Khutagt Danzanravjaa, or by the restoration of its natural and cultural

heritage – but on its role as a contemporary pilgrimage destination. Most pilgrims now understand the

site through association with a ritual sequence that involves interactions with new physical structures,

and that is undertaken with the intention of gaining personal advantage. This sequence includes

offerings of milk by women at the “breast cairns” (maam ovoo) at daybreak, to achieve fertility; a

visit to the Shambhala complex, now known to pilgrims as the “Energy Centre” (energiin töv), so as

to be revitalized by natural energy; a visit with diviners and purchase of prayer-readings from monks

at the main temples, in order to gain protection against or to recover from sufferings; and offerings of

vodka and burning of slips of paper bearing personal wishes at Khan Bayanzürkh Mountain,

popularly known as the “Wishing-Mountain” (khüsliin uul), so as to have one’s wishes fulfilled.

Representativeness of the field sites

When I described my field research to anthropologist colleagues at the National University of

Mongolia, one professor expressed skepticism about my selection of field sites. Why choose Yeröö

sum in Selenge, he asked, since the region is not even classified as a pastoral zone? Pastoralists in

that area are hemmed in by farms, they don’t keep large numbers of livestock, they hardly move, and

they do a lot of other things besides just herding – in short, they have lost many of the essential
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traditions that define Mongolia’s “nomadic civilization”. Similarly, why choose Khamar Monastery?

How representative is a monastery as a place for herders to live? Colleagues elsewhere – including

some of the herders with whom I worked – expressed similar views, sometimes in the form of

disappointment that I apparently lacked the resources (or stamina, perhaps) to work in a place that

was more remote, where the people were jinkhene malchin (“authentic pastoralists”) who lived,

presumably, as they had decades if not centuries ago…

Although there are elements of truth to these arguments, it is important to consider what is

really understood by the terms “representative”, “authentic”, and “universal” as applied to the

experience of pastoralists in Mongolia. The “pure” pastoralism implied in my colleague’s comments

might be taken as describing an indigenous, mobile way of life, minimally touched by modern or

urban (sedentary) civilization. In part these comments reflect the “strategic essentialisms” of

nationalist scholarship in Mongolia. The very concept of “nomadic civilizations”, which organizes

much cultural research in Mongolia, overtly associates ethno-historical scholarship with a nationalist

social purpose; having originally emerged from efforts to revise Soviet Marxist theory to

accommodate nomadism as an advanced stage of cultural evolution, the concept is now largely

associated with cultural heritage promotion efforts (Tsetsentsolmon 2014).

As I discuss in chapter 7, there are strong reasons to interrogate the concept of “pure

pastoralism” from an analytic perspective. In the earlier anthropological literature, pastoral groups’

non-pastoral activities were often dismissed as “anomolous behaviors … resulting from

contamination of the ‘pure pastoralists’ by contacts with agricultural neighbors, with colonial

administrations, or with other disruptive forces external to the pastoral society itself” (Dyson-Hudson

and Dyson-Hudson 1980, 16). Yet such a “pure pastoralism” may never have existed anywhere. As

Khazanov argues in his major synthesis of the history of nomadic peoples, pastoral societies almost

inevitably engage in some form of supplementary economic activity as a means of broadening their

resource base, but the only way for them to obtain all the products they need is through sustained

economic interaction with non-pastoral peoples (see especially Khazanov 1994, 69–84). We need

only look at the diverse range of urban centres that have existed historically in Inner Asia to appreciate
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diversity of interactions that pastoralists have maintained with “sedentary” people and places. Such

centres have included trade and agriculture cities, monastic cities, military cities, political cities, and

(in the 20th century) industrial cities (Campi 2006) – each of which has had a particular and

inevitable effect on the everyday activities of the pastoralists who circulate around and within it. In

this sense, pastoralists being close to Khamar Monastery or to the farms and mines in Yeröö makes

them no more unique than those who live closer to any other place – the city of Ulaanbaatar, for

instance, or an aimag or sum centre, or a border town, or one of the valleys along the main roads

where people congregate to sell mare’s milk, or a national park. Pastoralists tend to interact

opportunistically with whatever settlements are closest, and with whomever happens to be there.

Two observations are strongly corroborated by other multi-sited studies on pastoral social

organization in Mongolia: first, pastoral residential groups are extremely diverse in all locations; and

second, these groupings are almost always fluid (Humphrey and Sneath 1999; Thrift et al. 2015).

Pastoralists throughout Mongolia – including those who herd livestock as single household units –

rely heavily on their extended kin networks in managing their subsistence. Thus while it is

problematic to speak of a “typical” herder household, residential group, mobility pattern, or pastoral

subsistence strategy, I suggest that it is reasonable to describe such distributed social organization as

a common and adaptive feature of pastoralism in Mongolia. In this study I have sought to describe

some of the implications of this form of organization in practice. By focusing on the experience of

several families in Dornogovi and Selenge, I have attempted to highlight the commonalities and

differences of this experience across diverse contexts. The sample I have chosen demonstrates that

adaptability through diversity does not pertain to a specific set of geographic conditions or type of

livestock, but is present in heterogeneous social-ecological systems and networks. I point out that

some herders are more flexible and adaptive than others: for example, specialized dairy or wool

producers have fewer opportunities to adapt production strategies and social groups; structural

constraints such as land fragmentation in Yeröö reduce the heterogeneity of the landscape, limiting

adaptive capacity; and development or natural resource management policies can have unintended

consequences by assuming greater homogeneity of economic interest and social organization among
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herders than is actually the case.

The Yeröö and Dornogovi field sites were not selected as being representative of all pastoral

experience in Mongolia, but as providing an indication of the maximum extent of variability of

adaptive practices. Nonetheless, while these two sites are evidently unique, both share significant

features with other areas in their respective geographic regions and in Mongolia as a whole. Herders’

livelihoods in these these two sites broadly reflect the nature of locally adaptated pastoral practices in

the arid (Gobi) and steppe ecological regions of Mongolia. As shown in the accompanying climate

graphs, the Dornogovi and Yeröö sites are characterized by contrasting climates: temperatures are

generally higher in the Gobi site, but precipitation there is much lower and more irregular than in

Yeröö (Figure 2.3; Figure 2.4). Encompassing arid rangeland and desert ecology, Dornogovi fits the

pattern of a non-equilibrium ecological system, with vegetation growth appearing to be determined

largely by rainfall. The region represented by the Yeröö site can be considered far more stable in

comparison, governed by cyclical temperature and precipitation regimes. These characteristics have a

structuring impact on the nature of adaptations in each site. Whereas in Dornogovi herders are

extremely mobile in response to constant uncertainty, the herders in Yeröö move infrequently – and

never beyond the confines of their home district – but instead prepare substantial hay reserves and

livestock enclosures to buffer against the possibility of extreme winter conditions. More stable

conditions in Yeröö also permit the widespread practices of horticulture and non-irrigated agriculture.

While the livestock species herded in both regions are substantially similar, camels are common in

Dornogovi but effectively absent in Yeröö, while cattle are far more dominant in Yeröö. These

ecological features and pastoral practices are relatively consistent across the steppe and Gobi zones of

Mongolia. Livestock numbers and types in each site are also consistent with regional levels

(Figure 1.4).

Population density is another significant indicator of regional difference. Mongolia is the least

densely populated sovereign country in the world, with an overall population density of only 1.9

inhabitants per km².14 This human population is distributed very unevenly, however: one-third of

14. See http://data.worldbank.org/indicator/EN.POP.DNST/countries for official data from the FAO/World Bank
World Development Indicators, or <http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_sovereign_states_and_dependent_ territo-

http://data.worldbank.org/indicator/EN.POP.DNST/countries
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Figure 2.3: Climate graph for Sainshand (Dornogovi), 2012-2013. Data source: National Meteorology,
Hydrology, and Environmental Monitoring Office of Mongolia.

Figure 2.4: Climate graph for Yeröö (Selenge), 2012-2013. Data source: National Meteorology, Hy-
drology, and Environmental Monitoring Office of Mongolia.
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Mongolians live in the capital city of Ulaanbaatar; the remainder are concentrated heavily in the

steppe areas in the northern and central areas, with sparse populations in the arid and semi-arid

regions. The accompanying map (Figure 2.5) shows the population density of Mongolia by major

administrative sub-division (aimag), excluding the population of town centres. The highest rural

population densities can be seen to exist in the central forested steppe region to the North and West of

Ulaanbaatar, encompassing the provinces of Selenge (1.4/km²), Arkhangai (1.3/km²), Övörkhangai

(1.1/km²), and Töv (1.0/km²). A high population density is also found in the Kazakh province of

Bayan-Ölgii (1.4/km²), the Westernmost in Mongolia. The lowest population densities are in the

Gobi region, encompassing the provinces of Dornogovi (0.22/km²), Ömnögovi (0.23/km²), and

Govi-Altai (0.27/km²), as well as the Easternmost steppe province of Dornod (0.27/km²). While

Selenge aimag – of which Yeröö is a part – is little more than a third the size of Dornogovi, it has

close to double the population of the latter. The sums in which I worked had population densities that

were generally consistent with the provincial average. Örgön and Erdene sums in Dornogovi had

officially reported population densities of 0.22/km² and 0.24/km² respectively, while Sainshand sum –

which encompassed the aimag capital – had an overall population density of 9.67/km², though the

number of resident herders was relatively low. Yeröö sum had a population density of 0.80/km²,

which corresponded to only 57% of the average population density for the aimag, but approximately

half of the sum territory was forested and uninhabited.

ries_by_population_density> for an alternative list based on various sources.
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Figure 2.5: Population density of Mongolia, by aimag. Based on 2014 population data, taken from the
National Statistics Office, Population and Housing Census, table DT NSO 0300 001V2.

Recruitment of participants

Non-herders were selected purposively for ethnographic interview to represent perspectives on

various core activities presenting direct or indirect impacts on pastoral resource use (Table

“Interviews with non-herders”). Interviewees included owners and managers of sausage, carpet, and

cashmere production facilities; veterinarians; and individuals involved in governance of the

agriculture sector, including ministry officials, international development project managers, and staff

of local government offices.

Table 2.2: Interviews with non-herders

Activity Actors

Specialized production Domestic and non-domestic producers (specifically
dairy, cashmere, and felt producers)

Sale of pastoral commodities Itinerant merchants; merchants in Ulaanbaatar

Exchange and consumption Kin and non-kin consumers
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Activity Actors

Rangelands management and
governance

Sum, aimag, and national (Ministry-level)
environmental and development officers

Development Leaders and participants in international projects aiming
to improve livelihoods of herders

Rangelands science Agronomists and resource management experts

Sacred uses of the pastoral landscape Monks, pilgrims

Large-scale resource use Farm and mine operators

Tourism Tour operators

My original research plan involved selecting approximately five “khot ails” (multi-household

camps) in each field site, taking all members of each khot ail as a cluster sample. Individual khot ails

were to have been selected purposively to represent variability according to several key dimensions –

mobility, livestock capital, and size and composition of the residential group – based on a series of

preliminary interviews (Appendix C). Prior to the field research, I developed a set of criteria as a

checklist to be used in ensuring a stratified sample of khot ails, as set out in the table “Stratified

sampling indicators”. I found very early on that it would be necessary to revise these sampling

procedures, however. A significant proportion of the herders I visited were living either as single

households or in multi-household groups that, while looking superficially like a khot ail, were in fact

only temporary groupings that lacked any sort of persistent identity. This situation was at odds with

what has been described almost universally in the literature on Mongolian pastoralism, namely that

the khot ail is the basic unit of social and economic organization (see chapter 9).

Table 2.3: Stratified sampling indicators

Factor Sampling indicators

Mobility Herders who have migrated from elsewhere and remain “outsiders”, and
those who consider themselves “indigenous” to the local region; highly
mobile and relatively sedentary herders.

Livestock capital Prosperous herders with large herds, and pastoralists who operate closer
to a subsistence level.
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Factor Sampling indicators

Social capital Herders operating in small, relatively independent khot ail units and
those positioned within larger groups and kin networks.

Production strategy Specialist and generalist livestock producers; including specialized
producers of milk, dairy products, cashmere, wool, hides, racehorses,
airag, traditional medicines, and handicrafts.

Experience Herders who come from multi-generational herding families and those
who have entered pastoralism more recently.

Access to ecological
resources

Pastoralists in the khangai (Yeröö) and Gobi (Dornogovi) ecological
regions; those with proximal access to markets, water, and productive
grazing areas, and those who are situated in more marginal areas.

I subsequently decided to select 10-15 households (örkh) in each site – including some

co-resident and some independent households – applying the stratified sampling criteria at the nuclear

family level, and taking into account herders’ own interest in participating in the research. In each

site I selected families of herders who were residents of different administrative areas – the two rural

bags in the case of Yeröö, and the sums of Sainshand, Örgön, and Erdene in the case of Dornogovi.

Through this process I established relations with a fairly broad range of pastoralists with varied

backgrounds and activities: camel herders (including one family who provided camel rides for

tourists, as shown in chapter 7); members of the Camel Polo Association; horse trainers; Kazakh goat

herders; breeders of the specialty Yeröö sheep, and manufacturers of handicrafts from their wool; and

more “traditional” herders with mixed livestock types. Given the purposive and stratified nature of

this sample, I am confident that the participants in this study are able to represent much of the range

of experience of herders in the two field sites.

I eventually realized that even the household itself was a more fluid grouping than I had

anticipated, undermining the principles of this sampling procedure to some extent. In several cases

husbands and wives were separated for much of the year, for instance, while the wife cared for the

family’s young children as they attended school in town, or when the husband went off to work in a

mine; elderly parents come and went, sometimes taking grandchildren away with them to live in a

different household; unemployed brothers or cousins from the city came to help out for a while; and
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schoolchildren took over the household when they returned on school breaks, while the parents

sometimes took advantage of the situation to travel elsewhere. To complicate things further, I

observed that many of the households’ activities were actually undertaken with help from

“non-herders” – such as the monks at Khamar Monastery who were routinely summoned by herder

relatives to help out with a move or with building a well used in watering livestock. Several of the

families with whom I worked did match the “typical” characteristics of a khot ail – periodic

co-residence and joint management of livestock – but their social and economic organization seemed

better described as operating through distributed networks than through stable groups. As I discuss in

chapter 9 and in chapter 10, the fluidity of Mongolian pastoralists’ residential groupings presents

unique challenges for governance and development policy, which have not been adequately

acknowledged.

Audiovisual field recordings

I produced audiovisual field recordings over a period of ten months in 2011–2012 (see table “List of

field recordings”). Each recording session was organized with participants so as to document a single

activity in a continuous, uninterrupted recording produced with a handheld professional video camera.

These field recordings were conceived as video-recorded conversations in natural settings, in which

participants were invited to describe and discuss everyday practices as they were being performed.

This data collection strategy was intended to be simultaneously communicative and observational,

providing raw accounts of various pastoral activities – such as moving, taking livestock to pasture,

producing various commodities, or organizing a feast – as they occurred, in their “normal” place and

social context. The format of these recording sessions was interactive, in the manner of an informal

interview structured by participants’ activities and commentary, rather than strictly observational, in

the manner of direct cinema or related non-interventionist styles of ethnographic film. This format

was intended to provoke explicit discussion of such activities and how each actor relates to them;
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such discussion occurred both during and after the recording process.15

This documentation method combined elements of both participant observation and

open-ended interviews, while offering a number of distinct methodological and ethical advantages

over each. As a communicative strategy, the recording session provided an opportunity for

documenting and discussing everyday experiences in their actual, rich social and kinaesthetic context,

offering the possibility of capturing – and later reflexively commenting upon – interactions and

practices beyond the conscious and technical level (Pink 2006, 105; see also MacDougall 2005;

Collier and Collier 1986; and Society for Visual Anthropology 2001). As a documentation strategy,

collaborative ethnographic recording potentially affords the interviewee more control over the flow

of the interaction than in participant observation or ethnographic interviews, insofar as participants

have the capacity to draw the camera’s overt focus to specific actions and places. In ethical research

terms, such a documentation strategy can be helpful to the process of informed consent, as the

agreement to produce a video recording of a specific event or process clearly defines a site, topic,

timeframe, and concrete outcome of the research interaction – providing participants a far greater

degree of visibility and control over what is recorded than in standard participant observation settings,

where the researcher’s notes are generally “private” and hidden from view (Sanjek 1990). I discuss

the methodological and theoretical aspects of this visual approach in greater depth in chapter 3.

15. This research activity led, over the course of eight months of filmmaking, to 130 hours of audiovisual documents con-
stituting approximately 1000 clips. Due to the technical limitations of the video camera recording media, each recording
is physically divided into 3.7 GB segments, amounting to 12–13 minutes of full HD recording. Unlike the interruptions
caused by the changing of spools of film in shooting Warhol’s slow films, for example, these takes are effectively continu-
ous, and can be spliced together to create a single record with no breakage. I was equipped with four 32 GB disks, which
could be hot-swapped during recording, enabling a total recording time of 460 minutes.

In practice the greatest limitation to recording time was battery life. Originally I was equipped with one battery carrying
a two-hour charge, and a motorcycle battery in a satchel which could be connected to the camera via an AC inverter. This
latter solution proved quite clumsy, however, and charging the battery was dangerous since it was a wet cell that would
boil and produce toxic fumes if overcharged; we were unable to locate a battery charger that would automatically shut off.
Later I obtained a second battery and charger unit, which extended the available recording duration to approximately four
hours at a time; on some occasions I charged one battery using a power inverter in our car while recording with the other.
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Table 2.4: List of field recordings

Date Aimag Subject

2012-02-10 DG “Mongolian Camel 2012” Herders’ Congress

2012-02-11 DG “Mongolian Camel 2012” Festival

2012-02-12 DG “Mongolian Camel 2012” Festival

2012-02-13 DG Dornogovi aimag museum

2012-02-16 DG Camel husbandry at Gantömör and Jargal’s winter camp

2012-02-17 DG Batbayar and Demberel’s sheep and goats at pasture

2012-02-18 DG Morning activities at Noogii and Enkhee’s camp

2012-03-07 DG Springtime activities in pastoral households in Saikhandulaan

2012-03-09 DG Daily operations at Delger Dairy, Sainshand

2012-03-10 DG Operations at Sain Tus Farm and Dairy, Sainshand

2012-03-12 DG Activities at Delger Farm, Sainshand

2012-03-14 DG Milking camels, taking sheep out to pasture at Zagdsüren’s

2012-03-15 DG Dorjsüren’s livestock

2012-03-17 DG Dorjsüren’s livestock and winter camp

2012-03-18 DG Injecting livestock and milking camels

2012-03-27 SE Morning activities and castrating calves and hogs at Tasag

2012-03-29 SE Batjargal’s winter camp

2012-03-30 SE Sookoo and Mendee make aspic and corned beef

2012-03-31 SE Sookoo and Mendee make aspic and corned beef

2012-04-01 SE Yearlings horse race in Yeröö

2012-04-02 SE Removing dung from Pürevjav’s winter shelter

2012-04-03 SE Combing goats at Sookoo and Mendee’s home

2012-04-07 SE Yeröö breed rams at a well

2012-04-08 SE Combing cashmere goats at Pürevjav’s winter camp

2012-04-08 SE Yeröö sheep morning husbandry activities

2012-04-15 SE Cattle at the garbage dump in Yeröö

2012-04-16 SE Khazau’s goats
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Date Aimag Subject

2012-04-17 SE Feeding pigs and a newborn foal

2012-04-18 SE Daily operations at Ugii dairy farm

2012-04-19 SE Milking cattle and collecting dung at Sainsanaa’s home

2012-04-20 SE Households at Karnikov

2012-04-21 SE Visit with Mendee and his brothers

2012-04-23 SE Tsagaan’s cattle, Yeröö sum centre

2012-05-02 DG Tree planting and combing goats at Khamar Monastery

2012-05-04 DG Tourists riding camels at Noogii and Enkhee’s summer camp

2012-05-05 DG Planting trees with Tsolmon at Khamar Monastery

2012-05-06 DG Sending off and watering sheep at Khamar Monastery

2012-05-07 DG Sodnomtsog injecting livestock

2012-05-09 DG Moving camp – Noogii and Enkhee

2012-05-10 DG Moving camp – Nomin and Oyunaa on otor

2012-05-11 DG Preserving khömüül and milling tsulikhir at Khamar Monastery

2012-06-29 DG Nomin and Oyunaa milking goats

2012-06-30 DG Noogii and Enkhee shearing sheep

2012-07-01 DG Nomin and Oyunaa castrating livestock, on otor

2012-07-02 DG Gantömör and his in-laws shearing lambs

2012-07-04 DG Noogii and Enkhee branding camels

2012-07-13 SE Harvesting wild strawberries

2012-07-14 SE Gerlee making strawberry jam

2012-07-15 SE Dolgorsüren distilling milk liquor

2012-07-19 SE Visit to Bat-Erdene’s farm

2012-07-20 SE Gerlee cooking and milking

2012-07-23 SE Dolgorsüren and family milking cows and making aaruul

2012-08-02 DG Therapeutic sand dunes at Khamar Monastery

2012-08-02 DG Building a well at Khamar Monastery

2012-08-03 DG Building a well at Khamar Monastery
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Date Aimag Subject

2012-08-03 DG Riding camels and pilgrimage to Khan Bayanzürkh Mountain

2012-08-04 DG Visit to Bürdene Bulag sacred site

2012-08-12 SE Feltmaking at Pürevjav’s summer camp

2012-08-13 SE Feltmaking at Pürevjav’s summer camp

2012-09-06 DG Milking goats at San and Saraa’s camp

2012-09-07 DG Setting up a corral at San and Saraa’s camp

2012-09-08 DG Interior of the new women’s temple at Khamar Monastery

2012-09-09 DG Nominzul and his father training a racehorse

2012-09-10 DG Annual festival at Khamar Monastery

2012-09-12 DG Grass near Khan Bayanzürkh Mountain

2012-09-13 DG Tour of the animal feed cultivation area at Delger Farm

2012-09-14 DG Haymaking near San and Saraa’s camp

2012-09-14 DG Young Herders’ Congress and Livestock Exhibition in Sainshand

2012-09-25 SE Haymaking at Khandgait

2012-09-26 SE Wealthy horse-owners’ foal branding celebration

2012-10-02 DG Natural sacred site worship at Sümiin Bulag ovoo

2012-11-17 DG Castrating camels

2012-11-20 DG Harvesting tsulikhir (Agriophyllum squarrosum)

On most occasions I was accompanied by family members: my wife, daughters, and

mother-in-law stayed with me on summertime visits to Yeröö; my sister-in-law Nar-Od, who worked

as my field assistant through the Culture and Development Research Centre, and joined me –

sometimes with her husband – in both Dornogovi and Yeröö; my sister-in-law Narangiimaa came on

two trips to Dornogovi; and my own mother visited as we conducted research over three weeks in the

summer of 2012. These family members often appear in the video recordings, interacting with

herders and contributing – as is customary for visitors – to the work they were doing.

During the analysis and writing-up phase of the research I was employed at the National

University of Mongolia as a Research Associate and Lecturer in the Department of Anthropology and
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Archaeology, with funding from the Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation through the

“Green Gold” rangeland management project, to coordinate research on the social dimensions of

development in the pastoral sector of Mongolia. As part of this research I was able to conduct

follow-up visits to both Dornogovi and Selenge field sites to collect supplementary data.

We encountered some challenges of doing field research in the rural sites, not altogether

surprisingly, related to the logistical difficulties of maintaining contact with highly mobile

pastoralists for initial visits and follow-up interviews. This was particularly the case in the Gobi,

where herders are relatively dispersed and moved quite suddenly and unexpectedly over great

distances in autumn and spring due to drought conditions. Extreme weather presented the most

severe challenges for fieldwork, particularly video recording. It was well below -40 degrees in the

coldest part of winter, making it difficult to spend much time at all outdoors, let alone manipulating a

video camera. In any event I found that the herders I have been working with did relatively little

serious work in the winter, which in itself was a challenge insofar as my research focused largely on

the various types of “work”, loosely defined, that make up pastoralism. We encountered constant

sandstorms in the Gobi in April and May, and heavy rain in Yeröö in May and June, making travel

dangerous if not impossible; the most extreme of these storms knocked down some neighbouring

yurts and even utility poles. I also had great difficulty keeping sand and dust from making its way

into our recording equipment. Our camera lens was damaged by dust contamination during a spring

sandstorm; I ordered a replacement part from the JVC factory service centre in San Francisco, only to

have the courier package misdirected to Malaysia and temporarily misplaced by the postal service,

delaying field recordings for several weeks.

For practical reasons it was not possible to record everything that might have been of interest,

nor to work with all pastoralists equally. A major factor in determining what got recorded was

physical distance. It was possible to be more opportunistic about visiting or tagging along with

people who lived close to Khamar Monastery or the town centre in Yeröö, for instance, than those

who lived 40 or 50 kilometres away. As I wanted to work with pastoralists in two contrasting regions

– the fertile forested steppe (Selenge) and Gobi desert (Dornogovi) – a considerable amount of travel
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and adjustment time was required in moving back and forth between the sites, which were located

800 kilometres apart. I could not always be present when interesting activities took place

simultaneously in both of these sites; thus, for example, I was not able to follow up on invitations to

record Noogii and Enkhee or Sondomtsog shearing camels in the Gobi, or the families at Khandgait

mowing hay in Selenge, since I was working at the alternate site at the time. Organizing an individual

recording session was quite frequently a long process, involving several postponements. The otor trip

involving Nomin and Oyunaa, for example (documented in chapter 4), was proposed more than a

week before it actually took place, with a number of prevarications and postponements, as

contradictory news arrived about the quality of vegetation and water at the destination site, potential

alternative campsites, upcoming weather conditions, and the auspicious astrological qualities of each

suggested day for the move.

While I had intended to organize and annotate each video clip in the field, this proved very

difficult to accomplish. Initially I attempted to annotate the recordings in the field with my assistant

Nar-Od, using a subtitling software application to store comments in the SubRip (SRT) format, which

can readily be viewed as plain-text documents or as timed text synchronized with the video. This

approach presented several problems, however. First, it was necessary to convert all the video files to

low-bitrate copies in order to be able to load them into the subtitling program, a process that took

hours (including the time copying video files to the computer), that could easily be interrupted by

frequent power cuts, and which – being CPU-intensive – tied up the computer to the extent that it was

impossible to convert new videos while simultaneously annotating a previous set. Second, the

annotation process itself proved far more time-consuming than I had anticipated, and it became clear

that I would be unable to rely on my assistant to keep up with the pace of the videos being produced.

Ultimately I developed a set of computer scripts to generate finding aids for these video recordings,

containing thumbnail images providing a rapid overview of the content of each recording (Figure 3.5).

I relied on these thumbnail images to create archival descriptions and the annotated still images

presented in the following chapters.
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My methodological trajectory in developing audiovisual field recordings as a record of

pastoralists’ adaptability was to some extent unplanned. Rather than working to test or confirm a

given hypothesis or theoretical model, I deliberately set out to work from a more grounded approach.

As I have described above, at the outset of the field research I established relations with a number of

pastoral households and groups, then arranged to produce records of the range of activities that fall

into the broad domain of “pastoral work” – encompassing both daily and seasonal activities – without

presuming that such recordings would necessarily confirm any systematic patterns. I discuss some of

the implications of this ethnographic approach and the visual records it generated in the following

chapter, then provide commentary on significant or representative records from my field research in

chapter 4 to chapter 7.



Part II

Ethnographic records of everyday life
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Chapter 3

Ethnographic exhibits

The chapters in this section present four ethnographic “exhibits”, containing a total of 670 still

images taken from approximately one quarter of the video recordings I produced during the course of

my field research, intended to serve as an ethnographic introduction to the people and practices that I

will discuss in the remainder of this dissertation. The first exhibit (chapter 4) depicts a family from

the Gobi moving camps, and two subsequent visits to their temporary (otor) summer camp. The

second exhibit (chapter 5) shows different herders in the Gobi and khangai milking livestock and

processing milk; it includes recordings made with both extensive pastoralists and semi-intensive

dairy producers. The third exhibit (chapter 6) depicts a communal feltmaking event in Yeröö, in

which several households participated over the course of two days. The fourth exhibit (chapter 7)

represents a variety of other activities that are practised by pastoralists but are not directly focused on

livestock – including water collection, natural resource harvesting, and participation in fairs and

rituals for the worship of natural sacred sites. The images in each sequence are generally presented in

chronological order. Each image is accompanied by a caption identifying the activity; I have

additionally included a general commentary at the beginning of each exhibit explaining the

significance of the theme and providing some background information where necessary.

The format of these visual essays reflects a combination of pragmatic and theoretical concerns,

which I outline in the present chapter.

85
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Visual records and subjectivity

In preparing this thesis, I was faced with the question of how to make effective use of audiovisual

field records in print format. While I had initially considered creating an appendix presenting

narrative summaries and automatically-generated thumbnail galleries for each of the video clips I had

created, I realized that this approach would be impractical as it would result in a document of two

thousand pages. I considered that distributing low-resolution copies of the video files and finding

aids as external supplements to the thesis would be more feasible, but would limit integration with the

dissertation itself, other than through in-text references pointing to individual collections or clips. As

a compromise I therefore opted to extract and interpret representative still frames from video clips,

then to present these in the form of gallery or “exhibit” sequences.16

The approach I have taken in creating these exhibits is partly inspired by the visual method

pioneered by Gregory Bateson and Margaret Meadin their work on parent–child relations in Bali,

published as Balinese Character (Bateson and Mead 1942; see also Jacknis 1988; Banks 2001).

During the course of their two-year study Mead and Bateson captured 25 000 still photographs and

approximately 10 hours of recorded footage (22 000 feet of 16 mm film), documenting a wide range

of everyday social practices in Bali – such as nursing infants, children at play, ritual dance, or the

sharing of food – through a method that involved defining a context and taking photographs in a

“rapid and almost random” manner (1942, 50). The two researchers selected 759 of these

photographs to be reproduced in their book, organized into full-page plates of photographs (eight on

average, but ranging from four to twelve) from a given topic – sometimes but not always representing

an distinct sequence – with a general commentary and individual image descriptions on facing pages,

providing the location, date, and code number of each photograph.

Mead and Bateson’s selection of photographs was guided by what they call “scientific

16. Initially I extracted thumbnail images using the VLC video player, but found this approach to be extremely time-
consuming, as it required opening and playing through each video clip in order to find useful frames. To expedite this
process I developed a computer script that extracted and displayed sequences of images from every three seconds into each
video, from which I manually selected frames that represented actions or sequences of interest and saved these to a separate
folder, using a second script to produce image galleries out of the chosen images. These scripts are available within the
source of this thesis and within the egaia software toolset.
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relevance” rather than aesthetic merit (1942, 51), aiming to illustrate a given topic with a series of

photographs depicting the most common aspect of a behaviour, with the final photographs in the

series presenting an obverse aspect if applicable. Bateson and Mead explicitly sought to use visual

records as “scientific” documents reflecting an objective reality, with the camera operating as a

neutral observer. “Each single photograph may be regarded as almost purely objective”, they note,

going on to say that “juxtaposition of two different or contrasting photographs is already a step

toward scientific generalization” (53). In their view, the role of the ethnographer is thus to mediate

between the specific (observable phenomena) and the general (common principles), describing the

latter on the basis of the former.

Subsequent work in the field of visual anthropology has deeply challenged the possibility or

pretense of such objectivity in visual records, noting that the image itself is the result of various

subjective conditions (Pink 2007). Such conditions can include the relationship between researcher

and subject, which provides access to some social contexts but not others; the anthropologist’s

decisions, potentially negotiated with participating subjects, about where to focus the photographic

gaze; performance by subjects who know they are being photographed or filmed; and even the style

of recording – which may involve close-up and participatory observation using handheld cameras,

focusing on individuals or small groups and their activities, or more distant observation that

encompasses a wider field of action. Despite their claims to scientific objectivity, Bateson and

Mead’s own commentary admits a high level of contingency and subjectivity in the visual record. In

underlining the challenge of identifying “significant” actions at the moment they are experienced, the

authors note that the photographer (Bateson) had a “very imperfect view of what is actually

happening” due to his attention being focused through the camera viewfinder, requiring the view of

one or more assistants. Further, they admit, it is difficult to predict behaviour, requiring that the

photographer attempt to capture every action made by the subjects – for example, everything that

happens in the yard of a house, or all the interactions at the washing of a baby. The photography /

filming session is therefore acknowledged as a performance, insofar as the general topic, sequence, or

interval of actions is agreed in advance, but the actual field record encompasses a broad range of
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interactions that are potentially secondary to the main event. Yet despite its subjective nature, the

visual ethnography itself eludes authoritative reading; as Chaplin (2002, 207) points out, the

separation of images and captions in this work allows the images to be interpreted on their own,

rather than being tied to the text (see also Pink 2007, 151).

I have drawn on visual records in my ethnographic investigation without the intent to erase

subjectivity, but instead to create intersubjectivity through a record that can be used for dialogic

purposes. What I have prepared here is an attempt to produce ethnographic commentary. By

“commentary” I mean discussion of ethnographic records – which may be textual or, as in this case,

visual – in ways that explicates their significance or interconnections from a given author’s

perspective. Such commentary potentially differs from conventional ethnographic description in the

sense that it refers directly to one or several records that are accessible to the reader, as opposed to

constituting itself an authoritative record of the event. The domain of “commentary” thus

encompasses the descriptive, but operates by interpreting a separate ethnographic representation – the

primary ethnographic record – that, being distinct from the ethnographer’s interpretation, is

accessible to different readings by different people. In this sense the ethnographic record becomes

dialogic, with the potential for multiple interpretations being actualized through commentary. This is

not to say that normal ethnographic description cannot be dialogic, or that it cannot support future,

divergent interpretations. What I propose, however, is an explicit and systematic separation of

“record” and “commentary”, as opposed to the embedding of the interpretive within the descriptive.

The accompanying diagrams (Figure 3.1 – Figure 3.2) provide a sense of what I mean by the

“dialogic record”, and how it might ultimately come to be used. In a conventional anthropological

research scenario, as depicted in Figure 3.1, ethnographic records are monologic fieldnotes, created

by the ethnographer (E1), but hidden from view. This ethnographic record may, as Fabian (2002)

notes, originate in an intersubjective relationship – in this example, involving the ethnographer and a

pastoral herder (H1) – but subsequently deny the coevalness of that relationship. In effect, while the

fieldnotes may result from participant observation and dialogue, the notes themselves are unlikely to

be collaboratively produced (cf. Lassiter 2005). The ethnographer’s academic article (Article 1)
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references the fieldnotes, which remain hidden from view. A subsequent article (Article 2) by a

second researcher (E2) cites the first article, but establishes even further distance from the original

field encounter.

Article 1

Article 2

E1

H1

E2

Fieldnotes

Workshop

D1

H2

Figure 3.1: Monologic use of ethnographic records. E1 and E2 represent ethnographers; H1 and H2 are
herders; D1 is a development planner. Green lines indicate creation; blue arrows indicate discursive
references.

In the “dialogic” scenario (Figure 3.2), the authoritative fieldnotes written in the voice of the

ethnographer have been replaced by a collaboratively-generated record, produced jointly by the

ethnographer (E1) and collaborating subject (H1), from which the ethnographer’s reflexive,

interpretive, or analytical commentary is deliberately kept distinct. Both the ethnographic record and

its description are contained within a public archive, and are accessible to others. By accessing and

engaging with these records, the development practitioner (D1) is able to contribute to commentary
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Archive

Record

Description

Article 1

Article 2

Workshop

E1D1

H1

H2

E2

Figure 3.2: Dialogic use of ethnographic records. E1 and E2 represent ethnographers; H1 and H2 are
herders; D1 is a development planner. Green lines indicate creation; blue arrows indicate discursive
references.

on the ethnographic records within the archive, which become part of their intertextual identity. The

ethnographer’s original description, as well as this ongoing commentary, may be referenced along

with the original ethnographic records in the ethnographer’s article, a development workshop, or an

article by another scholar. The relations I suggest in this example are only indicative; what matters is

that the ethnographic record becomes a document that is both accessible and intersubjective.

What I am describing here as the collaborative “ethnographic record”, in the context of my own

research project, mainly encompasses visual or audiovisual documents. Given that they are concrete,

accessible, and legible to all participants, ethnographic video and photography have been effectively

used elsewhere as tools for discussion of commonalities and differences of experience in various
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development contexts (Wickett 2007; Biella 2011). The creation and archival of digital ethnographic

materials introduces the possibility of direct forms of dialogue between ethnographer, readers, and

collaborators around ethnographic texts and the experiences they represent, exposing the situated

nature of knowledge positions and in encouraging knowledge-generating discussion. As Fabian

(Fabian 2002, 2008) has suggested, writing “in the presence of texts” assembled in a virtual archive

can ground ethnographic writing in direct and substantive evidence of experience or communicative

interactions, such that the anthropological text becomes a reflexive or analytical commentary on

primary documents rather than a total and authoritative representation. Prominent examples of works

in this vein have been Biella’s ongoing work with Maasai pastoralists [Biella and Rollwagen (1988);

Maasai Migrants]; James and Aston’s Voices of the Blue Nile (2007; Aston 2008; Aston and James

2012); Coover’s Cultures in Webs (2003); Wesch’s Nekalimin.net (2003); and Ruby’s Oak Park

Stories (2006; 2007). More broadly, hypermedia has increasingly been used in a variety of digital

ethnography or oral history archives, as a means of providing access to source images and recordings,

transcripts, bibliographic details and scholarly annotations, user commentary, and additional

resources such as lesson plans. Many such projects share a commitment to presenting and

interpreting lived experiences through grounded narratives and audiovisual records, often with the

explicit aim of exploring how diverse individuals have differently lived the same events or

experiences (e.g., Hurricane Digital Memory Bank; Gulag: Many Days, Many Lives; in relation to

the Mongolian context see the Oral History of Twentieth Century Mongolia archive).

Visual/hypermedia documentation further refocuses ethnographic writing on the

communication and analysis of complex, deeply-situated data, challenging the single narrative

pathway of conventional ethnographies (Howard 1988). Anthropologists have mainly used digital

hypermedia to construct polyphonic texts that conflate fieldwork, analysis, and presentation

(Hammersley and Atkinson 2007, 207), often exploring the intertextuality of photographs, fieldnotes,

and other materials by framing these in multiple, alternative narratives (Pink 2006). In this sense

hypermedia ethnography provides a means of moving away from the authoritative voice of

conventional scientific representation – as challenged both within anthropology (Clifford and Marcus

http://www.maasai-migrants.org
http://hurricanearchive.org
http://gulaghistory.org
http://amantuuh.socanth.cam.ac.uk/
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1986; Fox 1991) and more generally by standpoint theorists (Harding 1991; Haraway 1988; D. Smith

1987).

Creating dialogic records cannot simply be a matter of storing them online. The design

principles I set out for our own archive are outlined in the accompanying table (“Design principles for

dialogic records in an ethnographic archive”): ethnographic records should be accessible to everyone,

including research participants; they should be persistently available; they should be provided on

clear and permissive license terms, of which contributors are aware before participating in the

research; it should be possible to re-use them respectfully in new formats or in new contexts, for

academic or applied purposes; and the archival records descriptions themselves should be polyvocal.

These design principles derive from a desire to create a facility not only for storing ethnographic

records, but for inviting dialogue. I have defined “dialogism” as the quality of records being

referenced in a variety of discursive contexts by different actors. For the most part, fieldnotes are not

dialogic insofar as they are hidden from public view – and sometimes even destroyed if the threat of

their becoming visible arises (Sanjek 1990). Development project reports and scientific articles often

become authoritative: raw data are typically hidden, possibly even destroyed at the end of the project;

all that remains of the experience is what the researcher has selectively described and summarized.

Ethnographic records can become “dialogic instruments” if they accommodate polyvocality, through

referenceability in a variety of contexts. This requires accessibility in multiple forms and locations.

Table 3.1: Design principles for dialogic records in an ethnographic archive

Accessible The records can be directly accessed by people other than their creators
or collectors, without technical or institutional barriers.

Persistent It is possible to reference and locate records using unique and stable
identifiers, so that they may be cited or shared in scholarly or public
discourse.

Permissive Users are authorized to copy, use, and redistribute records and to create
derivative works under terms set out in a clear copyright license or
end-user agreement.
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Re-usable The records are presented in formats that enable their re-use in new
contexts, or along with tools that enables their adaptation. They can be
reformatted, resized, recombined, excerpted, or otherwise modified so
as to be presentable in documents (texts or multimedia) in formats other
than the original.

Non-authoritative Archival collections and metadata are non-authoritative. Supplementary
or alternative descriptions may be associated with the records as they
are subject to new readings or assembled into new collections, possibly
outside the originating archive. The archive itself can be “forked”.

In association with my Mongolian colleagues, I have initiated efforts to develop an archive for

storing digital ethnographic records related to Mongolia, including the video recordings produced

during the course of my own research. Inspiration is available from a number of sources, including

the Digital Himalaya project (Drew 2012; Turin 2010, 2011). But we have found that archives such

as Digital Himalaya focus to a far greater extent on salvage ethnography – the documentary

preservation of an ethnographic present – than on generative uses of contemporary records.

Moreover, the technical design of the archive inevitably structures the ways in which the records it

contains will be used, sometimes to the the extent of providing reduced accessibility to members of

the target user group, and generally limiting opportunities for dialogic uses of the ethnographic items.

In a review of 70 specialized digital ethnographic archives, located through web search and the

directory maintained by the Council for the Preservation of Anthropological Records (COPAR),17 I

found no examples of the types of “radical” archives (Zeitlyn 2012) that might subvert the

authoritative production and custodianship of anthropological knowledge. Rather, I identified three

main types of collections – the outputs of salvage ethnography and folklore projects, the papers and

fieldnotes of individual anthropologists, and museum collections (see the table “Categories of

Ethnographic Archives”) – all of which structured their collections according to a fairly restrictive set

of implied uses (tending to be those of the anthropological researcher).

17. “Ethnographic Archives”, http://copar.org/links.htm.

http://copar.org/links.htm
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Table 3.2: Categories of Ethnographic Archives

Type Description Examples

Cultural heritage
preservation or
“salvage ethnography”
collections

Folklore collections, or
documents preserved for a
specific community, often by
an NGO

Arab Image Foundation;
Balch Institute for Ethnic Studies;
Colorado River Indian Tribes
Library/Archive;
Endangered Ethnographic Archive;
Pacific And Regional Archive for
Digital Sources in Endangered
Cultures

Research archives Specialized archive of
ethnographic research
materials, typically managed
by a university, museum, or
non-profit research centre.
Items may be deposited by
affiliated staff or researchers;
sometimes the collections are
physically located within a
larger library or archive.

American Folklife Center;
National Museum of American
History;
Canadian Museum of Civilization;
Oral History of Twentieth Century
Mongolia

Ad hoc collections Fieldnotes and papers
deposited by anthropologists
in a (general) institutional
repository, or else archived on
a private website. Such
archives can be seen as an
individual collection rather
than a full ethnographic
archive.

Melville J. Herskovits Library of
African Studies;
Virtual Institute of Mambila Studies

Contrasted with online repositories of user-submitted content – YouTube, Wikimedia

Commons, and the like – these “professional” ethnographic archives are almost universally designed

to focus on the storage rather than the end-use of records. Their arrangement reflects the creator’s

organizational priorities (respect des fonds) rather than the unstructured organization and re-use –

tagging, sharing, embedding, linking – inherent in massively collaborative media repositories.

Further, records management systems typically promote the long-term retention of authoritative

versions of documents, rather than the generation of multiple – potentially ephemeral – derivative

http://www.fai.org.lb/\char "003E\relax {}
http://www.balchinstitute.org
http://critlibrary.com/
http://critlibrary.com/
http://eim-bas.com/about_us.php?l=en
http://www.paradisec.org.au/
http://www.paradisec.org.au/
http://www.paradisec.org.au/
http://www.loc.gov/folklife/archive.html
http://americanhistory.si.edu/archives/ac-i.htm
http://americanhistory.si.edu/archives/ac-i.htm
http://www.civilization.ca/research-and-collections/library-and-archives/archival-collections
http://amantuuh.socanth.cam.ac.uk/
http://amantuuh.socanth.cam.ac.uk/
http://www.library.northwestern.edu/africana/
http://www.library.northwestern.edu/africana/
http://lucy.ukc.ac.uk/dz/
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versions or formats. Most archival systems do not provide integration of item processing or format

conversion scripts, such as to provide print or mobile versions of media (but cf. Archivematica18), a

major accessibility goal of our own project.19 None of the archives surveyed fully satisfied the World

Wide Web Consortium’s accessibility standards and criteria, including ISO/IEC 40500:2012 –

standards that are designed not only to enable use of digital documents by people with visual or

auditory impairments, but also in effect to permit their access in print, on low-end mobile devices, or

other “non-broadband” contexts.20

Opening up ethnographic records to public commentary – or the simple fact of making them

visible to subsequent researchers – raises a number of important ethical issues, as Zeitlyn (2012) has

clearly outlined. The ethnographer has a commitment to ensure that the use of non-confidential

research records containing personally identifiable information does not bring harm to the individual

or to other members of the participant group (see the Tri-Council Policy on Ethics, sections 5.1 and

10.4). Although it can normally be expected that ethnographic descriptions or field recording extracts

published in a scholarly context will be subject to fair and respectful treatment by other researchers,

the same expectations cannot reasonably be held within a public setting over which the researcher has

no control.21 The impacts of uncivil or critical interventions may be assumed to be all the more

18. Archivematica, https://www.archivematica.org/, is a server-based open source archival software platform designed
by Artefactual Systems. The software includes a “Format Policy Registry” that defines policies for converting documents
to preservation and access formats.

19. Sites managed by university libraries or museums typically used one of the major digital repository software solutions
(DSpace, EPrints, Fedora Commons), whereas the smaller, independent collections were more often created manually as
static websites. Digital repository and content management systems (CMS) deployed in these systems are built to work
on a central web server and, in the case of most digital repositories, to be accessed using a desktop browser. They are not
particularly accessible in areas with limited Internet connectivity, where collections and items may need to be distributed
and managed offline.

20. Useful tools and standards for assessing accessibility include the W3C “Accessibility criteria checklist”, pre-
pared from the WCAG 2.0 Level A Success Criteria (ISO/IEC 40500:2012) http://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG20/quickref/
Overview.php; “Mobile Web Best Practices 1.0” http://www.w3.org/TR/mobile-bp/; “Guidance on Applying WCAG
2.0 to Non-Web Information and Communications Technologies” http://www.w3.org/TR/2012/WD-wcag2ict-20121213/;
and “Website Accessibility Conformance Evaluation Methodology (WCAG-EM) 1.0” http://www.w3.org/TR/2013/
WD-WCAG-EM-20130226.

21. This is particularly evident from the abusive comments on YouTube and other social media sites; the magazine
Popular Science decided to remove comments in 2013 in response to comment “trolls” seeking to shape public opinion
by discrediting scientific arguments presented in the articles. The editors of Popular Science cited the work of Dominique
Brossard, which has demonstrated that readers’ judgement of the merits of an article – or of scientific findings discussed
in a newspaper or blog post – are measurably influenced by the tone of comments published below the article. See Popular
Science, September 2013, “Why We are Shutting our Comments Off” <http://www.popsci.com/science/article/2013-09/
why-were-shutting-our-comments>.

https://www.archivematica.org/
http://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG20/quickref/Overview.php
http://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG20/quickref/Overview.php
http://www.w3.org/TR/mobile-bp/
http://www.w3.org/TR/2012/WD-wcag2ict-20121213/
http://www.w3.org/TR/2013/WD-WCAG-EM-20130226
http://www.w3.org/TR/2013/WD-WCAG-EM-20130226
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sensitive in the case of public commentary on ethnographic records, which deal with the personal and

everyday lives of human subjects, than on natural science and engineering topics. In maintaining

reservations about online distribution of my own ethnographic records, I have kept in mind that

online public discourse in Mongolia is not always favourable to pastoralists. As mentioned in

chapter 12 (passim), herders are frequently described in abusive terms by online commenters,

particularly with reference to their perceived selfish demands for relief during times of drought or

harsh winters, or due to the high consumer prices of meat and milk.

As such, I have avoided posting ethnographic videos to media repositories (such as YouTube or

Vimeo) that offer unrestricted public access and commentary. I have made items available according

to the terms of a dedicated license, which provides open access but only for the purpose of private

research and study. The annotated text of the initial, draft version of this license is reproduced in

Appendix D.

At the conclusion of the field research period I began development of a custom software toolkit,

programmed in Python, for managing the ethnographic records I had created and collected, with the

intent to deploy this software in creating a Mongolian digital ethnography archive. Under continuing

development, the software toolkit contains actions for importing documents in various formats,

extracting and storing their metadata, creating derivative records in archival or distribution formats,

producing finding aids, and generating statistical and other summaries of archival collections.22 The

toolkit is intended to enable low-cost, distributed, content-addressable storage. The accompanying

figures (Figure 3.3 – Figure 3.5) show a prototype version of this toolkit in use, illustrating a

web-based graphical user interface for viewing and editing collection and item descriptions. This

toolkit served in annotating and organizing the field records I produced during the course of my

research, as well as in creating the still image sequences used in the exhibits that follow.

22. The source code for these scripts is available on GitHub at http://github.com/mcdrc/egaia. These software tools,
designed for the storage and annotation of ethnographic records, are intended to be installed to a networked appliance that
can be accessed within a local area network (LAN), with facilities for backup and replication to other appliances or media
situated in different physical locations.

http://github.com/mcdrc/egaia
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Figure 3.3: Egaia archival toolkit command-line interface
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Figure 3.4: HTML format collection description. This archival description was generated by egaia for
offline distribution or publication online.
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Figure 3.5: Video thumbnails. This finding aid was generated by egaia for a 38-second video clip
showing Jargal in Dornogovi milking camels.

Slow Ethnography

The methodological approach I adopted in the fieldwork for this study draws heavily on the concept

of “everyday life” – the “small, seemingly trivial, or taken-for-granted acts” of sharing and sociality
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that generate relatedness (Carsten 2000, 18). In creating long, uninterrupted recordings of everyday

practices, my ethnographic documents bear a further, deliberate relationship to various fields of

activity that have recently been described with the label “slow” – the slow movement, slow food,

slow cinema, and slow television. These areas of activity share an implied political positioning, in

that they resist the devaluation of everyday life and practices by commodified social relations.

Though not originally planned in this way, I find that my own “slow ethnography” implicitly reflects

a resistance to the destruction of well-being in Mongolian pastoral society by the commodification of

products and labour.

These audiovisual records represent more than simply documents of Mongolian herders at

work. Interacting with these records – both producing and watching them – amounts to a deliberate

immersion in pastoral life. Ultimately, they engage with a way of life whose meaning only becomes

apparent at the long time scale. In producing each video I followed the principle of attempting to

create a complete, uninterrupted recording of a given activity process or event – in practice, what

often amounted to a single take lasting two hours or more. The resulting record is a real-time

document of everyday activities, from which it is possible to get a sense of the pace of pastoral life –

and to appreciate the mistakes and interruptions, the jokes, arguments, and gossip, and all the other

elements that are likely to be elided in the summary account of a given technical process. It is

possible to see the circulation of people in and out of the scene, usually lending a hand for a few

moments even if they have work of their own to do. Beyond all else it is possible to see, in every

record, that each activity is a social one. Pastoralism is an economic strategy, but it is not “livestock

production”; it is, rather, a set of social relations and everyday practices through which people

manage to negotiate material and social subsistence. The rationality of market economics or

rangeland science sometimes creep in, but by and large they remain in the background, appearing

only momentarily – as discussion turns to topics such as the current price of cashmere, or rumours of

a new grant opportunity. Everyday life is always in the foreground.

My original intent in adopting this strategy was to establish a set time and topic for each

recording session, which I could negotiate in advance with participants. In doing so I aimed to
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address some of the ethical challenges of conventional participant observation, in which participants

may be observed by the researcher but are never necessarily aware of what is being “recorded”

(mentally, or in the notebook), or in what form it will be represented. I sought to employ a method

offering some of the thematic structure provided by an open-ended interview, but with greater

up-front clarity to participants as to what would and would not be included.

I found that this videographic technique also captured a specific sense of time in pastoral life,

which could not be provided by brief visits and short takes. My commitment to “record everything”

in a given activity meant that neither I nor the other participants made any decisions about which

elements of that activity were important and worth documenting, either prior to the event or during

the recording session. Some herders joked that I was taking an interest in very mundane and

repetitive tasks, suggesting that it might be more engaging to make a video of the local scenery,

which at least would change with the weather. Having recorded the milking of one camel or cow or

goat, for instance, why bother standing in the cold to follow someone milking twenty? Yet it was

precisely this attention to minute, often repetitive tasks that provided an understanding of everyday

life as experience. Keeping livestock indeed involves a set of discrete technical processes, but these

combine to produce a holistic flow of experience – practices that fill up time. Producing, and later

watching, a document that takes an hour or even several hours provides more than simply a sense of

the pace of pastoral life. It offers a context for contemplating activities over a period of time,

prompting the observer to look at the importance of minute details, which are revealed with each

subsequent repetition of an action.

As I prepared these recordings, I sometimes wondered how I would draw a connection between

what I was observing and my prospective discussion of the institutional context that I knew to be

structuring herders’ activities. Yet I realized that these experiences call into question the “deficiency”

perspective of development and governance institutions (chapter 11), whereby specific interventions

aim to address apparent gaps in knowledge, skills, or organization. They reveal an economy whose

knowledge and decisions are not in fact “deficient” or inadequate, but often embedded in social

relations, and in everyday life, as opposed to being explicitly articulated.
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As mentioned above, the resulting video project bears some explicit similarities to the genre of

“slow cinema”, and the emergent “slow television”. The genre of “slow television” is largely

associated with a series experimental productions of Norwegian National Television, beginning in

2009, consisting of uninterrupted broadcasts of continuous events – a train or boat voyage, a fire

burning in a household hearth, people knitting – which have gained international press attention due

to their surprisingly high viewership ratings.23 Although the continuous, uninterrupted coverage of a

long event is not, in itself, new – similar coverage would be provided for the Olympics or major news

events, for instance – what is unusual in these broadcasts is their focus on simple, everyday activities

of extremely long duration. The presentation becomes “slow” insofar as it works against the project

of sustaining a high visual momentum, so as to ensure that the viewer is constantly entertained: slow

media places the onus on the viewer to find interest in the presentation.

Slow cinema – a “varied strain of austere minimalist cinema that has thrived internationally

over the past ten years” (Romney 2010) – has also been called “contemplative cinema”, as its goal is

to serve for sustained, meditative contemplation on a series of sounds and images. “Slow”

productions deliberately challenge the idea that the subject itself cannot not sufficiently interesting,

but needs to sustain the viewer’s interest through rapid alternation of frames with different content,

excited commentary, and the like, by technical means of cutaways, commentary, and multiple angles.

Notable film directors associated with this genre are Béla Tarr (most significantly his seven-hour

Sátántangó) and Andrei Tarkovsky ( Andrei Rublev, Solaris, Stalker), whose works consist of

extremely long takes creating immersion in an atmosphere, to a greater extent than narrative structure.

In Sátántangó the average length of take is ten minutes; in Hollywood films it is under five seconds.24

23. The phenomenon has been covered, for example in: Wojciech Moskwa, “Very slow” live
cruise show a hit on Norwegian TV, Reuters, 2011-06-17, http://uk.reuters.com/article/2011/06/17/
oukoe-uk-norway-cruise-televised-idUKTRE75G2G520110617; Ellen Emmerentze Jervell, “A Different Take
on Reality TV: 18 Hours of Swimming Salmon”, The Wall Street Journal, 2011-06-16, http://online.wsj.com/
news/articles/SB10001424127887324904004578539110228634592; Lars Bevanger, “Norway’s ‘slow TV’ - now
it’s live knitting”, Deustche Welle, 2013-20-29, http://dw.de/p/1A7jC; Sukhdev Sandhu, “ ‘Slow cinema’ fights
back against Bourne’s supremacy”, The Guardian, 2012-03-09 http://www.theguardian.com/film/2012/mar/09/
slow-cinema-fights-bournes-supremacy.

24. Detailed statistical analyses of average shot lengths (ASL) have been conducted by Yuri Tsivian and Barry Salt; see
the Cinemetricsweb site (http://www.cinemetrics.lv/). The Cinemetrics database documents ASL ranges under one second
for many music videos to 3-7 seconds for current mainstream Hollywood films. The mean ASL for US feature films has
declined since the 1940s, from approximately 10 to under 5 seconds per shot.

http://uk.reuters.com/article/2011/06/17/oukoe-uk-norway-cruise-televised-idUKTRE75G2G520110617
http://uk.reuters.com/article/2011/06/17/oukoe-uk-norway-cruise-televised-idUKTRE75G2G520110617
http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424127887324904004578539110228634592
http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424127887324904004578539110228634592
http://dw.de/p/1A7jC
http://www.theguardian.com/film/2012/mar/09/slow-cinema-fights-bournes-supremacy
http://www.theguardian.com/film/2012/mar/09/slow-cinema-fights-bournes-supremacy
http://www.cinemetrics.lv/
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But paralleling the broader slow movement, producing and engaging in slow media is also a

political statement. Slow media are an explicit statement of resistance to “fast” industrial society; just

as slow food is positioned as resistance to the perceived lower quality (empty calories) of fast food

and its devaluation of social practices of making and eating food, so slow media oppose the lower

quality (spiritual emptiness) of “fast movies” and the practices of making and watching film. Slow

media present an alternative to commodified practices in which each person is reduced to the role of

“consumer” to be (passively) entertained, redefining film/television consumption as a measured,

deliberate process in which the participant is willing to make time to create value, rather than

obtaining value through a commercial transaction.

Slow films generate a heightened state of awareness in the viewer, due to the consciousness of

the act of viewing itself – as opposed to an immersive (escapist) loss in a narrative. Romney’s

definition of the genre, quoted above, suggests a critical detachment from the film, as the viewer

becomes conscious of their subjective role as spectator in relation to the film – drawing attention to

the very act of watching the film as a “real-time experience in which, ideally, you become acutely

aware of every minute, every second spent watching” (2010). Insofar as Slow Cinema provokes a

contemplative – rather than impulsive – response, Romney concludes that it can “help us to engage

more reflexively with the world in a way that can be critical and indeed political”. Slow Cinema has

indeed been described as exploiting the spectator’s boredom to position the film viewing as a form of

labour – building on the neorealist principles promoted by André Bazin, for whom temporal extent

(durée) correlated to greater demands on viewers to exert themselves, turning the action of viewing

film into an active, engaged, and ultimately political form of perception (Schoonover 2012). It works

against the absent-minded “state of distraction” of Adorno’s characterization – “relaxation which

does not require the effort of concentration at all” – constituting a feature of popular commercial

entertainment serving to provide an “escape from the boredom of mechanized labour” (2002, 458).

Slow art works against the seductive measures enabling individual subjects to cope with drudgery;

but this very trait can make it inaccessible to those who are in need of distraction.25

25. Walter Benjamin, by contrast, argues that the distraction of film enables a subconscious shaping of perception and
practices, like architecture, and can thus serve a useful political purpose (cf. Benjamin 2008, XV).
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Above all, the “slow” film imposes a reflexion on the nature of time. In an ethnographic

context, it provides an escape from the “ethnographic present” that represents everyday activities as

static and timeless (Fabian 2002). Like “slow cinema”, my recordings focus on “mood, evocativeness

and an intensified sense of temporality” (Romney 2010) to a greater extent than narrative events. In

defining “slowness” in contemplative cinema, critic Harry Tuttle points to the role of technical

qualities such as long takes, static shots or slow camerawork, a patient pace, mundanity, uncut

movements, activities filmed in their entirety, extended wait/pauses, and conscience of time. But

Tuttle usefully points out that describing a film as “slow” is disingenuous where the pace of the

presentation follows normal life: it is the ellipsis of conventional film that produces an unnatural

speed.26

A qualitative sense of time – meaning the sensorial experience of temporality – is difficult to

capture through printed summaries or analysis. While people’s actions and processes can easily be

summarized in linear or graphical form, the relations within them are contingent, changing from

moment to moment, and subjective. This is clear in a collective activity such as the building of a well,

felt production (chapter 6), or haymaking (chapter 7), but even in shorter and more routine activities

such as milking livestock, taking sheep out to pasture, or making aaruul and milk liquor (chapter 5).

In the films of Dolgorsüren making aaruul, for instance (Figure 5.98 – Figure 5.182), we see a variety

of relations that are not effectively captured in the brief summary: Dolgorsüren’s relations with her

children, and with her livestock; her ebullience; people’s respect for her; the constant presence of

small children being socialized as the adults work…

26. Harry Tuttle has promoted the term “Contemporary Contemplative Cinema” as an alternative to “Slow Cinema”,
suggesting that such films are characterized not only by slowness, but also by plotlessness, wordlessness, and alienation.
Tuttle argues that films of this genre succeed at creating “a moving atmosphere transcending narration and touching
the audience intuitively without resort to intellectual verbalisation of facts and psychology”. See Tuttle’s blog Unspo-
ken Cinema for a series of articles refuting the centrality of slowness in contemplative cinema, arguing that the long
take and temporality are significant elements of the cinematic toolkit in all genres <http://unspokencinema.blogspot.com/
search?q=slow+cinema>. The “defining features” of CCC are presented on the page “minimum profile” on Tuttle’s blog
<http://unspokencinema.blogspot.com/2007/ 01/minimum-profile.html>.
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Reflections on diversity

My first priority in organizing the series of exhibits in the following chapters has been to illustrate

how widely everyday practices vary among the different herders with whom I have worked. From the

outset, in choosing households for this research project, I sought to obtain a deliberate, maximum

variation sample that would reflect differences in location, age and experience, herd size, and other

factors. I found that establishing a maximum variation sample was not difficult to achieve, however,

as I discovered there is no such thing as a “typical herder”. Some herders, such as Tsagaan or

Dolgorsüren (chapter 5), are not full-time, lifelong pastoralists, but retirees who keep a few animals

for subsistence purposes – as well as, in some cases, to support adult children in the city or in

administrative centre, by maintaining meat and milk supplies. Others, such as Tömör and Jargal

(chapter 5 and chapter 7), are highly mobile herders with over a thousand animals, for whom

livestock production is a lucrative business. Pürevjav (chapter 6) is a skilled herder, who keeps a

moderately-sized herd of “Western large-rump” sheep, and who – a widower for the past decade –

commandeers most of the neighbouring families in tasks such as cleaning the livestock shelter,

combing goats, or making felt. Several herders in Yeröö keep herds of fine-wool, hybrid sheep that

require specialized care, supported by an international development project and the local government.

Noogii and Enkhee in Dornogovi keep a small number of sheep and goats belonging to Khamar

Monastery, but also maintain a sizeable herd of camels, some of which are used for giving camel rides

to foreign tourists (chapter 5 and chapter 7). There are families in Yeröö who keep and train herds of

a thousand horses owned by wealthy businessmen in Ulaanbaatar, members of Mongolia’s urban elite.

Some households near Khamar Monastery, such as Nomin and Oyunaa, manage livestock as part of a

broad network of relatives that includes monks and support staff at the monastery (chapter 4).

These considerable differences in herding practice reflect a variety of factors: place and

ecology; family organization; the stage of the household in the domestic cycle; selection of livestock

species and breed; and even the reasons for keeping livestock, which can involve a combination of

household subsistence, support to relatives, and market-orientatation (profit-making). The extent of
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this variation should perhaps not be surprising, but is not fully evident in most of the published

literature on Mongolian herders. One could infer from the technical writings on animal husbandry or

rangeland management in Mongolia that variations in herding practice are largely a matter of

adaptations to different ecological zones – steppe (tal kheer), Gobi (govi), forested steppe (khangai),

and Altai mountains (Altain nuruu) – manifested primarily in the selection of different livestock

species. From the Mongolian-language ethnographic literature, one might get the sense that

variations among herders are mainly a result of differences among the multiple descent communities

that have been classified as “ethnic groups” (ugsaatan) – with the caveat that practices and

technologies of contemporary origin are “corruptions” of the authentic pastoral culture. From the

grey literature of development, one might develop an understanding that herders fall into tidy

categories based on their relationship to livestock capital – as subsistence producers living in or close

to poverty, as market-oriented herd maximizers, or as “absentee herders” – who in all cases are

motivated by utilitarian economic concerns. From public discourse among urban Mongolians (which

I discuss in chapter 12) one might understand that herders are an undifferentiated mass of inefficient

livestock producers, who demand subsidies and emergency assistance from the state but fail to

provide quality, affordable products in return.

While it would be unfair to claim that everyone writing about Mongolian pastoralists is

unaware of the full variability of herders’ experience, I have yet to see a holistic discussion of

pastoralists’ everyday practices that explicitly identifies the multiple standpoints from which herders

live their lives. A narrow focus on one or several structuring factors – ecological conditions, cultural

traditions, livestock ownership, or the market – draws focus away from herders’ own agency,

implying that herders’ practices are fundamentally mechanical, or that their decisions can be reduced

to technical considerations. More importantly, such focus prevents us from appreciating how, from

the standpoint of a given herder, all of these factors converge into a constantly evolving landscape

that needs to be navigated through continuously changing means. They also may conceal the extent

to which this landscape is inherently social.

My primary focus in these exhibits, as with the original video recordings, is on the “work”
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activities of pastoralism – such as handling livestock, processing milk into cheese, shearing sheep,

and moving camps. Of course Mongolian pastoralists do not spend all their time working.

Particularly in wintertime, it seemed that herders spent a fair amount of their time at home, watching

television, playing cards, or eating and drinking, and often visiting with neighbours. The demarcation

between “work” and “leisure” is rarely clear. Even in focusing on herders’ “pastoral” activities,

however, these images show much more than just livestock production.

First, these images demonstrate that pastoralists do not subsist exclusively from their livestock,

but engage in a wide range of resource-use practices. The images selected here include records of

herders harvesting or processing strawberries (chapter 7), herbs for making tea (chapter 5), wild

onions (chapter 4), and tsulikhir (chapter 7), either for domestic consumption or for sale. Other

activities not documented here, but reported by the herders with whom I worked, include artisanal

gold mining (done in short trips over the summer) and timber harvesting. Hay production, while

primarily a means of satisfying herders’ own needs, also provides cash income: the herders depicted

here (chapter 7), in addition to dropping three or four loads at each winter camp, each sold a further

two loads of hay each to small-scale cattle-owners in the sum centre, like Tsagaan (chapter 5).

Second, we can see that the broader set of practices that make up what we might call “pastoral

culture” have human-livestock-rangeland relations their core, but further encompass various types of

symbolic expression that greatly extend the meaning and scope of economic activities. The images in

my audiovisual recordings show herders training and racing horses at the annual autumn festival held

at Khamar Monastery; coming together to worship the sacred site at Sümiin Bulag (chapter 7);

engaged in ritual practices associated with the branding and castration of animals (chapter 4); and

participating in the “Mongolian Camel” festival – an event that included camel-themed song and

dance, camel polo competition, camel races, a camel beauty pageant, and a parade through the town

of Sainshand (chapter 7). These types of symbolic expression are in some cases, most notably with

the camel festival and horse races, deliberate efforts to establish value in pastoralism as a way of life,

thereby contributing to herders’ well-being and willingness to continue living as herders. Ritual

communicative practices serve to reinforce interspecies bonds, including those linking humans and
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non-biological beings within the pastoral landscape, creating rootedness in place for participant

herders.

Third, these images provide an indication of the richness and flexibility of forms of social

organization among pastoralists in Mongolia. The herders depicted here include a large proportion of

nuclear households organized as a primary herding unit, including Jargal and Tömör (chapter 5 and

chapter 7), Enkhee and Noogii (chapter 5 and chapter 7), and Oyunaa and Nomin (chapter 4). But

such “conventional” households are by no means the norm, as we can see from families such as

Dolgorsüren (who lived alone in her house, but next door to her daughter, sister-in-law, and

daughter’s mother-in-law; chapter 5), Gerlee (who lived with her adult son) and Zagdsüren (who

lived with her grandson). It is also clear that the composition of even nuclear households is fluid, a

point to which I return in a later chapter. School-aged children come and go, living with relatives or

in dormitories in town during the week, if the parents are close enough to town, or for the duration of

each semester in the school year. Parents, children, brothers and sisters, or nephews and nieces from

other herder camps or from town may stay and help young couples out, as we see with the children

staying with Noogii and Enkhee during sheep shearing in early summer, or Nomin’s father staying a

few days to help his son train racehorses (chapter 7). Households may camp together with other

families for part of the year, pooling livestock and labour, as we see with Enkhee, who camped in

winter with her mother, and Pürevjav, who co-resided with his married daughter’s family in winter

but with a relative during the summer (chapter 6). Perhaps most importantly, we see that members of

extended groups of relatives come together in different ways to collaborate on various herding tasks:

the cleaning of bedding, shearing of sheep, and making felt at Pürevjav’s place, and the making of

hay, which involved different families from Khandgait (chapter 6); families from city, aimag centre,

and countryside picking strawberries at Bayangol (chapter 7); or Nomin and Oyunaa moving camps

and castrating livestock, during which they were helped by their parents, Sodnomtsog, and their

relative Eldev, a monk from Khamar Monastery (chapter 4).

Above all, these images show that pastoralism is fundamentally a set of social practices.

Although not always visible from the photographic images alone, the activities depicted here were
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frequently accompanied by joke-telling, gossip, and other forms of socializing. In other words, these

activities were not all about “work”. I suggest that pastoral practices are in fact mainly guided by the

desire to maintain social and inter-species relations, to a far greater extent than they are determined

by individual or household-level economic calculus. I will return to the implications of this argument

in my discussion of institutional interventions in the areas of resource management and food safety.

Throughout my commentary on the exhibits I have pointed to instances of mutual aid among herders

and their non-herder relatives, which will inform the analysis I present in Part Three.

What I have been trying to arrive at, then, is a methodology for understanding how people live

their everyday lives. How do people navigate their environment? What significant, repeated practices

make up “everyday life”? How do these practices evolve? Feminist scholars have drawn attention to

the need to problematize “everyday life” or the “everyday world” (D. Smith 1987), by questioning

the naturalized aspects of (gendered) social relations. In this sense, “everyday life” consists of

practices that escape critical scrutiny because they are widely considered to be mundane, normal, or

self-evident. Michel de Certeau and colleagues have focused on the creative, informal uses of

externally-designed consumer products, planned urban spaces, and so on by “ordinary” actors in their

everyday lives (de Certeau 1984, 1998). These embodied practices escape panoptic legibility,

existing in “another spatiality” that is experienced from within but not seen from without, constituting

a mess of movement (mobility) that is “opaque and blind” (de Certeau 1998, 93).

The study of everyday life involves looking at ways that ordinary practices are grounded in

specific contexts – social, communicative, economic, political, ecological. Rather than attempting to

create typologies – the “average Mongolian herder”, the “Gobi herder”, or the “subsistence herder” –

we need to see how each herder is different. Some differences may be inherent to a particular

individual or place, but it is perhaps more useful to look at how differences arise from the relations

between people, places, animals, knowledge, and all the other constituents of an “environment” or

“system”. A person is not inherently a herder, but becomes one through relations with livestock,

grasslands, and other people who consume or exchange meat, wool, milk, and so on. Some of these

relations will hopefully become evident through the practices depicted in the chapters that follow.



Chapter 4

On otor in Dornogovi

Introduction

This series of images depicts activities during and after an otor move by Nomin and Oyunaa, a young

couple from Dornogovi.

“Otor” refers to a temporary move by pastoralists, or series of short moves, away from the main

seasonal camp (D. J. Murphy 2011; Xie and Li 2008; Dalintai et al. 2012). Otor may be performed

routinely in autumn, as a means of grazing livestock intensively so as to fatten the animals in

preparation for winter or prior to slaughter. Some households will split their herds by species for part

of the year, assigning a family member or making arrangements with someone else to accompany a

group of animals to grazing sites consIdermönkhed ideal for its species. In the steppe region, a few

young men manage herds of a thousand or more horses on otor over winter, taking animals from

many different owners to remote grazing areas where the grass is untouched by other livestock.

Alternatively, as is the case in the sequences shown here, otor may involve a household’s relatively

distant move in response to poor vegetation – typically the result of inadequate rainfall – near the

home camp. This type of otor can last a few weeks, a season, or in extreme cases even a year or two:

herders in parts of Dornogovi recall a severe drought in 2005, for instance, that forced them to

abandon their home districts for over a year (Figure 4.1). While none of the herders with whom I

110
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worked in Selenge practised otor, frequent and distant moves were an acknowledged necessity in the

Gobi, in response to extremely irregular precipitation patterns.
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Figure 4.1: Monthly precipitation levels (mm) measured by the weather station at Sainshand,
Dornogovi, 2004-2009. The lack of precipitation in 2004-2005 forced herders in parts of Dornogovi
to leave their home districts for a year or more.

Typically otor moves are done with a lightweight yurt, as is the case here, where Nomin and

Oyunaa leave their main residence behind to stay in a very small tent provided by Eldev Lama from

Khamar Monastery. In the sequence shown below, the family is moving approximately 50 kilometres

away from their regular home near Khamar Monastery into Erdene sum, due to the lack of rain in

Sainshand and Örgön sums in April and May. After several days of prevarication about where (or

indeed whether) to move, Nomin and Oyunaa have decided to follow several other local families who

have already moved to the target site, which is currently well vegetated. We show up in our Pajero

along with Oyunaa’s parents, while Eldev Lama arrives in his UAZ-369 Russian jeep, already loaded

with his small yurt (the otryn ger) that had been in storage at the Monastery. The seats of the jeep

have been removed in order to be able to transport the small and weak livestock, who would be

unable to make such a long journey on their own feet. Everyone helps to load up the family’s

belongings, leaving behind the large winter yurt. Oyunaa’s father Idermönkh stays behind to watch

the livestock, and Oyunaa watches the children, as everyone else heads to the new camp site. Eldev
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and Nomin set up the small yurt, while her mother Dolgor and my sister-in-law Nar-Od, who has

accompanied me on this field trip, pick wild onions.

Following the move, we visit Nomin and Oyunaa twice, accompanied by Oyunaa’s parents.

We see a variety of activities among families at their otor camps. The first of these images show

cutting khuruud and milking goats at Nomin and Oyunaa’s place. The next images are from a visit a

family in the neighbouring camp who were shearing sheep. We then return to Nomin and Oyunaa’s

place where Sodnomtsog castrates the family’s sheep and goats. The final sequence shows us getting

water from a well and pouring it into a trough for the livestock.

I have placed this exhibit first as it represents many of the interconnected activities that make

up “pastoralism” in Mongolia, and that constitute the everyday life of a household and its extended

networks. This exhibit illustrates foremost the processes involved in mobility – the move from one

camp to another – as a core aspect of pastoral resource use in the Gobi. While not all pastoralists in

Mongolia are mobile, the vast majority of herders move their livestock at least twice a year, between

two or more seasonal camps. Mobility is particularly important to pastoral life in the Gobi,

correlating to the uncertainty of precipitation and other environmental factors. Physical mobility

accommodates opportunistic usage of available natural resources – in this case, the grass in Erdene

sum, which is much greener than the vegetation available near Khamar Monastery.

But pastoral mobility is not only a matter of moving from place to place; it requires a broad and

dynamic set of social and ecological relations in order to work. Nomin and Oyunaa do not simply

leave on otor alone, but rely on a number of others to plan and carry out the move. In preparing the

otor move, the couple has held prolonged discussions with their immediate family, neighbours,

relatives, and other herders. From those who have already moved to the target site, they inquire about

the state of the vegetation, whether the area is getting crowded with herders already on otor, and what

to do about water – they have heard that there is only one good well, and that it is already being used

to its full capacity. Will they need to dig out the sediment at the bottom of the well to increase its

yield? The couple ask Oyunaa’s parents about arrangements for sending milk and meat to the

Monastery, and who will be able to help out after they have moved so far away. They ask other
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herders for advice about what to do with the small and weak animals, that have had too little to eat

this spring and might have trouble making such a long journey. They ask their friends and neighbours

who else is planning on going on otor, and when, so they can camp close together if possible – and

whether anyone has herd about alternative places to camp. They ask around at the Monastery to find

might be free to help with the move, who has a vehicle they can use, and whether there is a small yurt

they can borrow for a month or two. They ask older herders what they think the weather will be like –

are there any signs of rain or drought, and will it be worthwhile or necessary to make such a long trip?

Finally they consult with the lamas to determine when might be an auspicious date to move.

This process, which is typical of the distributed decision-making prevalent within Mongolian

pastoral society, undermines the idea of an autonomous “herder household”. These and other

activities surrounding this otor move are also highly indicative of the social relations – often

kinship-based – through which adaptive practices can be carried out. In the event of the move itself,

Nomin and Oyunaa depend on Oyunaa’s parents to help dismantle the livestock enclosure, pack up

the household belongings, and watch over the children and remaining livestock while the initial move

is taking place. Oyunaa’s cousin Eldev Lama provides the use of his jeep and small yurt, and helps

assemble the yurt at the destination site. Later, when the couple are established at the otor camp,

Oyunaa’s parents, her herder cousin Sodnomtsog (Togtokh Lama’s son), and school-age niece and

nephew visit and help out with various tasks – stitching a new straining sack for milk curds, milking

goats, cutting khuruud, shearing sheep, castrating the young sheep and goats, and watering livestock.

As I argue throughout this thesis, such contributions from individuals outside the immediate

household are not motivated by a logic of exchange, so much as by an acknowledgement that helping

one another out sustains relationships that are valuable in themselves. These are the types of relations

that I attach to the concept of “mutualism”: diverse, reciprocal relations among people, livestock, and

the environment that are maintained to ensure subsistence through ongoing adaptability and

reproduction. The “mutual relations” explored in this sequence of images are not exclusively social,

however. Mobile pastoralism itself, of course, constitutes a form of human-ecological mutualism,

insofar as the practice of moving adaptively – as opposed to deliberately (re)constructing a pasture
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environment – inherently values “natural” ecological processes in a balanced relationship with

humans and livestock. Human-animal mutualism is also implicit in the everyday herding activities

depicted here, which reflect co-evolved processes such as milking and shearing, which are of mutual

benefit to humans and animals.

The ritual actions surrounding the castration of sheep and goats, shown in the final sequence,

symbolically link the herd’s reproduction to that of the household. The castration is not approached

as a merely practical requirement of livestock production, but as ritual performance to be carried out

on an auspicious day and accompanied by words of blessing. The animals are castrated on a felt mat,

next to which is placed a wooden pole or post from the yurt. Both of these elements symbolize the

connections of the sheep to the household; crossing over the pole to rejoin the herd symbolizes the

transition from the household to the herd, literally from the yurt – within which infant lambs and

goats are often kept – to the livestock pen.27 The animals are purified by smoke (khinshüü) – in this

instance from smouldering dung and dairy fat – in order to cleanse their incisions and promote rapid

healing. The testes of the castrated sheep and goats are then boiled in milk, which provides further

symbolic connotations of both reproduction and purity (purification). The cooked testes are finally

consumed by everyone present. This is said to provide strength and virility, in a combined symbolic

and physically experienced transmission of the animals’ fertility to the members of the household.

Although the male animals are no longer fertile, their importance in the reproduction of the household

and its herds is thus proclaimed.

27. See Professor Kh. Sükhbaatar’s description of the castration ritual in his bookМонгол малыншинж [Characteristics
of Mongolian livestock], reproduced at http://khsukhbaatar.blogspot.ca/2008/08/blog-post.html. Sükhbaatar also describes
the practice of sprinkling grain after the castrated sheep, as a ritual gesture symbolizing fertility.

http://khsukhbaatar.blogspot.ca/2008/08/blog-post.html
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Exhibit

The moving day (2012-05-10)

Figure 4.2: Eldev has arrived with his jeep. He
and Idermönkh remove the back seat and seat
covers in order to make room for the weaker
lambs and kids, which will be transported in the
jeep rather than being droven to the new camp-
site.

Figure 4.3: Nomin reassembles his motorcycle,
which he has been repairing inside the yurt.

Figure 4.4: Oyunaa and Idermönkh separate the
weaker animals and place them in a separate area
at the rear of the livestock enclosure.

Figure 4.5: Nomin and Dolgor begin to let the
stronger livestock exit the enclosure.

Figure 4.6: Nomin holds the gate to the livestock
enclosure, letting out only the adult animals.
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Figure 4.7: Dolgor rounds up the sheep and goats
to keep them from wandering off.

Figure 4.8: Idermönkh, Dolgor, Nomin, and
Oyunaa segregate the livestock.

Figure 4.9: Nomin has finished reassembling his
motorcycle, and pumps up the rear tire.

Figure 4.10: Dolgor and Eldev disassemble the
livestock enclosure, which is made of planks and
strips of plywood attached to vertical supports,
and tied to posts with cloth bands and ropes.

Figure 4.11: Dolgor and Eldev carry sections of
fencing from the enclosure to the trailer behind
Eldev’s jeep.

Figure 4.12: Eldev loads the sections of fencing
onto the trailer.
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Figure 4.13: Eldev finishes loading the livestock
fence sections onto the trailer.

Figure 4.14: Oyunaa lets the lambs and kids out
of the enclosure.

Figure 4.15: Eldev and Idermönkh tie down the
load on the trailer.

Figure 4.16: Eldev loads the empty water barrel
and the toono (the circular, uppermost section of
the yurt) onto the trailer. The toono is customar-
ily always loaded last, and placed on top of all
the other items being transported.

Figure 4.17: Oyunaa and Dolgor carry the stove
about twenty metres away from the yurt, to
empty it out.

Figure 4.18: Oyunaa dumps the ashes out of the
stove onto the ground.
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Figure 4.19: Eldev and Nomin load the family’s
solar panels and other fragile items into the back
of our vehicle.

Figure 4.20: Eldev and Nomin load the weak an-
imals into the back of the jeep.

Figure 4.21: About an hour later, on arrival at
the new campsite, Eldev stops the jeep and lets
the animals out.

Figure 4.22: The sheep and goats immediately
begin to graze.

Figure 4.23: Eldev and Nomin unload the trailer.
First Eldev unloads the toono and water barrel,
as Nomin removes the ropes holding down the
rest of the load.

Figure 4.24: Eldev and Nomin unload the fenc-
ing sections for the livestock enclosure.
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Figure 4.25: Nomin places the fencing sections
on the ground, close to where the new livestock
enclosure will be assembled. Tonight there will
not be enough time to put up the enclosure, so the
sheep and goats will spend a night in the open.

Figure 4.26: The men begin setting up the small
yurt. Nomin puts the door in place, as Nar-Od
watches.

Figure 4.27: The men carry over the lattice wall
sections (khana) one at a time.

Figure 4.28: Nomin and Eldev assemble the wall
sections in a ring beginning at the eastern side of
the doorway, with Dolgor and Nar-Od helping to
hold them in place.

Figure 4.29: Eldev binds the wall sections to-
gether with rope. Meanwhile Nomin lashes to-
gether a broken part of the bagana, the vertical
posts in the centre of the yurt that support the
toono.

Figure 4.30: Nomin places the toono in the cen-
tre of the yurt, and lashes the two support posts
(bagana) to it.
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Figure 4.31: Eldev continues binding the wall
sections together.

Figure 4.32: Eldev holds the assembled toono
and bagana upright, as Nomin places the roof
poles (uni) into the sockets around the circumfer-
ence of the toono, attaching the loop at the end
of each pole onto the head of the lattice wall as-
sembly.

Figure 4.33: With all the poles in place, the toono
is now well supported. Nomin puts in place the
shorter poles that lead upward from the door. As
this is an older yurt, in somewhat rough shape, a
number of the roof poles are missing.

Figure 4.34: Eldev and Nomin fold up the rear
and front felt covering sections for the roof
(deever).

Figure 4.35: The two men throw the inner roof
lining textile over top of the poles in the higher
section of the yurt, and pull it into place.

Figure 4.36: Nomin and Eldev take the next part
of the roof cover and put it into place.
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Figure 4.37: Nomin and Eldev assemble the roof
section covering the front of the yurt.

Figure 4.38: Dolgor and Nar-Od have headed off
some distance away, where they have discovered
an abundance of wild onions (khömüül). They
gather onions and place them in plastic bags.

Figure 4.39: Nomin and Eldev have put the first
wall covering (tuurga) in place. Nomin affixes it
to the yurt with a length of twine attached to the
corner of the fabric covering and leading up over
the adjacent section of the roof. While the fam-
ily’s large winter yurt has two layers of heavy felt
coverings, this yurt is covered with old, patched-
together comforters.

Figure 4.40: Nomin and Eldev put the other wall
covering in place.

Figure 4.41: The men cover the yurt in two
pieces of cotton that are cut to measure (bürees).
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Figure 4.42: Eldev holds one end of the rear
cover in place while Nomin attaches it on the
other side.

Figure 4.43: Eldev drags over the next part of the
burees.

Figure 4.44: Eldev holds the burees in place
while Nomin checks that it is centred on the yurt.

Figure 4.45: Eldev knots the end of a rope to one
of three rings on the west side of the door. This
rope will run like a belt around the yurt to hold
the textile covers in place.

Figure 4.46: Eldev runs the rope around the ex-
terior of the yurt, then Nomin runs it through a
ring on the east side of the door.

Figure 4.47: Nomin pulls the rope tight.
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Figure 4.48: Nomin brings a heavy wooden box
into the yurt.

Figure 4.49: Nomin suspends the box with a rope
from the centre of the roof, so as to weigh down
the yurt and keep it from shifting.

Figure 4.50: Eldev runs the rope outside the yurt
through the bottom ring next to the door, and be-
gins to pull it counter-clockwise around the yurt.

Figure 4.51: Eldev pulls tight the outer fabric
shell of the yurt as Nomin fixes the ring for at-
taching the rope that will run around the outside
of the yurt.

Figure 4.52: Nomin tacks the loose edges of the
fabric cover to the yurt using a hammer.

Figure 4.53: Dolgor and Nar-Od return from
picking wild onions.
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Figure 4.54: Nar-Od shows off her pickings.

Figure 4.55: With the yurt now fully assembled,
the remaining furnishings can be brought inside.
Dolgor carries the stovepipe through the door.

Late June, two months on otor (2012-
06-29)

Figure 4.56: Dolgor, who is visiting Nomin
and Oyunaa for the first time after their move,
stitches a sack for draining curds (aarts) for her
daughter. A pot of fermented milk has been set
on the stove to simmer.

Figure 4.57: Dolgor folds the fabric into a con-
ical shape. Her granddaughter comes and sits
briefly beside her. The edges of the yurt cover
have been rolled up to create a breeze in the
home.

Figure 4.58: Dolgor finishes stitching the sack
for draining curds.

Figure 4.59: Dolgor tucks the new sack under
the roof-poles (uni) near the door. Oyunaa mean-
while looks for a pot at the kitchen cupboard.
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Figure 4.60: Nomin begins to round up the goats
for milking.

Figure 4.61: Nomin is joined by his wife and
mother-in-law, who help to herd the goats to-
wards the pen.

Figure 4.62: Nomin drives the goats into the pen.

Figure 4.63: With all the goats now in the pen,
Nomin shuts the gate.

Figure 4.64: Dolgor and Oyunaa begin milking
the goats.

Figure 4.65: Dolgor and Oyunaa milk the goats
inside the pen.
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Figure 4.66: As Dolgor and Oyunaa continue the
milking, Nomin catches a sheep with his lariat.

Figure 4.67: With the help of his nephew, Nomin
binds the sheep’s legs.

Figure 4.68: Nomin shears the sheep using a
large pair of scissors. Throughout Mongolia the
shearing of sheep is done the old-fashioned way,
with a sharp pair of scissors; ideally the sheep
will have already begun to moult (khöökh), caus-
ing the wool to come away from the animal’s
body as it is being shorn. Since the animals in
a herd do not all moult at once, the sheep may
need to be shorn in stages – like Nomin is doing
here – as they become ready.

Figure 4.69: Nomin continues shearing the
sheep, working from the animal’s belly up to-
wards its back.
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Figure 4.70: Nomin has shorn both sides of the
sheep, and now cuts the final bits of wool remain-
ing along the sheep’s back.

Figure 4.71: Nomin’s nephew takes the fleece,
rolls it up, and puts it away.

Figure 4.72: Dolgor’s plastic pail is now full, as
she finishes milking the goats.

Figure 4.73: The milking complete, Dolgor and
Oyunaa have brought their milk pails inside. Dol-
gor ladles the milk through a funnel into empty
drinking water bottles, which she will take back
with her to the Monastery.

Figure 4.74: Dolgor has filled five plastic bot-
tles of milk, with several litres of milk remaining
in large buckets, the mouths of which have been
covered with plastic.
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Figure 4.75: Oyunaa ties the ends of the curd
straining sack that her mother stitched for her ear-
lier in the morning to a thin rope, which she uses
to suspend the sack from the roof poles of the
yurt.

Figure 4.76: Oyunaa places a plastic barrel un-
derneath the cloth sack, to catch the draining
whey.

Figure 4.77: Oyunaa removes the pot of curdled
milk from the stove, placing it temporarily on the
aluminum fuel box next to the stove.

Figure 4.78: Oyunaa places the pot of curds next
to the straining sack, using the fuel box as a sup-
port.

Figure 4.79: Oyunaa ladles the curds into the
sack.

Figure 4.80: As the sack of curds fills, the whey
begins to drip down into the plastic barrel below.
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Early July (2012-07-01)

Figure 4.81: Dolgor, Idermönkh, and Sodnomt-
sog have returned to Nomin and Oyunaa’s place
to help out with the castration of sheep and goats.
First they assist with the daily morning activities.
Dolgor takes a sack of curds that have been fully
drained and pressed, and holding it in her lap, to
slice the curd into khuruud (aaruul).

Figure 4.82: Dolgor slices the curds using a short
length of braided string.

Figure 4.83: Dolgor places the sliced curds on a
plywood tray next to her on the floor.

Figure 4.84: With the first tray full of curds, Dol-
gor begins to fill a second tray.

Figure 4.85: Nomin takes the trays outside and
places them on the roof of the yurt so the curds
can dry in the wind and sun.

Figure 4.86: Nomin, Idermönkh, Sodnomtsog,
and the visiting children segregate the goats to be
milked from the rest of the herd. Nomin chases
after several stray goats.
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Figure 4.87: The lactating goats are rounded up
next to the pen.

Figure 4.88: As Dolgor and Oyunaa get ready to
milk the goats, Idermönkh and Nomin drive the
animals into the pen.

Figure 4.89: Oyunaa begins milking the goats.
Idermönkh stands at the gate of the goat pen, let-
ting out the milked goats, as Oyunaa continues
milking.

Figure 4.90: Oyunaa milks the goats.

Figure 4.91: After about ten minutes Dolgor en-
ters the pen with an empty pail and joins in the
milking.

Figure 4.92: Oyunaa takes her full pail out of the
pen, pours it through a cheesecloth into a metal
container, then returns to the milking.
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Figure 4.93: The castration of sheep and goats
is now about to begin. There is a pot of burn-
ing fat and dung on top of the stove. Dorjsüren
describes the ritual elements associated with the
castration of livestock – namely the use of smoul-
dering dung and dairy fat (khinshüü), a pole or
post from the yurt, and a felt pad. Oyunaa in-
structs her niece to carry the pot outside; every-
one goes out.

Figure 4.94: Sodnomtsog begins castrating the
livestock seated on a felt roll laid on the ground
next to the pen, with the burning dairy fat and
dung nearby, as Nomin holds each animal down.

Figure 4.95: Sodnomtsog places the removed
testes in a bucket of milk next to him on the
ground.

Figure 4.96: Idermönkh brings each animal over
to be castrated.

Figure 4.97: The smoke from the burning dung
and fat, placed next to the animals being cas-
trated, is said to cleanse the animals.
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Figure 4.98: The castrating complete, everyone
heads indoors. Nomin sends the sheep and goats
away.

Figure 4.99: Dolgor pours the contents of the
bucket containing the sheep and goats’ testes into
an empty pot on top of the stove.

Figure 4.100: The testes cook in the milk.

Figure 4.101: The testes are now cooked; Oyu-
naa takes the pot off the stove and sets it on top of
the fuel box. She ladles out the testes into small
bowls and passes them out.

Figure 4.102: Oyunaa finishes ladling out the
cooked testes.

Figure 4.103: Everyone eats. The ritual con-
sumption of the testes is said to contribute to the
reproductive health and virility of everyone in
the family.
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Figure 4.104: Before leaving, Idermönkh waters
the livestock at a well approximately a kilome-
tre away. He draws water from the well using a
bucket and rope, pouring the water into a trough
next to the well.

Figure 4.105: View of the interior of the well.
This is one of the Soviet-era wells that still re-
mains in service.



Chapter 5

Milking and dairying in everyday life

Introduction

Milking and processing dairy products constitute a major part of the everyday practices of Mongolian

pastoralists, particularly for women. This ethnographic exhibit comparatively documents dairying

practices among several pastoral households in both Gobi (desert) and khangai (forested steppe)

regions of Mongolia. The selection of images is intended to show the variety of everyday activities

involved in dairying: milking livestock camels, goats, and cattle; feeding livestock; and processing

milk into curds and liquor. The exhibit includes images showing mobile and sedentary pastoralists, as

well as a small-scale, semi-mobile dairy farm in the Gobi.

The first set of images depicts young women from two households – Enkhee (Figure 5.11 –

Figure 5.32) and Jargal (Figure 5.4 – Figure 5.10) – milking camels in spring and summer. These

sequences illustrate seasonal differences in camel milking practices, but also show the variable

divisions of labour in camel husbandry. The following sequence depicts goat milking by Saraa and

her daughter (Figure 5.33 – Figure 5.44), which contrasts with the images of milking by Oyunaa and

her mother in the exhibit on “otor” (Figure 4.56 – Figure 4.80). In both cases, the milkers make

opportunistic use of the labour of others who were visiting or temporarily resident. The images taken

at Oyunaa’s home include a depiction of her visiting mother, Dolgor, stitching a sack for straining

134
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curds, which is later put to use in making khuruud. San and Saraa draw on the support of Odsüren,

who is a co-resident assistant herder at the time of these images being taken. The following set of

images, taken on a separate occasion, shows Oyunaa making bazmal aaruul, a type of dried curds

shaped in the palm of the hand (Figure 5.45 – Figure 5.46).

The second part of this exhibit depicts contrasting dairying practices in Yeröö sum of Selenge

aimag. The first two sequences show small, sedentary households whose primary pastoral activity is

milking cattle. Sainsana and Baigalia (Figure 5.47 – Figure 5.79) are a young couple who managed

approximately twenty dairy cows, selling fresh milk to people in the nearby town centre. Tsagaan

(Figure 5.80 – Figure 5.97) is a former State Farm official – serving at one point as its Deputy

Director – who, like many other families in the Yeröö sum centre, kept a few milk cows in his yard

for household subsistence. Both Sainsanaa and Tsagaan allowed their cattle to graze on public lands

nearby, but provided hay supplements. Both households also benefitted from seed livestock programs

operated by the local government: Sainsanaa’s family had obtained several high-yield dairy cows, as

support for young herders of moderate means, whereas Tsagaan had been put in charge of an

improved bull to be shared amongst several households in town. The next set of images shows

Dolgorsüren and her family milking cattle, making aaruul, and distilling milk liquor (Figure 5.98 –

Figure 5.182). Another retiree from the former State Farm, Dolgorsüren had moved to the country to

keep cattle full-time. She kept extremely busy during the summer months processing dairy foods,

some of which were sold, but the majority of which were destined for children and relatives.

The final set of images in this exhibit shows the operations at Delger Farm and dairy in

Dornogovi (Figure 5.183 – Figure 5.257). As the principal supplier of milk and yogurt for school

lunches in the town of Sainshand, the dairy processed approximately 80 litres of milk each day at the

time these images were taken. Although the farm and dairy were considerably more specialized than

the other pastoralists shown here, they shared many features of “traditional” pastoral production:

livestock were managed primarily within a kin group; cattle were grazed in addition to stall-feeding;

and some of the livestock were taken on otor, long-distance seasonal grazing, each spring and

summer.
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Although nearly all pastoral households in Mongolia milk at least one species of livestock,

milking practices vary by region and by household. In a recent survey of pastoralists in five aimags I

conducted with anthropologist colleagues at the National University of Mongolia (Thrift et al. 2015),

we found that 53% of surveyed households milked goats, 44% milked yaks, 42% milked cattle, 16%

milked mares, 13% milked camels, and 11% milked sheep (Figure 5.1). Of households who milked

sheep and goats, 77–78% obtained milk from between 150 and 210 animals (Figure 5.2). Those who

milked large livestock typically milked fewer animals; close to half of households who milked cattle

and yaks milked only 1–5 animals, while hardly any households milked more than 17 animals of any

species (Figure 5.3).
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Figure 5.1: Percentage of pastoral households who milk each species of livestock. Source: Thrift et al
2015.

Camels or cows that are being milked are generally tethered overnight along with their young,

being released to graze nearby during the day. (Adult animals that are not being milked do not need

to be kept near the home, but can be left to roam wherever the grazing is best – which might be

dozens of kilometres from the herder’s camp.) Milking large animals (cattle, horses, or camels) is

often practised by a team of two – with one person handling the livestock, while the other does the
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Figure 5.2: Number of sheep and goats milked, by percentage of surveyed milking households. Data
source: Thrift et al. 2015.
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Figure 5.3: Number of cattle, yaks, mares, and camels milked, by percentage of surveyed milking
households. Data source: Thrift et al. 2015.
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milking. The livestock handler will lead each suckling animal to its mother, allowing it to suckle for a

few moments before and after milking, and where necessary returning it to the enclosure or

hitching-line afterwards. In some cases men will handle the livestock while women conduct the

milking. But in many cases both the milking and handling may be done by a single individual – the

principal drawback in this case being that the activity takes longer, since the milker must wait for

each young animal to suckle, rather than having it brought to its mother while the previous animal is

being milked. Many women only milk half the teats, allowing the calf to continue suckling from the

opposite side of the animal as she draws milk into her pail (e.g.; Figure 5.26; Figure 5.4).

It is conventional to milk cows sitting on a small stool, but camels – being much taller – must

be milked standing up, with the milker usually supporting the milk pail on her bent knee as she leans

against the mother camel. Some of the women hobble one of the front legs of the aggressive camels

to prevent them from moving away or kicking during the milking. In a few cases they lead the calf to

its mother, but in other cases they leave the calf tethered in a standing position, and the mother comes

forward to give milk. The cattle milkers in both Selenge and Dornogovi often tied the rear legs, and

sometimes the tails, of their animals in order to prevent the cow from kicking and knocking over the

milk pail or from contaminating the milk with its tail (e.g.; Figure 5.61; Figure 5.104).

Several of the households with whom I collaborated in the Gobi milked goats rather than

camels. Milking goats is much more work, but may be preferable if the family already keeps goats

for their cashmere, and does not wish the added labour of managing camels. The images below show

milking of goats during an evening visit to San and Saraa’s place, about 30 km south of Khamar

Monastery, as well as milking goats and making aaruul at Nomin and Oyunaa’s place, while the

family were on otor some 40 kilometres away from their normal camp near the Monastery. Goats can

be milked within the livestock pen, with each animal released after it is milked (Figure 4.56).

Alternatively, the goats can be tied together in a line, using a long rope that is looped around each

nanny goat’s neck – a method known as kholboj saakh. The goats in this method stand still as the

milkers proceed from one end of the line to the end, then are released at once by pulling on the end of

the rope to undo the bindings (Figure 5.44).
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As these photographs illustrate, milking activity varies seasonally. The livestock are typically

milked both morning and evening during the summer, when they are lactating most heavily, and once

a day during the autumn. But families needing less milk may elect to milk their animals once a day in

summer – as Jargal does with her camels, below – or in rare cases, even three times a day – as is done

at Delger Farm, with the cattle being milked in the field at noon.28 Unlike cattle, camels can be

milked year-round due to their two-year fertility cycle, providing fresh milk throughout the winter.

Yet as it is not possible to produce cheese in cold weather, the women shown here collect a relatively

small amount of milk in the winter – milking only a few animals once a day, in the morning – to be

used in making tea and for producing tsagaa (fermented camel milk), which may be reduced to a

thickened butsalgaa.

For some of the women shown here, milking livestock and processing milk took up to six or

seven hours a day, while for others the work was far less involved. For most of them, the work was

deeply embedded in networks of kin relations. Dolgorsüren was among those who spent much of her

time dairying, though – as shown in the images here – the intense summertime work was shared with

grandchildren, who sometimes took over from her completely. At the time we made these recordings,

Dolgorsüren kept approximately 40 cows and 100 sheep and goats. Dolgorsüren’s husband passed

away at the end of 2012, leaving Dolgorsüren unable to handle the livestock by herself. Rather than

moving in with her daughter and son-in-law next door, Dolgorsüren chose to live on her own,

depending on increased assistance from her children and grandchildren. Shortly after her husband

died Dolgorsüren gave her sheep and goats to her daughter and son-in-law to manage, then in 2013

she sent most of the cows to winter with her son and son-in-law who were living in town, both of

whom constructed winter shelters for the animals. She took over the livestock in summer, bringing

them back to the country home and resuming the dairying activities once her school-age

grandchildren had begun their summer vacation.

Jargal, in the Gobi, took at most only about an hour each day milking camels in summer,

28. Mares need to be milked far more frequently, approximately once every two or three hours. Although most of the
households with whom I worked kept horses, none milked mares at the time of my fieldwork. Mares’ milk airag (koumiss)
is predominantly made in the central region of Mongolia, but less commonly in the mixed-use agricultural areas of Selenge.
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producing just enough tsgaa and aaruul for her own family. Unlike the cattle milkers in Yeröö, she

milked camels throughout the year; nonetheless, the work remained relatively light: in the springtime

sequence shown below, for instance (Figure 5.4 – Figure 5.10), Jargal milked only three camels,

which took approximately ten minutes. During a following visit, in the afternoon on a day at the

beginning of July, she milked nine camels, taking 30 minutes, and filling up two pails of milk. Jargal

often milked the camels alone, waiting as each calf suckled at its mother, though her husband

Gantömör is seen helping out in the first sequence (e.g., Figure 5.8). As the camels were in fact

herded collectively with the nearby households of Jargal’s mother, sister, and two brothers, they were

not always kept at Gantömör and Jargal’s place. (On a subsequent visit the following autumn, the

camels were not being milked by any of the families.) Jargal’s sister Tümendemberel and her

husband Batbayar, despite owning some of the animals, did not contribute significantly to the camel

husbandry, but concentrated on managing dairy cattle.

The images in the final series were taken at Delger Farm and Dairy, showing a semi-intensive

form of production. The farm is located about 30 kilometres outside of the aimag centre, close to

Khamar monastery, while the dairy is situated in the town of Sainshand. Delgersaikhan and

Altantsetseg established the dairy in 2010, drawing on a small business loan. They began their

operations with just two cows, which they increased to a herd of more than twenty within the first two

years of business. Most of the cows were specialized dairy cattle, or hybrids obtained using dairy bull

semen, which they imported from China.

While a portion of any family’s fresh milk will typically be used for milk tea (süütei tsai), most

pastoral families in Mongolia obtain much more milk than is necessary for immediate consumption.

Milk can be preserved by several processing methods. For short-to-medium term consumption, milk

can be fermented to produce drinkable yogurt (tarag) or koumiss-type beverages (khoormog, airag).

For longer storage, the milk can be curdled, strained, pressed, and dried to produce a variety of

cheeses – mainly byaslag (high-moisture cheese made from curdled tarag yogurt), aaruul (very hard,

low-moisture cheese made from curdled airag), and eezgii (hard curds that have been cooked in

whey). As a side product of the curdling process, many families also capture the distillate of heated
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curds, in the form of milk liquor – known as shimiin arkhi (“liquor of [milk] essence”), mongol arkhi

(“Mongolian liquor”), or nermel (“distillate”). These dairy foods become a major element of the

economy of reciprocity.
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Exhibit

Camel husbandry at Gantömör and
Jargal’s winter camp (2012-02-16)

Figure 5.4: Carrying her milk bucket, Jargal
walks over to the tethering-line, where the camel
calves are tied down to prevent them from join-
ing their mothers. Jargal unties the camel at the
end of the tethering-line.

Figure 5.5: Jargal leads the untethered camel to
its mother.

Figure 5.6: Jargal waits as the calf suckles. At
her feet is a pile of gathered camel dung, which
she and her husband will use for fuel.

Figure 5.7: Jargal milks the camel.

Figure 5.8: Gantömör shows up and helps with
the binding of the camels’ legs.
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Figure 5.9: Gantömör hitches a camel calf after
the milking.

Figure 5.10: Gantömör drives the adult camels
off to graze.

Milking camels at Noogii and Enkhee’s
place (2012-06-30)

Figure 5.11: Enkhee has sighted the camels com-
ing home from over the hill; she has gathered
two milk pails from inside the yurt in prepara-
tion for the milking, and heads outside with her
two nephews.

Figure 5.12: Enkhee stands waiting waiting for
the adult female camels to arrive for the milking.
She has sent her young nephew, who is staying
with her temporarily, off to hurry the camels to-
wards the home.

Figure 5.13: The camel calves, which have been
left tethered close to home, sense the arrival of
their mothers.

Figure 5.14: Enkhee and Nar-Od continue to
wait.
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Figure 5.15: One of the adult camels arrives, but
does not approach its calf.

Figure 5.16: Enkhee approaches the camel, car-
rying her milk pail.

Figure 5.17: Enkhee pulls the camel by its neck
towards the calf. This camel has a blue scarf
(khadag) around its neck, which is a seter or mark
of a sanctified animal that will not be slaughtered.
Several camels at Noogii and Enkhee’s place, be-
longing to Khamar Monastery, had recently been
sanctified as offerings for the health of the Dalai
Lama, as I learned later from Altangerel. On this
occasion I ask Enkhee about the reason for the
sanctification; she jokes that she is not too sure
– all she knows, she says, is that the lamas came,
read some prayers, and then left!

Figure 5.18: Enkhee pulls the mother camel
around and towards the calf, which is trying to
suckle.
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Figure 5.19: Enkhee binds the rear legs of the
mother camel.

Figure 5.20: Enkhee milks the camel.

Figure 5.21: Enkhee continues milking the
camel, as the calf suckles the teats on the other
side.

Figure 5.22: Having finished milking the camel,
Enkhee unties the binding on its rear legs. The
infant camel continues to suckle.

Figure 5.23: Enkhee heads off to milk the next
camel.

Figure 5.24: The milk obtained from one camel.
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Figure 5.25: Enkhee binds the legs of another
camel, as its calf suckles. This calf has also been
consecrated.

Figure 5.26: Enkhee milks the camel.

Figure 5.27: Enkhee pours the milk from the
milk pail into a second pot.

Figure 5.28: The camel calf suckles.

Figure 5.29: The milking is complete, and every-
one heads back inside.

Figure 5.30: Enkhee pours the milk into a plastic
barrel containing tsagaa (fermented camel milk).
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Figure 5.31: Enkhee places the lid on the plas-
tic barrel. There is a hole punched in the centre
of the lid, which she places over the handle of a
plunger inside the barrel.

Figure 5.32: Enkhee churns the tsagaa several
times with the plunger.

Milking goats at San and Saraa’s place,
Dornogovi (2012-09-06)

Figure 5.33: Saraa prepares her leather laces and
ropes for binding the goats to be milked.

Figure 5.34: Odsüren, a relative who is staying
with the family as a hired hand, rounds up the
goats.

Figure 5.35: Saraa ties the goats together in a
long line, facing one another in alternate direc-
tions, with a rope connecting them by their necks.
This will keep the goats still during the milking, a
technique known as connected milking (kholboj
saakh).

Figure 5.36: The other family members help to
handle the goats that are waiting to be attached
to the rope.
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Figure 5.37: Saraa continues tying the goats to-
gether.

Figure 5.38: The goats have all been tied to the
line. Saraa heads off to get her milk pail.

Figure 5.39: Saraa’s daughter begins milking the
goats, from one end of the line.

Figure 5.40: The goats stand still as the milking
progresses.

Figure 5.41: Saraa arrives with her milk pail and
begins milking the goats on the opposite side of
the line from her daughter.

Figure 5.42: The milking complete, Odsüren
pulls on the end of the rope binding the goats,
which unties the knots around their necks and
releases the animals all at once. Altogether the
milking has taken about 50 minutes.
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Figure 5.43: The goats begin to disperse as the
binding is released from one end.

Figure 5.44: Odsüren gathers up the bindings as
the goats are set loose.

Oyunaa makes bazmal aaruul (2012-
09-09)

Figure 5.45: Oyunaa makes bazmal aaruul.
These are curds (aarts) that have been obtained
by heating fermented milk, then strained in a
sack to remove the whey. The curds are shaped
by being squeezed in the palm of one’s hand,
then set out on a platter to dry in the sun.

Figure 5.46: Oyumaa making bazmal aaruul.
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Milking cattle - Sainsanaa andBaigalia
(2012-04-19)

Figure 5.47: Sainsanaa prepares a mixture of
bran and water to feed the cows in the barn before
the morning milking. Sainsanaa and Baigalia are
a young couple who live on the South bank of
the Yeröö River; they live off a small number of
dairy cows.

Figure 5.48: Sainsanaa adds water to the bran
that he has distributed amongst four troughs.

Figure 5.49: Sainsanaa stirs the bran mixture.

Figure 5.50: Sainsanaa lifts the three troughs of
bran, as Nar-Od looks on.

Figure 5.51: Sainsanaa carries the troughs to-
wards the barn.

Figure 5.52: Sainsanaa sets out the bran for the
calves, who are being kept in a separate enclo-
sure at the rear of the barn.
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Figure 5.53: Sainsanaa’s wife Baigalia begins
milking a cow, as a calf suckles at the cow next
to her.

Figure 5.54: Baigalia takes hold of a calf inside
the enclosure at the end of the barn, then brings
it through the gate and to its mother.

Figure 5.55: Baigalia leads a calf to its mother.

Figure 5.56: Baigalia leads a calf to its mother.

Figure 5.57: As the calf begins to suckle, Bai-
galia binds the rear legs of the cow to be milked.

Figure 5.58: Baigalia waits for the calf to fin-
ish suckling. Sainsanaa has placed another strap
around the neck of the calf; he holds on to the
loose end, waiting to lead the calf away.
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Figure 5.59: Sainsanaa leads the calf away and
ties it to a post. Baigalia begins milking.

Figure 5.60: Baigalia milks the cow.

Figure 5.61: The cow has now been milked, and
Baigalia unbinds its rear legs.

Figure 5.62: Baigalia milks another cow.

Figure 5.63: Baigalia milking.

Figure 5.64: Baigalia milking.
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Figure 5.65: The cattle leave the barn and head
out to graze.

Figure 5.66: Sainsanaa comes out of the barn car-
rying a full bucket of milk.

Figure 5.67: As Sainsaaa’s wife and Nar-Od
head back to the house with a bucket of fresh
milk, a truck arrives. The visitor is a livestock
trader, who is looking for someone to sell live-
stock.

Figure 5.68: Sainsanaa’s wife pours warm water
into a small pot and lays it out for the calves to
drink.

Figure 5.69: The calves are left in the barn while
the adult cows are off grazing.

Figure 5.70: Sainsanaa tethers his horse.
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Figure 5.71: Sainsanaa heads over to the
haystack behind the barn to feed the cows that
have not gone grazing.

Figure 5.72: Using a pitchfork, Sainsanaa gath-
ers a bundle of hay for a pregnant cow that is
being kept in the yard next to the barn.

Figure 5.73: Sainsanaa throws the bundle of hay
over the fence.

Figure 5.74: The cow begins eating the hay.

Figure 5.75: Sainsanaa gathers another bundle of
hay for the calves in the barn.

Figure 5.76: Sainsanaa carries the bundle of hay
into the barn.
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Figure 5.77: The calves begin to eat the hay set
out for them on the floor of the barn.

Figure 5.78: Sainsanaa and Baigalia gather dung
from the yard, as Nar-Od looks on.

Figure 5.79: Sainsanaa ties shut a sack of dung.
The family will store the dung and use it for fuel.

Tsagaan’s cattle, Yeröö sum centre
(2012-04-23)

Figure 5.80: Tsagaan heads from his house to
an enclosed area at the back of his yard, where
he keeps hay for the cattle. Tsagaan, a retiree
who lives in Yeröö sum centre, feeds the cattle
he keeps in his yard. The cattle are not yet being
milked yet at the time of these images, produced
in late April.

Figure 5.81: Tsagaan gathers a bundle of hay
with a pitchfork.
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Figure 5.82: Tsagaan carries the bundle of hay
out of the enclosed area of the yard.

Figure 5.83: Tsagaan brings the hay next to the
fence, where he will dump it in a small pile on
the ground for the cattle.

Figure 5.84: Tsagaan finishes dumping three
small piles of hay along the fence.

Figure 5.85: Tsagaan opens the gate to let the
cattle out of their enclosure.

Figure 5.86: The cows head over to the piles of
hay.

Figure 5.87: The cattle eat the hay that Tsagaan
has set out.
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Figure 5.88: The cattle continue eating the hay.

Figure 5.89: Tsagaan lets the small calves out
of the barn. Some calves wear blankets to keep
them warm overnight.

Figure 5.90: Tsagaan drives the cows back to-
ward the rear of the barn, and through a gate into
the neighbour’s yard, where they will be watered
at a well.

Figure 5.91: The cattle proceed through the gate
to the neighbour’s yard.

Figure 5.92: The cows drink from a trough next
to the well.

Figure 5.93: The cows continue to drink from the
watering trough.
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Figure 5.94: View of the interior of the well.

Figure 5.95: Tsagaan’s neighbour draws water
as the cows finish drinking and head off to pas-
ture.

Figure 5.96: Tsagaan drives the lactating cows
and their calves back into the yard.

Figure 5.97: The calves suckle.

Dolgorsüren and family milking cattle
(2012-07-23)

Figure 5.98: Dolgorsüren and her grandchildren
prepare to milk cattle. Urangoo – daughter of
Mendee and Sookoo, Dolgorsüren’s son-in-law
and daughter who live next door – has been go-
ing to school in the aimag centre, but is currently
helping out during the summer vacation. She
gathers up the milk pails, which are stored in the
cooking shed, and heads outside.
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Figure 5.99: Uuganbayar, Urangoo, and Dol-
gorsüren begin milking cows. The boy Uugan-
bayar, who is Urangoo’s cousin, lives in town
with his parents during the year but stays with
his grandmother during the summer.

Figure 5.100: Urangoo milks a cow. She has tied
its calf to the fence next to which the mother cow
is standing.

Figure 5.101: Uuganbayar waits as a calf suckles
from its mother.

Figure 5.102: Uuganbayar places a tie around the
neck of the calf that has been suckling, then leads
the calf away from its mother.

Figure 5.103: Uuganbayar hitches the calf to the
corral.

Figure 5.104: Uuganbayar gathers a second tie
to bind the rear legs of the cow to be milked.
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Figure 5.105: Uuganbayar binds the rear legs of
the cow.

Figure 5.106: Uuganbayar milks the cow.

Figure 5.107: Dolgorsüren empties her bucket of
milk into a canister. She strains the milk through
a sheet of muslin tied over the opening of the can-
ister.

Figure 5.108: Urangoo milks a cow. Behind her,
Dolgorsüren’s sister-in-law (bergen) and her son
(not visible) begin milking their own cattle. The
sister-in-law moved next door from her home in
Bayan-Ölgii, the westernmost province of Mon-
golia, when her husband was ill; she is now wid-
owed. She keeps a few cattle in Dolgorsüren’s
corral.

Figure 5.109: Urangoo releases a calf whose
mother has just been milked.
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Figure 5.110: Later in the day, Dolgorsüren and
family are making aaruul. Urangoo mixes curds
with sugar. The bowl of strained curds (aarts) is
in a plastic tub on the table next to the window
in Dolgorsüren’s ambaar.

Figure 5.111: Urangoo kneads the curds.

Figure 5.112: Urangoo has set out materials for
making aaruul: a mould, sack of pressed curds,
cleaver, and bag of sugar.

Figure 5.113: Urangoo shows the different
molds used in Dolgorsüren’s household. At the
right of the frame is a bowl of clotted cream;
the cloth sack at the rear (as seen in the previ-
ous frame) contains curds that have been placed
between wooden boards and compressed with a
heavy rock to squeeze out all the whey remaining
after the straining.

Figure 5.114: Uuganbayar carries a bucket away
from the home.

Figure 5.115: Uuganbayar pours the bucket of
whey into the trough for feeding to sheep.
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Figure 5.116: The boy from next door walks by
the outside of Dolgorsüren’s cooking shed, driv-
ing the family’s sheep and goats to pasture.

Figure 5.117: Urangoo molds aaruul, placing the
formed curds on a wire rack lined with a piece of
plastic screening.

Figure 5.118: Dolgorsüren has been looking for
her hat to wear in making an offering (tsatsal
örgökh), and not finding it, jokingly puts on the
baby’s hat. She goes out and makes the offering
of milk to the mountains.

Figure 5.119: Urangoo presses aarts into the
mould, using a sheet of plastic film as a backing
so that the curds will not stick to the mould. The
family makes two types of aaruul, using molds
and a homemade extruder, out of curds mixed
with chokecherries and with drink syrup flavour-
ings.

Figure 5.120: Urangoo removes the moulded
aaruul, and peels off the plastic sheet.
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Figure 5.121: Dolgorsüren churns the airag. She
uses a toilet plunger with large holes punched
around its circumference. As the airag is
churned, solid yellow fat (airgiin shar tos) rises
to the top. This fat can be used in votive candles,
to seal jam jars, or as an ingredient in pastries and
fried biscuits (boov).

Figure 5.122: Dolgorsüren continues churning
the airag.

Figure 5.123: After a few minutes Dolgorsüren
comes over with a sack of pressed curds (aarts).
She takes the curds out of the sack and begins
cutting them with a string, placing the curds on a
wire rack.

Figure 5.124: Moulded curds on the wire rack.

Figure 5.125: Urangoo stirs the tea on the stove.
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Figure 5.126: Urangoo lays the moulded curds
out on the rack on the roof of the house.

Figure 5.127: Dolgorsüren mixes powdered
drink mix in with curds for making flavoured
khorkhoi aaruul.

Figure 5.128: Dologorsüren and Urangoo knead
the flavoured aarts.

Figure 5.129: Urangoo adds some milk to the
curds, to make them thin enough to run through
an extruder.

Figure 5.130: Uuganbayar comes in and begins
pressing the aaruul through an extruder made
from a tin can with holes punched in the end, us-
ing an empty vodka bottle as the plunger. He cre-
ates strings of curds that will dry out to become
khorkhoi aaruul, or worm curds.
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Figure 5.131: Uuganbayar runs the curds
through the extruder, creating thick strands, over
top of a sheet of plastic mosquito netting set out
on a wire basket. Dolgorsüren continues knead-
ing the curds.

Figure 5.132: Uuganbayar removes the bottle
plunger from the extruder.

Figure 5.133: Uuganbayar packs more curds into
the tin can extruder.

Figure 5.134: Uuganbayar continues extruding
curds, filling the wire basket.

Figure 5.135: Dolgorsüren moulds aaruul using
the flavoured aarts, creating striped aaruul con-
taining a combination of two different flavours.

Figure 5.136: The flavoured aaruul.
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Dolgorsüren distilling milk liquor
(shimiin arkhi) (2012-07-15)

Figure 5.137: Dolgorsüren stokes the fire in the
fireplace in her summer cooking shed (ambaar).

Figure 5.138: Dolgorsüren prepares to empty a
barrel of airag – fermented bovine milk – which
she uses only for making aaruul and milk liquor.
This is Dolgorsüren’s last batch of liquor today;
during the summertime she makes three batches
on alternate days, processing the equivalent of
about thirty litres of milk per day.

Figure 5.139: Dolgorsüren pours the contents of
the plastic barrel of airag into a 20-litre pot on
the stove.

Figure 5.140: Dolgorsüren assembles her pot
still. First she takes her bürkheer, a tapered cylin-
der fashioned of sheet aluminum, which will
serve as the distillation column in the still.

Figure 5.141: Dolgorsüren places the bürkheer
over the pot of unheated airag on the stove.
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Figure 5.142: Dolgorsüren suspends a smaller
pot inside the top of the distillation column,
which will collect the liquor. This is an ordinary
enamel over steel cooking pot with string loops
affixed to either handle.

Figure 5.143: Dolgorsüren attaches the loops on
the small pot to hooks on the outside of the dis-
tillation column, suspending the small pot within
the column.

Figure 5.144: Dolgorsüren wraps a cotton band
around the top of the distillation column, to serve
as an insulating collar.

Figure 5.145: Dolgorsüren places an empty alu-
minum basin over the top of the distillation col-
umn, then wraps another fabric band around the
outside. The alcohol vapour from the simmering
airag will condense on the bottom of this basin
– which she will fill with cold well water – and
drip into the pot suspended below.

Figure 5.146: Dolgorsüren stokes the fire to be-
gin the distillation. Since the alcohol will va-
porize at approximately 80°-c, the fire must be
hot enough to cause the airag to simmer but slow
enough not to let it boil.
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Figure 5.147: While the airag heats up, Dol-
gorsüren strains the cooled residue from the pre-
vious batch, made earlier in the morning. Dol-
gorsüren ladles the curds into a cotton sack sus-
pended from a horizontal wooden beam in the
yard just outside the entrance to the summer
house, which will allow the whey to drain while
retaining the fermented curds.

Figure 5.148: Dolgorsüren ladles curds into the
straining sack.

Figure 5.149: As Dolgorsüren continues ladling
the curds, whey begins to dribble down from the
bottom of the cloth sack.

Figure 5.150: Dolgorsüren’s sister-in-law
washes jam jars.

Figure 5.151: A pail and a tub full of strawberry
jam, ready to be put in jars.

Figure 5.152: Homemade butter.
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Figure 5.153: Dolgorsüren carries off a bucket of
whey drained from the batch of curds remaining
from the first distillation, then dumps the whey
into a feeding trough for the sheep and goats.

Figure 5.154: The sheep and goats drink up the
whey. Whey fed to the livestock is not a waste,
as it is high in both protein and lactose, allowing
the animals to fatten quickly.

Figure 5.155: Dolgorsüren’s sister-in-law con-
tinues to wash jam jars. Dolgorsüren washes sev-
eral washcloths as she waits for the airag to heat
up.

Figure 5.156: The curds continue to drain.

Figure 5.157: Dolgorsüren heads over to the shal-
low well inside the yard of her house, to get a
bucket of cold water to condense the distillate.

Figure 5.158: Dolgorsüren fills her bucket with
well water.
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Figure 5.159: The airag under the sill has begun
to simmer. Dolgorsüren pours the cold water into
the basin at the top of the distillation column.

Figure 5.160: Water inside the top basin. The
alcohol vapour will condense quickly on contact
with the cold bottom surface of the basin.

Figure 5.161: The curds begin to simmer.

Figure 5.162: Dolgorsüren climbs a ladder lead-
ing up the roof of her house, to rearrange the
aaruul set out on the roof.

Figure 5.163: Dolgorsüren climbs on top of the
roof.

Figure 5.164: Dolgorsüren has built a wire cage
suspended between two wooden blocks, in which
she sets out the aaruul (molded fermented curds)
to dry in the sun; the cage prevents birds from
making off with the cheese.
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Figure 5.165: Dolgorsüren shows her supply of
borolzgono (Dasiphora fruticosa), which she has
placed in an open box in the attic to dry, which
will be used for making tea.

Figure 5.166: Dolgorsüren checks the still, wait-
ing for the airag to simmer.

Figure 5.167: As the liquid begins to bubble,
Dolgorsüren prepares a ladle.

Figure 5.168: The airag has begun to simmer,
indicating that the distillation is complete. Dol-
gorsüren ladles the water from the basin at the
top of the still, which is now warm.

Figure 5.169: Dolgorsüren removes the empty
basin from the top of the still.

Figure 5.170: Approximately one litre of spir-
its have been distilled from the twenty litres of
airag.
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Figure 5.171: Dolgorsüren removes the inner pot
containing the distilled spirits.

Figure 5.172: Dolgorsüren pours the liquor into
an aluminum canister.

Figure 5.173: Dolgorsüren places a lid on the
canister, using a plastic bag as a seal.

Figure 5.174: The heated airag has curdled.

Figure 5.175: Dolgorsüren goes out to help with
washing the jam jars.

Figure 5.176: Inside the sack of draining aarts.
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Figure 5.177: Dolgorsüren’s granddaughter eats
the sweet solid residues (khusam) from the inte-
rior of the distillation column.

Figure 5.178: Dolgorsüren rearranges the drain-
ing sacks of curds.

Figure 5.179: Dolgorsüren ladles the heated
airag from the recent distillation into a large pot.

Figure 5.180: Dolgorsüren brings the pot out-
side and ladles the curdled airag into the sacks
to drain.

Figure 5.181: Dolgorsüren’s sister-in-law fills
the jam jars.

Figure 5.182: Strawberry jam.
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Milking cattle at Delger Farm (2012-
03-02)

Figure 5.183: Otgon, who is in charge of milk-
ing at the farm, prepares feed supplements for the
cattle, mixing pelletized feed, water, and bran.

Figure 5.184: My colleague Nar-Od looks on as
Otgon mixes the dry feed with water.

Figure 5.185: Interior of the barrel of feed pel-
lets.

Figure 5.186: The mixed feed, in basins ready to
be given to the milk cows.

Figure 5.187: Otgon’s son helps give feed to a
calf.

Figure 5.188: A newborn calf inside the barn.
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Figure 5.189: Otgon milks the cattle. There are
fifteen milk cows, which take nearly two hours
to milk. This milking process is repeated three
times a day. Otgon provides a basin of feed to
each cow before it is to be milked, then ties the
rear legs of the cow prior to its being milked.

Figure 5.190: Otgon milks a cow.

Figure 5.191: As Otgon milks the cow, the an-
imal eats from the basin of feed she has set in
front of it.

Figure 5.192: Otgon finishes milking the cow.
Carrying her milk bucket, she heads over to the
next animal to be milked.

Figure 5.193: Otgon milks the next cow.

Figure 5.194: A goat kid suckles from the udder
of one of the cows in the barn.
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Figure 5.195: Otgon measures a portion of fresh
milk into a jug, then pours it into a basin outdoors
to feed the calves.

Figure 5.196: Otgon pours the fresh milk into
a small basin set on the ground in an open- air
enclosure outside the barn, where the calves are
being kept.

Figure 5.197: Otgon gives milk to the remaining
calves.

Figure 5.198: Inside the barn, Otgon feeds milk
to newborn calves, which are unable to drink
from a basin, using a soft drink bottle with a rub-
ber nipple.

Figure 5.199: Otgon refills the bottle, in prepara-
tion for giving milk to the next animal.

Figure 5.200: Otgon feeds an infant goat kid
from the bottle.
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Figure 5.201: Otgon fills the bottle again.

Figure 5.202: Otgon cleans dung from the stalls
in the barn.

Figure 5.203: Otgon feeds several newborn
calves that are now several days old, and that are
just learning to drink from a basin.

Figure 5.204: Otgon holds the basin up to a calf,
helping it to drink.

Figure 5.205: Otgon gathers hay with a pitch-
fork, from a storage area at the rear of the barn.

Figure 5.206: Otgon provides hay to the older
calves being kept outside the barn.
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Autumn visit to Delger farm (2012-09-
13)

Figure 5.207: Delgersaikhan shows off the large
stack of hay that he recently mowed from a site
close to the farm.

Figure 5.208: The stack of hay, situated to the
rear of the barn.

Figure 5.209: Exterior of the barn. Currently the
barn is empty, as the milk cows are out grazing.
The calves and heifers have been sent to graze in
an area to the north of Sainshand.

Figure 5.210: The new reservoir that Delger-
saikhan has had installed at the farm. The well in-
side the building has been drilled to a depth of 80
metres, with the water surface located at 27 me-
tres underground; this well provides one tonne of
water per day.

Figure 5.211: Delgersaikhan shows the interior
of the reservoir.

Figure 5.212: The water pump. Delgersaikhan
uses a gasoline pump to draw water from the
open reservoir, which then feeds a sprinkler sys-
tem to irrigate the corn crop.
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Figure 5.213: Corn feed crop.

Figure 5.214: Delgersaikhan demonstrates the
gasoline-powered hand-held mower that he used
for making hay in a field nearby.

Figure 5.215: Delgersaikhan demonstrates how
the mower is used.

Figure 5.216: Delgersaikhan shows a recent pho-
tograph on his phone depicting a load of hay be-
ing transported with a tractor.

Figure 5.217: Exterior of the herders’ yurt.

Operations at Delger Dairy (2012-03-
09)

Figure 5.218: The electric skimmer in operation
at Delger Dairy.
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Figure 5.219: Cream pours out the side of the
milk skimmer.

Figure 5.220: Moulded aaruul set out on racks to
dry inside the dairy.

Figure 5.221: Cut block aaruul set out on racks
to dry inside the dairy.

Figure 5.222: Delgersaikhan assembles the tarag
packaging machine.

Figure 5.223: Container of tarag to be packaged
for delivery to the local school.

Figure 5.224: Delgersaikhan shows the sour
cream (tsötsgii) packaged and being stored in the
refrigerator in preparation for sale.
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Figure 5.225: Delgersaikhan shows the refriger-
ator containing containers of sour cream.

Figure 5.226: Delgersaikhan shows the record of
food safety inspections.

Figure 5.227: Whey collected from straining
curds to make aaruul.

Figure 5.228: Draining curds (aarts).

Figure 5.229: Mechanical press used in making
aaruul.

Figure 5.230: Containers of sour cream set out
on the window sill to ferment prior to being
sealed and refrigerated.
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Figure 5.231: Cutting out and preparing the la-
bels for the single-serving tarag cups.

Figure 5.232: Delgersaikhan adds milk to the
skimmer.

Figure 5.233: The dairy technician stirs the
tarag.

Figure 5.234: Delgersaikhan removes plastic
cups from their package, separating them and
placing them in a tub in preparation for filling.

Figure 5.235: Delgersaikhan places the plastic
cups loosely in the tub.

Figure 5.236: The dairy assistant sets out cups in
a row on the table next to the packaging machine.
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Figure 5.237: Delgersaikhan fills a pitcher with
tarag.

Figure 5.238: Delgersaikhan pours tarag from
the pitcher into the single-serving cups set out on
the table.

Figure 5.239: Delgersaikhan pours tarag into
four cups placed inside the holder that will feed
into the sealing machine.

Figure 5.240: Delgersaikhan lifts up the metal
holder.

Figure 5.241: Delgersaikhan feeds the four cups
into the sealing machine. Plastic sealing wrap
feeds into the machine from a roll at the top, and
is adhered to the tops of the cups then cut with a
manual crank.

Figure 5.242: A sealed single-serving cup of yo-
ghurt, with an adhesive label with the dairy’s
logo and address pasted on top.
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Figure 5.243: Altantsetseg checks the tempera-
ture of milk she is heating in preparation to be
innoculated with tarag (yoghurt) culture.

Figure 5.244: Packaged single-serving tarag.

Figure 5.245: Altantsetseg stirs the morning
batch of tarag, which has now coagulated and is
ready to be packaged.

Figure 5.246: Altantsetseg pours sour cream
into plastic containers, measuring the quantity of
each container using an electronic scale.

Figure 5.247: Altantsetseg checks the weight of
the cream on the scale.

Figure 5.248: Altantsetseg checks the tempera-
ture of the tarag.
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Figure 5.249: Altantsetseg begins to heat a pot
of milk on the cooker.

Figure 5.250: Altantsetseg pours pasteurized
milk into a stainless steel pot, in which she will
make the next batch of tarag.

Figure 5.251: Delgersaikhan washes the inside
of the pasteurizer.

Figure 5.252: The delivery assistant moves the
packaged tarag into a chest freezer (set at a low
setting), where it will be kept until delivery the
next day.

Figure 5.253: The delivery assistant continues
moving cups of tarag into the chest freezer.

Figure 5.254: Altantsetseg checks the tempera-
ture of milk she is heating on a small cooker,
which she will mix into a larger vat of milk in
making tarag.
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Figure 5.255: Altantsetseg mixes a freeze-dried
yogurt culture into a dipper of warm milk, which
she will use to innoculate the next batch of tarag.

Figure 5.256: Altantsetseg stirs the culture with a
whisk until dissolved, then pours the culture into
the warmed milk.

Figure 5.257: Altantsetseg covers the innocu-
lated yogurt with a blanket to keep it warm.



Chapter 6

Feltmaking in Yeröö

Introduction

Felt continues to be used universally in Mongolia as the covering for the yurt, providing much needed

insulation against the extreme winter cold. This exhibit focuses on the collective labour of

feltmaking, presenting a sequence of images depicting the collective production of felt by several

families at Khandgait in Yeröö. Although domestic felt production has become increasingly rare, it

can still be considered a major resilience-building element of Mongolian pastoralism due to its

reliance on locally available labour and material resources (wool) – both of which are reproduced

organically, and can be deployed flexibly within the pastoral economy. As the image sequences

presented here show, domestic feltmaking is embedded in mutualist social organization insofar as it

requires collaboration amongst many households in order to be practicable.

The feltmaking depicted here took place at Pürevjav’s place in Khandgait, Yeröö, over two

days in late summer. Several families participated in the feltmaking, each bringing their own wool

and sharing in the labour of beating and drawing the felt. I was accompanied by my mother, along

with Dolgorsüren and Gerlee from Tasag. On the first day representatives of the various households

gathered to beat wool, which took much of the day. On the second day, the participants laid out and

rolled the felt. Pürevjav, who was in charge of the event, insisted that the feltmakers produce felt in

187
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two different ways – drawing the roll behind a tractor and manually – for the benefit of the video

recording that we had arranged to produce. The host family slaughtered a sheep and a goat, preparing

a feast for the feltmakers, as the feltmaking reached into the evening of the second day. Taking

advantage of everyone’s presence, Pürevjav had his neighbours help make some rope later on in the

evening.

I was personally interested in producing a full recording of a feltmaking process, as I had

previously contributed to editing and translating a monograph published in Mongolia on felt-related

customs and symbols (Batchuluun 2003), but had never had the opportunity to witness an actual,

large scale felt production – other than an event staged for a cultural heritage dossier, in which most

of the participants actually had, it turned out, little practical knowledge of the process. Feltmaking

nowadays has become fairly uncommon, as a result of most herders simply selling their wool and

buying factory-produced felt when needed. As one of the participants in the feltmaking at Pürevjav’s

remarked, the only reason that these households were actually bothering to make felt was that

Pürevjav was around to commandeer the others. In effect, since he was the most senior member of

the local group of families, Pürevjav received a high level of respect – giving him the authority to

organize activities such as feltmaking, which the younger herders viewed as too drudgerous to be

worthwhile. To Pürevjav, there was little sense in buying felt if a better product could be handmade,

and even less sense to it if the only reason for buying felt was laziness. The younger feltmakers’

drudgery-avoidance was perhaps not unfounded, however, as the activity took two days of solid work

– and taking account of the state wool premium of 2000 tögrögs per kilogram, the income from

selling wool was not substantially lower than the cost of buying a ready-made felt.

Yet from the perspective of adaptive relations involving livestock and the natural environment,

felt is possibly the most important element of Inner Asian pastoral material culture. Felt serves as the

principal covering for the yurt, with thick pieces of the textile laid in one or more layers over a

wooden frame to create a residence that is warm in winter and cool in summer, due to the excellent

insulating properties of coarse sheep wool. Felt has also historically been used in making hats, boots,

and a variety of other garments. Inside the home, embroidered felt rugs (esgii shirdeg) and cushions
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(olbog) were laid out on the ground to create a soft, insulated surface for sitting and sleeping. The

availability of felt production remains useful as a contemporary adaptive process, as it provides a use

for wool that precludes reliance on market buyers. Although the sale of raw wool is reasonably

profitable, as mentioned above, due to government subsidies approximating 400% of the market

value, the long-term reliability of these subsidies is uncertain. In effect, these subsidies were

officially announced as a short-term measure, and their availability each year has been dependent on

last-minute budgetary announcements.

The feltmaking process shown here, though using modern materials and a tractor, is technically

unchanged from the “traditional” process documented in the early twentieth century (Figure 6.1;

Figure 6.2) and by mid-century ethnographers (Rona-Tas 1963).

Figure 6.1: Beating wool, early 20th century. Source: National Photographic and Audiovisual
Archives of Mongolia.

The first stage in the feltmaking process, the beating of wool, is designed to separate the matted

wool – ideally creating a fluffy mass, whose fibres face different directions and will therefore
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Figure 6.2: Rolling felt, early 20th century. Source: National Photographic and Audiovisual Archives
of Mongolia.

interconnect once subjected to heat, moisture, and compaction. The Mongolian term for this is noos

savakh, which derives from savaa, the long sticks or canes used in the beating. As the beating of

wool is fatiguing, the feltmakers take this work in turns. The wool is placed in batches on a heavy

mat and struck repeatedly with these sticks, in unison, by feltmakers seated in a circle around the mat.

Although wooden sticks may be considered “traditonal”, the feltmakers at Pürevjav’s place use thin

iron rods whose ends have been bent to fashion handles, and which they wrap in cloth to prevent

blisters.

In the second stage of the feltmaking, the beaten wool is laid out in layers over top of a large

tarpaulin, which is slightly larger than the dimensions of the piece of felt to be produced. The wool is

then dampened by sprinkling with warm water, causing the fibres to contract and interweave.

Afterwards the wool is rolled up around a heavy wooden axle, which is then dragged back and forth

along the ground – either manually, or behind a horse, camel, or tractor – in order to compact the
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layers of wool to form the solid felt textile. As subsequent pieces of felt are prepared, a piece of

fabric is placed over the previous felt and the next wool laid over top of this, then rolled up along with

the previous felt. After each rolling the feltmakers may tug at the edges of the felt, or walk barefoot

over the felt, to even out any imperfections.

The feltmaking is typically undertaken by several households working together. The host

household in this instance provides tea, meals, and liquor to the participating visitors, but it would be

inaccurate to describe this hospitality as a balanced economic exchange – involving compensation for

the participants’ labour – nor even as part of a generalized exchange inmplicating both labour and the

feast as “gifts”. Rather, the collective activity instantiates a mutual relationship to which everyone

contributes in some way. While the benefit for many of the feltmakers is tangible, as they are able to

obtain new felt, many join the activity for social rather than material reasons. Thus even Dolgorsüren

and Gerlee,29 who have simply come to visit for two days and will not take home any of the felts,

contribute by helping to beat the wool (Figure 6.5), prepare the offal of the sheep and goat butchered

for the feast (Figure 6.32), lay out the wool (Figure 6.40), heat water to be sprinkled on the felt

(Figure 6.41), separate wool (Figure 6.80), and cook meals (Figure 6.88). Although they describe

their contribution partly as a “duty to help out” – it being customary for a visitor or passerby who

arrives during a collective work activity – they also value the opportunity to participate in the

feltmaking since it revives their relationship with Pürevjav, whom they have not seen in many years.

29. Dolgorsüren and Gerlee from Tasag consider Pürevjav a relative, even though they are not direct kin, since their
maternal uncle was adopted into his family on his birth in the early 1940s; the adoptive parents had until then been unable
to produce a son. The exchange and adoption of children among relatives – or, as in this case, close neighbours – remained
common among Mongolians of Pürevjav’s generation.
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Exhibit

Feltmaking at Pürevjav’s place – day
one (2012-08-12)

Figure 6.3: A family of Pürevjav’s in-laws –
close family of his late wife – have arrived and
are beginning to beat wool. Several of the chil-
dren are beating wool along with Azaa, Pürev-
jav’s adult daughter. The wool has been laid out
on a sheet of rubber, placed on top of a carpet laid
upside-down on the grass next to the home. The
feltmakers strike the wool in unison using iron
rods, whose ends have been bent to form handles.
At first there are not enough rods to go around, so
the feltmakers beat the wool one-handed.

Figure 6.4: As the feltmakers strike the wool
with the rods, the fibres loosen and separate. The
wool and the rods bounce upwards from the rub-
ber mat with each strike. With each upward
stroke the feltmakers gather up the wool from
the bottom of the pile and, pulling the rods in an
outwards circular motion, overturn and mix the
wool.

Figure 6.5: After a while Dolgorsüren (front left)
and Gerlee (front right), who are visiting from
the other end of the district, join in the beating.
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Figure 6.6: Pürevjav’s son Ochir has removed
the previous batch of wool, and lays out a new
batch of wool to be beaten.

Figure 6.7: The beaten wool has become fluffy
and disentagled.

Figure 6.8: Pürevjav sits on the grass and
watches as two of his daughters and several in-
laws now beat wool.

Figure 6.9: Beating the wool continues late into
the afternoon, as new participants arrive and take
turns.

Figure 6.10: The feltmakers rolls up wool that
has been sufficiently beaten, and set it aside.

Figure 6.11: Pürevjav rides off on horseback to
drive the sheep and goats back home, from where
they have been grazing nearby.
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Figure 6.12: While the work continues, the fam-
ily’s aaruul is set out on a cloth on the ground out-
side Pürevjav’s yurt. The aaruul has already been
dried and hardenon wooden boards; now the ac-
cumulated aaruul is being brought out each day
and left to harden further in the sun.

Figure 6.13: As sunset approaches, the cattle
have returned home. Pürevjav brings the calves
to their lactating mothers to suckle.

Figure 6.14: Pürevjav ties the calf to the live-
stock pen so that the adult cow can be milked.

Figure 6.15: Pürevjav binds the rear legs of the
cow about to be milked.

Figure 6.16: Pürevjav’s youngest daughter – a
nursing student in Darkhan, who is home for the
summer holiday – milks the cattle as her father
handles the calves.

Figure 6.17: Pürevjav’s daughter pours the milk
from her full pail through a strainer into a plastic
barrel.
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Figure 6.18: Pürevjav’s daughter continues milk-
ing, as the sun begins to set. Visible behind
her is the new railway leading to the Bold
Tömör Yeröö Gol mine, which loops around
the Khandgait grazing areas and transects Pürev-
jav’s former summer camp on the hill above this
meadow.

Figure 6.19: The milking complete, Pürevjav
and his daughter carry the barrel of milk towards
the yurt.

Feltmaking at Pürevjav’s place – day
two (2012-08-13)

Figure 6.20: In the morning of the second day
of the feltmaking, Pürevjav and his son have just
sent the sheep off to pasture. Ochir slaughters a
goat to be made as khorkhog – meat roasted in
a pot with heated stones and a small amount of
liquid – to be fed to the feltmakers. Ochir slaugh-
ters the animal by decapitation; his technique is
influenced by his upbringing in the Kazakh com-
munity of Bayan-Ölgii, and differs from the cen-
tral Mongolian method of making an incision in
the chest and cutting the aortic valve with one’s
finger.

Figure 6.21: Ochir cuts the shins off the goat as
his father supervises.
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Figure 6.22: Ochir hangs the carcass from the
side of his father’s truck, in preparation for skin-
ning.

Figure 6.23: Ochir begins to skin the carcass.

Figure 6.24: Ochir finishes skinning the carcass.

Figure 6.25: Ochir’s sister brings a metal basin
and pitcher of water to collect and clean the offal,
as Ochir begins to cut open the skinned carcass.

Figure 6.26: Ochir removes the offal, placing in
on the skin, which he has laid out on the ground
below. As Ochir butchers the carcass, Pürevjav
takes the stomach and leaves it in the field some
distance away, to be eaten by the dogs.

Figure 6.27: Ochir cuts the carcass into joints,
placing the meat next to the offal on the skin.
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Figure 6.28: Ochir finishes butchering the goat,
while his sister separates the intestines and Ger-
lee helps out with the washing.

Figure 6.29: Ochir unties a sheep whose rump
was bitten off overnight by an unknown predator
– presumed to be a wolf or badger – and which he
had bound to the truck. Given the severity of its
injury, this sheep is not expected to survive and
will also be slaughtered to be fed to the feltmak-
ers.

Figure 6.30: Ochir slaughters the sheep some dis-
tance away from the home.

Figure 6.31: Ochir drags the carcass back toward
the yurt, where more relatives and neighbours
have gathered to make felt.

Figure 6.32: Gerlee, Pürevjav’s duaghters, and
Pürevjav’s sister-in-law clean the intestines of
the goat and sheep.

Figure 6.33: Pürevjav’s sister-in-law pours wa-
ter through the intestines to wash them out in
preparation for cooking.
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Figure 6.34: Ochir cuts up the second carcass,
as his sister works at cleaning the offal. Behind
them, others have begun laying out the wool to
make the first felt.

Figure 6.35: The cleaned offal is placed in
a basin for cooking; the intestines have been
wrapped up and bound together.

Figure 6.36: The feltmakers gather the first batch
of beaten wool.

Figure 6.37: The feltmakers lay out a plastic
tarpaulin on which the first felt will be made,
with the ready wool left in a pile at one end.

Figure 6.38: The feltmakers begin laying out the
wool in even rows, with the fibres all facing the
same direction; this process is called zulakh. A
wooden axle, around which the felt will be bound
and drawn, is laid out across the tarpaulin to pro-
vide a measure of the width of the felt.

Figure 6.39: Six women, including Gerlee and
Dolgorsüren, continue to lay out the wool, along
with Pürevjav’s neighbour (and later co-father-
in-law) Boldoo.
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Figure 6.40: Pürevjav and his brother-in-law
drag a tarpaulin with beaten wool away from the
yurt, setting out another tarpaulin as a base on
which to lay out wool for another felt.

Figure 6.41: Inside the yurt, Gerlee has been
heating water to be used in wetting the wool,
which she now ladles into an aluminum canister.
It will be carried outside and dumped into a larger
pot.

Figure 6.42: The feltmakers finish laying out the
wool for the first felt.

Figure 6.43: One of the visiting children places
a mark in the corner of the felt using black wool,
indicating the year in which the felt was made
(2012), as Gerlee helps out.

Figure 6.44: Gerlee looks at the marked felt.

Figure 6.45: The feltmakers sprinkle warm water
over the laid-out wool, ladling the heated water
out of its bucket and pouring it through a colan-
der held at shoulder height above the felt. The
water dissolves the lanolin coating the wool fi-
bres, and will cause the fibres to shrink and mat
together.
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Figure 6.46: In bare feet, Pürevjav’s daughter
stands in the middle of the laid-out wool to sprin-
kle water over the centre.

Figure 6.47: The men fold the edges of the
tarpaulin over the top of the wool, then roll up
the wet felt around the wooden shaft.

Figure 6.48: The feltmakers cover the roll with
a heavy canvas tarpaulin.

Figure 6.49: The feltmakers bind the roll of felt
tightly with a rope.

Figure 6.50: The feltmakers take turns rolling the
felt manually. Two people stand on each side of
the roll of felt, with each person holding one end
of a rope spun around the roll. The feltmakers
on either side alternate in pulling on their ends of
the ropes, causing the ropes to unwind and send
the roll away from them. Rolling the felt on the
ground in this manner compresses the wool fi-
bres and causes them to bind together into a con-
tinuous textile.
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Figure 6.51: As the rolling of the first felt con-
tinues, several women finish laying out the wool
for a second felt behind the yurt.

Figure 6.52: The feltmakers sprinkle warm water
over the laid out wool.

Figure 6.53: The feltmakers place cotton sheets
– in this case the cotton linings placed in front of
the felt inside the yurt (tsavag) – over top of the
laid-out wool.

Figure 6.54: The cotton sheets get pulled tight
over the first felt.

Figure 6.55: The feltmakers sprinkle warm water
over the cotton sheets covering the wool.

Figure 6.56: The feltmakers roll up the felts
around a large wooden axle.
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Figure 6.57: The men bind the roll of felt tightly
with rope, then affix the two protruding ends of
the shaft at the centre of the roll of felt to the rear
of a tractor.

Figure 6.58: As the tractor drives off, dragging
the roll of felt, Boldoo pulls on the rope so that it
will wind tightly around the roll of felt.

Figure 6.59: Bataa and Pürevjav untie the first
roll of felt.

Figure 6.60: Azaa and Byambaa walk barefoot
over the partially unrolled wet felt, to test its
evenness.

Figure 6.61: Byambaa and Bataa unroll the
felt completely, then tightly roll the felt directly
around the wooden shaft.

Figure 6.62: Byambaa and Bataa carry the roll
of felt over to the canvas tarpaulin.
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Figure 6.63: Several men roll the felt back and
forth over the canvas tarpaulin, leaning into the
felt with their forearms to compress the fibres
and even out the felt.

Figure 6.64: The tractor, driven by Ochir, comes
back towards the yurt.

Figure 6.65: Pürevjav’s daughter Azaa pours wa-
ter over the ends of the wooden shaft to prevent
the wood and ropes from overheating.

Figure 6.66: Ochir drives the tractor back to the
yurt, after having drawn the roll of felt on another
round trip of a kilometre or so.

Figure 6.67: The feltmakers unhitch the roll of
felt and remove the bindings.

Figure 6.68: The feltmakers open up the roll of
felt.
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Figure 6.69: The felt is spread out on the ground.

Figure 6.70: The feltmakers place a tarpaulin on
top of the laid-out felt that has just been pulled
behind the tractor. This will become the mother
felt (ekh esgii), serving as a base for the new felts,
which will now be rolled inside it.

Figure 6.71: The feltmakers bring over the first
of the previous felts – the one with marked with
the year 2012 in the corner.

Figure 6.72: They lay this previous felt out on
the tarpaulin over top of the mother felt.

Figure 6.73: The feltmakers place another
tarpaulin over the recently laid-out felt.

Figure 6.74: The feltmakers lay out the second of
the previous felts and lay it over the uppermost
tarpaulin.
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Figure 6.75: The uppermost felt is laid in place
and evened out.

Figure 6.76: The feltmakers lay out the cotton
sheets over top of the uppermost felt.

Figure 6.77: The feltmakers bring wool for the
next felt, and pile it at the edge of the cotton
sheet.

Figure 6.78: The feltmakers begin to lay out
wool for another felt, over top of the cotton
sheets, such that it will be wrapped up inside the
three previous felts when drawn behind the trac-
tor.

Figure 6.79: The laying out of wool for the
newest felt is partway complete.

Figure 6.80: Pürevjav and Gerlee separate dark
and light wool. Behind them, one of the families
begins beating a small quantity of wool that had
been left over from the previous day.
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Figure 6.81: The feltmakers finish laying out
wool for the newest felt, and place tufts of black
wool over the top of it to give it a speckled ap-
pearance.

Figure 6.82: The feltmakers sprinkle warm water
over the wool laid out for the new felt.

Figure 6.83: The feltmakers place another cotton
sheet over top of the wool for the new felt.

Figure 6.84: The feltmakers roll up the layered
felts.

Figure 6.85: The multiple felts now form a very
large and heavy roll.

Figure 6.86: Byambaa and Boldoo tie up the roll
and hitch it to the tractor.
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Figure 6.87: The two men pull a rope tightly
around the roll of felt, as the tractor slowly drives
off.

Figure 6.88: Gerlee heats water in a pot on the
outdoor stove.

Figure 6.89: The feltmakers begin laying out
wool for the next felt.

Figure 6.90: Pürevjav walks about amongst the
feltmakers offering whiskey from a small bottle
we brought earlier as a gift from Canada. He of-
fers a shot to his neighbour Boldoo, who sprin-
kles an offering to the mountains and sky before
drinking.

Figure 6.91: Several of the feltmakers help beat-
ing Pürevjav’s mixed-coloured wool.

Figure 6.92: The speckled felt is overlaid with a
layer of the freshly beaten dark wool.
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Figure 6.93: The tractor completes its circuit and
approaches the home. The men with the tractor
fix the bindings on the roll of felt, before the trac-
tor drives off.

Figure 6.94: The feltmakers carry another pot of
heated water from the yurt.

Figure 6.95: They sprinkle water over the new
variegated felt.

Figure 6.96: The felt is rolled up.

Figure 6.97: The tractor returns, and the roll
brought by the tractor is unhitched.

Figure 6.98: Byambaa unrolls the felt.
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Figure 6.99: The feltmakers separate the layered
felts.

Figure 6.100: Each felt in the bundle is rolled off
to the side of the others.

Figure 6.101: The felts continue to be separated.

Figure 6.102: Finally the feltmakers carry off the
very first felt, which was at the bottom of the roll.

Figure 6.103: The feltmakers tug at the edges of
the felt to straighten it out.

Figure 6.104: The next roll of felt is prepared.
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Figure 6.105: Various people take turns rolling
the roll containing the variegated felt by hand.

Figure 6.106: Meanwhile others lay out wool for
the next felt.

Figure 6.107: The felt that was being rolled man-
ually is opened up.

Figure 6.108: The felt is unrolled.

Figure 6.109: Everyone checks the felt to see if
it is even.

Figure 6.110: The feltmakers sprinkle water over
the wool laid out for the latest felt and pat down
the wool.
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Figure 6.111: The new felt is rolled up with the
older ones and bound.

Figure 6.112: The men hitch the new roll of felt
to the tractor, and Byambaa gets ready to drive
off.

Figure 6.113: The end of the wooden shaft
breaks off.

Figure 6.114: The men find a saw and hatchet,
and cut a new tip for the shaft.

Figure 6.115: The end of the log is cut to shape
with a hatchet.

Figure 6.116: A metal coupling fits over the cut
end of the shaft.
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Figure 6.117: Pürevjav is making rope using a
bale of plastic twine. He runs the twine through
an exposed section of the yurt wall, next to the
door, and twists the strands from outside the yurt
with two assistants as Boldoo pulls on the rope
from indoors.

Figure 6.118: The bale of twine.

Figure 6.119: Boldoo pulls on the rope from in-
side the yurt.

Figure 6.120: The ropemakers outside twist the
three strands of twine that are combined as they
enter the yurt.

Figure 6.121: As the rope approaches comple-
tion, the people outside the yurt end up holding
very short ends.

Figure 6.122: Boldoo braids the end of the rope.
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Figure 6.123: Boldoo melts the end of the rope
to prevent fraying.

Figure 6.124: Boldoo shows the completed rope
to Pürevjav and Gerlee.

Figure 6.125: Pürevjav begins making a second
rope. He twists the twine into strands.

Figure 6.126: The feltmakers sit around the com-
pleted felts. They will trim the edges of a new
felt that has just been pulled by the tractor, then
beat the felt with their hands to even it out.

Figure 6.127: Pürevjav’s brother-in-law and son
prepare the khorkhog meal for the assembled felt-
makers.

Figure 6.128: Ochir stokes the fire in the outdoor
stove. The khorkhog is being prepared in a pot
with water and stones, on top of the stove, with a
similar pot placed upside-down to form a heavy
lid that will allow steam to build up inside.



Chapter 7

Pastoralism beyond livestock production

Introduction

This exhibit explores some of the ways that Mongolian pastoralists’ subsistence is dependent on

resources and activities that are unrelated to livestock. These activities include natural resource

harvesting, tourism, festivals and exhibitions, and interaction with natural sacred sites.

Although Mongolian herders are often described as “livestock producers”, pastoralists’

everyday lives typically involve a broad scope of activities that are not directly related to livestock

production. Such activities can encompass secondary or complementary forms of subsistence – as

with the harvesting of natural resources, for instance – which on occasion assume such an importance

as to blur the distinctions between pastoralists and non-pastoralists. They can also encompass

activities of a “cultural” nature – such as ritual worship of natural sacred sites, festivals, or the

training and racing of horses. While these latter activities may involve livestock, they serve little

practical function in relation to “livestock production”. Rather, they aim to create well-being among

pastoralists by reinforcing mutual relationships – as with the camel festival and racehorse training

depicted here, which deliberately create opportunities for herders to enact and eulogize symbolic

relations with their livestock.

214
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Is there such a thing as “pure pastoralism” in Mongolia?

Pastoralism has conventionally been described as a “mode of subsistence” or “mode of production”,

through which people in a given environment make use of the natural resources available to them to

ensure their material survival (Ellen 2002, 198), in which livestock is the primary – but not

necessarily exclusive – basis of subsistence. Dyson-Hudson and Dyson-Hudson describe the category

of pastoral nomads as encompassing “mobile livestock herders”, or “groups who are principally

dependent on livestock, and for whom spatial mobility is regularly employed as a survival strategy”

(1980, 16). More recent definitions of pastoralism identify “the use of extensive grazing in

rangelands for livestock production” (Blench 2001, 6), or “a livestock production system that is based

on extensive land use and often some form of herd mobility” (Dong et al. 2011). Fratkin defines

pastoralists as “people whose livelihood depends mainly on the raising of domestic animals including

cattle, camels, goats, sheep, yaks, horses, and donkeys, which are used for milk, meat, wool, hides,

transport, and trade”, residing in “savannas, arid deserts, high plateaus, or sub-arctic forests and

tundra where rain-fed agriculture is difficult or impossible” (Ikeya and Fratkin 2005, 2).

From the 1970s some anthropologists have argued against the use of pastoralism as an

authoritative category, suggesting that there is likely no such thing as “pure pastoralism” anywhere

(Salzman 1971; Spooner 1973; discussed in Dyson-Hudson and Dyson-Hudson 1980, 18–20). This

claim works mainly from the position that pastoralists are unable to satisfy their subsistence needs

from livestock alone (Khazanov 1994). Nomadic pastoralists may thus practise seasonal cultivation

of low-maintenance crops such as dates in the Middle East, or may obtain non-pastoral products

through trade, depending largely on the nature of their political and economic relations with

non-pastoral neighbours (Spooner 1973, 20). Fratkin notes, alongside the definition quoted above,

that pastoralists may practise agriculture, foraging, hunting, fishing, or long-distance trade as

supplementary activities (2001, 3). Humphrey and Sneath admit to the ambiguity of mobile

pastoralism as a stable conceptual category, referring to pastoralism as a “series of local knowledges

and techniques located in particular historical circumstances” (Humphrey and Sneath 1999, 1).

As I aim to illustrate in this exhibit, Mongolian pastoralists do much more than simply raise
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livestock. The household “subsistence strategy” may involve a combination livestock management,

logging, artisanal mining, work in the city, pension income, and office work. In one household in

Dornogovi, the husband was a full-time herder but the wife was a civil servant in the aimag. In

another household in Yeröö, the husband worked 21 day shifts in the local mine while his wife

managed the livestock with her parents. Such arrangements are not rare. Taken at the level of the

broader group of relatives there is even greater diversity, as different members of the same family

often pool their labour and economic resources but live in different places, doing different things at

different times. It is typical for people living in town to place livestock with parents or relatives in the

country, and to participate in various collective labour activities.

Natural resources

This exhibit begins with sequences depicting four different extractive activities undertaken by

pastoralists and their relatives: water collection, haymaking, strawberry picking, and the harvest of

tsulikhir seeds. The latter two of these activities are entirely unrelated to livestock, and even

haymaking is only partly connected to pastoralists’ own animal husbandry, insofar as a large portion

of the hay gathered may actually be sold. Given their importance, however, it would be misleading to

reduce these to mere “supplementary” economic activities. Taken as a whole, these everyday

practices suggest a somewhat fuzzier definition of pastoralism as a way of life that incorporates

livestock in the form of human-animal relations, but not necessarily dependence on livestock as the

primary source of food or income. On this basis I suggest it may be appropriate to speak of

pastoralism as a set of practices involving relations with livestock, though not necessarily of

pastoralists as a definite category of people.

Water

The images in the first several sequences show herders obtaining water from diverse sources. The

longest sequence depicts Sodnomtsog letting his sheep out of the enclosure outside his home at
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Khamar Monastery, then driving them to the well next to the elm plantation managed by his father,

Togtokh Lama. He turns on the gasoline pump at the well, and waters the livestock by filling the

trough. He then sends the sheep off over the hill to graze to the south of the Monastery. Back at

home, his wife Chimgee sets out feed for the lambs and kids that have stayed behind (Figure 7.15 –

Figure 7.36). Other images show Tömör manually drawing drinking water from a separate well at the

Monastery, to be brought to San and Saraa (Figure 7.1 – Figure 7.3); Yeröö sheep being watered at a

well with a pump, constructed through a development project (Figure 7.4 – Figure 7.6); herder

Boldoo operating a separate driven well created with project funding in Yeröö (Figure 7.7 –

Figure 7.8); and children gathering water from an ephemeral lake near Tömör and Jargal’s summer

camp (Figure 7.9 – Figure 7.14).

Several of the image sequences presented in this and other exhibits also depict water gathering

from diverse sources, attesting both to the primacy of water in everyday pastoral life, and to the broad

range of water sources that are actually used. We see Ider watering livestock from a deep, Soviet-era

dug well at an otor site in Erdene sum (Figure 4.104); Dolgorsüren and Tsagaan obtaining well from

shallow dug wells in household yards (Figure 5.145, Figure 5.90); Delgersaikhan obtaining water

from a drilled well and reservoir at his farm (Figure 5.210); and Noogii watering his camels from a

shallow dug well located outside his winter camp, which he says was dug many years previously by

socialist-era students on summer labour duties (Figure 7.93).

Hay

Two sequences of images document haymaking in the Gobi and in Selenge. Haymaking is

widespread in Yeröö, although a sizeable amount of hay ends up being sold to sedentary cattle owners

living in the sum centre, such as Tsagaan (chapter 5), with the remainder being saved for weak and

infant livestock. Similar adaptive practices were noted by I.M. Maiskii in the early twentieth century:

In the district of Urga, in Dzain Shabi, on the Selenga, in Muren Kuren, in Ulankom, and
in some other places the Mongols have begun to mow the grass and to make hay.
Russian-type scythes are used for mowing, rarely a hay-mowing machine. Sometimes
considerable quantities of dry fodder stored (in Dzain Shabi, for instance up to 1,000
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cart-fulls), the greater part of which is sold to the Russians and the Chinese, while the
remainder is used for their own winter needs to feed lambs and hunger-weakened grown
animals. (Maiskii 1956, 287-288)

The first set of images documents manual haymaking by Gantömör, Jargal, San, and Odkhüü,

next to San and Saraa’s autumn camp. Although there are not any tall grasses to be found in the Gobi,

the herders manage to gather two truckloads of bojmog (Artemisia anethifolia30), a variety of

wormwood that they consider to be highly nutritious for young and weak livestock. Tömör and Jargal

cut bundles of vegetation using sickles and pitchforks, then load it in the back of their truck. Tömör

packs down the hay with his feet, then ties it down with a rope. The couple then transport the hay to

their winter camp, where they will store it until spring. The second set of images depicts the

gathering and transportation of hay by herders in Yeröö. The hay has been cut several days

previously, and is now being loaded onto lightweight trucks and transported to the respective

households’ winter camps. The sides and tailgates of the trucks have been laid open and reinforced

with narrow logs in order to accommodate larger loads. These images document the second of three

loads of hay being transported on this day.

Tsulikhir (Agriophyllum squarrosum)

This extended series of images documents tsulikhir harvest by Eldev and Odsüren from Khamar

Monastery. (My sister-in-law Narangiimaa, who accompanied me during the filmmaking, also

appears briefly.)

Tsulikhir (Agriophyllum squarrosum) is a thorny desert annual with a deep root system

adapted to sand dunes. The tiny seeds of the plant can be roasted and milled, then mixed with milk

tea. As tsulikhir is said to present strong therapeutic benefits for the inner organs, it is in considerable

demand; some people from Khamar Monastery claimed to harvest up to 500 kg of seeds, selling the

milled flour in 100 gram packets for 2000 MNT (approximately two dollars). People say that

30. Artemisia anethifolia Web. ex Stechm. FloraGREIF – Virtual Flora of Mongolia, University of Greifswald, In-
stitute of Botany and Landscape Ecology, Institute of Geography and Geology, Computer Centre, 2010-2014, http:
//greif.uni-greifswald.de/floragreif/?flora_search=Taxon&taxon_id=47.

http://greif.uni-greifswald.de/floragreif/?flora_search=Taxon&taxon_id=47
http://greif.uni-greifswald.de/floragreif/?flora_search=Taxon&taxon_id=47
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tsulikhir only grows enough to be harvested once every two or three years; it had not grown in the

past several years, but this year the harvest was said to be very good due to frequent summer rains.

The seeds are harvested in autumn, once the plants have dried out but before the seeds have

fallen to the ground. The plants are gathered up using broad rakes pushed with long handles,

separating each plant from its roots. The gathered plants are then placed on a tarpaulin and threshed

(beaten with sticks in order to cause the seeds to fall off the stems), then winnowed (tossed up in the

air to allow the lighter chaff to blow away in the wind). Eldev whistles during the winnowing in order

to summon the wind. After harvesting the tsulikhir is roasted in a heavy pot until it hops, but not until

it burns. The seeds are then ground into flour, using a large mortar and pestle.

People in the Gobi assert that Tsulikhir can serve as a remedy for a variety of ailments involving

the inner organs. Generally it is mixed with milk tea, which is supposed to increase immunity, but our

neighbours at Khamar Monastery also claimed that a poultice of tsulikhir placed on the stomach is

good to treat hepatitis. Despite the fact that everyone in the Gobi calls tsulikhir a “medicine”, it is not

identified in any of the major works on mongolian traditional medicine. Contemporary foreign works

consist largely of analyses of the propagation mechanisms of the plant (as discussed below).

Several people at Khamar Monastery sold tsulikhir flour for around 20000 tögrögs per

kilogram, keeping it over the winter and selling it to tourists in the spring. (Raw grains were worth

10-15000 tögrögs per kilogram). Tsulikhir harvest is lucrative; men working at a productive site

might gather 10 kg per person each day, or potentially more. On our trip we harvested around 15 kg

in four hours of work, with two people doing the bulk of the work. We were told that one of the

residents at Khamar Monastery harvested enough that year to buy a (used) car with his earnings.

The harvest is generally men’s work, though there is no prohibition against women harvesting;

for the most part women and children did the roasting and milling. Almost everyone with whom we

discussed tsulikhir harvesting, and who was familiar with the process, stated “it’s a lot of work…” I

was surprised to hear this, as tsulikhir harvest is not actually more work than, say, making felt or

combing goats. People claim that it involves a lot of stages, but more importantly perhaps a

large-scale harvest involves work away from home, in a little yurt, for a few days. The greatest
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difficulty of the harvest itself is contending with dust and thorns.

Very little has been published regarding the human uses of tsulikhir. There is ethnographic

evidence that Mongolians in the Gobi have used the plant as a food source in the 19th century or

earlier. Sokolov (1946) mentions Agriophyllum as an “economically important” desert plant in

Central Asian republics, and its use is noted by both Murzayev (1943) and Przhewalskii (1876). The

Ethnography of Mongolia provides one of the only contemporary published accounts of tsulikhir

harvest by Mongolians. Although the description given relates to the early 20th century, most

elements of the practice appear to have changed little:

Tsulikhir was harvested starting in the middle month of autumn, when the plant was in
full bloom, with a brown ring forming around the seed pod. Any later than this the seeds
would fall. It was a custom that several people from different families would get together
and, preparing food and drink in advance, would go with camels and carts to spend quite
a few days at the harvest. The most common method of harvest was to use a rake with
long and nearly straight teeth, with a slight [upward] curve, mainly early in the morning,
while the tsulikhir plants were still wet with dew. Once the tsulikhir bush was caught in
the teeth of the rake it would be separated from the roots by pressing down with the
inside foot. 3-4 such rakes of bushes would be gathered up in a stack, called
buuz-shanam. A slightly raised area would be selected and the gathered bushes would be
carried over there and set out in a row to dry. This process was called darshlakh. In
moving each stack of plant to the place where it would be dried, the stack would be
picked up by poking the shaft of the rake into the centre of stack. In a site where the
growth was abundant, 20-30 stacks might be gathered up at once. The plants being thus
set out the pods would be left to dry for 10 days or more.

Once the tsulikhir pods had dried, the threshing could begin. The plants set out to dry in
one area would be threshed prior to moving on to the next site. In winnowing the seeds it
was most common to lay out a piece of felt and cotton belonging to the roof of the yurt
(deever, tsavag); two would be placed on the ground, and a third placed crosswise over
these to cover the overlap of the lower two. The dried tsulikhir would be separated with
the rakes, placed on the cover on the ground, and threshed using an instrument called
inkh (though in some places people used ordinary thick wooden sticks), a wooden device
which had a long handle and an end that would rotate as it struck the plants. (translated
from Badamkhatan and Tserenkhand 2012, 123-125)

Nowadays tsulikhir harvesting seems far less common than it might once have been. People
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say that the old-timers didn’t harvest tsulikhir to sell, however, but only for their own needs–and also

that they would gather a little bit at a time, when they took their sheep out to graze. People also say

that the old-timers ground it much more cleanly that the people today. Most pastoralists in the area

surrounding Khamar Monastery did not actively harvest the plant, though many were familiar with its

presumed health benefits. One person told us that it should normally have been threshed using special

sticks with teeth that turned, referring to the inkh described in the passage above. Several examples of

this specialized equipment remain preserved in the collections of local museums in the Gobi

(Badamkhatan and Tserenkhand 2012, 123-125), though I did not see any in contemporary use.

Nonetheless, the wooden rakes used in the harvest are identical to that photographed by Simukov in

1927 (116), as used in harvesting grain.

Ecologically, tsulikhir is interesting as a uniquely adaptive plant, representative of the types of

vegetation that have adapted to the non-equilibrium conditions of the Gobi. It is a “pioneer species”

that is able to grow even in sand, with poor water supply, and wind; it is often the first species to take

hold in unstable habitats like shifting sand dunes (Nemoto and Lu 1992). Sand dunes have the

characteristic of losing moisture readily at the surface, but retaining it at a depth of approximately 18

centimetres, since the density of the sand prevents evaporation at greater depths (Wang, Wang, and

Liu 1998). Adapting to these conditions, the tsulikhir roots grow downwards until they reach water,

then spread out laterally (Nemoto and Lu 1992, 185); the plant size eventually correlates to the

availability of water. Its persistent seed bank – achieved through deep burial of seeds within shifting

dunes – provides a way to deal with ecological disturbances, by maintaining a presence of viable

seeds over more than a year.31 The burial of entire plants, along with canopy-stored seeds, is one way

that seeds remain storable and viable, as the buried seeds tend to germinate later than released seeds

(Zhimin Liu et al. 2006).

Each plant produces tens of thousands of tiny seeds, which easily mix into sand and become

31. One study found that seeds stored in the middle and upper windward slopes, and the lower leeward slope were more
abundant than those in other locations; viable seeds that had remained in the ground for at least a year (i.e., prior to the
depositing of new seeds in the current growing season) concentrated at a depth of 20-70 cm in a sand dune 15m in height,
moving 5-7 m/year (Z Liu et al. 2007).
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buried in shifting dunes.32 The seeds are released in September and begin to germinate within three

hours of exposure to water, reaching a peak in 7 days, with all viable seeds (none remain dormant)

germinating in 12-16 days (Wang, Wang, and Liu 1998). Depending on precipitation, germination

can occur as early as May or as late as August. Germination is a continuous process, as no more than

a third of seeds germinate on a given day. This germination method mitigates the risk presented by

unpredictable rainfall: germinating too late after rain is risky, as plants will not have time to establish

roots before surface water evaporates, but germinating too early is also a risk, as if the rain is only

light the plants will die (Wang, Wang, and Liu 1998). The most favourable conditions are thus heavy

spring rains.

Harvesting wild strawberries

The images in this short sequence depict wild strawberry harvesting by families from Yeröö sum,

Selenge aimag. The families from Tasag pick strawberries at Bayangol, where the berries are found

on the slopes of steep, wooded hills. this is an annual excursion; everyone heads out just after

Naadam (July 11-12), sometimes camping overnight in tents, but this year going just for the day. If

the picking is good, and vehicles can be found, the most eager gatherers will go two or three times.

Often relatives from the aimag centre and from Ulaanbaatar come to join in the strawberry picking.

On the night of the picking (if camping out in the field) or the next day (if returning home at night),

the berries are processed into jam. The most experienced gatherers manage to collect 20-30 litres in a

day. On this occasion the group consists of me, my sister-in-law Naranjargal, Dolgorsüren, her

son-in-law Mendee and his sister and daughter, her son Ganbat who lives in the aimag centre, her

daughter and son-in-law Sarangerel and Altangerel from the sum centre, and Gerlee.

32. Seed counts reach a maximum at a depth of 10–20 cm with densities of 358 granules/m² at the tops of sand dunes and
843 granules/m² on upwind slopes; only 10 granules/m² are found at this depth on downwind slopes, but 82 granules/m²
at the surface (Wen-Ming, Xue-Mei, and Ling-Hao 2004). To germinate, the seeds are ideally at a depth of around 2 cm
(93-96% germination); germination is negligible below 8 cm (Wang, Wang, and Liu 1998).
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Cultural relations

The latter sequences in this exhibit demonstrate how pastoral relations may also be cultural, in the

sense of mutual contribution to building symbols of a shared heritage. This is the case with the Camel

Festival in Dornogovi (Figure 7.106 – Figure 7.131), Nomin’s training of his racehorses

(Figure 7.165 – Figure 7.183), and the visit by an organized group of Japanese tourists to Noogii and

Enkhee’s place to take turns riding camels (Figure 7.93 – Figure 7.105). Pastoralism also

encompasses relations with spiritual beings, as we see in the images representing an ovoo-worship

ritual at Sümyn Bulag in Örgön sum, Dornogovi (Figure 7.139 – Figure 7.164).

Herder Conference and Exhibition

The annual Dornogovi aimag fair (Figure 7.84 – Figure 7.92) is well-attended by town dwellers

seeking inexpensive, unadulterated products sold directly by herders themselves. Similar fairs are

held throughout Mongolia at sum, aimag, and national levels; they include competitions for the best

livestock, dairy products, and handicrafts, but also provide one of the main opportunities for pastoral

women to market their wares. Several women I interviewed told me that they made all their market

sales of dairy products at the aimag fair, earning up to two million tögrögs (over one thousand

dollars) in a day or two of sales. The images presented here are taken from the Dornogovi Livestock

Exhibition in 2012. Both Delgersaikhan (from Delger Farm and Dairy) and Batbayar and Demberel

entered cattle in the livestock competition, winning gold and silver medals. Participants in the aimag

exhibition were selected from the medallists in each sum. Many of the entrants exhibiting dairy

products were herder groups and cooperatives established in the context of development projects.

Tourists and Camels at Noogii and Enkhee’s place

These images are taken from a series of audiovisual recordings produced at noogii and Enkhee’s

place, showing the visit of a group of Japanese tourists.

Noogii and Enkhee are a young couple who live close to Khamar Monastery. although Noogii
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comes from a family of pastoralists, Enkhee grew up in Sainshand (the aimag centre), though her

mother is also a herder. As of 2012, this was their fourth year of herding as an independent

household. Noogii is the nephew of Altangerel, the hereditary curator of the heritage of Noyon

Khutagt Danzanravjaa and director of both the Danzanravjaa Museum and Khamar Monastery. As

such they are one of the households contracted to manage livestock belonging to the Monastery.

Noogii and Enkhee have a relatively small herd of sheep and goats, and approximately 50 camels,

many of which belong to the Monastery.

At the beginning of the sequence Noogii waters his camels at the well just outside their winter

camp. Having received a telephone call from his aunt – manager of the Tavan Dohio ger camp, where

the tourists are staying – he places saddles on the camels in preparation for the tourists’ arrival. The

tourists show up, and Noogii takes them on a short circuit around the home. The tourists then take a

look at the lambs inside the enclosure next to Noogii and Enkhee’s home, then head off. Noogii takes

his motorcycle to where the sheep are grazing, and sends them on their way back home (the images

here are taken from the back of the motorcycle).

Camel Festival

This next series of images documents the “Mongol Temee 2012” camel festival in Dornogovi,

organized by the local government and local camel sport associations. According to Erdenebileg, one

of the main organizers and head of the Dornogovi Camel Polo Association, the festival was intended

to revive interest in camel husbandry in the Gobi through deliberate construction of symbolic value

associated with the camel. Erdenebileg pointed out that, just a few years ago, the “camel culture”

seemed to be on the point of dying out, as fewer and fewer herders were keeping camels. Their

reasons were mainly economic, as the prices for camel hair were low, Mongolians did not have much

of a taste for camel meat, and their use in transportation was limited now that everyone had access to

small trucks. Camels are still useful for milking, particularly since the two-year gestation cycle allows

them – unlike other livestock – to be milked throughout the winter. But even camel milk seemed to

be less and less common. Erdenebileg asserted that the camel festival had contributed to a revival of
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interest in camels. The festival was inspired by the symbolism of the horse, which is considered an

auspicious animal in Mongolia, and is associated with a wide range of symbolic practices – including

races, pop songs, the morin khuur (horse-head fiddle), state symbols, and eulogies. Why not do the

same thing for the camel, the organizers wondered, as a symbol of the culture of the Gobi? Camel

polo was invented specifically for this purpose in the early 2000s, and was followed by new activities

such as camel festivals, the composition of camel-related song and dance, and the establishment of a

camel-themed exhibition hall in the aimag museum (Figure 7.132 – Figure 7.138).

The first series of images depicts the opening ceremony, in which participants from each sum

parade into the aimag stadium and are greeted by blessings from local officials, and sum veterinary

and livestock breeding units from each sum are presented a new van. After the opening ceremony,

the camel polo competition begins. At midday the festival participants parade through the streets of

Sainshand, meeting with the staff of various organizations – including the aimag museum – who

receive them on carpets laid out in the street, ceremonially offering tea and meat. The camel polo

competition resumes in the afternoon. The second day begins with a camel race, which is followed by

relay races, a whittling competition, and the continuation of camel polo matches in two fields. The

festival ends in the afternoon with the handing out of prizes for the camel polo, relay, and whittling

competitions, “title calling” (tsol duudakh) of the camel race winners, and announcement of the “best

couple” from among participants in the parade.

Ovoo worship

This sequence documents the annual ovoo worship ( ovoo takhikh) ritual at Sümiin Bulag in Örgön

sum, Dornogovi aimag. This sacred site is the location of a natural spring and the ruins of a former

temple, as well as several ceremonial cairns (ovoo). Families from this area worship the sacred site

on the 15th day of the middle month of autumn, according to the traditional lunisolar calendar. On

this occasion we join Dösh Lama, his wife, and Gündsamba from Khamar Monastery in attending the

ritual. Participants include Tömör and Jargal, Batbayar and Demberel, Dorjsüren, and other local

pastoralists.
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Beginning at sunrise the men climb the hills one at a time, carrying a platter of meat offerings

prepared from each household, and sit as Dösh Lama chants eulogies to the mountain next to each

ovoo. Meanwhile the women sprinkle offerings of milk in the direction of each ovoo from below.

finally everyone circumambulates the stupa next to the sacred water source. Once the worship is

complete, everyone shares their offerings with the other families. The ovoo worship is followed by a

feast, then horse races and wrestling among local herders.

Training racehorses

In the final sequence, Nominzul and his father – who is visiting from near Choir, about 200 km to the

north – are training a horse in preparation for the upcoming race at Khamar Monastery. Togtokh

Lama’s grandson is the jockey. While the men are outside working with the horse, Oyunaa makes

khuruud indoors.
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Exhibit

Getting drinking water from the well
at Khamar Monastery.

Figure 7.1: San and Saraa’s nephew Tömör, a
monk at Khamar Monastery, fills up canisters of
drinking water from the well at the Monastery,
to bring to the family camped with the livestock.
Although there is an ephemeral lake next to the
herders’ camp that can be used for watering live-
stock, the water is not clean enough for human
consumption.

Figure 7.2: Tömör pours water from the rubber
bucket into a twenty-litre plastic canister – orig-
inally a cooking oil container, but sold empty at
markets throughout Mongolia as a vessel for wa-
ter and milk.

Figure 7.3: Tömör carries the canister of water
from the well to the vehicle that will be head-
ing to San and Saraa’s place. On the right of
the building that surrounds the well is a trough
used in watering livestock. This well was dug re-
cently by monks and maintenance workers at the
Monastery, with a borrowed backhoe from the
road construction working nearby, as the main
drinking water supply for the monks and their
livestock.

Yeröö breed rams at a well (2012-04-
07)

Figure 7.4: A herder drives the Yeröö breed rams
towards a well on horseback. All Yeröö rams are
kept separately from the rest of the herds, and
managed by a single family on contract from the
aimag government. The rams are allocated to
households with Yeröö sheep for a month each
autumn.
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Figure 7.5: The sheep arrive at the well. The
well and gasoline pump are situated inside a brick
building, which was constructed with UNDP
funding. A rubber hose leads out of the well
building directly to the watering trough.

Figure 7.6: The rams drink from the trough, as
the herder looks on.

Boldoo’s well at Khandgait

Figure 7.7: Boldoo, a herder at Khandgait, turns
on the generator operating the pump for the
driven pipe well next to his home. This well was
installed with outside funding – though Boldoo
himself is vague about the source of the money.
The well is used by several families, with Boldoo
maintaining the pump and generator and collect-
ing gasoline money from the others.

Figure 7.8: Boldoo fills the trough for watering
livestock, situated next to the well.
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Gathering water from an ephemeral
lake in Örgön sum, Dornogovi (2012-
07-02)

Figure 7.9: Gantömör’s daughter prepares to col-
lect water from the ephemeral lake near the fam-
ily’s summer camp.

Figure 7.10: The girl wades barefoot into the
lake, carrying a large canister and metal ladle.

Figure 7.11: She places the canister on the bed
of the shallow lake, then fills it using the ladle.

Figure 7.12: A neighbour comes by and helps her
to carry the full canister out of the lake, before
joining her in filling up a second container.

Figure 7.13: The neighbour’s sheep and goats
head to the edge of the lake to drink.

Figure 7.14: A herd of horses comes by and be-
gins to graze next to the lake.
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Sondomtsog and Chimgee’s sheep and
goats at Khamar Monastery (2012-05-
06)

Figure 7.15: Sodnomtsog heads from his house
over to the small corral in which he keeps
the sheep and goats. When there is enough
grass, Sodnomtsog keeps his livestock at the
Monastery, where he lives year-round; when the
grass is poor, he brings the animals to a camp
a few kilometres away, or places some or all of
them with other families.

Figure 7.16: Sodnomtsog locates the castrated
male goats and lets them out of the pen, leaving
behind the nanny goats.

Figure 7.17: Sodnomtsog searates the livestock
inside the pen.

Figure 7.18: Sodnomtsog gathers the goat kids
and lambs from a small shed in which he has kept
them overnight, so as to prevent them from freez-
ing. He carries the infant animals over to the pen
and reunite them with their mothers to let them
suckle.

Figure 7.19: A nanny goat suckles its young in-
side the pen.
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Figure 7.20: Sodnomtsog retrieves more new-
born animals, as Nar-Od looks on.

Figure 7.21: Sodnomtsog carries the newborn
lambs and kids toward the pen.

Figure 7.22: Sodnomtsog props an empty iron
tank against the sheet metal that makes up the
walls of the pen, to support it against the goats
who have been attempting to escape by ramming
the sides of the pen.

Figure 7.23: Sodnomtsog gathers up and drives
back the animals that were let out earlier.

Figure 7.24: Sodnomtsog’s wife Chimgee helps
segregate the mature animals.

Figure 7.25: Chimgee and Sodnomtsog let the
mature animals out of the pen, leaving behind the
lambs and kids.
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Figure 7.26: Chimgee gathers a bundle of hay
from a shed next to the home.

Figure 7.27: Chimgee brings the hay over to the
livestock pen and sets it on the ground to be eaten
by the goats and kids.

Figure 7.28: The goats and kids that are still too
young to go off to graze begin to eat the hay.

Figure 7.29: Chimgee drives the livestock to-
wards the well, located a few hundred metres to
the North.

Figure 7.30: The livestock head toward the well.

Figure 7.31: As seen from beside the well, this
is an elm plantation managed by Sodnomtsog’s
father Togtokh lama.
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Figure 7.32: Sodnomtsog fills the fuel tank of
the gasoline pump inside the shed surrounding
the well.

Figure 7.33: Sodnomtsog and his nephew fill the
trough with water.

Figure 7.34: The sheep and goats finish drinking.
Sodnomtsog puts away the hose and pump. The
concrete well house, visible in this image, is con-
structed in the form of a yurt; a tank to the rear
holds water used in irrigating the elm trees.

Figure 7.35: Sodnomtsog’s nephews drives the
sheep and goats over the hill to graze.

Figure 7.36: Chimgee brings a basin of water to
the lambs and kids remaining in the pen.
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Tömör and Jargal make hay (2012-09-
14)

Figure 7.37: Jargal and Tömör are gathering
bojmog (Artemisia anethifolia) from a site near
San and Saraa’s autumn camp. Wearing cotton
gloves, Jargal grabs a plant near the base of its
stem and cuts it off in a single bundle using a
small sickle.

Figure 7.38: Jargal gathers up a bundle of boj-
mog and prepares to carry it off toward the truck.

Figure 7.39: Tömör meanwhile gathers up a bun-
dle of bojmog a short distance away.

Figure 7.40: Tömör carries the bojmog in his
arms toward the truck.

Figure 7.41: After an hour or so of harvesting,
the truck is now piled high with hay. Tömör com-
pacts the vegetation in the truck bed by stamping
it down with his feet.

Figure 7.42: Jargal loops a rope around the hooks
along the edge of the truck bed, while Tömör
pulls it tight, to hold down the hay. The cou-
ple will now drive close to 50 km to their winter
camp, where they will store the hay until spring.
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Haymaking at Khandgait, Yeröö
(2012-09-25)

Figure 7.43: Men from several families at
Khandgait are preparing hay from fields next to
the river. The hay was cut several days previ-
ously using a tractor with mowing attachment be-
longing to one of the families, and is now being
transported to the herders’ camps.

Figure 7.44: The men load hay onto two trucks;
the blue truck is nearly loaded.

Figure 7.45: The white truck has just returned
empty after depositing the first load of hay at one
of the herders’ winter camp.

Figure 7.46: The men run tie down the full load
of hay on the blue truck. Although the truck
holds an oversize load, its sidegates have been
laid flat and reinforced with logs to provide in-
creased surface to the bed.

Figure 7.47: Another truck from a separate group
of haymakers drives by. The stacks of hay in the
field are visible in the foreground.
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Figure 7.48: The men load hay onto the back
of a trailer pulled behind the tractor owned by
Denge. This is the same tractor that was used
several days previously to mow the hay.

Figure 7.49: The hay has been left in small stacks
to dry in the field before being moved.

Figure 7.50: One of the haymakers picks up a
haystack with his pitchfork.

Figure 7.51: Larger haystacks can be moved by
being pushed along the ground.

Figure 7.52: After a short time the trailer hitched
to the green tractor is piled high.

Figure 7.53: Driving off from the hayfield in con-
voy with the blue truck, the tractor with its trailer-
load of hay drives by a winter camp.
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Figure 7.54: The blue truck arrives at one of the
herders’ winter camp, and is parked next to a log
fence enclosing the area in which the hay is to be
stored.

Figure 7.55: The tractor backs up towards the
load of hay on the truck, pushing it off with a
narrow log.

Figure 7.56: The men unload the hay from the
truck.

Figure 7.57: The trailer is unhitched.

Figure 7.58: The owner of the campsite moves
hay into the fenced-off area.
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Harvesting wild strawberries in Yeröö
(2012-07-13)

Figure 7.59: Members of several of the fami-
lies at Tasag in Yeröö are picking strawberries at
Bayangol, a forested area with low mountains in
the northern part of Yeröö. The wild strawberries
mainly grow in damp meadows, shaded by tall
grass and larch trees, along mountainsides that
are not grazed by livestock. The berries ripen
in early to mid July. Here Mendee, Naranjar-
gal, and Dolgorsüren gather strawberries on their
hands and knees, collecting the berries in buck-
ets or plastic bags. The strawberries will be made
into jam the next day.

Figure 7.60: The small berries grow close to the
ground and, concealed by grass and leaves, are
often difficult to find.

Figure 7.61: The berry pickers have come in
Mendee’s truck, which is parked partway up the
mountainside. In past years they have spent the
night in the field, camping next to the vehicle and
making jam in a dug-out firepit.

Figure 7.62: Mendee collects berries in a metal
pail. Not all the berries are fully ripe, but Mendee
is not discriminating in the picking. Everyone
picks the berries along with the short leaves at
the tip of their stems, which go directly into the
jam along with the rest of the berry. By the end
of the day Mendee will have picked ten litres of
berries.
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Figure 7.63: Gerlee picks berries close to where
the truck is parked.

Figure 7.64: Mendee and the children – who are
the most fit of everyone here – make their way
over the mountain and through the valley beyond,
over to the next mountain. The easier pickings,
closer to where the truck was parked, have been
somewhat depleted by earlier harvesters.

Harvesting tsulikhir (Agriophyllum
squarrosum) in the Gobi (2012-11-20)

Figure 7.65: Several men from Khamar
Monastery are harvesting tsulikhir at a site to
the south. Eldev pulls up the the harvest site in
his jeep, with the harvesting tools carried in the
trailer. His small yurt has already been set up
here by another harvester from the Monastery,
who has been camping out in the area.

Figure 7.66: Eldev takes a bundled canvas
tarpaulin out of the trailer, for use in threshing
and winnowing the tsulikhir.
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Figure 7.67: Eldev and Odsüren lay out the can-
vas over an open area of sand.

Figure 7.68: Odsüren harvests tsulikhir using a
specially-made rake with thick wooden prongs
(savar). He pushes the rake along the ground so
that it gathers up the dried-out plants, cutting off
their stems close to the ground.

Figure 7.69: Odsüren carries a rakeload of tsu-
likhir and deposits it on the canvas sheet. He
wears thick rubber gloves to protect his hands
against the thorns of the plants.

Figure 7.70: Odsüren shows a tsulikhir plant.
The seeds are located within thorny pods, which
ultimately detach from the plant as it dries out in
autumn and are blown away by the wind, catch-
ing like burrs on animals or lodging in the sand.

Figure 7.71: Using wooden poles from the roof
of a yurt (uni), the men thresh the tsulikhir – a
process that involves beating the plants to dis-
lodge the seeds, which fall and gather on the can-
vas below.

Figure 7.72: The threshing continues.
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Figure 7.73: With adequate threshing, the frag-
ile tsulikhir plants break up into small pieces.
Odsüren and Eldev rake away the chaff, leav-
ing behind the smaller bits of the tsulikhir plants
along with the seeds.

Figure 7.74: Odsüren and Eldev have raked
away most of the chaff.

Figure 7.75: The two men lift up the edges of the
canvas to gather the seeds and remaining chaff
into a small pile in the centre of the canvas.

Figure 7.76: Eldev and Odsüren fold over the
canvas to gather up the seeds further.

Figure 7.77: The seeds and remaining chaff form
a small pile in the centre of the canvas tarpaulin.

Figure 7.78: The men winnow the tsulikhir,
shovelling it onto a flat box sieve that Eldev and
Odsüren hold between themselves from wooden
handles. They shake the sieve back and forth to
allow the tiny seeds to fall through. Eldev whis-
tles to summon the wind-spirit, which will blow
away the chaff.
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Figure 7.79: The winnowing continues.

Figure 7.80: The seeds gather like fine sand on
the canvas.

Figure 7.81: Giimaa holds a few of the tiny tsu-
likhir seeds in her hand.

Figure 7.82: Eldev and Odsüren gather up the
winnowed seeds that have fallen onto the canvas,
and inspect them to ensure that no chaff remains.

Figure 7.83: Eldev and Odsüren scoop up the tsu-
likhir seeds with a shovel and place them in a
metal basin.

Livestock Exhibition in Sainshand
(2012-09-14)

Figure 7.84: Sheep and goats entered in the live-
stock competition, from Ulaanbadrakh (left) and
Örgön (right).
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Figure 7.85: High-yield dairy cattle in competi-
tion, including those entered by Delger Farm.

Figure 7.86: Race horses in competition.

Figure 7.87: Khaan Bank representatives at
the entrance to the exhibition hall, handing out
leaflets on herder loans and other bank services.

Figure 7.88: Dairy products for sale by exhibi-
tion participants. Each display includes a variety
of distinct types of aaruul; dark brown, moulded
aaruul are seen in the cardboard box in this pho-
tograph.

Figure 7.89: Women selling thin, rectangular
blocks and bags of khorkhoi aaruul.

Figure 7.90: Women selling thick, round blocks
of aaruul for dressing holiday tables (shiree za-
sakh).
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Figure 7.91: A combination of rectangular
moulded blocks, thin cut pieces, khorkhoi aaruul,
and bazmal aaruul.

Figure 7.92: Felt handicrafts made by the
Tsagaan Lish Cooperative in Sainshand sum.

Tourists and camels at Noogii and
Enkhee’s place (2012-05-04)

Figure 7.93: Noogii and Enkhee are awaiting
the arrival of a group of Japanese tourists. In
the meantime, Noogii waters the camels. This
shallow well, located next to the family’s winter
camp, was dug many years ago by students.

Figure 7.94: Enkhee clips the ear of a newborn
lamb.

Figure 7.95: Noogii and Enkhee begin to prepare
for the arrival of the tourists. Noogii gathers up
his ropes and harnesses.
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Figure 7.96: Noogii has tied a harness around the
snout and neck of the first of the two camels that
will be ridden by tourists. He leads the camel
away from the rest of the herd.

Figure 7.97: Enkhee places a rope around the
snout of the second of the two camels to be rid-
den.

Figure 7.98: Enkhee ties the rope into a harness.

Figure 7.99: Noogii places a small rug-type sad-
dle (tokhom) on the back of each each of the two
camels.

Figure 7.100: Enkhee drives off on the motorcy-
cle to check on the sheep and goats.

Figure 7.101: Some time later the tourists arrive,
and begin to take turns mounting the camels.
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Figure 7.102: One of the tourists mounts a
camel.

Figure 7.103: Noogii and the guides who have
accompanied the tour group lead the camels at a
walking pace in a loop around the winter camp.

Figure 7.104: The camel riding completed, the
tourists take an interest in the lambs inside the
livestock enclosure.

Figure 7.105: Taking his motorcycle, Noogii
rounds up the grazing sheep and goats, and sets
them on their way back home.

“Mongolian Camel 2012” Festival,
Sainshand (2012-02-11 – 2012-02-12)

Figure 7.106: Delegations from each sum gather
outside the stadium in Sainshand, capital of
Dornogovi aimag, waiting to make their entrance
during the opening ceremony to the Mongolian
Camel 2012 Festival.
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Figure 7.107: The opening ceremony begins
with the nine white banners of the State (tug) be-
ing carried into the stadium by soldiers mounted
on nine white camels.

Figure 7.108: The delegations from each sum pa-
rade into the stadium.

Figure 7.109: Aimag governor P. Gankhuyag,
standing next to the podium on which the nine
banners have been installed, makes an opening
speech.

Figure 7.110: The opening ceremony continues
with camel-themed music and dance. Here, stu-
dents from Sainshand perform a dance dressed in
two-person camel costumes.

Figure 7.111: A local singer and festival partici-
pant performs a eulogy to camels, seated on the
back of a camel.
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Figure 7.112: The camel polo competition gets
underway inside the aimag stadium. Camel polo
was established as a sport in 2002, as an initia-
tive led by then-Member of Parliament Ts. Oyun-
baatar aiming to help rescue the Mongolian bac-
trian camel from decline. Whereas there were
900 thousand camels in Mongolia in the 1950s,
by the early 2000s this number had dropped to
only 200 thousand. The Camel Polo Associa-
tion has attributed the recent rise in the number
of camels in Mongolia at least partly to activites
such as polo, which build the cultural value of
camels for herders.

Figure 7.113: The camel polo competition con-
tinues.

Figure 7.114: At midday, the participants in the
camel festival parade through downtown Sains-
hand, led by a military marching band.

Figure 7.115: Citizens of Sainshand watch from
the roadside as the parade passes by, making its
way into the town centre.

Figure 7.116: Seated on rugs laid out in the mid-
dle of the main street, the staff of the aimag mu-
seum receive the dignitaries heading the parade.
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Figure 7.117: The museum director, Tsagaan-
derem, offers boiled mutton, aaruul, and tea from
a wooden flask (dombo).

Figure 7.118: The parade draws to a close, end-
ing its circuit around the town by crossing the
train tracks on its way back into the stadium.

Figure 7.119: Local television crews record the
ongoing polo competition in the afternoon.

Figure 7.120: On the morning of the second day
of the festival, the camel races are about to begin.
The riders head for the starting line.

Figure 7.121: The camel race is underway. Offi-
cial vehicles follow – and photograph – the race
from both sides of the track.

Figure 7.122: The first riders reach the finish line
of the camel race.
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Figure 7.123: Later on, relay races get under-
way. This race is completed in husband-and-
wife teams. The wives complete the first leg of
the relay, leading a camel while gathering sev-
eral pieces of camel dung using a rake (savar)
and placing it in a woven basket (arag) carried
on their backs.

Figure 7.124: In the second stage of the relay,
the husbands must mount their camel and shoot
a series of arrows at a target.

Figure 7.125: Finally the men in the relay must
race back to the finish line.

Figure 7.126: The handiwork competition be-
gins. In this competition, also completed as
husband-and-wife teams, each couple must cre-
ate a buil – a type of bridle, consisting of a stick
that is run through the camel’s snout and tied in
place with a short length of braided camel-hair
rope. The wives braid camel hair into lengths of
rope, holding the camel hair in their mouths and
working it with their fingers.

Figure 7.127: A participant in the buil-making
competition finishes making her length of rope.
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Figure 7.128: The husbands entered in the buil-
making competition whittle the pieces of wood
that will become the bits going through the nose
of the camel.

Figure 7.129: The winning camel polo team,
from Sainshand sum, stands to be recognized at
the closing ceremony.

Figure 7.130: The winning camels in the race are
eulogized, in a manner derived from the ritual
calling of titles (tsol duudakh) for racehorses.

Figure 7.131: Local officials and festival orga-
nizers hand out certificates and medals to the
competition winners.

Camel-themed images from the collec-
tions of the Dornogovi aimag museum

Figure 7.132: Felt bag embroidered with camel
hair thread and with braided camel-hair han-
dles, used for carrying and insulating brass ves-
sels. This item is from a display case con-
taining camel-related ethnographic objects at the
Dornogovi aimag museum, photographed on the
occasion of the Mongolian Camel 2012 Festival.
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Figure 7.133: Exhibit presenting a hobble and
model of a camel cart.

Figure 7.134: Traditional style painting of pas-
toral activities, including one person riding a
camel, two on horseback, and two people milk-
ing a camel.

Figure 7.135: Wheels from a camel cart.

Figure 7.136: Curator Sarangerel examines a bat
used in camel polo competition, from the mu-
seum’s collections.

Figure 7.137: Camel polo bat and ball.

Figure 7.138: Stuffed camel with cloth saddle
and stirrups.
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Ovoo worship at Sümiin bulag (2012-
10-02-24)

Figure 7.139: Several herder families from
Örgön sum have gathered, along with some local
authorities and monks from Khamar Monastery,
to perform the annual worship ritual at the
Sümiin Bulag natural sacred site. The site in-
cludes a sacred spring, ritual cairns (ovoo), a
stupa, and the ruins of several old Buddhist tem-
ples. The worship ritual has been organized by
local herders each year since its revival in 1994.
At sunrise, the families who will participate in
the ovoo worship ritual begin to arrive. A fancy
yurt has been set up the day before, and will be
used to receive the guests. A flag has been raised
outside the yurt.

Figure 7.140: As the sun comes up from behind
the mountain, the families gather at the bottom
of the hill surmounted by the ovoo.

Figure 7.141: The participants in the ritual pre-
pare platters of meat, biscuits, and dairy products
to be offered to the ovoo.

Figure 7.142: The men ascend the sacred hill.

Figure 7.143: Arriving next to the ovoo just as
the sun is coming up over the horizon, the men
begin to set out their offerings.
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Figure 7.144: The main laid-out offerings in-
clude stacks of flat biscuits (kheviin boov) and
the full boiled rump of a sheep. Several men be-
gin to sprinkle smaller offerings to the ovoo.

Figure 7.145: The men now sit to the right of the
ovoo, facing south. Dösh Lama, seated on a mat
next to the ovoo, recites prayers to appease the
mountain spirits.

Figure 7.146: At the foot of the hill, the women
join in the prayers.

Figure 7.147: The prayers complete, the men rise
and circumambulate the ovoo, making offerings
of milk and vodka.

Figure 7.148: Batbayar slices meat from the
sheep rump and partakes in the offering.

Figure 7.149: The men head back down the hill.
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Figure 7.150: Everyone shares in the meat that
has been offered to the ovoo.

Figure 7.151: Dösh Lama and a handful of men
head up a second hill, which is surmounted by a
smaller ovoo.

Figure 7.152: The men set out more offerings,
and Dösh Lama recites prayers.

Figure 7.153: The worshippers partake in the
offerings, cutting up and distributing the boiled
mutton rump.

Figure 7.154: The men make offerings of milk
to the ovoo.

Figure 7.155: The worshippers now congregate
at a stupa located at the foot of the two hills, next
to the sacred spring and the ruins of the former
temple, which was abandoned in the purges of
1937. They circumambulate the stupa.
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Figure 7.156: Myadagmaa offers libations to the
sacred spring.

Figure 7.157: Dösh Lama looks over the activity,
standing outside the iron fence that surrounds the
protected spring.

Figure 7.158: Horses have been brought by local
families for the races later on, and are hitched
to a fence surrounding the (unused) irrigated hay
field overlooking Sümiin Bulag.

Figure 7.159: Inside the ceremonial yurt, the par-
ticipants and guests are offered tea and soup.

Figure 7.160: Later in the morning, the horse
race is about to begin. The jockeys ride their
horses in a ring around the Mongolian flag,
singing the giingoo to stimulate their horses.

Figure 7.161: The horses head off towards the
starting line of the race.
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Figure 7.162: The horses in mid-race.

Figure 7.163: A horse crosses the finish line.

Figure 7.164: Local children compete in a
wrestling match.

Nomin training racehorses (2012-09-
09)

Figure 7.165: Nomin and his father – who is visit-
ing from near Choir, about 200 kilometres to the
north – are training a horse in preparation for the
upcoming race at Khamar Monastery. Nomin’s
father helps the jockey, Togtokh Lama’s grand-
son, to bind his feet in long strips of cotton cloth
and put on his riding boots.

Figure 7.166: Nomin has headed over to the
hitching line, where there are three horses that
will be raced the following day at the annual au-
tumn festival at Khamar Monastery, alongside
his own mount (farthest left). One of the children
carries over a wool blanket with a plastic table-
cloth stitched to one side. The racehorses will
be wrapped in this blanket during their pre-race
training, so as to cause them to sweat profusely,
which is intended to build their stamina for the
endurance race.
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Figure 7.167: Nomin wraps the first horse in the
blanket, plastic side inwards.

Figure 7.168: Nomin ties the blanket in place
with a rope.

Figure 7.169: Nomin saddles the horse and fixes
the saddle in place under the horse’s belly.

Figure 7.170: Nomin’s father, wearing his
trainer’s deel (gown) and hat as part of the train-
ing ritual, seats the jockey on the saddle.

Figure 7.171: Nomin’s father leads the horse
away from the hitching line.

Figure 7.172: The horse and jockey make sev-
eral circuits around the hitching line, singing the
giingoo – a ritual song that inspires horses prior
to the race.
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Figure 7.173: Nomin gives instructions to the
jockey on where to take the horse during its train-
ing run.

Figure 7.174: The horse rides off.

Figure 7.175: Just over fifteen minutes later, the
horse returns.

Figure 7.176: Nomin unties the saddle and blan-
ket.

Figure 7.177: Nomin and his father gradually
pull back the blanket, scraping the horse’s body
with a currycomb (khusuur) to remove the sweat.
The jockey’s numbered bib and silk bands are at-
tached to the currycomb for good luck.

Figure 7.178: Nomin and his father finish scrap-
ing down the horse.
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Figure 7.179: The horse is walked around the
hitching line for several minutes to allow it to
cool down.

Figure 7.180: The horse’s blanket remains laid
out on the ground.

Figure 7.181: Some time later, the training has
been repeated for the remaining two race horses.
Nomin’s father hitches the second horse to the
hitching line.

Figure 7.182: Still later, Nomin prepares to de-
part with the horses in the direction of Khamar
Monastery. Nomin’s father ties the horses to-
gether and unhitches them.

Figure 7.183: Nomin takes the three horses and
heads off toward the monastery. He will camp
out with the horses overnight at another herder’s
winter campsite next to the monastery, so the
horses will be well rested prior to the morning
race.



Part III

Development and adaptability
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Chapter 8

Adaptive relations

In the chapters that follow, I discuss the adaptive practices and relations I observed among herders in

Dornogovi and Selenge, analyzing their role in maintaining resilience and how they are perceived or

affected by modernist development policies and interventions. With reference to the ethnographic

records presented in Part Two, as well as to additional case studies and analytic material, I argue that

diverse and adaptive mutual aid networks provide a context for maintaining resilience at a level

above the household, as oriented by principles of mutualism and relatedness. Such

resilience-building relations and practices can be disrupted, however, by development interventions

that attempt to simplify human–ecological or economic relations.

In this chapter I provide an analytical overview of the adaptive practices among the pastoralists

with whom I worked in Dornogovi and Selenge, beginning at the level of economic activities. Using

the visual language of process diagrams, I provide a technical analysis of pastoral production

processes and their resilience, associating “resilience” with diversity – in the form of branching

processes that contain alternative inputs, process methods, and output streams. The most resilient

forms of production, I point out, are least legible in a technical sense, resulting in “messy” maps that

contain overlapping and intersecting pathways. I continue this analysis by working from the

observation that pastoral production is not necessarily oriented toward maximizing the efficiency or

survival of individual production processes, so much as toward maintaining a diverse range of
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potential processes. These potentialities offer a means of responding adaptively to change and

adaptation at a moment’s notice. They exist in a relational sense: the presence of many diverse

relations between the pastoralist subject, livestock, resources, and other cooperating actors within or

beyond the household creates possibilities for divergent and variable economic processes. Building

on this argument, I suggest that the pastoral economy may more effectively be viewed as an

“economy of reproduction”, oriented toward the reproduction of diverse and mutualistic relations

through “diversity maximization”. Broadening the focus of the discussion to identify the full range of

adaptive tactics deployed by the pastoralists who participated in this study, I point to the importance

of diverse, extensive, and adaptive mutual aid networks in the everyday life of pastoralism. In

subsequent chapters I will explore how this mutualist orientation and mode of social organization

affect interactions with governance and development interventions. Through a discussion of

Mongolian pastoralists’ fluid social organization and often-subversive responses to development

interventions, I attempt to demonstrate how templates for increasing the manageability of

“disorganized” people and practices can undermine both adaptability and mutual aid.

Mapping adaptive processes

I begin this discussion of adaptability with an analytical description of adaptive practices. Based on

my observations of pastoralists’ resource use activities, I have sought to establish a visual mode of

description of everyday processes that captures their diversity, as a tool for assessing diversity. In this

analysis I have defined adaptability as the ability to modulate production processes in response to

three types of change, maintaining the resilience of those processes: (1) the availability of input

resources; (2) the capacity to undertake certain types of production processes, as dictated for instance

by the availability of labour; and (3) needs or demands for output products.

The method I propose involves describing and analysing material production processes

figuratively, using process diagram language to show the material inputs, activity processes, and

outputs of core economic production streams (Figure 8.1). Seven basic models of processes are
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indicated in Figure 8.2, providing a basis for describing what occurs when shocks are experienced at

different points of processes that are more or less diverse. Any given process may depend on a single

input resource (processes 1, 3, and 4), combined inputs (processes 2 and 5), or alternative inputs

(processes 6 and 7). Similarly, it may involve linear production streams (processes 1, 2, 3, and 6), or

branching methods in which the same resources can be used to create alternative products (processes

4, 5, and 7). The more alternative pathways that exist in the process, the greater the capacity for that

process to absorb the “shock” that occurs if any of its elements – an input resource, a processing

activity, or a product demand – is suddenly removed from the production context.

Figure 8.1: Symbols and operators for use in generating resilience process diagrams. Parallelograms
represent material resources, while box elements represent actions. Inverted house elements represent
choices among alternative inputs for the same process action, while diamonds represent choices among
alternative process actions using the same input(s). (1) The default relationship shown by arrows is
AND, meaning that all resources/actions are required as part of the same process. Thus where two
or more arrows point from different resources to a single activity, all inputs are required; similarly,
where two or more arrows point from a single resource to different activities, both parallel activities
are required. (2) Where an option node is labelled NAND, any or none of the elements may be used,
but they cannot be combined. (3) Where an option node is labelled OR, any or all of the elements be
used, individually or in combination. (4) Where an option node is labelled XOR, one of the indicated
elements must be used exclusively.

Changes to input resources – what I call here “upstream changes” (Figure 8.3) – are variations

in the availability of different input resources used in pastoral production. For livestock the primary

material inputs are water and feed (forage or fodder), but for other products further inputs may also be

required – such as cultures for airag, tarag, and other fermented dairy products; sugar or flavourings
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Figure 8.2: Resilience mapping: Types of resilience. These diagrams show seven distinct types of pro-
cess for comparative purposes. (1) is a simple process, in which a single input resource is transformed
into a single output product; (2) is a simple process with two combined inputs; (3) involves two parallel
simple processes; (4) involves two alternative processes that are possible using the same resource; (5)
involves two alternative processes that are possible using either of two different resources; (6) involves
a single process with two alternative inputs; (7) involves two alternative processes, both of which share
two alternative input resources.

for khorkhoi aaruul, jam, and caramel candies; and so on. The process models I present here show

that the elimination or reduced availability of an input resource in a simple production process often

removes the potential for downstream production (processes 1, 2, 4, and 5). These vulnerable (i.e.,

non-resilient) processes are ones that require a specific resource; the least resilient (processes 2 and 5)

in fact require two different input resources, making them vulnerable if either input becomes partly or
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entirely unavailable. Process 3 involves two parallel, unrelated production streams using different

input resources, while process 6 involves a single production stream with two alternative inputs.

While both of these processes avoid the vulnerability of dependence on a single resource, process 6

can be said to be more resilient as it does not lose its overall characteristics if either input resource

becomes unavailable. Process 7 is similar to process 6 but involves further production options using

alternative inputs, which becomes significant in relation to downstream factors.

Figure 8.3: Resilience mapping: Model of upstream risk. These diagrams depict what happens to
different types of processes when an upstream resource ceases to be available. Unavailable upstream
resources are marked by a horizontal bar; production streams that are no longer possible are greyed
out.

“Downstream changes” (Figure 8.4) involve variations in the needs or opportunities for using
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Figure 8.4: Resilience mapping: Model of downstream risk. These diagrams depict what happens to
different types of processes when a downstream process ceases to be available. Unavailable processes
are marked by a horizontal bar; production streams that are no longer possible are greyed out.

the different products of pastoralism. Changes of this type can involve increasing or decreasing

consumption needs within the household or kin network, opportunities for exchange with relatives

and neighbours, and emerging or disappearing markets, as well as potential uses of a product in

subsequent process streams. The model process diagrams indicate that any process that does not
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include alternative uses of a given resource is vulnerable to downstream changes. The most

vulnerable processes, 1, 2, and 6, involve a single output product. Process 3, which involves parallel

production streams, is somewhat less vulnerable as one of the process streams remains viable on its

own, but as mentioned above, the production system as a whole is not resilient. Processes 4, 5, and 7

present an equivalent resilience with regard to their ability to absorb downstream change, insofar as

they provide alternative uses of a single resource (process 4), a resource set (process 5), or alternative

resources (process 7).

Figure 8.5: Resilience mapping: Combined effects of upstream and downstream risk (1)

Taking both upstream and downstream change into account (Figure 8.5 – Figure 8.6), the only

truly resilient process is modelled as process 7, which combines optional inputs and optional

production streams. The parallel streams shown in process 3 are somewhat resilient, but cannot

accommodate changes that affect both streams. Process 7, by contrast to the others, allows for either

of the inputs and either of the output streams to be removed without threatening the overall

production system. In effect, the resilience of this system derives from its inclusion of four potential
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Figure 8.6: Resilience mapping: Combined effects of upstream and downstream risk (2)

production streams (A–c–E, A–d–F, B–c–E, and B–c–F). Resilience can be further enhanced if the

number of input resource or production stream options is increased; for example, if the process

includes three alternative inputs and three alternative production streams, a total of nine possible

processes streams are available overall (process 8), such that the removal of a single input resource or

output stream decreases the overall number of processes only by one ninth.

Sample resilience analysis

The accompanying process map (Figure 8.7) presents a typical example of the branching, “messy”

production strategies employed by a pastoralist in Mongolia. This diagram represents the full range

of pastoral activities conducted by Dolgorsüren (as depicted partly in chapter 5), which mainly

involved summertime dairy processing. This diagram attests to the complexity of a typical pastoral

unit’s adaptive system: Dolgorsüren and her family produced twenty-five different types of products
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Figure 8.7: Process diagram showing Dolgorsüren’s combined dairying processes
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on a routine basis, including meat from three types of livestock (cattle, sheep, and goats), wool and

cashmere, eighteen types of dairy products, strawberry jam, and potatoes. Most of these products

were sold, to a varying extent, at the market in the town of Darkhan and at the autumn Harvest Fair in

the sum, while the the greatest portion was distributed amongst relatives and consumed domestically.

Only wool and cashmere were sold exclusively for cash. Since Dolgorsüren kept cattle on behalf of

five children, she did not sell beef at the market but instead provided meat each autumn to her

children. Each spring, she spent several days making aspic jelly and corned beef out of the heads and

shins of the cattle that had been slaughtered in autumn, which she also distributed amongst a wide

network of relatives.

Dolgorsüren’s adaptive production strategy reflected two major factors. First, Dolgorsüren

adapted her production to meet a wide range of needs through different products. She made flavoured

aaruul for sale at the market in Darkhan in autumn, but also kept a supply of aaruul for gifts to visitors

and for use at Tsagaan Sar. She also aimed to supply her own household and her children in the sum,

aimag, and city with fresh or frozen milk, clotted cream, and aaruul to meet domestic consumption

needs. The amount of milk she processed was partly dictated by the availability of means of storage.

For many years she kept a short-term supply of milk in aluminum containers suspended from ropes in

the well in her yard, the water in which remained cold year-round, retaining a partial ice cover well

into July. Late in the season, when outdoor temperatures were consistently below freezing, she would

freeze milk in her unheated shed, keeping it in used soft drink bottles. In 2012 Dolgorsüren obtained

a low-interest loan financed by a UNDP development project to acquire a large freezer and other

dairy processing equipment along with her daughter and son-in-law, which she put to use in storing

liquid milk in plastic bags.

The second driver of Dolgorsüren’s adaptive practices was the availability of domestic labour.

Dolgorsüren relied on her grandchildren for milking and aaruul processing during the summer

months, taking care of liquor distillation herself. She depended in particular on Uuganbayar – the son

of a daughter who lived in the sum centre, who came to live with her during the summer – and was

also helped by the children of her daughter who lived next door. As Uuganbayar became more
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involved in school activities during his final years of high school, making frequent trips to the aimag

and city for sporting or academic competitions, he was able to assist his grandmother less than before.

Dolgorsüren dealt with this reduction in labour in part by shifting her production somewhat to less

labour-intensive processes. She also alleviated much of the wintertime labour, following the death of

her husband, by sending the cattle to be cared for by her children in the sum centre.

The accompanying table (“Resilience assessment”) provides a summary assessment of the

resilience of Dolgorsüren’s production processes, based on a method described in Appendix E.

Table 8.1: Resilience assessment for Dolgorsüren

No. Criterion Assessment Rating

1 Number of
required input
resources

The key inputs for the process system as a whole are only
water and natural vegetation (fodder and hay). Several
downstream products require additional, external inputs –
flour, sugar, and raisins for khailmag, salt for butter, and
sugar for sweetened aaruul – but other than for khailmag,
these are all optional inputs.

HIGH

2 Input resource
flexibility

The primary inputs for livestock have a moderate degree
of flexibility. Dolgorsüren and her neighbours obtain
water from the Yeröö River, which runs within a few
metres of her house, or from a shallow well within her
yard. Livestock feed is available from several sources,
including hay (harvested by Dolgorsüren’s son-in-law, and
provided to weak livestock), a grassy island in the river
next to Dolgorsüren’s house, and crop stubble in the fields
uphill from her home. As the household only moves a few
hundred metres, if at all, between summer and winter
residences, the livestock are dependent on proximate
grazing areas.

MODERATE

Several of the dairy products made by Dolgorsüren have
optional inputs; this is notably the case with her aaruul,
which is either plain, sweetened, or flavoured.

Flexibility of inputs is greatest at the end of the process,
where alternative products can be used to satisfy
consumption, gift exchange, and cash income needs.
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No. Criterion Assessment Rating

3 Reliability of
input resource
supply

Given that the Yeröö area receives relatively abundant
precipitation, risk of flooding is considerably greater for
herders living along the bank of the Yeröö River than is
the risk of drought.

MODERATE

4 Alternative
processes

This process system presents a high number of alternative
processes. Altogether more than twenty different types of
dairy products are made from milk alone; individual
products such as aarts and cream are optionally consumed
or sold directly, or processed into further products such as
aaruul or sour cream. By-products are similarly used in
diverse ways – cattle dung as fertilizer or fuel, and whey as
a feed supplement for small livestock or as an ingredient in
caramel candies. Dolgorsüren occasionally uses the whey
for other purposes. For example, on two occasions she
instructed us to wash our infant daughter in a tub of whey
left out in the sun to absorb solar energy, which she said
would soften the skin and prevent rashes from sunburn and
mosquito bites. In autumn Dolgorsüren also occasionally
makes caramel candies out of whey and sugar, following a
recipe she learned from a workshop managed by a UNDP
project.33

HIGH

5 Alternative uses All of the products in in this process stream, with the
exception of wool and cashmere, are used for a
combination of domestic consumption, gift exchange, and
sale for cash income. Products are sold for cash at several
sites – the market in Darkhan, the annual Autumn Harvest
fair in the sum centre, and people passing by on the road
from Darkhan looking to buy milk liquor (which is
unavailable in markets and shops) or other products
directly from pastoral producers.

HIGH

6 Security of
demand

Domestic consumption of products is relatively stable and
predictable; a large proportion of the products are given to
family members. Although cash sales are not guaranteed
at any particular venue, generally sales are made in person
to known buyers, with whom social relations can be
depended upon to generate repeat business.

MODERATE
to HIGH

The most significant indicator of adaptability and resilience that can be explicated through this

33. See the recipe published in Webb (1966).
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mapping process is the presence or absence of diverse production options. Where an available set of

resources can be employed in a variety of different ways, herders are able to adapt to several types of

change: increasing or decreasing domestic consumption needs, following the domestic cycle;

variations in the amount of labour available within the herding unit, particularly as schoolchildren

and relatives come and go; sudden cash needs related to an illness or a child entering university; or

changing markets for different commodities. In both of the field sites where I worked, for example,

herders stricken by serious illness used their livestock as social security, selling off large numbers of

animals to pay for medical expenses. Other herders changed their production strategies, investing in

larger numbers of sheep as the price of cashmere fell by half in 2009 – sometimes taking advantage of

newer breeds that grew quickly and produced more meat. The herders near Khamar Monastery sold

camel and goat milk, khoormog (fermented camel milk), milled tsulikhir, and preserved wild onions

to visiting pilgrims, but only at times when they were camped near the Monastery, and only when

natural resources were sufficiently abundant.

As herders may be subjected to significant ecological or economic changes over which they

have little or no control, those who engage in specialized forms of production with stable inputs and

outputs can become economically vulnerable. Cashmere production is one of the most vulnerable

processes practised by Mongolian herders, as it generates a product that can only be sold to cashmere

brokers for factory processing; raw cashmere offers no domestic use whatsoever. Unfortunately the

price of raw cashmere fluctuates considerably based on the global demand for cashmere garments,

which – as a luxury good – is sensitive to the economic climate. Many herders began investing in

goat production in the early 2000s, perceiving a greater economic return than sheep herding due to

the high price of cashmere on the international market. A sudden drop in the buying price of

cashmere occurred in 2008-2009 – falling from over $40 per kilogram in 2008 to less than $10 per

kilogram in early 2009 – leading many herders, including those I interviewed in Yeröö, to sell off

their goats. As Mongolians generally avoid eating goat meat – which belongs, along with camel meat,

to the “cold” category – this glut of goat meat resulted in depressed prices but also to a considerable

quantity of goat meat being passed off by merchants as mutton. As of autumn 2010 prices had
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rebounded to an equivalent of $33–41 per kilogram. But the prices have not remained stable,

worldwide demand conditions having affected local buyers and manufacturers. Naranbaatar, manager

of the Gobi Cashmere factory – Mongolia’s oldest and largest cashmere producer – told me in an

interview that his factory lost a full month’s worth of income in 2011, due to the late onset of winter

in Europe. This translated into less demand, and lower prices, in the local market for raw cashmere.

Several development projects in the sites where I worked created conditions of market

dependence. One instance of this was the Yeröö wool project mentioned below (case “Seed

livestock” in chapter 11), and the procurement chain it established. As part of a broader initiative to

reintroduce fine-hair hybrid sheep in three sums, this project established cooperatives in Darkhan to

buy the wool supply, produce felt handicrafts, and export these to Europe. At the conclusion of the

project the pilot facility operating under the project umbrella did not survive as a cooperative, but was

bought out by the former project manager, who ran the facility as a private factory employing

unskilled labourers. A series of women’s handicrafts cooperatives did survive, with the members

operating on a part-time or casual basis. These small cooperatives consolidated their products and

sent them to Ulaanbaatar, where they were sold at a charity shop targeting tourists. The private

factory and the cooperatives were each represented by a separate agent, creating a duopoly of wool

buyers. For herders, the continued reliability of both these buyers was relatively uncertain –

particularly in the case of the cooperatives, which in turn were reliant on a single downstream buyer.

Market dependence also derived from the actions of urban producers. The milk distribution

problem was much discussed among herders in Yeröö while I was there, beginning during my

exploratory visit in 2009 and continuing until 2014. At one point these discussions focused on the

unsuccessful attempts by the sum governor to acquire milk transportation and processing equipment

for use in town: although a machine for packaging milk in plastic pouches had apparently been

located, no solution for storing and distributing the milk under refrigerated conditions had been

identified. In reality it seemed a lost cause to fight against the supply of UHT boxed milk, particularly

since the shopkeepers in Darkhan and Ulaanbaatar are conscious of the lower storage costs, and

reduced risks of wastage, due to the six-month room temperature shelf life of the milk in boxes.
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Merchants in Yeröö, by contrast, admitted that their sales of boxed milk were minimal due to the high

local availability of fresh and frozen milk, but that they were required to stock boxed milk as a

condition of wholesale agreements with beverage producers (such as APU), who also supplied much

more lucrative alcoholic beverages.

The uncertainties resulting from the actions of downstream market actors are exemplified by

the situation of milk producers in Yeröö in 2009. In that year, producers were faced with summertime

prices as low as 150 tögrögs per litre in (then $0.12/litre), due to competition with cattle owners in the

vicinity of Darkhan. For a few weeks during that summer a private entrepreneur who had invested in

a refrigerated truck made the trip to Yeröö each morning to buy fresh milk from cattle owners living

on the southern bank of the Yeröö River. The truck operator signed contracts with several families to

buy agreed quantities of liquid milk each day just after sunrise, which would include the fresh milk

from the morning’s milking as well as the milk obtained the previous day at dusk. The driver offered

a relatively low price for the milk – about half the local market rate – but this arrangement was

appealing to some herders, who stated that it relieved them from the labour of processing the milk

and selling it on their own. The truck owner then sold this milk to the Süü dairy processing

company’s milk collection point in Darkhan, 200 kilometres to the south; this milk was then shipped

to Ulaanbaatar by the dairy company for UHT sterilization and packaging into aseptic boxes.

Ironically for the Yeröö herders, this same milk was then shipped to a wholesaler back in Darkhan,

where it was sold out of a shipping container in the city market and bought by merchants to stock the

food stores in Yeröö, where it was sold at 1800 tögrögs per box ($1.48/litre) – twelve times the

amount the herders just ten kilometres away had been paid! This arrangement did not last long,

however, since a number of participating herders eventually refused to sell their milk at such low

prices, preferring to convert it to yoghurt or curd – or even, in one extreme case, to feed it to the

houshold’s pigs – and the truck’s visits became increasingly unreliable, leading to spoilage of milk

that had been set aside for sale. On our visit to the Süü dairy plant in Darkhan in August, we were

told that the supply of processed milk had been deemed sufficient to meet the coming year’s demand,

and the plant was no longer buying milk from herders.
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Mutual aid and adaptability

The first two of the research questions listed in chapter 2 address the nature of adaptability and

economic decision-making among contemporary pastoralists. As defined at the outset of this study,

the “adaptive practices” I sought to study involved flexible responses to social or ecological change

and uncertainty. Often these practices and decisions occurred at a level beyond that of the household,

involving mutual aid through extended networks of relations. I have listed the principal adaptive

tactics I observed during my field research in the accompanying table, “Key adaptive tactics”. The

factors I identify here include mobility, fluid residential groupings, fluid herds, variable production,

resilient herds with diverse livestock, variable resource use, variable product use, and complementary

income strategies. (Several of these practices will be discussed in further detail in later chapters.) All

of the listed practices involve informal, flexible, and continuously changing dispositions of labour

and resources.

I draw attention to two major conclusions that can be drawn from this list:

1. Adaptive capacity correlates to the heterogeneity of resources, social groupings, and

practices.

All of the adaptive practices I have listed are made possible by a high diversity of relations

among people and resources. Not all of these actors and resources are specifically “pastoral” or

livestock-related; to the contrary, many of the most resilient adaptive practices involve

relations with non-herders, or resources unrelated to animal husbandry.

2. Adaptability correlates to the mutualistic character of relations among actors and resources.

Adaptability requires that mutually beneficial relations exist between diverse actors and

elements. These relations enhance the basic forms of cooperation that exist among people who

are co-resident – including members of the same household – and who help one another on a

day-to-day basis. Involving the sharing of resources and labour, these “mutualistic” relations

privilege an ongoing relationship rather than immediate reciprocity.
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Significantly, the adaptive tactics I observed all rely upon fluid social organization and the

sharing of residences among networks of relatives. In the most obvious cases, individuals move back

and forth between urban and rural sites (“fluid residence”), sharing labour, money, and meat and milk

supplies. Whereas the more “conventional” pastoral adaptive tactics do not appear to rely on help

from outside the household – as with strategies of moving between seasonal camps, or maintaining

diverse herds, for instance – the ethnographic data I report in this study indicate that such activities

are rarely accomplished by households acting on their own. In the case of small-scale herders, such

as the young couples with whom I worked in the Gobi, moving camps and maintaining wells

involved help from relatives from Khamar Monastery (chapter 4) or from official workers sent by the

Monastery administrators, in the case of institutionally-owned livestock. At the other end of the

spectrum, the several households with over a thousand animals who participated in this research were

more self-sufficient but nonetheless often moved as a group, pooling their camels and helping one

another out with tasks such as the combing and shearing of goats and sheep, and relied on co-resident

hired help to manage livestock exceeding their own labour capacity. These more affluent households

allocated their surplus resources centrifugally, acting as patrons for new herders (who would acquire

livestock after a time of “apprenticeship” as co-resident hired help), sponsoring community events

such as horse races and the annual ovoo-worship ritual, and investing in their children’s education

abroad.

Table 8.2: Key adaptive tactics

Adaptive domain Key observed tactics

Mobility A herder family moves between regular seasonal camps (övöljöö,
khavarjaa, zuslan, namarjaa).

A herder family moves to their winter or spring camp somewhat earlier
or later than usual, in response to grazing conditions that year.

A herder family moves away from its seasonal base camp to a more
distant region, to escape local drought or zud conditions. It is not
known in advance whether the long-distance otor will last a month, a
whole season, or longer than a year.
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Adaptive domain Key observed tactics

A herder family makes a series of short moves away from the base
camp, but still in the same general area, when vegetation is poor or fully
grazed.

Fluid residence Two or more households spend the winter and spring together, then
separate in summer.

An elderly herder couple spend the winter in a house or apartment in
town, leaving the livestock in care of their children. They return to the
countryside in early spring.

School-age children stay with a family of relatives in town during the
school year, while both parents remain with the animals. The children
return home on weekends and holidays.

School-age children spend the winter in town with their mother, while
their father stays with the livestock in the country.

Following a zud, herders who have lost a significant number of animals
pool their livestock with relatives and move into town to seek
employment, possibly making a return to herding after several years.

Several households pool their livestock over winter to make up a herd
of around 1500 animals, taking weekly or monthly turns managing the
livestock while the remainder of the households stay in town.

Unemployed people from the sum or aimag centre comb cashmere
goats for hire for a few weeks in spring.

Non-herder children or relatives come to help out with the shearing of
sheep and combing of goats in spring.

Non-herders who live in town drive out to the country to help relatives
or elderly parents with a move.

Fluid herds A family splits up its herd and places some animals in the care of
relatives living elsewhere during a period of drought or zud, or when on
otor.

Several families pool their camels or horses and take turns managing
them.

A family with few or no animals of its own manages another family’s
livestock for hire, earning an agreed amount per animal each month.

A herder family maximizes the growth of its herd in good years, so as to
provide a bank against potential losses in a subsequent drought or zud
year. Extra livestock may be managed with additional labour (paid
assistance or co-resident relatives).
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Adaptive domain Key observed tactics

Non-herders who live in town place a few animals with herder parents,
siblings, or relatives, coming each autumn to prepare winter meat stores
(idesh).

A herder family manages supplementary livestock on behalf of an
institutional organization (hospital, school, monastery, or private
company).

A herder with few animals manages rams on behalf of local herder
families, as managed by the local Citizens’ Council.

Variable production A family engages in labour-intensive dairy processing when children
are home on school holiday.

Herders increase or decrease their production of processed dairy foods
in response to market demand for liquid milk.

Resilient herds Families maintain diverse herds, including three or more of the five
major livestock species (sheep, goats, cattle, horses, and camels)

Herders maintain multi-purpose breeds of livestock, using the same
animals for meat, milk, wool, hides, and transportation.

Herders selectively breed resilient livestock that are able to survive
extreme cold, drought, and zud.

Variable resource use Herders harvest strawberries, wild onions, herbal tea, or medicinal
plants

Herder families produce hay to complement free grazing in spring

Variable product use Herders camped near the roadside sell airag, khoormog, or milk liquor
to people who are driving by.

Herders sell meat and milk through a contract with the local mine or
Monastery.

Herders sell meat and milk informally in the town centre.

Herders sell milk or meat by sending it to relatives who live in town.

Herders from several related households pool their wool or meat to
transport to the city or aimag centre for sale.

Herders sell livestock, wool, cashmere, and dairy products to diverse
buyers.

Complementary income One of the members of a family obtains income from wage labour in
town, at the Monastery, or at a nearby mine.

A household obtains income from guarding bag centre buildings,
mobile telephone mast, or other facilities.
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Adaptive domain Key observed tactics

A family provides services to tourists, such as overnight stays in a yurt,
meals, or camel rides.

A herder manages a tourist hostel at Khamar Monastery, supplying the
hostel with meat and milk from his own livestock.

A herder household provides services to tourists, in collaboration with a
relative who manages a tour company.

Vitally, the allocation and sharing of resources occurs in a distributed way, at a scale above that

of the household. Adaptive tactics are not limited to cooperation among herders who have camped

together or happen to be living in the same area, but call upon the participation of relations living in

other districts or in town (table “Sharing beyond the household”). In this sense, pastoralists’ adaptive

practices both draw upon and constitute mutual aid networks defined by their heterogeneity: herders

and others are are able to make flexible, periodic use of resources available to differently-situated

actors, by maintaining mutually supportive relationships with diverse people who can be called upon

at times of need.

In the remainder of this chapter I offer some observations on the nature of such “adaptive

relations”. In describing the adaptive importance of mutualistic relationships between heterogeneous

actors, I draw attention to how the social relations of mutual aid may be seen as integrated within

broader networks of biocultural relations, involving livestock and non-human actors. I describe how

milking and dairying situate pastoralism as a labour-adverse “economy of reproduction”, exploring

the multiple relationships between pastoral women and the animals with which they live. Drawing on

this example and on the relationships between Mongolian herders, horses, and non-physical beings, I

then comment on how the relational orientation has been read as “irrational” from an economic

perspective, whereby pastoralists are taken only as “livestock producers”. I suggest that the resilience

of pastoralism as social-ecological system in Mongolia nonetheless depends on the maintenance –

and reinforcement through cultural expression – of diversity through such heterogeneous and

mutualistic relations.
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Table 8.3: Sharing beyond the household

Shared element Examples

Labour Relatives from another herding family or from town come to help out
with a move; they may watch children, help load and unload the family
possessions, and assist in taking down and setting up the yurt and
livestock enclosure.

Several families share in collective labour of feltmaking, haymaking,
cleaning bedding from winter shelters, shearing sheep, or repairing a
road or well.

Herders and urban relatives get together to harvest strawberries or
tsulikhir.

Children spend the summer with their grandparents, helping out with
milking, dairy processing, and herding of sheep and goats.

Tools Relatives provide a vehicle to help with a move.

The owner of a tractor contributes to the communal cutting of hay and
drawing of felt.

A family provides a small yurt (otryn ger) to a household that needs to
make a lightweight long-distance move during a period of drought.

Residences Children stay with relatives in town during the school year.

An unemployed town resident moves to the country and stays with
herder relatives as a hired assistant.

Following a zud, herders who have lost many animals pool their
livestock with others and stay with relatives in town.

Herders pool their livestock for part of the year, camping together and
sharing the herding duties rotationally.

Products Parents routinely send aaruul and frozen milk to their children who are
attending school in town.

Town-dwellers prepare winter meat reserves (idesh) from livestock
managed by a relative on their behalf.

During or following a zud, urban relatives provide emergency material
assistance to affected livestock-keeping family members.

Urban employed adult children of herders send “remittances” to support
their parents.
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Dairying and the reproduction perspective

Dairy processing is a major domain of labour for Mongolian herders, and a substantial component of

pastoral women’s everyday activities. Milking livestock and processing milk are considered by many

to be “women’s work”, though this division of labour is by no means absolute. Gantömör, a herder

from Töv aimag who moved to the Gobi to live alongside his in-laws, asked pointedly about my

impressions of the labour of milking:

Do the men in Yeröö milk cattle? Around here, no one thinks that a man could milk a
cow. But in the khangai, when the need arises, men and boys milk livestock all the time.

Gantömör helped tether the camels when his wife Jargal did the milking, but did not milk

camels himself (Figure 5.8). For other households in the Gobi, milking was similarly a women’s

activity, though men and boys quite frequently helped out with rounding up, handling, and releasing

the livestock (e.g.; Figure 5.34). Another herder praised her son’s ability to milk the family’s cattle,

which she identified as an unusual skill for a young man:

He doesn’t like living in the countryside, and doesn’t want to be a herder, but he’s good
with livestock. He does all the work – even milking the cows! Of course, he’s a man,
how could he milk the cattle as well as a woman? But when his father and I have to
spend the night in town, we have nothing to worry about.

In some households, this “exceptional” need for boys and men to be involved in the milking

can be seen as a permanent one – as it is in Dolgorsüren’s family, where her grandson takes care of

much of the milking and aaruul production (Figure 5.106). For the most part, however, milking

remains a markedly gendered activity.

Little has been written about the social and economic roles of women in contemporary

Mongolian pastoral society, or how these roles are affected by development.34 Far more has been

written about the gendered aspects of development and households in pastoral African society (e.g.,

34. If anything, writers have reinforced stereotypes concerning the ostensible promiscuity of herder women – viewed as a
“natural” consequence of women being frequently left at home alone while their husbands tend the livestock, in the absence
of moralizing religious taboos. For example, see Bruun (2006), 114–115; Bulag (1998), 151.
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Dahl 1987; Ensminger 1987; Hodgson 2001; Fratkin 2014; Greenough 2012), and about pastoral

women’s particular role in adaptability to changing ecological or social conditions (Muthoni and

Wangui 2013). Gudrun Dahl (1987) has pointed out that while women’s role in pastoralism needs to

be understood in terms of gendered duties – men most frequently being in charge of breeding

(reproduction of the herd), and women in charge of milking (maintenance of the pastoral unit) – the

commodification of milk production devalues women’s labour. While similar conditions have

emerged in Mongolia, the gendered impacts of livestock marketing and intensification interventions

have barely been discussed among development practitioners.

Dairy processing is, for many households, the most flexible and adaptive area of economic

activity undertaken within the family. Dairying activities can readily be adjusted to evolving

domestic and market demands for different types of products, the supply of labour within the

household, and the quantity of milk available. These adaptive qualities are inevitably threatened by

high-yield breeds, which are for the most part intended to provide higher cash income from a single

commodity – meat, milk, wool, or cashmere – to the exclusion of other forms of production. Where

dairy processing is eliminated from the central economic strategy, women can face a reduction in

economic independence, as livestock husbandry decisions are typically (but not always) made by

men, who also often collect the income from livestock sales. Unsurprisingly, anthropologists

studying livestock intensification programs in Africa have noted the impacts of “improved” breeds on

elevating the status of men’s economic production. More than two decades ago, social scientists

noted that pastoral women’s labour was systematically being subordinated to that of men’s in

development agendas, due to men’s control of livestock – which, in contrast to the milk produced by

women, were seen as “productive” economic resources (Kettel 1992). Milk, in such cases, is likely to

be collected only for partial sale, with a substantial portion remaining in the household to satisfy

domestic needs, meaning that the efficiency of milk production appears to be substantially lower than

that of meat and livestock production. In cases where zero-grazed exotic dairy cattle have been

introduced through development interventions, as among some Maasai pastoral groups, women’s

labour contribution to livestock management has increased, while men have taken control of milk
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income from the specialized dairying activity (Wangui 2008).

Unfortunately, development projects with an intensification focus do not generally give

consideration to the importance and diversity of these processes. Indeed, during my own fieldwork in

Mongolia I was alarmed to note that some international consultants promoting high-yield livestock

breeds were in fact unaware of the full range of dairy products made by pastoral families – let alone

how significantly these contributed to women’s livelihoods and everyday work. But failure to

account for the value of dairy products was not limited to international staff. One Mongolian

development worker I interviewed, despite expressing familiarity with “traditional” dairy products,

categorically dismissed “traditional” dairy products as “economically insignificant” compared to

livestock and cashmere. This informant argued that products such as aaruul (hard cheese) are at best

seasonal commodities with limited interest to the urban consumer, as most urban Mongolians only

buy aaruul to place on their platters during the Tsagaan Sar holiday (the lunisolar New Year). Not

only was the urban consumer market weak, this specialist argued, but the prospect for export of

“traditional” products was virtually nil – such that dairy production could at best be viewed as a

private activity within the household, similar to the cooking of everyday meals.

The invisibility of domestic milk production in livestock-oriented development agendas results

from blindness to non-economic value. In Mongolia, dairy products are essential to maintaining

relations with visiting guests and relatives, in the form of ritual offerings of dairy foods to visitors

(idee amsuulakh) and gift exchange. Although recent anthropological scholarship has strongly

questioned the Maussian “gift economy” as an interpretive paradigm (Ferguson 2014), it is important

not to ignore the contexts in which gift-based reciprocity does in fact reinforce social relations.

Among Mongolian pastoralists, offering milk, aaruul, clotted cream, and other items to visitors on

their departure constitutes a ritual means of thanking guests for their company, and a sharing in the

bounty of the household – a sharing that might be expected to be returned in a reciprocal context. At

times of the year when stored dairy products are scarce, I have often received smaller, symbolic

offerings in exercise of this ritual, accompanied by an apology about the meagre size of the gift. In

the case of closer relatives, such gifts can constitute a direct form of redistribution: children visiting
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pastoral parents typically return home with large loads of food, including both meat and dairy

products. Similarly, whenever I travelled to the city from my field research sites, herders with whom

I worked regularly sent bottles of frozen milk and sacks of aaruul to their children and relatives in

Ulaanbaatar, who would collect them from us on our arrival.

In my experience these gifts of dairy products – either reciprocal or redistributive – have been,

without exception, always offered by women. Women’s social role within the pastoral household

thus encompasses a key status as gift-givers, whereby they represent the family and its bounty, and

express ritual wishes for the well-being and prosperity of others. Daily ritual offerings of milk to

spiritual beings are also the domain of women (Figure 5.118; Figure 12.3). Women’s association with

milk offerings (both to people and to mountain spirits), and their ability to represent the household in

such offerings, generates a privileged social positioning. This positioning further constitutes a central

economic role in coordinating non-market transactions involving the household. Such roles may

evidently be weakened by interventions that restructure pastoral activities to give diminished

importance to domestic dairy production. Some development projects, such as those undertaken by

the “Tsagaan Dalai” NGO or sub-components of UNDP Sustainable Grasslands Management, have

promoted greater economic independence for women through integration of their dairy production

labour into the market. Yet these approaches, guided by the desire to reduce the “inefficiencies” of

gender inequality, remain problematic insofar as they subject women to the structural inequalities

embedded in the market (O’Laughlin 2007). More importantly, they may contribute to diminishing

the non-market dimensions of dairy production by defining them as “non-economic”.
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Table 8.4: Sample herder income calculation. This calculation reflects a market-oriented pastoral
production strategy, in which a large herd is exploited for cash income. Milk liquor and aaruul are
calculated based on an average daily yield of 6 litres per animal, with production over 120 days of the
year. Approximately one litre of milk liquor is obtained from a 20-litre pot of airag, and 10% of the
liquid mass of milk is obtained as aaruul. The wool price given includes the government subsidy of
2000 tögrögs per kilogram. As of July 1, 2012 the official exchange rate was 1332 tögrögs (MNT) per
US dollar; the total gross income represented in this calculation thus amounts to 48 709 dollars, with
dairy income amounting to 6216 dollars.

commodity animals unit u/animal unit price income

Sheep 150 animal 1 170 000 25 500 000

Goats 150 animal 1 90 000 13 500 000

Cattle 4 animal 1 800 000 3 200 000

Cashmere 300 kg 0.6 70 000 12 600 000

Wool 300 kg 2 3 000 1 800 000

Aaruul 10 kg 72 10 000 7 200 000

Milk liquor 10 litre 36 3 000 1 080 000

TOTAL 64 880 000

Many women do obtain significant independent income from dairy production. Certainly this

is the case for the pastoral women with whom I worked, who stored aaruul over the summer and sold

it in autumn or winter at markets in town, or at seasonal fairs (Figure 7.84 – Figure 7.92), earning a

few hundred thousand tögrögs – or sometimes much more. The accompanying table (“Sample herder

income calculation”) provides a sample calculation of annual income available to a medium-scale

herder household keeping approximately 400 sheep, 400 goats, and 20 cows, of which 10 are milked.

From a strictly economic point of view the dairying income may appear to be marginal compared to

other sources, such as the sale of cashmere or sheep carcasses. Sheep and goats are clearly the most

lucrative livestock, with the low value of wool being offset by the higher market price for mutton.

But even the calculation of dairy income in this table is not entirely realistic, however, as it assumes

that all milk will be processed into aaruul and milk liquor, and that all of that will be sold at market

rates. Most pastoralists domestically consume around half of the milk and dairy foods they produce,
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distributing the remainder to children, relatives, and visitors. Only 30% of respondents in a recent

household survey to which I contributed stated that they sold any milk or dairy products at all (Thrift

et al. 2015); of those who did market dairy products, only one out of ten herders reported selling more

than two thirds of what they produced (Figure 8.8).35 Thus even for women who produce for the

market, total cash income from a year’s aaruul and milk liquor production is most likely to be in the

range of one million tögrögs or less.

Figure 8.8: Proportion of milk and dairy products reported sold at market, by percentage of dairy-
producing households

Acknowledging this disparity between the theoretical and actual cash income values of dairy

products is important for two reasons. On the one hand, the low actual incomes from dairy processing

can lead to the view that such activity provides little of economic value to the household, and might

as well be ignored. On the other hand, the perception that cash incomes could be as much as eight

times higher, if only women’s labour were better integrated into the market economy, causes the

various non-monetary uses of milk to be categorized as “inefficient” production systems resulting

from gender difference. Both of these possible conclusions are problematic as they seek to eliminate

the social value and household well-being created through women’s work.

35. The herders at Delger Farm, shown in chapter 5, are an outlier in this case, selling more than 80% of what they
produced.
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A converse implication of specialization, where improved breeds are dairy-oriented, is that

women’s labour can become considerably less appealing. Some women considered milking livestock

a relatively monotonous, even drudgerous activity – but these were women who milked large

numbers of animals, and for whom milking consumed a significant part of their daily work. Some

other women mentioned that their work was not particularly interesting as it involved “the same work,

day after day” (ödör bür davtdag ajiltai). In one yak-breeding household I visited, for example, each

milking took an hour to complete, with twenty or thirty yaks to milk at a time. For herders with

specialized dairy operations, the work could take even longer: the herders at Delger Farm in

Dornogovi milked the cattle for nearly an hour and a half, three times a day, for a total of about 30

hours a week. Unsurprisingly, the women employed at the various dairy farms we visited consistently

expressed dissatisfaction with the drudgery of their labour. The greater time requirement in dairy

farms results partly from the large number of animals to be milked, and partly from the fact that the

animals are typically milked more frequently, for a greater number of months in the year, in order to

maintain stable production. With cattle being milked several times a day, these herders consistently

mentioned that they had “no time to sleep”, particularly in summertime. The cattle in a specialized

operation need to be milked at dawn, then sent out to graze, milked in the field at noon, and milked

again once they return at dusk. In total, there are five hours spent milking cows (including

transportation time spent reaching the cattle in the field for noon milking), and three to four hours of

cooking and housework (Table “Sample time allocation”). Processing cheese could add another two

or three hours of work. Even without cheese processing or any other pastoral activities, five hours a

day of milking cattle amounts to approximately 1800 hours of labour a year, without holiday.

Table 8.5: Sample time allocation for a pastoral woman in summer

Time Activity

05:00 – 06:30 Milking cattle in the barn

06:30 – 07:30 Morning tea

07:30 – 11:00 (Processing cheese)
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Time Activity

11:00 – 11:30 Housework

11:30 – 12:30 Preparing and eating lunch

12:30 – 14:30 Milking cattle in the field

14:45 – 16:30 Nap

16:30 – 18:00 Making and eating dinner

20:45 – 22:15 Milking cattle in the barn

22:45 – 04:45 Sleep

In practice it is misleading to describe such a “daily routine” for most pastoralists, as there can

be considerable variation in who does what each day, and many activities are seasonal or annual in

nature. The women at Tasag, for example, had an established routine of distilling milk liquor and

making aaruul on alternate days, but there was much variation to this routine. Some of the activities

documented during my field research included an overnight expedition to harvest strawberries,

several trips to the city or aimag, and a visit to Pürevjav in Khandgait, during which the dairying

activities were left in the hands of children or neighbours.

The increased drudgery of specialized dairy production partly correlates to the requirements of

maintaining cattle in an enclosed barn: the animals need to be supplied with feed, and the barn needs

to be cleaned of dung after each milking. In households where livestock are kept outdoors, the

removal of dung is a substantially different process. Cattle dung may be left a few days to dry, then

gathered from the household and nearby grazing areas by hand or with rake-like scoops (savar), then

piled up to be used for fuel the following year, once it has dried completely. The dung of sheep and

goats, which accumulates considerably within livestock pens, is often left in place, since the thick

bedding that results provides insulation against the frozen ground. Where livestock are kept in

enclosed shelters, it becomes necessary to remove the bedding (khörzön avakh) each spring, as the

accumulated dung would otherwise fill the entire height of the shelter. In Pürevjav’s enclosure, for

instance, 600 sheep created a layer of bedding approximately 60 cm deep over the course of a winter;

it took a team of around 10 people working at a time half a day to clean it out. Both these forms of
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dung removal can be considered less drudgerous than the daily cleaning of a cattle barn, however.

Gathering dung from areas grazed by cattle (argal tüükh) takes some time, but is rarely a daily chore,

and is less monotonous insofar as it involves walking about and actively seeking dung in different

places. Using the arag, a wicker basket carried like a backpack, the dried dung can be gathered and

carried comfortably and with relatively little exertion. Cleaning out a livestock enclosure is much

more labour-intensive, but becomes a form of communal labour, with the reward of being able to

socialize – and likely to drink – with family and neighbours.

Similarly, intensive milking becomes “drudgerous” as there is little variation in the everyday

activity. This is in strong contrast to what happens in adaptive pastoral households. Nomin and

Oyunaa milked their goats and sold milk to pilgrims at Khamar Monastery when living close to their

parents, but ceased milking the goats when they moved farther away. Although the couple had the

means to produce greater quantities of milk liquor and cheese with the goat milk, instead of sending

much of the fresh milk to the monastery, by moving farther away they lost access to supplementary

labour. Togtokh Lama’s children milked camels at the monastery for part of the year, but later sent

the camels to be herded by a family of relatives to the North (the sheep and goats were managed by

San and Saraa; see Figure 4.56 – Figure 5.44), due to poor vegetation growth at the monastery. Such

practices of dividing up herds and sharing them with others is far from uncommon.

Dairy production, as I have indicated above, serves in reinforcing mutualist social relations

through gifting and distribution to children and relatives; but it also provides for the maintenance of

human-animal relations. Elaborating on Dahl’s (1987) comments regarding pastoral women’s role in

milk production, Kettel clarifies the “symbiotic relationship” between women and livestock that

emerges through milking:

In order to yield well, livestock – particularly cattle – require familiarity with the people
who milk them. The milking relationship that develops between the milker and the cow
is a continuing context of animal domestication in pastoral production. It is also in
milking that livestock herders must balance the needs of their households against the
needs of the calves and the future of the herd as a reproducing resource. (Kettel 1992, 26)
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The Mongolian herders with whom I worked agreed strongly with this description. Moreover,

several asserted that the converse of the human–livestock mutualistic relationship – that is, negative

relations between a herder and her livestock – can produce tangible negative effects. Herders who

experience higher-than-average losses are indeed likely to be looked upon with some suspicion or

skepticism. I was told that one household had very bad karma, or “had curses” (kharaaltai), meaning

that anything they touched was affected by a dark energy: milk would spoil, a cow’s udder would dry

up before the calf had been weaned, livestock would be stillborn, healthy animals would die. In the

absence of a positive, “pure” mindset, I was told, the livestock could not survive.

The “continuing domestication”, which Kettel describes as present in the human-animal

relationship maintained through milking practice, is central to the set of social and inter-species

relations within pastoral society. Natasha Fijn (2011), drawing on the work of Tim Ingold (2004), has

described the relationship between Mongolian herders and livestock as a form of “co-domestication”

or “co-evolution”. The relational “co-domestication” perspective is positioned in opposition to the

anthropocentric notion of “domestication”, which Haraway has described as “the paradigmatic act of

masculine, single parent, self-birthing, whereby man makes himself repetitively, as he invents

(creates) his tools” (2003, 27). Haraway attempts to overturn the domestication narrative in her

argument that dogs – domesticated wolves – had agency in their domestication as companion species,

originally gaining proximity to people as scavengers on human waste dumps. The herder-animal

relationship in Mongolia can be described in similarly mutualistic terms. The pastoral mode of

subsistence is frequently described in Mongolia as having evolved due to the “bounty” of livestock36

– an interpretation that directly acknowledges the agency of animals in offering their milk, wool, and

selves to humans. It is a mutualistic relationship, driven by a mentality of care, rather than an

exploitative one. The herder–animal relationship in Mongolia presents many maternal-reproductive

elements that are at risk, however, in the transition to a “scientific” herd management.

Several of the pastoral women with whom I worked asserted, when asked how they felt about

their everyday work as pastoralists, that processing milk is ikh buyantai ajil – work possessing great

36. The widespread concept of “bounty” or “fortune” provided by livestock is referenced for example in the title of herder
Ts. Namkhainyambuu’s autobiography, Bounty from the Sheep, translated by Mary Rossabi. Namkhainyambuu (2000)
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virtue. “Buyan”, a religious term, is used to mean both “wholesomeness” (or “virtue”) and “merit”,

encompassing any action, speech, or thought that helps others or reduces suffering.37 Indeed, milk is

widely seen by these women as deriving from a close, trusting (e.g., maternal) relationship.

Mongolian dairying practices are grounded in the idea that the mother’s continued giving of milk is

contingent on her ongoing maternal care for her offspring: young livestock are not weaned until

winter, when the cattle stop producing milk in preparation for spring birth, and calves are always

allowed to suckle briefly before the cow is milked by humans (as seen universally in the image

galleries presented in chapter 5).

The cultural value of milk is further related to a widely-held view of biological symbiosis

between Mongolians, livestock, and their natural environment. Many Mongols extoll the virtues of a

summertime diet consisting exclusively of dairy foods (tsagaan khool, or “white food”, a term now

also used to translate “vegetarian”). I have often heard it asserted that the consumption of meat in

summer is a relatively recent, urban phenomenon; the “authentic” Mongolian diet is a seasonal one,

consisting almost exclusively of dairy products in summer and primarily meat in winter. Drinking

milk in summertime, according to this account, provides nutrition and strength, while eating meat and

mutton fat in winter offers the body protection against the harsh cold. Such claims are sometimes

invoked by the pastoralists with whom I work in explaining my apparently uncanny ability, for a

non-Mongolian, to eat a meal consisting entirely of boiled meat and fat: since I come from Canada –

a “cold country” – my organism must be adapted to the need to consume large amounts of meat in

order to stay warm in winter. Foreigners from warmer climates, by contrast, are unable to eat mutton

– to the extent that their bodies find meat and fat physically repulsive – but instead rely on vegetables,

and particularly “hot vegetables [condiments]”. Diet, according to this viewpoint, is not simply a

matter of personal taste or even response to one’s current cultural environment, but a set of practices

governed by inherited biological needs, which are conditioned by generations of subsistence in a

particular ecological environment. The view that staple foods that are not locally sourced may indeed

37. The arvan tsagaan buyan or “ten wholesome deeds” (dasa kusala kamma) are the opposite of the arvan khar nügel
(dasa akusala kamma); they include (1) non-killing, (2) non-stealing, (3) restraint from improper sexual relations, (4) truth-
fulness, (5) non-slandering, (6) harmonious and gentle speech, (7) non-frivolous talk, (8) non-covetousness, (9) good-will,
and (10) right view.
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become “poisonous” to the Mongolian body, as I discuss in chapter 12 with reference to Chinese milk

sold in Mongolia, can be considered a clear extension of this argument.

Mongolian women describe many of the qualities ascribed to this “maternal relationship” as

applicable to both human and animals. In some cases, I was struck by the impression that gendered

practices may have originated in a transposition of observed behaviour from livestock to humans.

One example of this is the concept of shilrekh (“escaping”) – the practice of a woman or animal to

wander far from home, without warning, just before she is about to give birth. This tendency is most

apparent in camels, which are said to refuse to give birth in any place where they expect they might

be seen by others. During my field research in Dornogovi I made arrangements with a

camel-breeding family to call us by telephone when one of their expecting camels were about to give

birth, so that we might witness the delivery. Several days passed, until suddenly the herder called us

to announce that their camel had wandered off and given birth in the middle of the night, with no one

having noticed the fact until the following day. Another household was expecting two new camel

calves; the first pregnant camel had gone missing for a day or two, and when she was eventually

found by the family, her calf had already been born. The household kept the second camel tied down

outside their home, out of concern that she might wander off and fall prey to wolves, but to no avail;

one night the camel pulled the stake to which she had been tethered out of the ground, and wandered

off to give birth. This practice of “escaping” is also observed in cattle, which are said to wander off as

a group when any one of them is about to deliver a calf, and in horses, whose birth is rarely seen by

anyone. When a woman is about to give birth, people say that she will similarly wander off. In the

days leading up to childbirth she will feel heavy and lethargic, and will spend most of her time resting

– heeding others’ warnings to stay close to home, and to avoid any heavy lifting or manual work. But

on the day before her contractions begin, her husband might come home to find the house empty; no

one will know where the pregnant woman has gone. Several women I asked about this phenomenon

explained that on the day before childbirth, they suddenly feel as though their bodies have become

lighter, and – tired of lying about indoors – experience an urge to go outside, to forget about the

pregnancy, and simply wander off.
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Observed livestock behaviours such as these may naturalize human behaviours or attitudes

involving sex, gender, and reproduction. If the mother animal is nurturing, emotionally responsive,

and potentially fickle, it stands to reason that human mothers will manifest the same traits.

Conversely, the aggression and crazed behaviour of male livestock in rut (particularly the camel),

being accepted as a natural consequence of a biologically determined state, may contribute to the

naturalization of male aggression (agsam zan, on which see Pedersen 2011). A broad set of customs

involves coaxing (uyaraakh) mother animals who refuse their young (golokh), through special

musical melodies and calls intended to induce heightened emotions – drawing on the understanding

that milk production is related to a special emotional state associated with the mother–infant bond.38

In the case of sheep, a ewe may be coaxed using the toig song:39

My pure40 white sheep
Why do you reject41 your lamb?
The fragrance of your milk
Is in its tail!
Khos! Khos! Khos! Khos!
Spring will come
The nearby snows will melt
The dry winds will come
What of yours will lie next to you?
Toig! Toig! Toig! Toig!
The warm time will come
The plants of the mountain will grow

38. On the camel coaxing ritual see Byambasuren Davaa and Luigi Falorni, Ingen nulims [The Story of the Weeping
Camel] (film), 2003; Sampildendev, Urtnasan, and Dorjdagva (2006), 40–44; and Mongolian Ministry of Education, Cul-
ture and Science, “Coaxing ritual for camel calves”, Nomination file no. 00548 for Inscription on the List of Intangible Cul-
tural Heritage in Need of Urgent Safeguarding in 2011, http://www.unesco.org/culture/ich/doc/download.php?versionID=
09272.

39. This translation is from a variant published in Tserensodnom (1987), 28; transcribed from Davaa Vandan (f) in the
former Avzaga sum in Bulgan aimag. See also the variant in Pegg (2001), 237.

40. In Mongolian, “khundan tsagaan khoni”. I have used the term “pure” to gloss khundan, which denotes a colouring
of sheep, indicates a pure (white) colour; neither the head nor any part of the body has any black or brown coloration.

41. What I have glossed as “reject” is golokh, which implies rejection on the grounds of a poor match, due to inadequacy
or inappropriateness of the thing being refused. Thus a person might refuse a meal (khool golokh) that they dislike, or
an engine might refuse to operate on a substandard grade of fuel (tülsh golokh). Applied to livestock, the concept of
tölöö golokh (“rejecting her newborn”) describes a mother animal who rejects, refuses to acknowledge, or simply walks
away from her young. As the term expresses an active rejection, it ascribes consciousness and deliberate behaviour to the
livestock.

http://www.unesco.org/culture/ich/doc/download.php?versionID=09272
http://www.unesco.org/culture/ich/doc/download.php?versionID=09272
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Your colostrum will swell up42

What of yours will come to greet you?
Toig! Toig! Toig! Toig!
The abundant summer will come
The plants of the world will grow
Your udder will swell up
Who will suckle on it?
Toig! Toig! Toig! Toig!

Similarly, the female camel is coaxed with a ritual song known as inge khööslökh:

Khöös! Khöös! Khöös! Khöös!
You wander in a line toward the water
Race over and drink
Your soft eyes fill with tears
End your melodic song43

Your cork-like head goes green
Go quickly and eat
Your dipper-like udder swells full
Let your nutritious milk flow forth44

The budargana peeps out from under the ground
Hurry and eat it
Your bulging breast softens
Let it flow forth like spring water!

Similarly, the concept of khökh goridokh, an illness in lactating mothers who are denied an

expected gift, reflects the understanding that milk production – in humans as in livestock – is directly

related to psychological state. I encountered this idea when my wife Naran had just given birth to our

oldest daughter. Although Naran described the incident to a number of women in Canada, she was

surprised to learn that Canadian women did not share her experience of the ailment, let alone have a

42. Literally chinekh (chinuqu), which describes a (painful) swelling, such as khökh chinekh or khökh chinerekh, meaning
the swelling of a nursing mother’s breast that occurs when she has more milk than the infant will consume. The root chin-
is also encountered in related words meaning “abundance”, such as chineeleg (chinegelik) and chineetei ( chineg-e tei),
meaning “wealthy”, “prosperous”, or “powerful”.

43. The melodic call of the camel is builakh.
44. The singer calls to the camel, saaliin shimee ivleech dee – literally “let the nutrition of your milk descend through

your udder”. The term ivlekh refers to the passage of milk through the udder or breast.
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term for what she considered a natural biological condition related to lactation and birth, common to

humans and other species.

“Khökh Goridokh”

My sister-in-law came by one day carrying a large paper shopping bag, which she left
with her coat next to the door, then proceeded to the kitchen where she sat down and
began chatting with Naran. But Naran was distracted by the large paper bag, in whose
direction she made frequent and surreptitious glances. Finally she could bear her
curiosity no longer, and asked her sister, “what is it you brought in that paper bag?”

Naran’s sister blushed, and replied, “nothing – just a bit of shopping I did on the way
here”.

A few moments later Naran went to the toilet and her sister whispered to me, “actually I
have some chocolates from a friend’s birthday party, but I don’t think we should share
them with Naran, since breastfeeding women aren’t supposed to eat sweets”. She
pressed a candy into my hand. But it was too late: Naran, on her way out of the
washroom, had caught a glance of a candy wrapper.

“Oh, did you bring some candies?” she asked expectantly.

“No, no, I just found a few old tissues and candy wrappers in my pocket”, her sister
replied hastily.

That evening Naran began to feel pains in her breast. The breast became red and swollen,
and the baby refused to nurse from that side. Naran worried that she was developing a
fever. “Could it be an infection?” I wondered.

“No, no, düügeesee bi goridson – I expected something from my sister!” she exclaimed.
“Bi yag goridson yumaa – It’s clear, I expected something! She had something in that
paper bag, I was sure of it. How could it have been otherwise? Doesn’t she know better
than to come to a nursing woman’s home empty-handed? And she was hiding candies
from me!”

We consulted Naran’s mother, who confirmed the diagnosis. Khökh goridokh, she
warned us, is a very dangerous condition; some women have suffered masectomies due
to complications from expectation brought upon by a careless visitor. The only way to
expunge the expectation is for the person who caused it to trick the victim (khuurakh), in
the same way that trickery is used to cure the hiccups: by giving an emotional shock,
causing the victim to believe in something horrible or inconceivable, or by fostering
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self-doubt as others insist that her memory or understanding of a certain reality is untrue.
In this instance the trickery must relate to the gift, and must be followed by the offering
of a real gift.

The morning following the onset Naran’s illness her sister showed up again, carrying
another large paper bag, with tears in her eyes. “I’m sorry I caused your expectation”,
she said. “In reality I was on my way to a birthday party and I just though I’d drop in. I
was carrying a gift for my friend, but I didn’t have enough money to get you anything
yesterday. And I thought that since I come by all the time, you wouldn’t really expect
anything of me. How could I have been so naïve? So I borrowed some money from
Mother to get you a few things.” She pulled out a box of chocolates from her bag and
offered it to Naran. “Maybe this won’t make you better, but at least I want to make up
for yesterday.”

As Naran opened the box of chocolates, she looked startled. “What’s this?” she
demanded. Inside the box, where the chocolates should have been, were pebbles and
sand.

“Oh, I must have given you the wrong box. My mistake,” said Naran’s sister, passing her
another box of chocolates. This time the box contained chocolate, not pebbles.

And thus was Naran’s illness cured.

As suggested in my description of this incident, the victim of khökh goridokh must truly

believe that she is being offered a gift, which on opening should turn out to be something of no value

– pebbles, in this instance, but it could also have been small pieces of animal dung, or used tea leaves,

or bits of grass. Following the shock of this deception, the woman must be offered a real gift, at

which point the expectation illness should have been cured. The illness reflects, as I mentioned above,

a culturally defined and biologically experienced relationship between health, affective state, and

milk production; but it also shows that this relationship is directly shaped by external social relations.

An economy of reproduction

Both animal husbandry and secondary pastoral activities – in the examples I take here, milking and

dairy production – are positioned by way of such practices as reproductive activities, rather than as

productive (economic) ones. The concept of “production” – as in “livestock production”, a term used
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throughout development project and policy documents in Mongolia – relates to activities that are

viewed as linear processes, whereby inputs are transformed into “final products”, that exist

independently of their creators as commodities or as consumables. Reproduction, by contrast, does

not involve the creation of objective “products”, so much as a continuation – albeit in different or

evolving form – of the subject–creator. Although my description of pastoral practice in terms of

“reproductive processes” is not intended as a direct translation of the terminologies that are always

used by herders themselves, I believe that the distinction between “production” and “reproduction”

can helpfully elucidate herders’ implicit attitudes toward their livestock and animal husbandry.

Pastoralism may differ from other forms of subsistence insofar as it involves an ongoing

relationship with autonomous living beings, which are in many respects viewed as part of the herding

household. Although Mongolian herders’ attitudes toward livestock are not quite the same as those

people in other societies might express towards household pets – sheep are not given names, and they

do, in the end, get eaten! – I suggest that Mongolian livestock can be regarded as a form of

“companion species”, in the sense described by Donna Haraway. Unlike the harvesting of crops or

mineral resources, or “industrial” livelihoods involving the transformation of commodified resources,

pastoral animal husbandry centres on the reproduction of living beings that may be considered part of

the household. Spatial boundaries between human and animal residential quarters are often blurred:

small livestock (sheep and goats) are almost always kept immediately next to the home, and in cases

of illness or just after birth, weak animals may be brought to stay within the family’s home overnight;

in some cases I have seen goat kids inside the yurt cuddled with the same type of affection as a

Westerner might reserve for a pet dog. Families with large herds may construct special enclosures for

newborn animals, or may repurpose one of the household’s yurts to accommodate lambs and kids.

During long otor moves, requiring an overnight stay prior to reaching the final destination, family

members may camp directly among their livestock. Spatial boundaries also overlap in transportation

itself, as seen with Nomin and Oyunaa’s small animals being loaded in Eldev’s jeep along with the

rest of the family and its belongings as the family prepares to move (Figure 4.20 – Figure 4.21).

Industrial livestock production can present requirements that are in direct opposition to
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Mongolian herders’ commonly held sense of ethics for the treatment of animals. This is notably the

case with stall-feeding and industrial slaughtering methods, the latter of which I discuss in chapter 12.

Donna Haraway has drawn attention to the ethics of treating companion species in ways that not only

reduce suffering, but promote well-being, which is relevant here as Mongolian herders’ methods of

dealing with livestock consistently embody an assumption of animal sentience. On the most basic

level, herders tend to allow their livestock relative freedom – particularly in allowing their animals to

graze freely (duraaraa) – and avoid causing suffering. Notably, the slaughter of an animal is

generally practised in such a way as the minimize suffering for the animal. Before killing the animal

herders will often apologize to the animal, or say “bi alaagüi shüü!” (“It was not I who killed [you]!”).

Sheep are customarily killed by making a small cut in the animal’s chest, just below the sternum,

through which the herder inserts his hand and breaks the coronary artery with his finger, causing a

rapid loss of consciousness and a painless death. More than once, I have heard from men slaughtering

animals that they have killed too many sheep in their lifetime, and will need to train someone else to

do the work: each subsequent sheep is said to take a bit longer than the previous to die.

Pastoralism is thus best viewed in broader terms than as a system of activities for producing

meat, milk, and wool, since the latter view places emphasis on the material transformation of

resources “acquired” from livestock, acknowledging only human agency and interests. If instead we

define pastoralism as a system of activities for maintaining the subsistence of a household and its

livestock as biological subjects, the types of material resources and their transformations must be

described in much more contingent terms. We can thus say that it is the companionship between

livestock and humans that guarantees mutual subsistence, and not the specific processes involving

livestock resources (meat, wool, milk) or human resources (labour). In effect, livestock may be

exploited differently at different times – or perhaps even not exploited at all, as was the case with

Dösh Lama’s cattle at Khamar Monastery, which were left to roam free, or with the sanctified

livestock at Noogii and Enkhee’s place (Figure 5.17), which were shorn but not slaughtered for meat.

These changing relations mirror the ways that human labour and social organization within the

herding camp can evolve.
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Table 8.6: Features of the reproduction perspective

Adaptive Involves using whatever means are available to ensure survival, through
adjustment to changing “natural” processes, rather than attempting to
control the environment.

Long-term Oriented toward long-term mutual survival, rather than short-term,
individual gain.

Impermanent Accepts the inevitability of loss. There can be no permanent accumulation
of biological wealth (as is implied in the accumulation and inheritance of
material capital).

Evolving Accepts the replacement and evolution of the group over time. The
social/kin group, culture, or species will continue to exist even if the actors,
places, and relationships within it change.

Relational Identifies value as pertaining to relations (social or biological), rather than
to individuals.

Diverse Operates through the maintenance of diverse and extensive relations.
Maintaining diverse relations rather than specific practices generates a
generative context in which innovative, adaptive practices are possible.

Non-scalable Acknowledges the value of growth, but expects entities such as households
or herds eventually split off to form new ones, rather than remaining
consolidated within the parent.

The conceptional categories of “production” and “reproduction” map in Mongolian to

üildverlel and nökhön ürjikhüi. The first of these terms, “üildverlel”, comes from the root üil-,

meaning “action”; it has the literal sense of “manufacture” – “making by action”, with the action

itself being performed either by human or by machine. Its focus is on material process and

commodity; the anonymous producer subject is invisible or possibly even absent, since the process

does not necessarily involve humans. It is embedded in an economy of ongoing production, in which

consumers are assumed to drive demand but are, themselves, an anonymous collective. “Nökhön

ürjikhüi”, reproduction, literally has the combined sense of replacement (nökhökh) and proliferation

(ürjikhui). Like manufacture, it reflects a continuing process of creation, but its result is the

maintenance of a population by replacing those that die off, through a process of multiplication rather

than sequential production. The “products” of the reproductive process are not independent entities

generated by an external, mechanical process, but organic parts (offspring) of the original creator
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herself, with whom they will coexist for a time before coming producers (pro/creators) themselves.

The relationship between creator and progeny is always one of self-reproduction. But reproduction

involves more than the one-to-one reproduction of the individual organism, as it is always situated

within the context of a larger group – the herd, family, society, or species – on which it depends, and

the reproduction of which it simultaneously ensures. Reproduction, as Marilyn Strathern (2014) has

pointed out, differs from economic production in that it is non-scalable: biological growth implies

substantive change.

The “irrationality” of adaptability

One of the challenges to adopting an adaptive, reproduction-focused perspective is that keeping

livestock on such principles does not always seem “rational” from the perspective of

production-oriented economics. Where development practitioners acknowledge the non-economic

value of livestock to Mongolian herders, it is generally in one of two ways. The first is through the

(formalist) view that local “cultural value” – such as taste, or appreciation of cultural heritage – can

be accommodated in universal, rational economic calculus, considered alongside (but generally

secondary to) cash income. The second is through the position that “traditional” values – such as

those prioritizing large herd sizes – are essentially survivals from a past set of conditions, that would

readily be modernized if herders had the economic and technical tools to do so. Several development

projects have been built on the discourse that Mongolian herders have “too many animals of poor

quality”. The critiques of Mongolian herders raised within this discourse are uncannily similar to

those advanced against African pastoralists and their so-called “cattle complex”. To quote one

informant:

If we want to do something about rangeland degradation in Mongolia, we can start by
reducing the number of horses. Horses roam about, eating up all the grass, but what use
are they to their owners? Hardly anyone rides them anymore. No one uses horse-drawn
carts. Herders these days all have motorcycles and trucks, so the horses are just left to
wander free. Mongolians like to train horses for racing, but what is the use of twenty
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horses when you only train one or two? Unlike sheep or goats horses don’t produce any
wool, and people let them roam for years rather than slaughter them for their meat. In
most places people don’t even milk the mares. But there are families with a hundred
horses!

From an ecological or economic point of view, breeding large numbers of horses seems to

cause more trouble than it is worth: horses consume vegetation that could be available to more

economically productive livestock, yet they are often left to roam free rather than be used for

transport, food, or other purposes. On the other hand, owning horses – regardless of the cost – can

serve as an important affirmation of the herder’s cultural identity. In effect, the horse is revered

throughout Mongolia as a symbol of wealth, masculinity, and good fortune.

The so-called “cattle complex” among African pastoralists – by which herders are perceived as

growing their herds irrationally and at all costs – was classically viewed as a reason for imposing

limits on herd sizes. The term “cattle complex” was appropriated from Herskovits, who argued that in

East Africa cattle “play the greatest part in the everyday life of their owners, so that no study of the

region can be made without considering them” (1926, 249) – leading him to define an “East African

cattle area” as a distinct “culture area”. According to Hertskovits’s account, people such as the

Shilluk and Dinka of the upper Nile and the Bahima of Uganda never slaughtered their cattle,

consuming only those that died of natural causes (the Mkamba reportedly refused to slaughter cattle

to eat, even if they were at the point of starvation); Nuer chiefs maintained burial mounds containing

ox bones, to show off their wealth; the Maasai associated military power with cattle raiding, gave

names for their cows, and had contempt for agricultural foods and labour; the Nandi had special

ceremonies for their cattle, on capture and for feasts, and refused to combine meat and agricultural

foods; the pastoral Suk had a highly specialized vocabulary to describe cattle and their features; and

the Bahima of Angola calculated the greatness of a ruler through the number of cattle in his realm,

over which he was considered the real owner.

What Herskovits intended by the term “complex” was a nexus of culture traits, though his term

came to be misinterpreted in Freudian terms – in the sense “they have a cattle complex” (Mair 1985).

According to Bates (1990), the cattle complex has stood out in development studies as an example of
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the gap between “traditional” and “modern” societies, and used in support of modernization theory –

the idea that with enough information and education, rural people can become more entrepreneurial

and more politically engaged. Bates argues, however, that this his own fieldwork in rural Africa led

him to discount the idea of a “cattle complex”, or more broadly the uninformed rural herder bound to

tradition. He identified instances of entrepreneurial activities; interest in foreign culture and current

affairs, as evidenced by intensive questioning of foreign field workers; and political involvement in

the form of insurrection against the Rhodesian army.

The “cattle complex” has been seen as a corollary to the “tragedy of the commons” in East

Africa, by leading herders to privilege herd size at the expense of livestock quality and productivity,

and with little regard for rangeland carrying capacity. In the East African case, the data referenced by

Herskovits were gathered at the turn of the 20th century, immediately following a great rinderpest

epidemic that decimated the cattle population, leaving pastoralists intent on rebuilding their stocks;

there is no evidence for pastoralists having a disregard for the quality of their animals (Majok and

Schwabe 1996, 47–49). Thus the fixation by colonialists and development practitioners on the

supposed irrationality of the “cattle complex” has resulted from a misreading of Herskovits’s original

argument, a reference to short-term data taken in a post-crisis period, and a lack of attention to actual

economizing behaviour related to cattle. Chambers suggested that it was in fact the “veterinary and

animal husbandry experts” who had a “cattle complex”, with their aesthetic, emotional, and irrational

attachment to exotic cattle breeds that were maladaptive to the local climate (1983, 77). Chambers

goes on to argue that the focus on exotic cattle has led to a neglect of smaller, indigenous livestock

species – such as goats or donkeys – which are less prone to disease and pests, spread risk better

because they are smaller, can be herded by children, and can be bought and sold or slaughtered as

necessary. Their own “complex” (cultural bias) leads foreigners to dismiss goats, donkeys, and mules

as inferior livestock due to their cultural connotations for Westerners.

Unlike some of the peoples described by Herskovits, Mongolians do not consume the meat of

animals that have died of natural causes (i.e., without being slaughtered), including animals that froze

to death in extremely cold winters, nor even make use of their hides. Herders in Yeröö reported
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abandoning the carcasses of dozens of such animals in the fields in 2010, whereupon enterprising

livestock brokers (chenj) would drive by and recover the carcasses carcasses for their skins – or even,

some suspected, to sell the meat to unknowing consumers in the city. Yet Mongolian herders

customarily refrain from killing young animals, as is often articulated with reference to a taboo

against slaughtering immature livestock. On several occasions I have heard told that Filatova, the

Russian wife of long-serving Mongolian head of state Tsedenbal, had a special herd of lambs kept for

her meat supply as Russians prefer lamb to mutton – much to the horror of the Mongolians

involved!45 This taboo is more generally directed toward infant beings; Mongolians will willingly sell

and eat hogget, the meat of juvenile sheep over a year in age (i.e., meat of a tölög, or year-old lamb).46

Concerns about the “irrationality” of Mongolian pastoralism among development planners and

extension workers are hardly new. The 1947-1952 “Agricultural Expedition to the MPR [Mongolian

People’s Republic]” organized by the Russian Academy of Sciences, intended to provide a framework

for Soviet-sponsored pastoral-sector development, reported that the Mongolian pastoral sector was

extremely “backward” at the time. Murphy summarizes the findings of this report as follows:

The expedition found the breeds of livestock to be primitive and unspecialized (i.e.,
range animals not bred for beef or dairy purposes). The Mongols still continued to use
their centuries-old techniques. Investments in wells, cattle shelters, improved pastures,
fencing, and stocks of winter feed were found to be almost nonexistent. After a quarter
of a century of Soviet tutelage the nomads still drew a large part of their subsistence
from their own output and were not drawn completely into a market economy. They
continued to maintain large horse herds, choosing to store their wealth in this way rather
than in money or commodities, despite the fact that the state did not favor this traditional
practice for it led to a lower output of exportable beasts such as sheep or cattle.
(G. Murphy 1959, 243)

These comments are instructive as they illustrate the way in which the Mongolian pastoral

sector was positioned within the Soviet modernization project, which directed the economic strategy

underlying collectivization. First, herding was perceived as “backward” because it was extensive –

45. See a likely apocryphal anecdote about this in the Oral History of Twentieth Century Mongolia archive, interview
with D. Nansal, ID 090768B.

46. In North America the term “mutton” is used rarely; it is absent from US food labelling regulations, and in Canada
applies only to ovine carcasses of Canada D1 and Canada D4 grades. See the discussion on meat grading in chapter 12.
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lacking in improved pastures, enclosed grazing areas, fodder supplies, and the like – which limited its

capacity for surplus production. Second, investment in horses was not recognized as a strategy

influenced by the high symbolic value placed on horses in Mongolian society, but as an economically

irrational one, which was all the more misguided because it did not take macroeconomic

considerations (i.e., export potential) into account. Even earlier concerns about the “irrationality” of

Mongolians can be found in a passage by Maiskii quoted below (1956, 288), concerning hay

production among the Mongols in the early twentieth century. Maiskii notes that haymakers who

were subjects of Buddhist monasteries or ecclesiastic princes would, for religious regions, not be

allowed to cut grass while it was still green. “Such are the obstacles”, Maiskii exclaims, “that have to

be overcome in Autonomous Mongolia by rational farming!”

The tension between these two ideal perspectives – pastoralism as cultural practice versus

pastoralism as economic production – remains present in public debate over the governance of

Mongolia’s pastoral sector. Specifically notable is the assertion by the Parliamentary Committee

drafting the new Rangelands Law that “the traditional method of managing grazing areas publicly, in

common, and free of charge does not meet contemporary needs” (Bud et al. 2010) – a claim that, with

its subsequent discussion, betrays a conception of “traditional” rangeland management as lacking in

formal coordination, based entirely in custom, kinship, and trust, and providing little or no surplus

production.

Perceived “irrationality” also encompasses Mongolian herders’ insistence on maintaining large

herds of “unproductive” animals, rather than engaging in intensive summer fattening followed by

autumn offtake of lambs. This perception is explicit in the Russian Agricultural Expedition report

mentioned above, which bemoaned the large numbers of (useless) horses kept by Mongolian herders.

Nonetheless, maximizing herd sizes can be a very practical strategy under non-equilibrium

conditions. Researchers have found evidence of extreme fluctuations in livestock and wildlife

populations due to climatic factors in Inner Asian rangelands, consistent with the non-equilibrium

model – leading to the conclusion that, as Niamir-Fuller and colleagues put it, “herders could stock as

many animals as they want with little fear of long-term degradation or loss of rangeland productivity,
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but with the very certain peril of large-scale livestock losses from time to time” (Niamir-Fuller et al.

2012, 2). Mongolian herders do indeed widely take the premise of “catastrophe” (drought or harsh

winter) as having a natural, and indeed desirable, role in population control (see Næss and Bårdsen

2010). During a set of interviews on rangeland conflict, for instance, several participants noted a

direct correlation between conflicts and “good weather”. In the words of one bagiin darga (chair of

the smallest administrative unit in local government):

There haven’t been too many conflicts in the past two or three years, but now they are
starting to increase, because the weather has been good for the past three years. Once
there is a zud [harsh winter],47 people are left with fewer animals, and they all think
about how to build their own herds up again. But after a few good years, when everyone
has many animals, there isn’t enough grass to go around. The animals don’t all fit in the
rangeland anymore. That’s when the arguments begin.

In a sense zuds are a good thing, since they cull the weaker animals. And zuds allow the
rangeland to regenerate. Also, when there is a zud, herders who don’t know how to keep
livestock lose most of their animals, so they give up herding. That is not really a bad
thing either. Of course zuds are stressful for all of us, but they force us to manage our
livestock carefully.

These comments reflect an acceptance of the fundamentality of natural selection – both in

terms of livestock, as the weaker animals are “culled” by a harsh winter, and in social terms, whereby

weaker herders are forced out of pastoralism and into other pursuits. While resembling the Huxleyan

“survival of the fittest” model, this view does not in fact identify intra-species competition as a factor

in natural selection. Instead, what is described is the ability of animals and herders to adapt to

extreme (crisis) conditions that causes the selection of some but not others. In other words, it is not

competition for limited resources, but adaptability that determines the survival of herders and

livestock. This position is thus Darwinian but acknowledges the value of cooperation as an adaptive

strategy, rather than proclaiming the necessity of competition among herders or livestock.

47. In many official documents, such as those published by the UNDP and Red Cross, the term is also spelled dzud This
appears to be an artifact of transliteration via Russian (“дзуд”), where the Mongolian “з” (z) is rendered “дз” (dz) to reflect
its actual pronunciation in contrast to the soft Russian form. For the sake of consistency with the transliteration scheme
used here, I retain the form “zud”, which is also widely used.
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The official quoted above, himself a moderately successful herder, argues that periodic

livestock lossess are “stressful” but, at the same time, ultimately beneficial to herders since they

ensure that the remaining livestock are stronger, allow rangelands to recover from overgrazing, and

reduce social conflicts. Appreciating this acceptance of periodic crises as a desirable natural

feedback mechanism may help to understand herders’ skepticism regarding institutional interventions

that aim to stabilize livestock production. For example, the bagiin darga argues, like a number of

other herders I interviewed, that seed livestock projects (maljuulakh tösöl) unnecessarily support

weak herders, insofar as the beneficiaries are typically those who lost nearly all their animals in the

most recent zud. Such pastoralists are sain tsagiin malchin (“fair weather herders”): although anyone

can raise livestock with little effort when the grass is abundant and the weather is good, the true test

of a skilled herder is the zud.

Horses in Mongolian society: A relational perspective

A parallel to the so-called “cattle complex” might be described in Mongolia in the form of a “horse

complex”. The horse is not singular among livestock in terms of its symbolic value, but unlike other

livestock species in Mongolia, its cultural attributes – as opposed to functional ones – make up a vast

proportion of the horse’s importance to Mongolians today. The horse is a key symbol in Mongolian

nationalism, and that support for horse breeding comes as much from urban society as it does from

herders themselves.

Among the herders with whom I worked, milking mares was uncommon but horse-racing was

widespread. I created field recordings at several horse races, including a spring race of foals and the

summer Naadam in Yeröö, the annual autumn festival held at Khamar Monastery, and an

ovoo-worship ritual in Örgön sum, attended by herders and the head lama from Khamar Monastery,

at which local herders organized a small-scale horse race (Figure 7.160 – Figure 7.163). I also

followed men as they trained horses on several occasions, including with Nomin and his father, who

came from Choir some 200 kilometres to the North to help his son train the horses prior to the race at

Khamar Monastery (Figure 7.166 – Figure 7.183). In the autumn, I created recordings at the foal
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branding ritual organized by several wealthy businessmen from the city, who owned a thousand

horses in Yeröö, and who brought along a monk and two celebrity pop singers from Ulaanbaatar for

the private event, which was attended by a number of herders living nearby. Often women were in

attendance at these events, but horse-related activities were largely the domain of men.

As Sneath points out in his study of Inner Mongolian pastoralism, horses are often kept as

status symbols: unlike cattle, sheep, or goats they do not provide significant quantities of milk or

wool (the milk is used for airag but this is a labour-intensive activity that is undertaken primarily for

non-economic reasons); additionally, horse-raising requires economies of scale, as a single stallion

must be kept with several mares and geldings, but the horses – which are left on their own to graze –

can easily disperse to great distances, requiring significant labour for monitoring and rounding-up

(Sneath 2000b, 55–56). It is not surprising, therefore, that horse-raising for racing purposes has

historically, as today, been associated with relatively wealthy households. Horse-racing, one of the

three Mongolian “national sports”, continues to be supported by strong economic incentives due to

the purchase of winning racehorses by urban elite as prestige property, and by the high amounts paid

for the privilege to follow the race. At national horse races, for instance, vehicles were charged the

equivalent of US $700 to follow the horses by vehicle on a special road parallel to the horses’

20–kilometre track.

Of the five species of livestock kept in Mongolia, the horse is most valued as a bringer of good

fortune (for a discussion of similar symbolism among the Kirgyz see Cassidy 2009). The horse

figures on the khiimoriin dartsag or fortune-bringing “wind-horse flag” (Tibetan rlung rta,

Figure 8.9), reproduced on the contemporary state emblem of Mongolia (Figure 8.11). Furthermore,

touching the perspiration of a winning racehorse is said to bring good fortune for an entire year; and

playing the morin khuur (horse-head fiddle), or simply even keeping one in the home, is said to bring

immense luck (Marsh 2009). Horses are also associated indirectly with natural sacred sites through

the races organized as part of worship rituals (Figure 7.160 – Figure 7.163).

The fortune-bringing role of the horse is mythologized in the popular legend of Khökhöö

Namjil, which describes the origin of the morin khuur musical instrument (Tserensodnom 1982;
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Figure 8.9: Wind-horse flag

Altangerel 1987; Marsh 2002, 54–55; see also Erdenechimeg 1994, 23–25). The origins of this

musical instrument are told as follows:48

Once long ago, there was a young man named Khökhöö Namjil who lived in the Eastern
part of Mongolia. He was renowned throughout his home region as a talented singer.
But one day Khökhöö Namjil was conscripted to the army, and was sent far away to the
Western frontier of the country. The unit commander, who quickly learned of Khökhöö
Namjil’s rare singing ability, had Khökhöö Namjil sing for the troops rather than

48. The story as I have retold it here is based on Tserensodnom’s version, published by the Mongolian Academy of Sci-
ences; see Tserensodnom (1982). This version is reproduced verbatim in several contemporary anthologies. An alternative
English translation of the story is available in Altangerel (1987). In other versions of the story Khökhöö Namjil is not
unfaithful to his wife, but the horse is killed by a jealous woman or by thieves (Marsh 2002, 54–55; see also Erdenechimeg
1994, 23–25). Tserensodnom’s version has the horse killed by the wife of a “rich neighbour”; this version possibly appeals
more to socialist-era sensitivities, since Namjil becomes a victim of the wealthy class rather than of his own actions, as the
morally ambivalent version I have presented above suggests.
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perform regular military duties.

After three years of military service Khökhöö Namjil was about to be discharged, when
he met a beautiful young woman and fell rapidly in love. Khökhöö Namjil was unsure of
what to do, since he wished to return home but was unwilling to leave his lover. The
young woman presented Khökhöö Namjil a chestnut horse, and told him, “go back to
your home, but take this steed with you. This horse will bring us back together, you will
see.”

Khökhöö Namjil was not sure what to make of his lover’s words, but bid her farewell
and took the gift horse with him on his long journey home. Many days later he arrived
home, still in gloomy spirits after having thought of his lover for so long. At night he
was unable to lie with his wife, and so got up and decided to take a ride on the horse he
had received from his lover. To his surprise, after trotting some distance from home, the
horse opened up a great pair of wings and began flying up into the sky. Racing at great
speed, the horse soon touched down at the door of Khökhöö Namjil’s lover. Khökhöö
Namjil spent the night in his lover’s arms, then before dawn rode the horse back to his
home.

For nearly a year Khökhöö Namjil made secret, nighttime visits to his lover at the far
edge of Mongolia. But it was not long before his wife became suspicious of his
behaviour, finding that Khökhöö Namjil was not in his bed at night. Finally one day she
decided to follow her husband, to see who he had been meeting. Pretending to fall
asleep, she quietly rose and followed Khökhöö Namjil in the middle of the night as he
dressed and slipped outdoors. To her astonishment, she saw the chestnut steed unfold its
wings and fly into the sky with Khökhöö Namjil on its back. Unable to follow her
husband, she waited up all night for his return, whereupon she attacked the horse with a
pair of scissors and clipped its wings, preventing Khökhöö Namjil from riding off to see
his distant lover. The horse soon died of its injuries.

Overcome with grief, Khökhöö Namjil fashioned a wooden carving of his horse’s head,
to memorialize the horse, and created an instrument using the hair from its tail as the
bow and the strings. This was the morin khuur, which Khökhöö Namjil played to
memorialize his wish-fulfilling horse.

The morin khuur instrument in this legend serves as a memorial to the horse, but not to

Khökhöö Namjil’s lover or to their relationship. As such this legend reflects two crucial aspects of

the symbolism of the Mongolian horse: first, it describes the horse as bearing wish fulfillment for its
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owner; and second, it is a masculine symbol as it serves its (male) master, with the woman’s desires

being of secondary importance. The horse is eulogized for its loyalty to its master, and for its speed; a

eulogy in some versions thus describes the horse as:

A match for the birds
Incomparable to ordinary horses
Unique among horses
Containing all perfect qualities
Flying off in times of danger
Trotting along in times of peace
When ridden by its harmonious master
Making efforts for its master
A man’s companion

The flying, wish-fulfilling horse of the Khökhöö Namjil legend is itself an embodiment of the

khiimori, the wind-horse (or, more literally, “air-horse”), which carries the chintamani wish-fulfilling

jewel on its back, and which flies through the air – figuratively, as depicted on the prayer flag

(Figure 8.9), and literally, in the sense where the flag is raised outside a home, or placed on an ovoo,

to fly in the wind.49

The horse is further considered to bring health and well-being by way of the pleasure of

training and racing horses, as well as through the consumption of the alcoholic beverage airag

(koumiss), which when produced for direct consumption is typically made from fermented mare’s

milk. The association of airag, horses, and masculinity (since it is always men who drink airag, and

who are said to derive strength from it) also bears ethnic and territorial dimensions, as airag is

generally produced in the steppe region of Central Mongolia – homeland, as Mongolian men like to

remind one another, of Chinggis Khaan, and of his Khalkh descendants. The central region of

Mongolia retains one of the the largest concentrations of horses in the world; households in Töv

49. The chintamani (chandmani in modern Mongolian) is a wish-fulfilling jewel, said to symbolize the power of the
dharma. Tsevel (2012) glosses “chandmani erdene” as “something extremely rare [or valuable] and difficult to find” (er-
dene). The chintamani is typically depicted as a three-faceted jewel, in a form resembling three drops of water, or as a
six-faceted jewel surrounded by flames and carried on the back of a horse. A large monument featuring a horse bearing
a chintamani jewel has been erected at Khan Bayanzürkh Mountain, one of the major natural sacred sites next to Khamar
Monastery.
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aimag often keep herds of 100 or more horses, often on behalf of wealthy patrons. Beyond the

numeric dominance of horses in this region, Central Mongolian airag is widely considered superior to

airag produced in other areas. One familiar argument is that the airag in this region benefits from

special enzymes that are not found elsewhere, though I have also frequently heard this superiority

attributed to geographic factors. Mongolian geographer and former Minister of the Environment Z.

Batjargal has theorized the existence of an “airag zone”, for instance, as a geographic region in which

the temperature, humidity, and other factors combine to produce a perfect fermentation; this

purported zone encompasses Bulgan, Dundgovi, Övörkhangai, Arkhangai, and Töv aimags.

In practice it is difficult to see a definite correlation of ecological factors and product quality,

since ecological conditions vary substantially within this zone, while overlapping with those in

neighbouring areas. Rather, appellations such as Bulgany airag or Dundgoviin airag (“airag from

Bulgan / Dundgovi”) are in large part cultural constructs mapping local culture and commodities to

administrative districts, such that the borders of each aimag explicitly serve as cultural boundaries.

The exclusive appellation Bulgany airag closely resembles the controlled names for European

regional wines and cheeses, by which products such as Bordeaux or Camembert can claim higher

value through positioning with reference to geographically-situated tradition. Taste in airag, as in

regional wines and cheeses, comes to be shaped as much by such informal “marketing” efforts as by

objective measures of the products themselves. In the case of Central Mongolian airag production,

while there is no official body serving to enforce or promote regional appellations, urban merchants

call their products with reference to regional designations where possible: “Bulgany saikhan airag

baina! [Fine Bulgan airag for sale!]” is a common cry. More frequently, the value of products is

promoted by word-of-mouth. Visiting an airag-producing household, for example, I am prompted to

taste the airag with a sequence of leading questions – “our airag has a somewhat different taste than

airag from other regions, does it not?” (manai airgiin amt ni busad nutgiinkhaas arai öör biz dee).

Such comments establish a dichotomy between local and “other” airag, with the household’s

production assimilated into that of a cultural community through its inclusive denotation as “our”

airag, and through its implicit designation as belonging to a distinct nutag or “homeland”. Describing
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the taste of the airag as arai öör – literally “a little different” – positions the local airag as distinctive,

but euphemistically also as superior to others. Phrased with a tag question, the statement is as much

an assertion as it is an invitation for comment; rhetorically, the appropriate response is a concurring

“arai öör yum aa” – distinctive, indeed.

Taste in airag, in this sense, becomes an expression of relations to place, ethnicity (Central

Khalkh), steppe ecology, and the horse, through narratives of cultural-ecological symbiosis.50 One

informant in the city told me that this symbiosis led to essential and absolute qualitative differences:

I go to Bulgan every summer to drink airag. You can get airag elsewhere, but it doesn’t
taste as good. Apparently some scientists tested the airag from Bulgan and some other
aimags, and found that there was no difference in the chemical composition or the
enzymes. But when you do a taste test, everyone identifies the Bulgan airag as a little bit
different. A little more flavourful.

Mare’s milk is not merely a beverage consumed for enjoyment, but one that manifests health

effects attributed to the human–ecological mutualism I mentioned above. I was introduced to the

practices of consuming mare’s milk for health purposes shortly after I arrived in Mongolia for the

first time, working as an employee of the Culture Institute of the Mongolian University of Arts and

Culture in 1998. Our Institute – like many other organizations in Mongolia – owned some livestock,

which in this case was a small herd of horses managed by a herder in Töv aimag. Every autumn the

Institute staff would take a bus to the herder’s camp to perform a foal branding ritual, during which a

morin khuur instructor from the College would play melodies to appease the horses. In addition to

providing an opportunity for festivity, the participants considered this event to be highly auspicious,

informing me that joining the ritual would bring good luck for the rest of the year.51 The following

50. It is worth noting that airag overlaps with, is generally considered distinct from, the semiotic “milk complex” that I
will describe in further detail in chapter 12. Airag is not generally included in the category of tsagaan idee (“white foods”).
As a notable exception, the national standard MNS 0402:1975, “Milk and dairy products”, explicitly includes airag, kefir,
whey beverages, milk liquor, and a variety of other products within the category of süü, tsagaan idee, taken in this context
to encompass any commercial product derived from animal milk. Mare’s milk, unlike that of humans or other livestock,
is not generally called süü but saam–a term related to saakh (“to milk”), and literally designating fresh, raw milk. Mare’s
milk is occasionally consumed raw, but for medicinal purposes only; the milk is never used in tarag, tea, or other products
other than airag and its derivatives (aarts, aaruul, and shimiin arkhi).

51. The horses also served other purposes; in the winter of 1999, at a time when many government organizations were
short on cash to pay staff salaries, the instructors were strongly encouraged to take horse meat in lieu of cash, the cost of
which was deducted from their net salaries.
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summer, the Institute set up two yurts on a hillside a few kilometres outside the city, close to where

the hired herder was camped, with the intention of allowing staff to spend week-long therapeutic

“mare’s milk holidays” – drinking raw mare’s milk or airag, with very little solid food. I was told that

drinking mare’s milk was beneficial because it would cleanse the digestive system, in large part by

inducing diarrhea. (Airag produces a similar effect on first drinking, though subsequently the effect is

reduced – the result, I am told, of the necessary enzymes taking hold in one’s stomach.)

Building on these assumed therapeutic benefits, the company Monenzyme, a producer of

pharmaceutical and cosmetic products containing dairy enzymes, has commercialized mare’s milk

powder, which is sold in pharmacies as a medicinal product. The company claims that mare’s milk

taken orally or applied topically as a cream offers dermatological benefits, with the ability to treat

infections, rashes, pruritus, psoriasis, boils, herpes, calluses, and burn injuries. The company website

lists several “cases” to support its claims. Several of these claims concern the relief or permanent

treatment of allergies:

D.C., age 30, experienced allergic reactions to household dust for ten years, but doctors
were unable to help the condition, which deteriorated from year to year. After the patient
drank mare’s milk for two months, his allergy disappeared, and has not recurred.

G.B., age 60, was in poor health and experienced many allergies. Doctors were unable to
find the cause of the illness. The patient consumed a half litre of mare’s milk per day.
After three months her skin rash and itchiness had almost disappeared, and after a year
she had been fully cured. 52

The benefits of mare’s milk in treating various allergies are widely discussed by Mongolians in

this manner. Among those who participated in my research, one household regularly purchased

mare’s milk powder to treat asthma, while others acknowledged the stated therapeutic benefits of

mare’s milk. In one case, a family told me that they had regularly sent mare’s milk powder to their

son studying overseas, in order to counteract the negative effects of the humid foreign climate, to

which the Mongolian organism was poorly adapted. Again, this positioning of mare’s milk as a

52. Monenzyme LLC, 2011. “Гүүний саам эрүүл мэнд, гоо сайханд [Mare’s milk for health and beauty]”. Monen-
zyme corporate website. <http://monenzyme.mn/component/content/article/47-2011-04-29-05-16-34/104- 2011-06-02-02-
36-15.html>
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health product is clearly informed by a view of biological mutualism, all the more so in that the

“natural” Mongolian milk enzymes are seen to treat allergies – taken as symptoms of the (Mongolian)

body’s reaction to environmental impurities or change.

The horse is also a symbol of masculinity, linked to the Mongol state through several symbolic

relations: historical narratives, in which the horse has a major role in enabling Mongolian power and

conquest through speed and agile adaptability; the state banners (tug), which are made of horse hair

(Figure 8.10); the töriin khan khuur or “Great State Khuur [Fiddle]” and the associated ritual poem

used in positioning the morin khuur (horse-head fiddle) as an object of worship; and the State

Emblem (Figure 8.11). To begin, the horse enjoys a privileged status in historical narratives. The

Mongolian horse has been described as the key element enabling the ascent of the Mongol Empire,

permitting rapid mobility over great distances, and thereby enabling tactics of sudden attacks and

conquest over a broad geographic expanse (Rubruck 1990; Sinor 1972). The horse is further seen as

providing Mongol warriors a means of subsistence “on the hoof”, insofar as horse milk, meat, and

blood could be consumed at any time. The horse in this regard offers distinct mobility advantages

over other livestock – sheep, goats, cattle, and camels – as these other animals are slow-moving, need

to be kept in herds, and in the case of sheep and goats require constant supervision. Outside of times

of conquest, the horse also has historically offered an economic base as a major item of trade with

China (Sinor 1972).

As symbol of Mongolian pastoral culture, also figures in a number of national symbols. But

these symbols are by no means statically received, so much as actively created through discourse and

ritual. Particularly informative in this regard is the acrimonious discussion surrounding the form of

the new state emblem, one of a new set of national symbols created to accompany the adoption of the

new post-socialist Mongolian Constitution in 1992, as documented by Bulag (1998). Much of the

debate focused on whether the emblem should retain the pastoralist image of a horse from the

socialist-era emblem, or whether it should use the religious soyombo symbol, which figures on the

flag and was designed by 17th-century artist and scholar Öndör Gegeen Zanabazar. The horse was

promoted strongly by herder deputies in the interim Parliament, but some scholars also intervened on
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Figure 8.10: President Elbegdorj at Tsagaan Sar (the lunisolar New Year). The President honours the
horse-hair State Banners (tug), which are flanked by the ceremonial guard, and surmounted by the State
Emblem. http://www.president.mn/mongolian/node/3206.

its behalf. Academician Ch. Dalai urged the Parliament to keep the horse, noting that “this petrol oil

stuff will eventually be exhausted, and in 200-300 years’ time, who knows what will be more useful

than horses?” (quoted in Bulag 1998, 242).

The horse is also associated with State power through ritual use of the Töriin Khan Khuur – the

“Great National [Morin] Khuur”–that is honoured through a ritual eulogy established in 2005.53 The

horse is further linked to the artistic domain through the morin khuur, or horse-head fiddle, whose

strings and bow are made from horse hair (Marsh 2009); tatlaga, rhythmic motifs performed on the

morin khuur (Erdenechimeg 1994), that represent the different gaits of a horse (Figure 8.12 –

Figure 8.16), and that often make their way into popular music; and a vast repertoire of contemporary

popular songs that eulogize horses.

53. Presidential decree No. 77 of 2005, “Concerning the State Khan Khuur”.
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Figure 8.11: State Emblems of Mongolia

Figure 8.12: Amble

Figure 8.13: Canter

Figure 8.14: Gallop (1)

Figure 8.15: Gallop (2)

Figure 8.16: Whinny
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Although the above is by no means a comprehensive representation of the “horse complex”, I

think it can point to an understanding of why the logic of horse-related activities – like other pastoral

practices – can only be appreciated in the context of a much wider network of other, related activities.

As a dynamic system of symbolic practices, this “complex” presents an emergent meaning that flows

back into each component process and resource. Training horses, worshipping the state banner (tug),

drinking mare’s milk, and so on can of course be taken as individual practices with their own distinct

goals – in these cases, earning money from a wealthy patron, reinforcing the symbolic power of the

state, or curing asthma, for example. But the practices themselves can only be constituted relationally

within the broader “horse complex”, by positioning the actor in relation to this whole set of practices

that define horses as bearers of good fortune (khiimori), speed, prestige, power, masculinity, and

curative strength, among other attributes.

Relations with sacred sites and spiritual beings

I conclude this chapter with a brief discussion of mutualistic relations involving humans, sacred sites,

and spiritual beings. As with human–livestock mutualisms, this set of relations situates humans in a

position of interdependence with non-human agents, requiring subsistence to be pursued through

shared adaptive tactics rather than anthropocentric economic strategies.

Buddhist ritual texts corresponding to natural sacred sites refer to specific local deities, or more

generally to the lus (corresponding to the Sanskrit nāga) and savdag (Tib. sa bdag), the non-physical

beings who inhabit mountains and bodies of water, who are considered stewards of the sites and

natural landscapes they inhabit (Wallace 2014). The most sacred sites, or the beings associated with

them, are widely acknowledged to be wrathful (dogshin) – meaning that the spirits of these sites will

bring about suffering to humans who disturb such a place by digging or removing the earth, cutting

trees, or polluting the land and water.54 Although the revenge of the lus and savdag can take many

54. Terms used by lay Mongolians to designate natural sacred sites generally refer to their “wrath” – in the sense of a
“wrathful place” (dogshin gazar) or “wrathful mountain” (dogshin uul), for instance. Biological beings with similar traits,
such as birds, would be described as “maledictory” (kharaaltai). Gerlee at Tasag described how she experienced much
misfortune one year, for example, when her grandchildren disturbed a birds’ nest; they put it back, but it was already too late.
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forms, the herders with whom I worked typically understood their powers to relate to the natural

environment – causing streams to dry out or generating a drought, for instance, in retaliation for local

people digging for gold in a sacred mountain. In one case I heard that a family had experienced an

unusual streak of misfortune, in the form of illness and accident, that was attributed to their having

offended (gomdookh) the spirits of their birthplace, and that led them to make a special pilgrimage to

appease the spirits of their homeland.

As other authors have remarked, there is little or no distinction made in Mongolian practice

between the mountain or ovoo as physical site and as local deity (Lindahl 2009, 230). Such

distinctions may or may not be relevant in different cases. In reference to ad hoc offerings to the

wish-fulfilling Khan Bayanzürkh Mountain, for example, monks and pilgrims use the descriptive

formula “praying to the mountain” (uuland mörgökh) or more honorifically “praying to our

khairkhan” (khairkhandaa mörgökh), using the title for sacred mountains with connotations of

“great” and “beloved”. Organized rituals for worshipping this mountain and other sites (as shown in

chapter 7) are described as “worshipping the ovoo” (ovoo takhikh). The physical ovoo surmounting

or partway up the sacred mountain is not, of course, the ultimate target of the worship, but an

intermediate or instrumental target of human construction that stands in for the mountain itself; the

mountain, in turn, can be said to stand in for the spirit (ezen) that resides within it. Thus the offerings

placed on the ovoo, which is built to rise above the mountain, which in turn rises above the ground,

constitute a progressive construction of the honorific landscape at different time scales – the day of

the ritual (the offerings), human time (the ovoo), and geological time (the mountain).

The relationship between humans and the spiritual beings present at the ovoo is mutualistic

insofar as both require the support of the other in order to survive. Humans and their livestock cannot

live without the support (iveel) of the spiritual beings, notably the nāga – who are responsible for

bringing rain, thus causing the grasses to grow. During our stay at Khamar Monastery, I witnessed

ritual activities serving to worship the nāga on several occasions, at which the participants expressly

Such animals do not necessarily possess special powers of their own, but are able to call on the natural forces summoned
by the malediction or curse (kharaal). Of a similar category are the “animals of the nāga” (lusyn amitan), which include
fish, amphibians, and snakes.
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stated that they were hoping to summon rain. But the nāga and savdag cannot live without the help of

humans, either, since – as non-physical beings – they have limited direct control of the material world.

By using the land sustainably, humans maintain the conditions for the nāga to thrive. The

human–nāga relationship is not necessarily a caring one, nor even a fearful one, but acknowledging

this relationship demonstrates respect for one’s own place in the world. Ritual acknowledgement

teaches responsibility through the knowledge that people are part of relations that they cannot

necessarily see, or even experience, except when the relations are disrupted.

The relationship between sacred site and spiritual being is not merely metaphorical, however.

The natural sacred site itself is inevitably powerful, and acknowledged as such by the presence of

spiritual beings, as well as by the language used to address the site. The natural sacred sites of

Dornogovi all correspond to features that are ecologically fragile but also singular and anomalous,

reflecting – in Mary Douglas’s formulation – the positive interpretation of the anomalous or

“ambiguous” feature as a ritual symbol serving “to enrich meaning or to call attention to other levels

of existence” (Douglas 2002, 49). The sacred Khan Bayanzürkh mountain is anomalous insofar as it

stands alone in the middle of a vast plain; the sacred springs at Dalan Türüü, the oasis at Bürdene

Bulag, and the sacred well at Khamar Monastery present anomalous emanations of water in the midst

of a desert environment (Bürdene Bulag being particularly unusual due to its combination of sand

dunes, grass, water, and mountains in a single location); and the saxaul grove or the isolated tree

(gants mod) is anomalous as it thrives inexplicably in the desert dust where nothing else manages to

subsist. Such features, if not considered to be the emanations of an invisible natural power, are almost

always considered to be sacred and thus subject to strict taboos prohibiting any action that might

threaten their integrity. Hence it is customarily forbidden to cut down a tree or bush that stands alone,

to remove grass or stones from a sacred site, to pollute a sacred site by urinating or disposing of

garbage in its vicinity, to consume sacred water indiscriminately, or even to pass by a marked sacred

site without making an offering of some kind (Nyambuu and Natsagdorj 1993, 36, 39).

Yet the anomalous aspect of the sacred natural feature does not describe the totality of its

symbolic character. The sacred mountain can produce a sense of dominance or majesty to anyone in
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its proximity, but also represents a joining of worlds – the underworld, the Earth, and the sky.

Consciousness of some of these other symbolic attributes is reinforced by phonosemanitic qualities of

the Mongolian lexicon. Mongolian is an agglutinative language that builds lexical units through the

addition of suffixes to semantically-related roots, drawing together the referents for broad categories

of objects, phenomena, living beings, actions, and attributes according to what can be conceptualized

as shared “primordial” characteristics (Dulam 1999, 367-368).

This principle can be illustrated by the example of the sacred mountain, which is designated

contextually by the terms takhilgatai uul (“mountain with offerings”, indicating the sacred quality of

a specific mountain), uul ovoo (“mountain-and-cairn”, a term applied in reference to sacred sites in

general), uul khad (“mountain-and-rock”, generically indicating mountains, cliffs, boulders, and

similar massive geological features), or khad chuluu (“rock-stone”, a term also designating rock

features but of a lesser scale, applied in this case to the composite parts of a mountain). The word uul

(“mountain”), built on the root uu- (or its semantically identical agu-, i.e., aγu-in the classical script),

belongs to a semantic category of phenomena expressing the quality of encompassment, in the

physical sense of encompassing a vast space or containing something of value, or in the more abstract

sense of empathetically encompassing the spirit of the Other. Thus lexemes derived from this root

include uudam (“broad” or “expansive”, as in a far-reaching plain), uudamch or uuch (“exceptionally

empathetic”, “forgiving”, “helpful”); uuchlakh (“to forgive”); uujim or uujuu (“broad”, “spacious”,

or “calm”); aguu (“vast and abundant”, “broad”, or “kind and empathetic”); uurs (“objects”,

“property”); aguulakh (“to store”, or “storage area”); and aguulga (“contents”). As an extension of

this meaning, the root uu- also includes the sense of a joining or meeting of two elements or states,

the encompassing and the encompassed, or the transition from one state to another, as occurs in

dissolution of a solid in a liquid (uusakh), the vaporization of a liquid (uur [“steam” or “vapour”],

uurshikh [“evaporate”]), or a person becoming angry (uurlakh). Hence transition from one physical

space to another is reflected in the terms for “meeting” and “joining”, uulzakh (to meet, join) and

uulzvar (joining place), and for the receiving of a person, object, or substance out of a different space,

as with uudlakh (decant a liquid) and utgan avakh (to receive liminally or to remove from a
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containing space). The state of enclosure of an internal or underground space of value is also

indicated in the terms agui (“cave”), uushig (lungs), uushgin chuluu (volcanic rock), and uurkhai

(“mine” or “quarry”).

A similar analysis can be performed in relation to the other terms designating the mountain and

its associated elements, including the ovoo. This latter term is used to signify the ritual cairn

established at the top of a mountain or other sacred sites, but its primary meaning is “heap” or “pile”,

while the compound term uul ovoo is used to designate mountains generally. Related terms, with the

general meaning of height, include ovor (a large or old appearance); ovgor and ovoikh (bulging, to

bulge); and ovog (clan, patronym). Since the ovoo is a visible landmark, drawing one’s attention to a

sacred or other site within a larger landscape, the connection can also be made to terms designating

attention to detail, such as ovrokhand ovoorokh (to pay attention) and ovorkhog (attentive to detail).

From this analysis we can see that the mountain is, at the most basic semiotic level, constructed

in the Mongolian language as a feature that “encompasses” the surrounding landscape due to its

immense size, but that also represents a liminal place between Earth and Sky, as well as a feature that

contains something of value. While in modern practice such hidden value might more commonly be

perceived as mineral wealth, for example – the term used for the mining sector is uul urkhai

(“mountain-[and]-mine”) – such value can equally be seen as corresponding to a natural power within

the Earth, whose eruption at the ground surface produces the mountain as anomaly, or alternatively as

the spiritual being(s) inhabiting the mountain. It is in this latter sense that Khan Bayanzürkh

Mountain is worshipped as the home of a powerful and enlightened spirit, who is capable of

answering the wishes of the local population.

Pastoralists’ ritual engagements with the sacred natural sites of the Gobi also serve to build and

reinforce a network of semiotic relations representing desirable, auspicious qualities. Functionally

such ritual activities have several different roles: (1) the appeasement of local spirits through

offerings of food, drink, money, khadags (ritual silk scarves), and incense; (2) supplication, which is

also accompanied by offerings;55 (3) physical and spiritual purification, achieved by visiting sacred

55. A distinction is made between mörgökh, meaning “to pray” (as in to a god), with the primary meaning of touching
something or someone with one’s head as a sign of deep respect, and takhikh, meaning “to make offerings”. Mörgökh in
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sites, burning symbols of pollution, reading sacred texts, consuming mineral water, or employing

therapeutic mud or stones as topical or ingested remedies; or (4) the mimetic production of symbolic

value, by pronouncing blessings or eulogies, participating in festive celebrations at sacred sites,

creating or setting out sacred images, flying prayer flags, tying khadags to sacred objects,

circumambulating ovoos (ritual cairns), and building or repairing sacred features such as ovoos,

stupas, and shrines. The first two of these functions – appeasement and supplication – result from the

conception of land, water, and mountain spirits as beings in a realm extending human society; the

third, purificatory function combines traditional pharmacological knowledge with the symbolic

associations of the sacred site.

The fourth of these functions – mimetic reproduction – partly involves the demarcation of sites

as sacred spaces, but also builds up the inner qualities that may already be presumed to exist, by

association with a network of transitive symbols. The most common activity performed by pilgrims

at the sacred mountain, for instance, is to take three stones from the bottom of the mountain and add

them to one of the many ovoo partway up the mountain side, or on the occasion of a more formal

worship ceremony, to the large ovoo at the summit. This action serves, if only symbolically, to

“maintain” the mountain by continuously rebuilding its height, replacing stones that may have fallen

down its slope; the cairn meanwhile imitates the shape of the mountain, representing the visible

attribute of height that can be seen as constituting, along with the qualities of the rocks, the

mountain’s essential qualities. The attributes of height and rising motion are further reinforced in

other ritual activities, such as the burning of incense, which produces symbolically purifying white

smoke that rises upwards into the sky; the sprinkling of dairy products – tsagaan idee, or “white

foods”, also part of the network of purity symbols – in offering to the mountain in an upward motion;

and the pilgrims’ ritual ascent of the mountain itself. As can be seen from these examples, ritual

activities serve not only to reinforce the mountain’s own qualities (height), but also to associate it

with otherwise unrelated sacred symbols (purity). Similarly, the offering of blue khadag scarves

fact can be seen as an expression of the Frazerian “law of contagion”, whereby the touching of the head is expected to result
in a transfer positive energy. The term “takhikh” is derived from taikh (spirit-worship) and taviglakh (making of offerings),
and is related to tavikh or “to place”) and takhil (offering), a synonym for which is örgöl (offering), derived from örgökh
(to make an offering, or literally to raise upwards).
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associates the mountain with the colour blue, manifestation of the vast source of power inherent in

the sky or in a great body of water. Circumambulation of the mountain or ovoo by worshippers

follows a clockwise pattern – nar zöv or “with the sun” – which mimetically reproduces the power

and life-giving principle of the sun. The contribution of stupas, prayer flags, and other Tibetan

Buddhist elements serves to associate the mountain with the perceived auspicious characteristics of

the Buddhist tradition.

What is significant, from an ecological perspective, is that these sacralizing ritual actions are

visibly not the result of direct engagement with the mountain alone, but the putting into practice of

broader networks of sacred symbols within which the mountain performs a significant role. The

attribute of height that I have represented here as the primary manifestation of the sacred mountain’s

power, for example, is reflected in the mountain as a topographic anomaly, yet derives its specific

connotations from analogies to other features possessing the same attribute, and additionally from

non-ritual activities that reproduce the abstract notion of the power manifested in height through

everyday activities. The mountain thus benefits from the systematic honouring of the “upper” in

Mongolian society: the offering – both to the mountain and to guests in the home – of the uppermost

part of any fresh quantity of dairy products or other foods, known as the deej (“best part”), derived

from the root dee-, meaning “upper”; the honouring of guests in the home through invitation to sit

“farther up” (deeshee), towards the rear of the yurt; the placement in high locations of valued objects

such as hats (the highest article of clothing), books, and ritual objects; and the general reference to

quality, age, and respect through terms related to height, such as deer (“above”, “better”), deedes

(“ancestors”), and deedlekh (“to honour”).

In describing the relations between pastoralists and spiritual beings, I do not intend to convey

the impression that everyone in Mongolia is religious, or even that all ritual activity is motivated

strictly by spiritual concerns. As organized rituals for the worship of sacred natural sites often feature

prominent involvement by local politicians, or are sponsored by business elites, a large part of their

importance is undeniably political. The worship of sacred mountains can be seen partly as a

nation-building (or local “homeland” [nutag]-building) project, in which non-human beings are
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engaged as “political actors” associated with the national or a local territory (Sneath 2014).

Community rituals also provide a context for the reproduction of power relations by participating

elites, who may present themselves as spiritually engaged citizens sharing a communal concern for

the welfare of their local territory, natural environment, spiritual beings, and religious community. In

positioning themselves as sponsors or organizers of the ritual activity, these elites generate a

patronage relationship as brokers between spiritual beings and the human community – thereby

implicitly justifying the higher social status that accompanies their wealth and political connections.

Ritual worship of natural sacred sites does, however, provide tangible value in maintaining a

relational view of human actors’ position within the natural landscape. Many of the works on

biocultural diversity I cited above acknowledge the importance of the sacred and spiritual in

ecological conservation. From a “classical” biodiversity conservation perspective, the obvious appeal

of sacred sites and taboos is that they can demarcate vulnerable places or species as exempt from

everyday use by humans. An overt expression of this perspective is found in the following passage

written by Ahmed Djoghlaf, then Executive Secretary of the Convention on Biological Diversity:

In many societies, traditional sacred sites fulfil similar functions to protected areas. Due
to the spiritual values attributed to these sites, restrictions on access and use often apply,
and many such sites remain in a natural or near-natural condition. In sacred sites, human
disturbance has usually been reduced or prevented, often for long periods of time,
resulting in high levels of biodiversity. (from the Foreword to Sacred Species and Sites,
Pungetti, Oviedo, and Hooke 2012, xvii)

This passage reflects a binary understanding of humans and nature, expressed in the view that

human activity is the primary factor contributing to biodiversity loss, and that the primary value of

sacred sites is correspondingly to prevent human interaction with their non-human (“natural”)

elements. While there may be some accuracy to this depiction, the nature/culture dualism it

fundamentally assumes has been questioned by many anthropologists, including notably those whose

work concerns ontological plurality (e.g., Descola 2013; Sponsel 2012).

On a practical level it is also evident that natural sacred sites do not necessarily parallel the

“fortress” model of conservation – a model that has been strongly critiqued for its segregationist
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position on humans and nature (Brockington 2002; Igoe 2004). In the Mongolian case, most natural

sacred sites do not exclude human activity as such, but instead regulate human interactions with the

site, its surroundings, and any non-human actors that may be present there. In the terminology of my

present analysis, the Mongolian natural sacred site creates an expectation that these interactions will

be mutualistic rather than parasitic (or damaging in any other sense). In this respect the natural sacred

site offers a strong alternative to exclusionary conservation methods, while also pointing to the

viability of approaches that draw value from the sacred but are not dependent on spiritualism per se.

Unlike the “fortress” preserve, the relational sacred site presents no fixed boundaries; its force lies in

the creation of human/non-human interactions through place that extend outward into the

surrounding landscape and into everyday life.

In this chapter I have outlined the key dimensions of adaptability among pastoralists in

Mongolia. I have described the adaptive importance of diversity within production streams and social

groupings, suggesting how semiotic parctices can support diversity by reinforcing mutualistic

relations between humans, livestock, landscape, and spiritual beings.

In the following chapters I will explore more directly the links between adaptability and

development. Several points will be useful to keep in mind from the above discussion, relating to

diversity-maximization as a factor guiding pastoralists’ economic practices. First, I have suggested

that the maintenance and reproduction of social, biological, and inter-species relations can be a more

important driver of economic decision-making than the production of material goods. By maintaining

diverse and mutualistic relations among people, livestock, resources, and non-physical beings,

herders ensure the resilience of their social and ecological environment. This strategy may be

considered to benefit the broader social network over the long term, despite being potentially costly

in the short term to the individual or household. Second, pastoralists’ adaptive practices frequently

depend on the participation of actors from outside the household. Economic decisions and allocations

may, as a resuly, be coordinated in a distributed manner, reflecting a diversity of relationships and

standpoints rather than the economic calculus of the individual household. Finally, adaptive,
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mutualistic social networks involve heterogeneous contributions and allocations. Individuals and

households do not always possess strict ownership of their resources – including rangelands and the

livestock they keep – or even their own labour, which are considered to be shared. Many of the issues

I discuss in the following chapters relate to pastoralists’ mutual aid as involving adaptive tactics that,

viewed from above, may appear “illegible”, “irrational”, or “subversive”.



Chapter 9

Kinship and residence

In the remaining chapters I present an anthropological critique of development policies and

interventions in Mongolia, identifying areas where small-scale, adaptive practices may be disrupted

by attempts to modernize pastoral production or rangeland management.

I begin in this chapter with a critique of the notion of the bounded household as an economic

unit – a model that organizes most institutional interactions with herders, but that does not reflect the

distributed social organization or decision-making practices that often coordinate Mongolian herders’

lives. Drawing on evidence from the families with whom I worked, I point out that pastoral

households tend to be highly fluid in their actual membership. This fluidity is typically a

consequence of mutualist organization, reflecting relatives’ desire to help one another out – as

motivated less by obligations of reciprocal exchange of services among family members than by a

primary interest in maintaining specific relationships among kin. Prior ethnographic work concerning

Mongolian pastoralists acknowledges the role of flexible social organization at a level above that of

the individual household, manifested in the “khot ail” (herder camp). Nonetheless, I argue that the

khot ail model provides limited explanatory power, insofar as it focuses on a provisional residential

unit rather than the long-term social relations that allow that unit to come into being. In presenting

this critique I highlight the variety of social organizational forms that appear to have existed

historically in Mongolia.

329
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Following this discussion I critique the concept of the bounded resource as applicable to

rangelands exploited by mobile pastoralists (chapter 10). While acknowledging the valuable insights

provided by commons theory, I underline the challenges of implementing commons institutions in

Mongolia – as several development projects have attempted to do – when the criteria of

clearly-defined resource boundaries and exclusion of outsiders cannot be satisfied. I note that

management of rangeland resources based on resource (or land) tenure has been successful in

Mongolia in the past, but that contemporary rangeland management efforts can be seen to have

contributed to social-ecological fragmentation.

Finally I present a series of case studies describing some of the ways that pastoralists interact

with development interventions in Mongolia (chapter 11), and how market-oriented development

policies have disrupted small-scale adaptive processes and contributed to consumer uncertainty

(chapter 12). I describe many herder interactions as “subversive adaptations”, in the sense that they

subvert the intended purpose of the activities and resources provided by development institutions, but

do so in a way that allows these to be assimilated positively into existing pastoral practices and social

organization. My discussion of these case studies leads me to the observation that the effectiveness of

development policy and interventions may be compromised by insufficient attention to the

importance of diversified, adaptive resource use, flexible social organization, and mutual aid among

pastoralists.

Relational terminologies

Caroline Humphrey and colleagues have described the unbounded Inner Asian family as a

“socio-economic web” that predates and has survived collectivization, and which has had a

fundamental – but poorly understood – role in social organization throughout the Inner Asian pastoral

region (Humphrey and Sneath 1996, 7). The re-emergence of kinship networks as dominating

economic relations in Buryatia (Russia) following decollectivization in the early 1990s has been

described in terms that are remarkably similar to the current experience in Mongolia:
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In Buryatia “kinship and other personal ties are extensively used in economic relations to
evoke the qualities of trust, honesty, and reliability. This may mean that the quality of
the business that goes on within such networks is different (a topic which requires
further research); at the same time, it produces social hiatuses, because outside the
personal network mistrust reigns supreme. If there are”kin” (rodnya) there are also
“nonkin”; if there are “fellow countrymen” (zemlyaki) there are also “aliens”, and of the
latter categories nothing much is expected, and no quarter is given. Thus, a space is
created for avid foraging, cheating, and appropriation. (Humphrey 1998, 445)

The return to such kinship-based structures following the dissolution of state-operated

collectives appears to be a common experience elsewhere in the post-socialist world (e.g., Crate

2006). Yet kinship-based social organization often has an uneasy place within governance

institutions. Attempts to reorganize Mongolian pastoralists into non-kin-based resource user groups

have partly been driven by a desire to avoid the “messiness” of kinship. Generating both trust and

mistrust, reciprocity and exploitation, kin-based pastoral groupings – and kinship-based interactions

more generally – simultaneously positive institutions and sources of conflict and corruption.

In line with current anthropological perspectives on relatedness, which urge us to question the

biological essentialism of kinship (Schneider 1984) and to scrutinize the nature-culture divide

(Carsten 2004), I suggest that Mongolian kinship-based practices do reflect the reality of kinship as

not biologically “given”, but as actively created on the basis of diverse and ambiguous biological

relations (Carsten 2000). The socially-constructed nature of relatedness among Mongolian

pastoralists is directly reflected in the use of kin terms, for example (Figure 9.1). I have found that

herders tend to use the Mongolian kinship vocabulary to highlight the nature of social relations with

given individuals – articulating social obligations as implied through the assertion of “relatedness” –

to a far greater extent than they do to discern relations through biological descent. Whereas distinct

terms exist for lineal kin, distinguished by gender and by generation, typically Mongolians describe

collateral kin – including aunts, uncles, cousins, and siblings – as well as more distant relatives

through generic terms. Such relatives are described collectively as akh düü, or individually,

depending on their age in relation to the subject, as akh (senior male), egch (senior female), or düü
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(junior male or female).56 These designations can be taken as fundamentally social rather than

biological, since they express relatedness based on age (and gender in the case of elder relatives), but

represent no biological detail whatsoever.

Figure 9.1: Mongolian kinship terms. Collateral kin, marked with asterisks, are typically described
using generic terms reflecting social rather than biological relations.

Expressing a relationship between the senior akh/egch and junior düü implies a number of

reciprocal obligations: an expectation that the senior relative will help the junior, for example by

providing advice or material assistance at time of need; or that the junior relative will obey the

requests of the senior, in particular by helping out with various tasks as summoned. Such relations

provide an organizing basis for activities such as the feltmaking I documented at Khandgait

(chapter 6), where the participants gathered at the home of their senior relative (“Pürevjav akh”), who

coordinated the event and provided of food and other supplies, but also maintained social authority

over the participants. Significantly, the nature of relatedness among these herders was contingent on

acceptance of social obligations rather than acknowledgement of blood ties. For most of the

participants in the feltmaking, Pürevjav was a senior brother-in-law (“khürgen akh”), or in some

cases simply an “akh” (when described as “manai akh”, or “our elder brother”) – a senior male who

might be tenuously related, if at all, but who may nonetheless be positioned in a relationship

involving mutual obligations. In my own case, I was described by the herders in Khandgait as

56. No terminological or social distinction is made between affinal and consanguineous kin.
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“khürgen” – meaning “relative by marriage” – even though there were no actual blood ties between

my wife and Pürevjav, let alone me or Pürevjav’s in-laws. The biological relationship was defined

through Pürevjav’s adoptive brother, my wife’s great-uncle, but the precise nature of this relationship

mattered little to anyone; what did count was that I was a relative, and as a consequence was entitled

to support from the rest of the group.

Some prescriptivist Mongolian scholars have criticized the use of such generic kinship terms,

pointing out that very specific kin terms do exist for cousins and other affines, and that these should

be used more widely.57 According to Dorjgotov, for example, slippages in meaning may be

considered corruptions of the language, “bastardization” of Mongolian culture, or instances of

inaccurate communication – as with the (mis)use of terms that ought to imply a death or second

marriage. More significantly, Dorjgotov’s view is that these linguistic practices lead to an inability to

convey respect: the underlying (Confucian) theme of this argument is that precise, honorific naming

practices preserve social order by reinforcing social relations and status difference. Yet while the use

of the honorific register is intended to convey respect, its practical function is to create social distance.

The forgetting of these terms is partly a way of being more inclusive, less patriarchal, and more

flexible in designating kin. Indeed, when asked about these terms, my pastoralist colleagues

challenged the (archaic) definition of “khadam” (“in-laws”) as referring only to a woman’s in-laws,

or “üyeel” (“cousin”) as must refer only to male cousins, suggesting that such distinctions made little

sense in the contemporary context.

In expressing biological relations people far more commonly use constructs such as “children

[sons or daughters] of two brothers” – akh düügiin khüükhed. On one occasion I asked two herders if

they were cousins. One of the herders replied, tentatively, “yes, that’s right – children of two siblings

are called ‘cousins’, right?” Relatives outside the immediate family are often described using the

basic collateral kin term or – particularly if not socially close to the subject – using a formula such as

düügiin khüükhed (“child of my junior relative”) for a second cousin, or egchiin khamaatan

57. N. Dorjgotov, “Ураг төрлөө ухаарч, мэндээ зөв мэдэж суръя [Let us appreciate our lineages and greet one another
accordingly]”, essay posted to the Mongolian Translation Blog, August 2010, http://mongoliantranslation.blogspot.com/
2010/08/blog-post_31.html.

http://mongoliantranslation.blogspot.com/2010/08/blog-post_31.html
http://mongoliantranslation.blogspot.com/2010/08/blog-post_31.html
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(“relation of my senior female relative”) for affinal kin related through an aunt. Significantly, the

collateral kin terms – and their related social obligations – are also quite frequently applied to express

relatedness (“fictive kinship”) by birthplace or other form of bond; such kinship relations become

particularly important in serving as a basis for a camp (“khot ail”) or similar economic organization

requiring the expression of social obligations as a means of establishing trust. Implicitly stated in

such arrangements is that whereas an economic contract can be broken, kinship obligations are

permanently enforceable, and are transmissible to proximate kin.

Kinship and residence

To describe the kinship networks in my study sites, I have created a sequence of diagrams inspired by

Bruun’s figures of households and khot ails in Arkhangai (Bruun 2006, 86-89) and the similar the

model of distributed residential groupings presented by Humphrey and Sneath (1999, 140). Whereas

Bruun illustrates individual camps, I have attempted to represent broader networks, using a similar

notation to show households that are interconnected across space. I have further added elements to

illustrate livestock ownership (which is not always coterminous with the herd) and the circulation of

individuals among related households. Insofar as kin networks are inherently open-ended, it is

impossible to create a diagram that is comprehensive but at the same time readable. Consequently I

have selectively included households from each group, representing those that participated in my

research and maintain significant economic ties with the other households. These diagrams are

intended to be illustrative rather than authoritative; for privacy reasons I have omitted some details

regarding sensitive relationships such as remarriages and extra-marital relations.

Although Bruun does not describe the variability of residential groupings at great length in the

text of his monograph, he offers a series of ten kinship diagrams showing individual domestic

groupings within a co-residential site (khot ail camp), with brief notes in the captions identifying the

significant features – and elements of flexibility – of each group. Groupings range in size from a

single household (group #2 in his study), which was formerly accompanied by the wife’s parents, but
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where the widowed father had moved to the aimag centre, to a group of six households (#8), made up

of a couple in their sixties, five adult children who have settled in their camp, and sixteen

grandchildren. The complexity of residential patterns is evident: camps range from two to four

generations; typically – but not always – the households are nuclear families that have settled with the

parents of either the husband or the wife, or are joined through sibling bonds with other households in

the same camp. In some cases household members may be cousins (#9), or the siblings or parents of

both husband and wife in a given nuclear household (baz, #10; khud, #6); orphaned children may live

together as a household (#7), and divorced women may bring their own children and move back in

with their own parents (#5). Bruun suggests that there is a “patrilocal ideal”, but nonetheless his

evidence strongly indicates ambilocal practices: seven of the ten groupings he depicts show either

matrilocality or a combination of patrilocal and matrilocal residence.

My own research confirms this high variability of residential patterns. Several of the

households who participated in my study were young nuclear families who lived on their own, while

others were much larger groupings.

Co-located livestock

Livestock ownership

Waged management of
livestock

Residential dwelling
unit, with kinship ties

Link from immediate
kin group to dwelling place

female

male

deceased female

deceased male

married

separated

descent

Figure 9.2: Kinship diagram legend
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Tasag

This first sequence of diagrams depicts a group of households living along the South bank of the

Yeröö River, 11 kilometres away from the sum centre. The area was originally settled by Buryat

herders, who continued to breed cattle on behalf of the Yeröö State Farm until the early 1990s. A

group of ten adult brothers and sisters live in a stretch of the valley along the Yeröö River, to the East

of the border with neighbouring Javkhlant sum. Two of these brothers – Mendee and Boldoo – are

shown in these diagrams, as living near their mother (in her eighties), who shares a house with an

unmarried daughter. (Although Mendee’s brothers and sisters all live nearby with their spouses and

children, I have not included them in these diagrams for the sake of simplicity.)

Orshikh and Dolgorsüren had lived in the sum centre, working as an accountant and cook for

the State Farm until its dissolution, keeping a number of cattle in their yard. The family moved to the

country in 1997, bringing the cattle; the eldest daughter, Suvdmaa, remained in the family house in

the sum centre with her husband. A younger daughter, Sookoo, eventually married Mendee from the

neighbouring household; on their marriage they created a new household physically situated between

the two sets of parents. One of Orshikh and Dolgorsüren’s sons later married a woman from a

different sum, and established a separate household near the parents’ home. Another brother finished

University in Ulaanbaatar and found employment in the aimag centre, where he established a family

of his own. As of 2007–2008 – prior to my first visit – there were five households in this camp. The

adult children who lived in the aimag and sum were granted livestock by their parents, which were

pooled with the rest of the family livestock in the countryside; in autumn each son and daughter

would come to prepare meat for the wintertime (idesh) out of their own stock, and would additionally

spend holidays helping out with farm chores. As none of the families in this group had large holdings

of sheep and goats, the households pooled these animals and herded them in rotation. Since Mendee

and Sookoo’s first two children had reached school age, they were sent to live with Sookoo’s siblings

in town during the school year – the younger child in the sum, and the older child in the aimag.

Over the five-year period 2008–2013, several changes occurred in the composition of this

residential grouping. In 2008–2009 the camp grew to encompass two new households, arriving from
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Figure 9.3: Residential diagram showing kinship ties, Tasag, 2008 winter.
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Figure 9.4: Residential diagram showing kinship ties, Tasag, 2009 summer.
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Figure 9.5: Residential diagram showing kinship ties, Tasag, 2012 winter.
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Figure 9.6: Residential diagram showing kinship ties, Tasag, 2013 winter.
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other parts of the country. The first of these was Dolgorsüren’s cousin Gerlee, who had worked in the

aimag hospital, and who moved to the countryside following her retirement with her divorced adult

son. In the first year after her move, Gerlee explained that she had been persuaded by Dolgorsüren to

live in a healthier rural environment, which Gerlee thought would help improve her poor physical

condition. “Everything here is natural”, she declared: fresh air, fresh milk, even the tea that people

drink came from plants and berries they had picked themselves (e.g., Figure 7.63). Like other

non-herder retirees who moved to the countryside, Gerlee kept only a small number of animals for her

own subsistence – at first just a cow and calf gifted by Dolgorsüren – while her son attempted to keep

a few pigs to provide a cash income to supplement disability payments. Originally setting up their

yurt next to Dolgorsüren’s home, Gerlee and her son later moved next to the brother of Dolgorsüren’s

son-in-law, a few hundred metres away, keeping their cattle in a shared livestock pen. The second

incoming household was that of Orshikh’s elder brother, who had previously lived in Western

Mongolia but had moved closer to Ulaanbaatar after being diagnosed with a serious illness. The

brother passed away in 2009, leaving his widowed wife and children living next to Orshikh’s home.

In 2011, Orshikh and Dolgorsüren’s son disappeared. Several months later it was found that

the son had died under suspicious circumstances. Left with two small children in her care, the son’s

widowed wife moved back to her home sum to live with her mother. In 2013, Boldoo and his wife

decided to sell their livestock and move in with relatives close to the city of Darkhan, who operated a

dairy farm. Boldoo’s wife had been wanting to live and work in town rather than in the country, and

the household’s cash income from its relatively small herd had been limited, although subsistence

expenses were low. Given that the farm cattle were high-yield improved breeds and were milked

year-round, Boldoo now had a significant, stable cash income. Boldoo’s twin brother eventually

moved into the vacated home in the country.

None of the households in this group maintained a stable composition over the five-year period

represented here. The most significant changes occurred as a result of births and deaths. During this

five-year period children were born into two of the five rural households, and there were two deaths.

More frequent changes to household composition related to the fact that children did not typically
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stay with their parents all the time. As mentioned above, Mendee and Sookoo sent their two older

children to stay with Sookoo’s siblings during the school year, one attending high school in the aimag

and one attending elementary school in the sum. By 2012, when this family’s youngest daughter

entered grade one, she was sent to the sum centre along with her brother. Both siblings in the sum

returned home at weekends to stay with their parents and help with farm chores. The oldest son of the

family in the sum centre lived much of the time at his grandparents’ home in the country, helping out

with milking, dairy processing, wood cutting, and other labour that his grandparents were unable to

manage on their own. During the summers and school holidays, the children from the sum stayed

with different families in the country.

In 2011–2012, Dolgorsüren’s two youngest children both married and moved to the city. Her

youngest son, who was still an university student, stayed in Ulaanbaatar as his wife and baby stayed

with Dolgorsüren over the winter. The next-oldest daughter, Sarangerel, found employment in

Ulaanbaatar along with her husband, leaving her baby in the care of Mendee and Sookoo. Upon

graduation the son and his family moved into the family home in the sum centre (Tömöröö and

Suvdmaa moved into a new residence), while Sarangerel and her family moved in with Dolgorsüren

until Altangerel finished building a house in the sum centre. Having been widowed the previous year,

and with reduced help from her grandson – who had less time now that he was approaching

graduation from high school – Dolgorsüren found herself unable to manage the family livestock. As a

result, she shifted most of the animals to the three households in the sum centre, planning ultimately

to move in with one of her daughters in the sum.

In the case of Gerlee and her son, although the core household composition remained relatively

stable, it was rare for us to find just Gerlee and her son alone at home. Gerlee tallied close to fifty

overnight visitors in 2013, some of whom stayed up to a month; for much of the winter, she herself

stayed with family and friends in the aimag and in Ulaanbaatar, while her son and Boldoo, the

neighbour, took care of the animals. In the winter of 2014 Gerlee’s son spent several months living in

his brother’s household in the city, caring for his young nephew. Given that Gerlee and her son had

extremely low livestock-related labour requirements, particularly in winter, there was little tying
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them both to the home at the same time.

Khamar Monastery

These diagrams do not represent the entire population of Khamar Monastery, let alone its surrounding

area, but rather a selection of households who maintain regular relations of reciprocity, are linked to

pastoral activities, and participated in my field recordings. Unlike the Tasag diagrams, this figure

does not show diachronic changes resulting from the evolution of the domestic cycle, but rather

depicts significant interactions among a broad network of relatives. In this case, the figures show how

livestock and pastoral activities connect both nomadic and sedentary relatives. Most of the

households at Khamar Monastery are related, for the most part through the women.

Nomin &
Oyunaa

Dorjsüren

Noogii &
Enkhee

E of MonasterySE of Monastery

Figure 9.7: Residential diagram showing kinship ties, East/South-East of Khamar Monastery.

Khamar Monastery was re-established in 1992, with several monks and their households taking

up residence at the site. As of 2012, there were approximately 50 households at the Monastery, half

of which belonged to families of monks and Monastery support staff, and the other half of which

belonged to managers of tourist hostels. All the households were effectively “new” residents in the

sense that the Monastery had only been re-established twenty years previously, although the majority
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Figure 9.8: Residential diagram showing kinship ties, Khamar Monastery.
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Figure 9.9: Residential diagram showing kinship ties, South to North-East of Khamar Monastery.

of residents had moved in within the previous five to ten years. The residential area of the Monastery

was laid out in two clusters immediately to the South of the restored temples, separated by a gap of

some 200 metres. The Western cluster consisted of the homes of the Lovon (abbot) Dösh Lama, the

accountant, the caretaker and cook, and the majority of the monks, most of whom were related to one

another in various ways. The head monk, accountant, and Togtokh Lama – who had lived at the

monastery longest – had constructed permanent houses, whereas all of the remaining residents lived

in yurts. The Eastern cluster included the homes of a few monks, the officer responsible for

overseeing the Special Protected Area, and a dozen or so ger buudal (“yurt hostels”) catering to

pilgrims, each of which had an average of four or five yurts for guests alongside the owner’s home

and kitchen. In between the two clusters was a two-storey building originally built to serve as a

hospice and kindergarten, which was being used at the time to house “outside” monks – those who

did not come from the families settled at the Monastery – and the construction workers working on

new temples. A few hundred metres further to the South of the Western cluster were several other

households with new hostels. A few families also lived at Shambhala, including the maintenance

worker Nasanbat and some monks. A small group of female monks (khandmaa) moved into the
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basement of the new temple constructed at the end of our stay. The hostel owners and monks’

families constituted relatively distinct social groupings, but this is not to say that they did not mix:

more than one household involved a monk who had married a local woman from across the way.

The kinship-residence diagrams I have put together here show only a handful of these

households, focusing mainly on those whose activities and kinship linkages were directly connected

to pastoralism. Eldev Lama, son of the abbot, helped out frequently with pastoral activities

(Figure 4.2) and joined others in harvesting tsulikhir (Figure 7.65). Ider and Dolgor, caretakers of the

Monastery, owned livestock and frequently helped their children Nomin and Oyunaa with pastoral

activities, including milking goats (Figure 4.64). Noogii and Enkhee, related through Monastery

caretaker Altangerel, managed livestock on behalf of the Monastery and also provided camel rides for

visiting tourists (Figure 7.93).

Among those who are not included in the diagram are several households in the Eastern cluster.

Enkhjargal Lama’s elderly mother kept a few animals just over the hill beyond the monastery, and

remained in close contact with the monastery households. Gündsamba, owner of the Tövshin Saikhan

hostel, was originally a herder in a different region of the aimag, but moved to the monastery after

being widowed by her husband. Gerelt-Od, who owned livestock in his native district several

hundred kilometres to the south, next to the Chinese border, opened a hostel several years previously

with assistance from Mercy Corps; he came and went, sometimes bringing a camel or two to

slaughter in order to provide meat for the guests. Zagdsüren, who lived close to the monastery

herding livestock with her grandson, had a husband and son living at the monastery, who helped out

with activities such as the combing of goats.

Herder households and camps

In Mongolia, the household (örkh) is typically taken as the base unit of demographic and economic

data collection (through household surveys), membership in “herder groups” or similar collectivities,

or the allocation of loans and assistance. Mongolian government institution universally use the terms
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“herder households” and “livestock-owning households” to identify pastoralists. Yet my descriptions

above strongly suggest the need to question even the legally-enshrined concept of the “herder

household” as a nuclear family, with its own discrete property, engaged year-round in animal

husbandry as its primary economic activity.

Anthropological critiques of the household as economic unit are abundant. A series of articles

in the journal Development and Change dating from the 1980s (Guyer and Peters 1987), recently

collected and reviewed in a special virtual issue, deconstruct the household in rural Africa as a

construct of colonial governance or development practice (O’Laughlin 2012). Summarizing the

discussion, O’Laughlin identifies three common points: (1) households are not bounded groups, but

are situated in broader kin networks that provide access to resources; (2) households are not

homogenous entities with unified objectives, as standpoints within them differ by gender and

generation; and (3) households are “constantly evolving processes” rather than stable units (2012, 1).

All three of these observations are directly relevant to the Mongolian pastoral household. I address

the second of these points below through several brief case studies, illustrating different priorities and

standpoints within households, and particularly how some standpoints can be ignored by

development projects. The first and third points, which reflect the actual distribution of people and

resources, I address through commentary on a series of diagrams depicting pastoral kin groups in the

two study sites.

Such observations, O’Laughlin argues, require us to reconsider the “comparative household

survey” as an instrument of development practice. The limitations of the “household survey” in

Mongolia are no less pronounced. In November 2013, I was present in a number of herding

households as several teams of functionaries from the aimag centre travelled about administering the

national “household standard of living survey”, intended for use in determining median (baseline)

standards of living and a “poverty line” measure for government assistance. Arriving at each camp,

the researchers asked to speak to the head of the household, who would sometimes be summoned as

the researchers waited. The researchers would then pull out a printed questionnaire and begin reading

through a checklist inventory of household property – television, motorcycle, truck, and so on – and
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recording details of livestock counts. So far as I could see the household heads responded honestly to

the questions. But it was not entirely clear how, at the household level, this inventory could

accurately represent the resources actually available to each household that was being interviewed. In

one family, the head of the household owned considerably property that was in practice used by his

sons, who camped nearby but were registered officially as “independent” households. The checklist

did not capture the father’s ownership of several yurts, vehicles, and other property, nor the fact that

the younger households had access to – and indeed de facto ownership of – these resources despite

the property being in their father’s name. In most pastoral families, labour and physical resources

passed freely among households to such an extent that official livestock counts and property

certificates seemed to have little meaning.

The individual term designating a person or household as “pastoralist” is malchin (“herder”,

literally “livestock + relation + person”), indicating an occupational relationship to herd animals. This

is also an administrative category used in the Land Law and in the Census. The term malchin örkh

(“livestock-keeping household”) is defined in the Law on Personal Income Taxation as “a family that

regularly maintains [mallakh] livestock that is its own private property, and that obtains its primary

income from the products thereof” (article 4.1.2). Defined as an occupational category, however, the

term fails to capture many people who are actually pastoralists in some sense, but do not live full-time

with their livestock. People such as Ider and Dolgor are institutionally defined as “livestock-owning”,

but this term does not capture their ongoing contributions to their children’s livestock management.

Nor does this terminology reflect the contribution of children from “livestock-owning” households to

everyday pastoral activities on weekends and during school holidays (Figure 5.98).

Herders with more diversified activities are unable to declare themselves as malchin, but often

use terms such as maltai, ükhertei, khonitoi, or aduutai, meaning “with livestock” (in the sense of

ownership), “with cattle”, “with sheep”, “with horses”, and the like. This distinction is significant

since it does not define the subject through an ongoing technical relationship to livestock – animal

husbandry as routine activity – but through a property relationship, which implies achieved status.

Such status is also recognized in titles such as myangat (“with a thousand”), which is accorded to
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herders having achieved a herd of a thousand or more. In other cases people may describe themselves

in more deliberately ambiguous terms: a common response to questions about one’s occupation is bi

khödöö baidag (“I am [i.e., live] in the countryside”), reflecting the primacy of location – as opposed

to activity – in describing identity, but also the fluidity of this designation, which is provided in the

present tense. Day-to-day activities may be considered less relevant to identity than where a person is,

or is from; a person who is in the countryside (khödöö) may indeed own livestock but will almost

inevitably engage in non-husbandry activities as well. Pastoral/non-pastoral boundaries are even

blurred in the case of urban residents with full-time employment: town-dwellers of Yeröö, for

instance, almost all own cattle, even though they may have jobs as public servants, teachers, or

shop-owners (see Sneath 1996, for further evidence of such arrangements elsewhere in Inner Asia).

In some cases the livestock is herded by family members who live out of town, and informal

arrangements may be made for the wage earner to share income in exchange for weekly rations of

milk, meat, or cheese. In other cases groups of neighbours may pool small numbers of animals and

take turns – perhaps one day a week – taking care of the herd, or else pay a full-time herder a monthly

sum to manage their livestock along with his own.

Much has been written about the kinship-based organization of herder camps, through the

institution of the khot ail – a pastoral grouping consisting of two or more household units, generally

related by kinship ties. Indeed, my original intention in planning my own field research was to study

a fixed number of khot ails in the two field sites, tracking each over the course of a full year. Yet I

quickly found that the multi-household camp was poorly representative of actual social organization

in the sites where I worked, which was extremely fluid and tended not to be reflected in co-residential

units – which in fact tended to be both rare and unstable. At a doctoral thesis defense in 2013, one of

my anthropologist colleagues at the National University of Mongolia, as a member of the defense

committee, questioned whether the idea of the “khot ail” described by the defending candidate might

in fact be more of an academic construct than an ethnographic reality. The older professors in the

room immediately dismissed the question, asserting that herders’ unfamiliarity with the idea of the

“khot ail” was simply evidence of a loss of tradition. My anthropologist colleagues and I were not
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convinced by this argument, however. Closer analysis of historical and contemporary evidence

suggests the need to deconstruct the categories of “pastoral household” and “khot ail”, and to describe

Mongolian pastoralists’ residential strategies as reflecting organization within fluid networks of

relatives rather than as discrete economic production units.

The “standard” ethnographic description of the khot ail runs approximately as follows. The

khot ail is a group of two or more households, typically related by kin, gathered as an organizational

unit for pastoral activities. It may vary in size by region, but normally ranges from 6–7 households

(i.e., individual yurts) in the forested steppe (khangai) region or 2–3 households in the Gobi (Bold

1996, 74). The number of “active” workers in a khot ail is thus in the range of 10–12 in mountainous

areas or 5–6 in the Gobi, bearing in mind that children and elderly members of the domestic unit will

also generally contribute to day-to-day pastoral activities and household maintenance when possible.

The term “khot ail” is a composite of khot, which refers either to a livestock enclosure or to a human

settlement or city, and ail, which refers to “family” in the sense of both nuclear household (örkh) and

kin (töröl sadan). Historical laws such as the 17th-century Mongol-Oiradyn Ik Tsaaz and

18th-century Khalkh Juram contain measures defining responsibilities of the khotyn akh* or “senior

of the khot” (e.g., Khalkh Juram*, Art. 21), leading some scholars to believe that the khot ail,

represented by its most senior kin member, may have been the primary unit of administration of the

historic pastoral economy (Badamkhatan and Tserenkhand 2012, 155).

The khot ail was mainly replaced, following the collectivization of herders in the 1950s, by

specialized herding units called “suuri” functioning within hierarchically-coordinated collectives

(Humphrey 1978); the khot ail is described by academics as having subsequently been revived,

following decollectivization in 1992, as the primary unit of social and economic organization in the

Mongolian pastoral economy (Bold 1996; D. Bazargür 2002). A fair level of public and academic

discussion surrounded the nature and role of the re-emergent khot ail in the late 1990s and early

2000s. Some Mongolian commentators described the khot ail as a fundamental unit of economic

organization that must be preserved within larger-scale, more formal structures such as incorporated

companies, partnerships, cooperatives, ranches, associations, or shareholding companies
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(Erdenetsogt and Tömörjav 1999, 263). A generally unstated, but central, motivation for the revival

of the khot ail has been its symbolic value in opposition to top-down socialist-era management, and

more generally as a perceived aspect of cultural revival. A clear example of such a position is seen in

Bazargur (D. Bazargür 2002; D Bazargür 2005), who situates the khot ail as embodying traditional

ecological knowledge dating back to the Mongolian Empire period. Bazargur argues that the khot ail

is ecologically adaptive in its mobility patterns and herd composition, provides security of land

tenure, and involves flexible and shared labour arrangements – in contrast to the socialist collective,

which he describes as ecologically maladaptive, inflexible, lacking in land tenure management, and

over-specialized (for similar arguments see Erdenetsogt 1998; Erdenetsogt and Tömörjav 1999;

Avarzed, Ü and Sodnoi, T. 2008; Upton 2010).

The above descriptions notwithstanding, it is not certain that the “khot ail” can be taken as a

representative form of social organization. Various other pastoral units existing prior to the People’s

Revolution of 1921 included groups known as shavinar, otog, khariyaat, or angi – herders who were

considered direct subjects of the king, a monastery, or a prince, and who were charged with supplying

meat, dairy products, and felt (Natsagdorj 1967). Yet the term “khot ail” itself is conspicuously

absent from major historical and ethnographic sources. As of 2014, although the “khot ail” is

referenced in various legal documents, it has no formal legal status. Most institutional relations with

the state are currently coordinated at the household level, although there is a push to have herders

deal through producer cooperatives. The few references to “khot ails” in institutional texts occur

mainly as a means of describing herder camps as a unit for checking the spread of disease.

Regulations on declaring a state of preparedness stipulate the need to encompass the livestock of “all

sums, bags, and khot ails”, for instance, while the regulations on importing milk and dairy products

into urban settlements stipulate that the milk must have come from a “business, khot ail, or household

that has been declared free of brucellosis or tuberculosis”.58

The term “khot ail” is in fact a compound made up of two common terms – “khot”, meaning a

settlement, camp, or city; and “ail”, meaning a family or household. The term “khot” (Mongolian

58. See for example Decrees A/92 (2002) and A/121 (2003) of the Minister of Food and Agriculture; Resolution No. 111
(2001) of the Government of Mongolia; and Decree A/29 (2012) of the Ministry of Industry and Agriculture.
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script: qota) refers to a city or town (e.g., Ulaanbaatar khot, “the City of Ulaanbaatar”; khot suurin

gazar, “settlement”) or to a livestock pen. Within the first meaning a group of households (gers) can

also be called a “khot”; Tsevel (2012) glosses this as “in the countryside, family-households camping

singly or together as a group”, providing the compound terms “khot ail”, “khot örkh”, and “khot

tosgon”. Conceivably the original meaning of “qota” was related to “home” or “bed”, as preserved in

the contemporary sense of the term in describing “livestock bedding”.59 In the Secret History of the

Mongols Degei utters the words “Qoaŋqoqčiut qonid-i aduulaĵu / Qotan duurķesu!” (§124) – a

passage Cleaves translates using the term “fold” (“Herding the yellow sheep / I shall cause [thy] fold

to be filled [with them]”) and Pelliot as “parc” (“ayant fait paître tes moutons beijes, je remplirai

d’eux leur parc”), but which Damdinsüren renders as the contemporary Mongolian “khot” (Хонин

олон сүргийг / Хот дүүрэн өсгөж). While the term “khot” is used onced in the Secret History to

refer to settlements, the word “balağasu” is encountered far more frequently as the term for

permanent cities or fortresses.60 Tsevel (2012) defines the term “ail”, meanwhile, as neg ger örkh,

meaning “one home/yurt/household”, and gives the example of “gurvan ail nüüj yavna” – three

families are moving – indicating usage of “ail” to reference the individual households in a group, as

well as “ail ger bolokh”, literally “to become an ail ger”, meaning to be married. Tsevel provides a

second meaning for “ail” as living nearby, as neighbours: manaikh Batynkhtai ail (“ours is an ail

with Bat’s”) literally means “we are camped together with Bat’s family”.

Despite the appearance of several articles describing khot ails since the mid-1990s,

ethnographic detail on social organization remains lacking. One dedicated historio-ethnographic

59. Sükhbaatar’s Dictionary of Loan Words (1997, 199) indicates that “khot” is a loan word from the Sanskrit kotta. The
term is indeed possibly related to a Proto-Indo-European (PIE) root kē̆t- or kot-, signifying “room” or “dwelling space”
(Pokorny 1994, 586-587). According to the Global Lexicostatistical Database http://starling.rinet.ru/ the proto-Mongolian
term \*koto is glossed as “town, group of huts” or “family, home”, and presented as derived from the proto-Altaic
\*kòt'V (“village, locality”), as related to the Turkic \*Kutu (“group of people”) and Korean \*kó (“place, locality”),
as well as the Proto-Indo-European \*kat- (“house”, “shed”) and Uralic \*kota (hut, hovel, house).

60. For example, this term is used in references to the cities of Tung-ch’ang (§247); Nanjing (§251); Bukhara, Samarkand,
and Utrar (§257); Örünggeči (§258); Abtu (§261); Kiev and Kermen (§262, §274); and Buiging (§253). The term used
is \*balaga-sun, related to the Old Turkic bal�q (see the Orkhon Inscriptions, and Poppe 1966, 197). By comparison,
see §248, Elsen ilekdeĵu Čiŋķis-qağan eye-tur ano oroĵu qotat qotat-tur eeret baouqsat čeriudi qariulĵu ičuba. This text
is rendered by Damdinsüren (1975) as “Тэдний элсэн дагаж найрамдъя гэснийг Чингис хаан зөвшөөж, олон хотыг
эзлэхээр байлдаж байсан цэргүүдийг гэдрэг татаж ирүүлэв”, and by Cleaves (1982) as “Being come unto [by them] to
submit themselves, Činggis Qahan, entering into their counsel, made the soldiers which, assaulting, were descended unto
the divers towns to return and he withdrew”.

http://starling.rinet.ru/
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article has been published by a Mongolian scholar (Bold 1996), along with a brief chapter in the

Ethnography of Mongolia (Badamkhatan and Tserenkhand 2012). These articles, following

Vladimirtsov’s influential work on Mongolian “feudal” social organization (1948), build mainly on

passing references to “khot” and “ail” in 13th-century sources – notably the Secret History of the

Mongols and Rashid-ad-Din’s Compendium of Chronicles – and in 17th-century laws, to theorize

about the origin of contemporary forms of social organization. Information about the

pre-collectivization era khot ail is mainly drawn from the authors’ own direct knowledge and on

formal ethnographic field data, the most directly relevant of which was collected by Russian scholar

A. Simukov (especially 1933); these are complemented by field reports from the Ethnography Sector

of the Mongolian Academy of Sciences, which are mentioned by Tserenkhand but not cited directly.

Unfortunately the available primary data provide limited details concerning the variability of social

organization.

In most accounts, the khot ail is described as having emerged following the decline of the

“khüree” type of settlement in the Great Mongol period (14th century), remaining relatively intact

until the collectivization efforts of the mid-20th century, at which time it was replaced by the “suurin”

(“base camp”) – a multi-household group similar to the khot ail, but integrated into state

administrative structures as an institutional unit of the collective or state farm. This was then replaced

by the revived khot ail in the mid-1990s (Figure 9.10). The “khüree” – literally “border” or “ring” –

was a form of nomadic encampment consisting of a large group of yurts, assembled in a round for

mutual protection. This form of settlement is specifically described by Rashid ad-Din; stating that the

Jalayir Mongols of the Kherlen River (seven generations preceding Chinggis Khaan) made up

seventy “kuren”’ [khürees]:

The meaning of the term “kuren”’ is as follows: when a large number of tents are
arranged in a circle and form a ring in the steppe, they are called a “kuren”’. In that
period a thousand tents, arranged in such a manner, counted as one kuren’. According to
this account, the tribe would amount to seventy thousand tents. (Jami’ al-tawarikh,
vol. II, Part 1, “Bodonchir Khaan”, section 2).

Further, Rashid-ad-Din describes the khüree in the context of Chinggis Khaan summoning his
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Figure 9.10: Accepted chronology of pastoral social organization. This figure illustrates the accepted,
approximate chronology of pastoral social organization in Mongolia. Dashed lines signify limited
existence.

soldiers into thirteen khürees (in the section on Jamuka):

In olden times, when some tribe came to stay in a given place, it would arrange itself in a
circle, with the senior member in the centre of the ring, like a centre point; and this was
called a “kuren”’. And in current times, when enemy forces are near, they [the Mongols]
also arrange themselves in such a way so as to prevent enemies and strangers from
entering the camp.

The khüree subsequently took on the meaning of a large, mobile settlement, as evidenced

notably by the settlements of Ikh khüree (the “Great khüree”), which came to be renamed

Ulaanbaatar in 1921, and the companion settlement of Baruun khüree. In the 17th-19th centuries the

term “khüree” appears to have most often been associated with religious settlements (“khüree khiid”,

“nomyn khüree”), with the implication that mobile yurts were organized in a circle surrounding a

central monastery or temple.

The authors of the official History of Mongolia, published by the Mongolian Academy of

Sciences, maintain that the large “khüree” settlement pattern gave way to the “khot ail” system in the

13–14th centuries (Ochir 2003, II, 152). They assert that this shift marked the emergence of various

proverbs reflecting “collective work in khot ails”, such as “ail khünii amin neg, saakhalt khünii

sanaa neg [The people of one family (ail) are of one mouth; the people of one place (i.e., neighbours)

are of one mind]”; they go on to mention how this system “protecting one another from various

threats, jointly fought against ecological stresses [zud turkhan], making up for each others’

shortcomings; and shared in suffering and happiness, collectively marking celebrations”. This

interpretation may need to be viewed with a critical eye, however. The cited account amounts largely

to nationalist eulogies for the wisdom of ancestors, Chinggis Khaan, and – in a passage that seems
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inspired by socialist-era discourse – collective labour and struggles of the common people. While it

may be accurate to indentify the khot ail as a site for collective labour, it can also be seen as a more

mundane and variable form of social organization than the authors admit, driven by

locally-experienced material realities.

A similar account is found in the Encyclopaedia of Mongolian Customs, which describes the

khot ail as “an inseparable part of Mongolians’ traditional domestic relations” (Ariyaasüren and

Nyambuu 1990, III.316). This work also presents the assertion that in pre-Revolutionary times,

small-scale herders kept livestock as individual households, whereas medium-to-large-scale livestock

holders organized themselves in camps of several households. As historian Ishjamts acknowledges in

the History of Mongolia (Ochir 2003, II, 153), there were historically a number of different types of

khot ail – possibly several households each having approximately the same number of livestock, or a

group of households herding the livestock of a wealthy owner, for instance – as well as households

that kept livestock individually. Ishjamts maintains that the “khot ail system” emerged in the 13th

century and remained essentially unchanged for seven centuries, until the 1930s, but acknowledges

that Mongolians lived in a number of different formations: “khot ailaar” (in khot ails), “khotlooroo”

(in khots), “khotol olnooroo” (as large khot groups), “ail saakhaltaaraa” (as neighbouring families),

“neg golooroo” (as families along a river), or “nutag usaaraa” (as people of one homeland or water

source).

Contemporary authors have relied heavily on Simukov’s comments from the 1930s as

reflecting the “true” form of the khot ail. Simukov (1934) describes the khot ail of the 1930s as an

economic unit based on collective labour: livestock belonging to each household would be kept

separately in the family’s pen, but then brought together with the neighbouring households’ livestock

in the morning to be herded together by a member of one of the participating households, chosen on a

rotational basis. Simukov presents a critical view of the khot ail as potentially exploitative of poorer

members, who performed a disproportionate amount of labour relative to their livestock holdings.

Simukov notes that herders typically joined khot ails on the basis of kinship ties to other members;

alternatively, if they had few animals of their own and little opportunity for assistance from kin,
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people could join a khot ail as waged herders. Possibly the most significant comment from

Simukov’s account is that the residential camp of Mongolian pastoralists was rarely stable, but

constantly changed in composition in response to economic or other conditions.

Simukov states that 31% of households in Tamir sum, Arkhangai aimag lived in khot ails of

2–4, 36% in groups of 5–6, 31% in groups of 7–10, and 2% in groups of 11–13; he finds that up to

90% of households lived in khot ails. In the Gobi, by contrast, he observes that the average khot ail

size is two yurts, with many households camping individually. These observations seem somewhat

consistent with contemporary practices, though my own research suggests an higher degree of

variability than Simukov indicates. The representativeness of Simukov’s findings may be subject to

questioning, however. Simukov based his study on one month of field research in Mongolia in 1933,

during which he gathered data about the composition and movements of approximately 100 khot ails.

Simukov acknowledges that the khot ails documented were from a single point in time during the

summer, and thus do not reflect the size of winter groupings. Further, Simukov’s preliminary study

does not address internal variability of khot ails – such as the various ways that labour, material

resources, and authority are allocated or distributed within different khot ails – or the specific changes

to the composition of households and groups.
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Figure 9.11: Distribution of khot ails in Arkhangai by size. Based on data from Simukov (1933).
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Vladimirtsov (1948, 43) uses the term “ail” to describe multi-household units, noting that “two

or three yurts camped together, or sometimes several households that are not too far separated from

one another, are called an ail”. Vladimirtsov cites sources from the 11th and 12th centuries as

pointing to “mobilizations and communal life of groupings of various sizes” (Secret History §24, §37,

§43, §46, §50, §57-60, §120; Rashid-ad-Din II §91, §94-95; I, §39) and, conversely, “separated

families moving in isolation or in small groups” (43-45). Suggesting that Mongols travelled in large

“khüree” camps, he distinguishes küriyān (khüree), ayil ([örkh] ail), and họton (khot [ail]). But in fact

his sources do not fully support his assertions, as they do not describe commoners’ practices at all.

Whereas the khüree is described by Rashid-ad-Din as a military encampment, the reference to ayil in

the Secret History (§41) denotes a “household”, but says nothing about its mobility or organization.

We can take for granted the truth of the assertion that mobility in small groups is threatened during

periods of warfare, for which purpose the khüree is a useful security arrangement; Vladimirtsov

suggests that the khüree eventually broke apart into smaller khüree, in which livestock owners lived,

while their livestock – especially their horses – were kept by ails. Nonetheless, the subsequent

discussion of 17th century life is largely conjectural.

Vladimirtsov later glosses the term ail as “designating a small group of one, two or three yurts,

set up next to one another, as well as a group of yurt-ails located a small distance apart from one

another” (1948, 220-221). Tserenkhand picks up on the reference by Vladimirtsov to the “ailyn akh”

and “khotyn akhlagch” in the Mongol, Oiradyn Ikh Tsaaz and Khalkh Juram, surmising that the khot

might have been a formal institution, constituting the “basic unit of governance” in the Qing period,

with a leader having legally-defined responsibilities (Badamkhatan and Tserenkhand 2012, 155). Yet,

as she acknowledges, it seems equally plausible that this “akh” or “akhlagch” simply identifies the

most senior or respected member of a household or set of households.

As both Simukov and Vladimirtsov note, there has been some evolution in the signification of

the words “khot” and “ail”. Vladimirtsov applies “khot” to groups of ten or more households, and

“ail” to smaller groups, as well as to single-household herders. Simukov states, by contrast, that in the

1930s “khot” refers to the herder’s camp – groups of 2-3 households in the Khangai or a single
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household in the Gobi – but that “ail” always refers to two or more households. Interestingly,

Simukov notes that in the more sedentary context of a monastery or town, the single yurt is known as

“ger” or “ail”. Simukov interprets the application of “khot” to single pastoral households in the Gobi

by association of the term “khot” with its parallel meaning of “livestock pen”. As implied by this

explanation, “khot” and “ail” can refer to different aspects of the physical pastoral grouping: the

“khot” may refer to the physical site in which livestock are kept (or, by extension, the site of a

correspondingly large aggregation of households), whereas the “ail” refers to the relatedness of the

people living together.

According to Krader, the primary form of the pastoral settlement was a circular “village”:

The village is that which the family becomes if it is large enough and wealthy enough.
Where these two conditions are satisfied, one might find a great tent belonging to the
head of the household, flanked by the tents of the wives, and separate tents for all sons
who are of age, whether married or only betrothed; the tents of married sons might in
turn be flanked by tents of their offspring; and on the outer perimeter of the encampment
lie the tents of poorer and more distant agnatic kinsmen, servants’ tents, storage tents,
baking and cooking tents, etc. Such an ideal is not often realized; a village is usually
comprised of a number of related extended families, each with a modest household of a
few tents arranged around the tent of the patriarch, and several such clusters combining
to form the larger village pattern. In the eastern steppe, i.e., among the Buryats and
Khalkhas, the village is circular in form, as are the component household clusters; in the
western steppe, i.e., among the Kalmuks and Kazakh-Kirgiz, the village is deployed in
the form of a broad arc open to the south, or in a straight line. (Krader 1953, 27-28)

Referencing Szynkiewicz, Sneath (2000b, 212-214) points out that the modern khot ail was

“formed primarily by choice, although it often included agnates and affines.” He later writes that

pre-collective patterns of residence among pastoralists were “highly flexible and reflected

interpersonal relationships and property relations, as well as kinship”. Sneath is skeptical of Krader’s

kinship model, suggesting that groupings may never have been as rigid as Krader’s “ideal” suggests.

Sneath also points out that contemporary kinship-based “hot” institutions registered and allocated

land by the Chinese state may in fact establish a level of permanence that has not existed previously.

Pozdneyev (1971) uses the term “ail” throughout his text to describe various forms of
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settlements, nomadic or otherwise, including some very large groupings (i.e., as a blanket term for a

group of collocated yurts). Pozdneyev’s account is particularly interesting as it reveals a high degree

of diversity of kinship and residence patterns in the late-19th century. This is significant as it

challenges conventional interpretations of Mongolian society as having formerly been organized by

rigid agnatic kinship rankings which were broken up by socialism; it also lets us create a more

accurate view of what the “khot ail” actually is, beyond being an academic construct. There are

several references to living arrangements in Pozdneyev’s account, which give a sense of their

diversity. In one passage, he writes: “We saw an ail of twelve yurts at the side of the road; this was

the headquarters of the Ildengiin sumun [of Tse Dzasak hoshun], i.e. here was the camp of its

dzanggin with the clerk assigned to him” (1971, 6). In another passage he describes the residence of a

shaman as consisting of five yurts, three of which were empty (the residents having gone to a

wedding), and the other two with an old woman and two young children (an eleven-year-old looking

after a younger sibling) (1971, 9). A later passage describes a family arrangement, based on adoption:

I saw two yurts belonging to Mongols apparently in medium circumstances, and I
approached them to have a conversation about life here. As it turned out, both these
yurts comprised the ail of the taiji [prince] Gombo-dorji, a good-natured old fellow about
sixty, who lived here, exclusively from cattle raising, together with his adopted nephews.
This old man was childless and of his own family had only his wife, who was
approximately the same age. (1971, 279)

Such adoptive arrangements have become less common today than they once were, but not

entirely absent. Mongolians who are now in their sixties and seventies frequently mention that they

were brought up by adoptive parents – often aunts and uncles, but in some cases more distant

relatives, or even unrelated families who were close friends of their parents, as with the brother of

Pürevjav in Yeröö. The reasons given for such adoptions vary, but commonly relate to the need, as

suggested in Podzneyev’s passage, to even out the availability of domestic labour. Families with no

sons or daughters could acquire a boy or girl from a related family, and this child would thereafter be

treated as their own. Today outright adoptions are uncommon but a remarkable number of children

live in households other than those of birth parents, as is clear from the sample residential/kinship
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diagrams I present for herders in Yeröö (Figure 9.5, Figure 9.6).

It is tempting to try to reproduce Simukov’s khot ail census and diagrams of movements over

the course of a year. Generating precise mobility diagrams that capture the true nature of mobility is

difficult, however, since the diagram cannot represent the different types of movements of different

types of actors over different time scales, and their relationship to current conditions. There are also

several definitional problems encountered in undertaking such a project. First, herders’ groupings

change quite frequently, particularly in the Gobi, such that it is difficult to identify what would be a

“normal” or “average” size of grouping. Does it correspond to the winter camp, which is typically the

most stable? But then how do we take into account otor moves (chapter 4)? Second, it is not clear

how to define a “khot ail”. If we take the criterion of proximity, we may overlook the families who,

whenever possible, stay close together and jointly manage some of their livestock, but who camp

some distance apart so as not to degrade the grass next to their homes, such as Tömör and Batbayar’s

households in the Gobi. Conversely, in some cases – such as the households in Khandgait – many

related families may live very close to one another, keeping their day-to-day activities distinct, but

maintaining close social relations, sharing a well, and coming together for major activities such as

cleaning out a barn, making felt (chapter 6), or gathering hay (chapter 7). If we use only criteria of

joint ownership or collective labour, we may be forced to take on an equal footing related households

that are situated a dozen or more kilometres apart, but that meet up regularly, and possibly even on a

daily basis, to help one another out – as with the shearing of sheep or castrating livestock

(Figure 4.81). Third, there is not always a one-to-one correspondence of households and yurts in a

given site, such that household counts can potentially become problematic. In many cases families

have an “extra yurt” that may be used for cooking, storage, or livestock birthing purposes, but may

also nominally belong to someone who is not always present.

When Simukov asserts that the term “ail” is never used in the northern Khalkh region in

application to a single household, this is because the “ail” is being used to encompass all the related

individuals who are living together, whereas the individual household within this group is a “ger”

(“yurt”). This designation is also revealing of how Mongolians conceive kinship structures, as the
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term “ger”, in referring simply to the dwelling, is non-prescriptive about who actually lives in it, or

even for that matter the uses to which each ger is being put, since group members may actually pass

fluidly from one to the next (e.g., the summertime kitchen ger that also serves as a sleeping area for

the daughter, or the mother’s ger where everyone drinks tea). In the contemporary context several

households travelling together often state that they are camping as such-and-such a number of gers

(yurts): for example, “khoyor gereer övöljij baina” (“we are spending the winter as two gers”). This

differs from concepts linking individuals by marriage or other ties, or by shared residence (e.g.,

“household”). Although the nuclear family living together in one home is mapped institutionally to

the “örkh” or “household” (a synechdocal term referencing the yurt itself, as the covering for the

opening at the top of the yurt), in colloquial practice this term is rare.

While the concept of “khot ail” does exist, treating the khot ail as the basic unit of social

organization can be very misleading. The term is mainly used in literate discussion, rather than

self-referentially by herders. Under “literate use” I mean references to “a group of nomadic

households” in either an abstract or literary-historical sense, meaning detachment from the site, rather

than communications that describe specific people and the relationships between them. The

communicative contexts for self-references by herders do not typically require denotation of all

households camping together as a collectivity, but rather in reference to the speaker or audience

(table “Relational language for describing people and places”). Thus for example herders commonly

ask and respond to questions such as “where are you staying now?” or “where is Dorj [living]?”, or

alternatively “whose is the home next to yours?” or “who are you staying with?” Answers to these

questions typically take forms such as “Manaikhan övöljööndöö baigaa [Our family is at our winter

camp]”, or “Dorj manaid baigaa [Dorj is (living) at our place]”, “Eej Dorjiind baidag [Mother lives

with Dorj]”, “Aav khot yavsan [Father has gone to the city]” to indicate where a household or person

is staying – the implication being that either will be mobile. Such relational referencing situates

people and groups in relation to a known site, which may be fixed (the winter camp, city, aimag, sum)

or currently known to the audience (“manaid [our place]”). These references can indicate where a

person is living in terms of geographic location, position within seasonal cycles (“so-and-so is at his
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winter camp”, or “she is on otor”), or who they are with. These formulas also position individuals and

households in relationships of host and guest: “Dorj manaid baigaa [Dorj is (living) at our place]”

positions Dorj as a guest, while “Eej Dorjiind baidag [Mother lives with Dorj]” denotes a more stable

arrangement identifiable through ongoing practice, but not necessarily permanence – the sense is

“Mother is [usually] at Dorj’s place”, the operative verb significantly being “to be” rather than “to

live”.

Reference to a collectivity – people who stay together most of the time – will generally be

“manaikhan” (literally “the people of ours”), which typically denotes a household but can also refer to

a camp or even a broader region. In one khot ail I visited, three households were responsible for

herding the horses, sheep, and cattle of a wealthy businessman living in the city; in describing the

group, the head of one household referred to “our household”, “the middle household”, and “the

farthest household”. Similarly, herders frequently discuss whose livestock is where: “Dorjiin temee

manaid baigaa [Dorj’s camels are at our place (i.e., we are keeping them temporarily)]”, “manai

ükher khoino baigaa [our cattle are to the North]”, or possibly “manai khoniny tal ni end, tal ni

malchind baigaa [half our sheep are here, half are with a (hired) herder]”, reflecting the practice of

splitting up herds and placing some animals in the care of relatives or a hired herder.

Table 9.1: Relational language for describing people and places

Type of relation Sample expressions

Ownership manaid (at our place)

manai ger (our home)

Dorjiind (at Dorj’s)

khürgen akhiind (at the brother-in-law’s)

Spatial relationship Dorjiin khajuud buusan ail (the family that set up camp next to
Dorj)

door baigaa ail (the family down the way)

manai züün talyn ail (the family to the left/East of ours)

Temporary co-residence tsug övöljij baigaa ail (the family spending the winter together
[with us])
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Type of relation Sample expressions

manai ene kheden ail (the several families in this area)

ene khotyn ailuud (the families in this camp [khot])

Kin relation Manai eejiind (at our mother’s place)

Dorjiin akhynd (at Dorj’s elder brother’s place)

Geographic location modny khajuud buusan ail (the family that camped next to the
trees)

uulyn urd tald övöljij baigaa ailuud (the families that are spending
the winter to the South of the mountain)

Khandgaityn ailuud (the families of Khandgait)

Karnikovd baigaa akh duu ([my] relatives who are [living] at
Karnikov)

Örgöniikhen (the people of Örgön [sum])

Khiidiin khoid talyn usand baigaa emgen (the old woman who is
[living] at the water [i.e., next to the well] to the North of the
Monastery)

Approximate location endekhiin ailuud (the families of around here)

Comparative manai nutgiinkhan (the people of our homeland)

ene nutgiin ulsuud (the people of this [home]land)

Economic relation manai malchind (with our [hired] herder)

Distinguishing campsites manai khödöö ger (our home in the countryside)

Dorjiin övöljöönd (at Dorj’s winter camp)

manai zusland (at our summer camp)

nodnon övöljsön gazar (the place we spent last winter).

In summary, the khot ail as institutional designation or analytical category is too fluid to

capture actual social relations. Among the families with whom I worked, I found that residence

patterns and the sharing of labour, livestock, and other resources were opportunistic and continuously

evolving. Moreover, as evidenced by the kinship diagrams presented above, it is often difficult to

describe a pastoral “household” as a stable, bounded unit. I suggest that these findings have

considerable implications for development and governance interventions, which tend to identify the
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household or khot ail as stable collectivities with internally uniform priorities.

Kinship and governance: The Land Law

The extreme fluidity of residential units in Mongolia presents significant governability challenges,

since neither the household nor the khot ail (herder camp) can be taken as stable and persistent

political-economic subjects. Kinship-based organization can also be problematic since mutual

support of relatives – and decisions promoting the collective interest of the kin network – does not

necessarily translate to actions that are in the best interest of nearby non-kin residents who might be

affected by these decisions. Particularly serious problems emerge in relation to the sharing of

resources in densely-populated areas. For instance, less than a kilometre away from the families in

Tasag was another group of households with close to a thousand animals. The two groups were

unrelated, and moreover barely on speaking terms. Dolgorsüren’s late husband argued that the

neighbour made disproportionate use of the local grazing resources, and pointed out that it would be

more economically feasible for such a household with more animals to absorb the cost of moving

frequently or to more distant grazing areas, than for the members of his own family to move their

considerably smaller herds (in the vicinity of 150–200 sheep and goats). In economic terms, the

greatest expense in moving is the rental of a truck to carry the household’s yurt and its possessions;

Dolgorsüren’s husband calculated that each major move reduces his potential net income by around

10%. Reduced mobility due to high transportation costs is a problem also discussed by Bedunah and

Schmidt (2004), who report that herders in the South Gobi move infrequently, and on average to a

distance of only 12.5 km per move – far short of the often-cited figure of 30-40 km, or up to 200 km

in times of drought, described by Simukov (1934) in relation to the Gobi region.

Dolgorsüren’s husband argued that the local government should implement regulations to force

households with more livestock to occupy more distant regions. Obligating herders to move is not

straightforward, however. In 2008 the sum government used its administrative powers to relocate a

small group of households to a rehabilitated mine site to the North of the sum centre, in an effort to
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reduce pressure on rangelands; these households returned the following year to their previous

location, arguing that the grass in the rehabilitated region was too thick and rough for their animals –

but also pointing out that the site was relatively remote, with reduced access to markets, shops, and

medical services.61

Although questions of authority and decision-making within groups of relatives are sometimes

significant, the small-group dynamics of kin-based collectivities often allow for flexible and informal

conflict resolution strategies that can help to qualify power differences. More importantly, the

redistributive role of the kinship network helps to mitigate some of the power inequities that might

otherwise accompany the accumulation of capital: both material and social capital are, in a sense,

considered to be collectively “owned” by the kin group, and can thus be appropriated, sometimes

against the wishes of a more prosperous individual. Such redistribution customs are in practice

resisted by some people, although such behaviour can lead to stigmatization. This is illustrated by the

case of one herder who was renowned for his prosperity, and had been awarded the title myangat

malchin (“herder of a thousand”) by the state in recognition of his having built up and maintained a

herd of one thousand head of livestock, but was also sometimes ridiculed in private for his apparent

miserliness – with jokes that he would sell livestock to his own son, or that his wife would charge

visitors for a cup of tea. Herders such as the myangat malchin are often described with the phrase

zakh zeeld orson (having “entered the free market”), which can be directly contrasted to possessing

mongol setgelgee (the “Mongolian mentality”). This contrast tellingly speaks of a distinction

between the rules of behaviour under market and customary conditions, implying that

non-exchange-based economic relations are preferable but can only be maintained by those who

resist “entry” into the economy and culture of market exchange.

More important issues of power inequity and governability arise from the inability of

overlapping, network-based institutions to coordinate resource use at the medium scale. The current

Land Law provides for the leasing of public land for agricultural or mining use, but contains no

61. The Agriculture policy officer in the sum administration suggested to me that these households were merely impatient,
as had they remained trade and transportation networks would have emerged, and that in reality the region was not all that
far away.
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measures for designating grazing areas, thus making any non-urban public lands “rangelands” by

default, and thereby protected against privatization but not against encroachment by non-pastoral land

uses. Related to this problem is the absence of formal mechanisms for protecting individual grazing

areas from appropriation by outsiders. Informal sanctions that are available within a network of

relatives cannot readily be applied to non-relatives living nearby; households have no means of

enforcing claims to summer and autumn grazing areas; and while leaseholds of winter and spring

camps can be obtained, the lease certificates protect only the area in the immediate vicinity of the

winter home, but not the entire grazing area. Furthermore, sum officials have the legal authority but

no formal principles for mediating resource disputes among pastoralists (see Land Law, section

52.10).

The Land Law of 1994 (revised 2003), in addition to allowing for the privatization of urban

property, introduced specific provisions intended to promote improved rangeland governance by

allowing herders to assume control over publicly-owned seasonal grazing areas. The Land Law

requires sum governing bodies (Citizens’ Representative Councils) to ratify land-use plans that “take

into account the characteristic features of the region, customary grazing land use, and the needs for

the appropriate use, protection, and restoration of grazing areas, following a general schedule of

övöljöö [winter grazing area], khavarjaa [spring grazing area], zuslan [summer grazing area],

namarjaa [autumn grazing area], and otryn nööts [high-mobility grazing reserve area]” (52.1). The

summer and autumn grazing areas are designated for common use, to be divided amongst bags

(sub-sum administrative division) and herder households. Local authorities are authorized to restrict

grazing in winter and spring areas so as to prevent rangeland degradation, based on vegetation

measures and citizens’ initiatives. Additionally, sum and aimag governing bodies have the authority

to define zones for extensive (“grazing”) and intensive (“sedentary”) pastoralism, allowing for the

enclosure of pastures designated for “intensive” use and leased to citizens, private companies, or

organizations (52.4). Winter and spring grazing areas can be privately held (but not legally owned)

collectively by khot ails (52.7); registration of such “leased” areas began in 1998.

In practice these regulations have been poorly implemented and controversial. On one level the
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land registration scheme has proven difficult to implement by local government offices possessing

limited resources, and adds bureaucratic burden to herders who wish to remain mobile. Land use

permits are provided in the name of a “head of household”, which can stand in the way of the

flexibility of organization and reorganization of herding units – and particularly multi-household

groupings. Perhaps more importantly, the ways in which land use is allocated at the local level have

introduced systematic inequalities. Fernández-Giménez and Batbuyan’s (2004) study of the Land

Law’s implementation in two sums in Bayankhongor aimag shows that, remarkably, fewer than

two-thirds of pastoral households in these areas were immediately able to secure tenure to their winter

campsites. The reasons for this appear to be that local authorities defined conditions for allocation

based mainly on continuity of use – including use by parents or during the socialist period –

providing title, in the case of a multi-household group, only to the household which had been there

longest; consequently poorer (migrant) and recently-established households were denied secure

tenure to areas they currently occupied. These conditions translated into stratified mobility patterns,

whereby poorer households were forced to move greater distances amongst relatively remote seasonal

pastures, while wealthier, more established households with land use certificates have stayed close to

their home sites in order to protect against trespassers (149).

Much existing resource conflict can be related to the fact that contemporary multi-household

herder groups rely on unenforceable customary land tenure agreements – specifically the right to

continued and exclusive use of grazing areas occupied in previous years. Beyond the formal lease

certificates, customary rights are strongest in relation to the winter camp or övöljöö, at which

households will typically construct permanent, protective livestock shelters using rocks or other local

materials, and may collect hay reserves (Natsagdorj 1967; see Humphrey 1978; Mearns 1993). The

relative significance of the winter camp to land tenure agreements is evident from the registration of

övöljöö in historical property registers. Summer grazing areas (zuslan), by contrast, are considered

common-use areas, and while the right to prior use remains applicable, increased mobility in summer

and autumn – following an opportunistic grazing strategy – limits the need for claims to specific

grazing areas. An important consequence of these customary agreements is that under conditions
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where land tenure is threatened herders may be pressured into strengthening territorial claims by

consolidating their year-round movements in the area of the övöljöö (Bedunah and Schmidt 2004). A

further problem, which I observed among herders in the Gobi, is that winter camp lease certificates

can be of limited value due to the need for high mobility, particularly for families with many animals.

Although Batbayar and Tömör’s households had both constructed permanent winter buildings, neither

family had been able to use their winter building for more than a month or two each winter in the

several years leading up to my field research, since they had spent most winters on otor at distant sites.

Recognition of the general governance issues facing the pastoral sector has prompted several

attempts to introduce new legislation focusing specifically on rangeland management, most recently

iterated in the “Grazing Areas” Bill drafted by a Parliamentary committee in May 2010 and

reintroduced in revised form 2013, following several years of discussion involving local officials,

herders, national government departments, the UNDP, and the Swiss Agency for Development and

Cooperation (Bud et al. 2010). The authors of this bill evoke a series of ecological issues as primary

justification for legislation addressing the pastoral sector specifically – noting the official statistic that

80% of Mongolian rangelands are “degraded”, and poor responses to natural disasters linked to

global warming, in arguing for more formal land tenure arrangements as means of increasing

productivity and improving resource management. At its core the proposed legislation is built on a

recognition that open-access rangeland use is unsustainable. The planned legislative changes would

allow for territorially-based groups of herders – corresponding to the “Pasture User Groups”

instituted by the Swiss “Green Gold” project (Usukh et al. 2010) – to obtain secure tenure not only of

winter campsites but of entire grazing areas, while separately providing for public land to be leased

on 15-year terms for intensive (farm-based) or semi-intensive (ranch) livestock production to private

companies or individuals. The envisaged “herder groups” are defined in section 3.1.9 of the initially

proposed version of the bill as:

A group of no fewer than 10 households (or no fewer than 5 households in the Gobi
region), organized in accordance with article 481.1 of the Civil Code, occupying a
grazing area for one or more seasons of the year for the purposes of extensive animal
husbandry, with a contract for the collective use and possession of the grazing area.
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Assuming that these legislative changes are made, past evidence suggests that the success of

these measures will depend largely on the way they are implemented at the local level. It is

noteworthy that many herders strongly oppose grazing area privatization, out of fear that grazing

areas would come to be controlled by better-placed families, leaving less-advantaged herders to graze

their livestock in marginal areas. I discuss some of the forms of resistance to initiatives of this type in

chapter 11.



Chapter 10

Adaptability and the governance of rangelands

In this chapter I discuss adaptive dimensions of the governance of Mongolia’s rangelands, taking into

account issues of power, scale, and social-ecological resilience. I work from the premise that

flexibility of resource use and social organization are effective strategies for ensuring sustainable and

resilient resource use in mobile pastoral systems, but that such flexibility may be accommodated or

constrained to different degrees by various political, economic, and administrative factors. As such

my intent here is not to describe the factors that enable or prevent mobile pastoralism from serving as

a resilient strategy, as has been done elsewhere (e.g., Robinson and Berkes 2010), but to explore the

nature of resilience-generating flexibility – and particularly its limitations – in relation to governing

structures at various levels. At the beginning of this chapter I briefly discuss the various institutional

structures that have operated in the past to coordinate rangeland use and other aspects of pastoral

society. I then discuss how kin networks operate within these structures to manage resources and

pastoral practices.

Historical overview of Mongolian pastoral governance

Rangeland management in pre-Revolutionary Mongolia (prior to 1921) was primarily conducted by

territorial administrators known as jasag, formally nutug-un ejen jasag noyon or nutug-un ejen

370
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(Natsagdorj 1967, 267–268). These administrators were granted authority to manage and assign the

“grass and water” of their respective territories, and thus allocated grazing areas to their subjects,

while often reserving the best areas for themselves or for the princes. Their absolute

resource-allocation rights were distinct, however, from the more general rights to rule – and to extract

tithes and corvées – that were bestowed on the hereditary princes. An important feature of this

system, from the perspective of resource management, was its nominal imposition of constraints on

the movements of herders. In principle herders were prohibited from leaving their home

administrative regions, but in practice often migrated farther afield in search of sufficient grazing

resources; the princes, conscious of the threat such movement presented to their authority over their

subjects, routinely used coercive measures to drive herders back to their allocated areas (Natsagdorj

1967, 269; see also Humphrey 1978, 138).

Prior to the 1920s grazing areas, schedules, and herd sizes were thus often allocated by district

authorities (the jasag) or by livestock-owning monasteries and princes, resulting in what seems to

have been a relatively high degree of coordination. Such resource management appears to have

occurred at the district level, but there is no strong evidence that the smaller-scale movements of

herding households were actually quite so regimented. Formal land use arrangements were

implemented through various forms of official documentation, including registers of grazing areas –

winter grazing areas were, in some districts, recorded in a public register, and were occasionally

subject to transfer or sale (Natsagdorj 1967, 269) – and annual or seasonal livestock inventories in the

case of livestock herded on behalf of monasteries (for a sample and discussion see Bat-Ireedui and

Ariyaasuren 1999, 2:298-302). The actual effectiveness of these measures may have been limited by

various strategies of resistance or falsification employed by herders, however. French missionary

Évariste Régis Huc thus describes a scheme in Inner Mongolia whereby Chahar Mongol herders,

charged with maintaining 1200 imperial horses each, would profit from the exchange of the

Emperor’s animals for lame ones supplied by the Chinese, given that accounts were kept on the basis

of simple livestock counts (Huc 1900, I.46); it is not difficult to imagine such practices having been

fairly widespread.
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The boundaries of pre-revolutionary Mongolian khoshuu districts were typically delineated in

north-south strips, permitting migration between different ecological zones but within the confines of

the district. The official History of the Mongolian People’s Republic describes the process of

territorial reorganization untertaken in August 1923 as one enabling common herders (ards) to move

without restriction:

There was also a resolution of the local pasture land question by means of reorganizing
the aimags and certain khoshuus and creating new sums and khoshuus. This measure
rescinded the right of the old khoshuu ruling prince to keep the ards as his subjects [serfs]
in order to prevent them from migrating to another khoshuu. The pasture land question
began to be resolved to take into account the ards’ needs. This is clearly apparent from
the considerable migration of ards from Tsetserleg-Mandal and Khantaishir Uul aimags
to Bogdkhan Uul and Khankhentei Uul aimags (Shirendev 1976, 181-182).

What is perhaps most interesting in this account is its construction of an opposition between

“feudal” pastoralism, under which herders’ activities were strictly regulated, and a liberated form

under which herders enjoyed both freedom of movement and livestock ownership. This dichotomy

contrasts pronouncedly with some contemporary readings of socialist collectives as having imposed

unprecedented controls, against which the contemporary herder groupings constitute a modulated

return to pre-collective mobility and self-determination (e.g., D. Bazargür 2002). Given our

understanding of the collectivization process it is evident that the freedoms described in the passage

above were temporary, if they ever existed; but more to the point, unlimited mobility and herder

control of livestock appear by no means to have been the default state of affairs prior to the

assumption of control by the modern state.

Although some pre-revolutionary herders may have been largely self-sufficient, the pastoral

sector prior to the 1920s was in fact tightly integrated with monastic institutions. According to

Simukov’s account, nearly 70% of pastoralists in Lamyn Gegeen’s khoshuu – administered by Lamyn

Gegeen Monastery – kept specialized herds on behalf of the Monastery, using allocated grazing areas

and following specified migration schedules (Simukov 1935; see also Humphrey and Sneath 1999,

222-225; Fernandez-Gimenez 1999b). Even though this experience is unlikely to have been
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representative of the nation as a whole, it suggests a pattern of activity that may not have differed

substantially from that of the collectives. Whereas socialist-era literature, including the passage cited

above, describes the relationship of herders to monasteries as one of sustained “feudal oppression”,

pastoralists probably had a much more ambivalent, if not positive, attitude towards the monasteries –

particularly insofar as they almost variably maintained kinship relationships with monastic

institutions by placing some of their offspring as monks. Sneath thus describes historical land tenure

arrangements as “custodial”, in the sense that rangelands were managed by local authorities

possessing contingent land rights, noting that the term gazryn ezen, which can be translated as

“landowner”, more literally signifies “master of the land” rather than owner thereof (Sneath 2000a).

Considerable social disruption occurred throughout the decades following the People’s

Revolution, including a failed attempt at collectivization in 1930 (G. Murphy 1966, 121-125; see also

Shirendev 1976, 260-291), and ongoing resistance by pastoralists to state-led collectivization efforts

that lasted into the 1950s (Rupen 1957; G. Murphy 1959). Simukov’s accounts of pastoralism in this

period suggest that much coordination of grazing area use occurred informally, but largely followed

existing patterns of movement (Simukov 1934, 1935); nonetheless, livestock and property

redistributions did not sweep away entirely the system of rangeland management associated with the

princes and monasteries, as in 1923 the administration of khoshuu districts was dissociated from

hereditary property title and transferred to the position of elected khoshuu head (Shirendev 1976,

182).

Since the 1930s, Mongolia has been organized administratively into a system of aimags

(provinces), which are further subdivided into sums (districts) and bags (non-territorial administrative

units encompassing some 150–200 households). The number and boundaries of these administrative

divisions were revised on several occasions, reaching the current total of 18 aimags (plus the three

municipalities of Ulaanbaatar, Darkhan-Uul and Orkhon) and 320 sums by the 1980s. Despite

procedures to decentralize Mongolia’s administrative structure in the early 1990s, local governance

retains a low level of democratic accountability, insofar as sum and aimag governors – who exercise

the highest executive authority in their respective jurisdictions – serve as executive agents of the
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central State government, despite being appointed by locally-elected Citizens’ Representative

Councils (Enkhbat and Odgaard 1996, 172-173; Mearns 2004).

The establishment of pastoralist sum-negdel (“district-collectives”), which were significantly

smaller than the khoshuu, can be viewed as having limited mobility in a sense, as herders were still

required – at least in principle – to remain within the boundaries of their home district. Nonetheless

these limitations may have been mitigated in part by state provisions of fodder and deep wells, but

also by the socialist-era practices of tuuvar (droving), by which large herds were droven hundreds of

kilometres to Ulaanbaatar over the course of a summer, and coordinated otor, by which herds were

split up and grazed over long distances in summer or autumn from temporary, sub-household

camps.62 While organized tuuvar has been virtually abandoned with the collapse of the socialist

centrally-planned economy, otor remains common. Interestingly, both tuuvar and otor remain

explicitly regulated by the 2004 Law on Combating and Preventing Livestock Theft (Articles 12-13,

rev. 2008), which requires that herders register their livestock and route with local authorities prior to

undertaking such movement, in addition to requiring local authorities to establish authorized tuuvar

routes where livestock are to be droven over their territories.

With the successful establishment of collectives (negdels), a decade-long process that was

largely complete by 1959 (Shirendev 1976, 552-563; Humphrey 1978), rangeland allocation became

formally organized under a hierarchical organizational structure. Although in formal terms rangeland

management under the negdels resembled that of the khoshuu, the state now had a significantly

greater involvement in herding practice, which extended beyond livestock count monitoring and

grazing area allocation; the cooperatives provided consistent interventions in the form of veterinary

visits, assistance in birthing, shearing brigades, fodder provision, borehole digging, and winter

livestock shelter improvement. Whereas herders in the pre-collectivization era were responsible for

absorbing livestock losses, under the cooperatives responsibility for livestock health and quality

became more dispersed: thus meteorologists were accountable for providing adequate warning of

62. Otor did not originate in the socialist era, but may be considered to have been formalized in conjunction with the
establishment of seasonal and reserve grazing zones (otryn büs). In the post-socialist era these administrative zones persist,
but in the absence of centrally-coordinated livestock production they now serve primarily as emergency grassland reserve
areas.
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dangerous conditions, and veterinarians could be penalized for livestock losses due to illness. In

practice this distributed responsibility could easily be exploited. For instance, as reported by

veterinarian T. Mönkhbayar in Yeröö, a veterinarian might “write off” animals lost to wolves – for

which the herder was normally accountable – as having died of unknown and non-treatable illness,

thus converting the loss into one that was insured by the state.

Following decollectivization in the early 1990s, these institutional mechanisms for rangeland

management were dismantled. Some assets belonging to the collectives – notably the cultural centres

and some veterinary hospitals – were transferred to the sums, but most livestock and equipment were

allocated to small shareholding enterprises set up as part of the decollectivization process, shares in

which were distributed to former members of the collectives. State veterinary medicine subsidies

continued, albeit at drastically reduced levels, while state purchasing of meat was replaced a decade

later by a subsidized meat storage program, intended as a food security measure serving the urban

population (Ichinkhorloo and Thrift 2015). Most services were eliminated, however, including

rangeland allocation, herd management, fodder production and supply, on-site veterinary check-ups,

well and livestock pen maintenance, birthing and shearing assistance, dairy processing and

distribution, wool procurement and sales, and the provision of mechanized transport for seasonal

movements. Although many of these discontinued services were not directly related to rangeland

management, they had had the effect of subsidizing pastoral production – particularly through the

provision of transport and access to mobile services – in ways that permitted movement relatively

farther afield from sum centres than is now the case. Additionally, the collective structure

discouraged overgrazing by maintaining relatively fixed herd sizes, with no incentives to herders for

increasing overall livestock counts; by providing increased fodder inputs; and by providing

supplementary labour for otor and tuuvar, which enhanced mobility.

Although the herding collectives in many ways significantly transformed pastoralism, not all of

the changes they brought about were as fundamental as post-socialist commentators might lead us to

believe. Four of the most important areas of contrast between collectivized and “traditional” herding

strategies – specialized herding, restricted mobility, prepared fodder inputs, and outside control of
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pastoral activities – in fact amount to reinstitutionalized pre-revolutionary practices (see

Fernandez-Gimenez 1999b, for a more comprehensive list of changes). The rangeland management

challenges experienced in Mongolia since the 1990s can largely be considered a consequence of the

removal of these subsidies and the multi-scale organizational institutions (suuri, bag/brigad, and

collective) through which mid-level resource management was formerly implemented, and their

replacement by unregulated market mechanisms. Both socialist-era and pre-collectivization

pastoralism were governed by a combination of coercive authority, fixed production quotas set by

downstream consumers and livestock owners (monasteries, princes, or collectives), and limited

domestic consumption needs; the current market production system removes these constraints (cf.

Bruun 2006). The market system encourages decreased mobility partly as a result of urbanization and

the removal of subsidized transport, resulting in increased concentration of herders and livestock

around Ulaanbaatar, Darkhan, and other urban sites where transaction costs are lower; likewise it has

encouraged unsustainably large herd sizes due to herder income being primarily correlated to the

number of animals, or volume of cashmere, that can be sold. Additionally, competitive market

relations appear to have increased distrust amongst herders and led to competition over grazing

resources and market access (Fernandez-Gimenez 2002).

These trends are evident in the internal migration patterns in Mongolia in the period after

decollectivization (see the accompanying table, “Internal migration”). In the post-socialist period

only Ulaanbaatar experienced positive net migration, with the greatest negative (outbound) migration

occurring in the Western region, and increasingly in the khangai and Central regions. Migrants from

the West and from the Gobi often moved with their livestock to one of the sums in an aimag located

closer to Ulaanbaatar, which could become a “stepping stone” for migration to the city (Solongo

2007). The actual motivations for migration may be diverse and complex, however. Among the

herders who migrated to Yeröö in the 2000s, several indicated that they had recently migrated from

Western Mongolia for a combination of reasons, including better rangeland resources, proximity to

markets and service centres, and the prospect of some family members seeking employment or

education in Ulaanbaatar (as reported in the case study “Migration” below).
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Table 10.1: Internal migration in Mongolia, selected years. The Western region includes Bayan-Ölgii,
Govi-Altai, Zavkhan, Uvs, and Khovd aimags; the khangai region includes Arkhangai, Bayankhongor,
Bulgan, Orkhon, Övörkhangai, and Khövsgöl aimags; the Central region includes Dornogovi, Dund-
govi, Ömnögovi, Selenge, Töv, Darkhan-Uul, and Govisümber aimags; the Eastern region includes
Dornod, Sükhbaatar, and Khentii aimags. Source data from National Statistics Office of Mongolia.

Region 1985 1990 1995 2000 2005

West 1538 430 -3539 -11067 -8927

Khangai 902 -786 -1411 -1360 -7375

Central -2066 -1135 -953 -5060 -7429

Eastern 131 -331 -1269 -4098 -3527

Ulaanbaatar -2873 2619 6911 19369 27258

Several important points can be drawn from the experience of the Yeröö State Farm on the

nature of pastoralism in relation to agriculture and other activities unrelated to livestock. As an

administrative unit (Yeröö sum), economic entity (Yeröö State Farm), and part of the Selenge

“agricultural zone”, Yeröö was clearly conceived in state policy from the 1930s as a non-pastoralist

economy. But while Yeröö was integrated into the national economy as part of Mongolia’s

“breadbasket”, the region itself remained heavily dependent on local pastoral production, and became

increasingly livestock-oriented in the 1970s due to heavy investment in the Yeröö sheep

hybridization program. Of greatest significance here are the points at which livestock and crop

production intersected, both formally and informally, at the local scale. Although employees of the

state farm were provided meat and milk rations, in practice many acquired cattle or other livestock

that they set out to graze on their own near the town centre or left with local herders.

Livestock-keepers, for their part, relied on hay supplies from the state farm, but also were assisted

regularly by non-pastoralists in other ways. As state farm herders were individually responsible for

herds of a thousand or more animals, they were reliant on outside support. Thus each summer, the

sum residents would move for a week – along with the kindergarten and hospital – into a camp

located several kilometres outside of town, where everyone would participate in shearing, wool

grading, and livestock immunization. This annual event may have been officially described by local
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authorities as evidence of “socialist collective spirit”, but its festival-like atmosphere positions the

event within seasonal collective labour traditions that predate socialism.

In these respects we might conclude that non-pastoralist forms of organization in Yeröö have

remained just as integrated into the pastoral economy as pastoralist production has been integrated

into broader economic structures. Socio-economic, demographic, and cultural changes have altered

local pastoral practices, but important continuities remain. First, current small-scale transhumant

pastoralism with household-level vegetable cultivation is very similar to pre-collective-era production

practices of the original Buryat residents, influenced by the ecological characteristics of this region,

which support a relatively greater degree of sedentism. Second, many traditional herding practices –

including the collective “festival” labour of felt and hay production – have been retained, despite

shifting in organizational inscription from the group of neighbouring households (saakhalt ail) to the

state farm and finally to the household or multi-household camp. Third, economic interactions

between livestock-keepers and grain farmers have also persisted through barter and sale of grain, hay,

milk, and meat, again despite the activities of both groups of actors having been variously situated

within private, collectivized, or state-run organizations. Fourth, as my discussion in chapter 9

established, kinship relations have remained a strong line of organization throughout the socialist and

post-socialist periods, serving to traverse boundaries between “pastoral” and “non-pastoral” identities.

Such kinship relations have helped to circumvent some of the dislocations deliberately introduced by

the socialist state, by maintaining social linkages despite forced relocation between geographic

regions of the country and the new forms of social organization created through the collectives and

state farms.

Mobility and fragmentation

The significant differences in mobility patterns by ecological region in Mongolia point to the need to

consider the nomadic/sedentary boundary as substantially one of degree. Differences in mobility

strategies by ecological region within Inner Asia were first summarized in the scholarly literature by
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Russian geographer Simukov (Simukov 1934, 1935), whose classificatory scheme is still widely cited

by Mongolian and foreign ethnographers (e.g., Badamkhatan and Tserenkhand 2012; Humphrey and

Sneath 1999, 220-225; Sneath 2000b; Fernandez-Gimenez 2002). I have summarized these

characteristics from Simukov’s original article in the accompanying table.

Table 10.2: Types of migration by ecological zone, based on Simukov (1934).

Type of Migration Ecological characteristics Migration characteristics

Khangai type (Arkhangai
aimag)

• Rugged mountain forest steppe
• High vegetation
• High and constant rangeland
productivity

• Relatively low necessity for
migration; movements within a
range of 7–8 km and sometimes
only 2–3 km between summer
and winter grazing areas
• Large herd sizes are possible
• Summer grazing in open
valleys
• Winter grazing in small
valleys and gorges

Steppe type (southern
part of Töv aimag)

• Grassland plains
• Somewhat lower human
population density
• Lower rangeland productivity
• Susceptible to drought

• Need for moderate travel;
movements within a range of
30–50 km or more
• Considerable intermediate
movement, especially in
summer
• Summer grazing in low-lying,
open fields, near water
• Winter grazing on south facing
mountain slopes, or in gullies
and ravines where possible
• Lack of elevation differences
reduce differences between
summer and winter grazing
areas
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Type of Migration Ecological characteristics Migration characteristics

Western type (area of
Ulaangom)

• Hot and low desert-steppe
depressions with shallow lakes
• High mountain ranges
(mountain areas inaccessible in
winter)
• High incidence of insect pests
near lakes, which prevent
grazing in these areas until
autumn

• Cool alpine meadows used for
summer grazing
• River basins (plains) used for
autumn grazing
• Winter and springtime grazing
in lower montane region,
providing shelter from wind
• Moderate travel, over a range
of up to 100 km

Övörkhangai type
(Övörkhangai aimag,
southwest Arkhangai
aimag)

• Ample water access and cool
conditions in valleys near
Khangai mountains, fed by
spring runoff
• Mild temperatures in the Gobi,
with late winter and early spring

• Summer grazing next to rivers
• Winter grazing in lake basins
to the south, and as far as the
Gobi (Govi- Altai aimag)
• Distant travel, extending up to
150–200 km (300–400 km
return)
• Migration follows a
north-south direct-line route,
with intermediate stopovers

Eastern type (eastern
aimags)

• Semi-arid plains
• Summertime water provided
by Kherlen River

• Winter grazing possible in
low-lying desert- steppe areas to
the south (between Kherlen
River and Dariganga and
Erdene- Tsagaan areas)
• Summer grazing near the
Kherlen River
• Moderate travel, over a range
of 100 km

Gobi type • High aridity
• Relatively high vegetation
diversity, with 5–6 types of
rangeland occurring
• Commonly sheltered basins
enclosed by higher relief areas
• High risk of drought

• Distant movements not
generally required due to
vegetation diversity
• Drought requires distant travel
(150-200 km) in search of
vegetation
• Normal summer grazing in
open, lowland areas
• Winter grazing is common on
hills and mountains, but also
possible on plains
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From Simukov’s account we can observe a considerable variation in the number of movements

undertaken by individual pastoral households. As Simukov notes for the pre-collectivization period,

households moved at least once per season, but more typically 6–8 times a year, though often more –

in some cases up to 20 times a year (Simukov 1934, 447). By comparison Bruun observes that in the

years immediately following decollectivization migration increased, indicating that four annual

moves became common in forest and steppe zones, up to ten in less productive areas, and eight to

fifteen in the Gobi (1996, 73). Importantly, these variations depend not only on ecological

differences but also on non-ecological factors such as the availability of prepared wintertime fodder,

herd size, and competition with other herders. Simukov’s study and subsequent research additionally

point to significant differences in the type of movements undertaken by households in each region.

Whereas herders in the forested steppe region spend winters in lower, protected areas and summers

on more elevated plains and hillsides, for example, herders in the Altai mountains follow an opposite

strategy, spending winters at higher altitudes and summers and autumns in lower areas. Although we

might say that nomadic herders hold in common a strategy of maximizing grazing in summer and

autumn and maximizing shelter in winter, such a blanket characterization fails to account for

substantial differences in the ways these goals can be achieved – through migration between sites at

different elevations in the Khangai and Western areas, for instance, or more distant migration

between different ecological regions in the Eastern and Övörkhangai areas. As Sneath indicates in his

discussion of Simukov’s scheme and subsequent study of migration practices within Lamyn

Gegeen’s khoshuu (Simukov 1935), singificant intra-regional differences also existed, notably in the

sense that specialized herders had different needs than subsistence-level pastoralists with more

diverse herds (Humphrey and Sneath 1999, 218-277).

Fragmentation

In my interviews with pastoralists in the Gobi, several large-scale herders voiced the argument that

contemporary sums were too small, as they created barriers to seasonal movement into different

ecological zones. Limited mobility was also at the forefront of herders’ minds in Yeröö, given that
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much of the available grazing area had been handed over to mines or farms. Such concerns are

elucidated by work by Galvin and others, which has explored the concept of “fragmentation” in arid

and semi-arid landscapes. This work brings focus to the problem of habitats and resources becoming

inaccessible to humans – often pastoral rangeland users – and to wildlife, due to the subdivision of

those landscapes into units intended for intensified use (Galvin et al. 2008). Fragmentation can also

be caused by transection of landscapes, such as through the construction of roads, privatization of

areas for farms or mines (Galvin 2009). Galvin and colleagues have challenged the assumption that

intensification can increase the productivity of land use, pointing to the negative impacts of

fragmentation.

Fragmentation is a particularly significant issue in arid and semi-arid regions due to the coarse

grained heterogeneity of landscapes (Hobbs et al. 2008). If resources are heterogeneous at a

fine-grained level, the landscape can be subdivided into units that are each likely to contain a

reasonable diversity of resources, and that will thus remain available to the human or non-human

consumers of those resources whose mobility is constrained within the bounded unit. In a landscape

whose resource diversity is coarse grained – in other words, where resources are distributed sparsely,

or at a large scale – subdividing the landscape will result in units in which not all resource types are

present (Hobbs et al. 2008). The loss of diversity within fragmented units can be compounded by

high temporal heterogeneity of resources, meaning that the future number of resources in a given area

cannot easily be predicted.

Landscape fragmentation inherently imposes limits on herders’ mobility. The creation of new

commons institutions in Mongolia is deliberately designed to preclude resource appropriation by

outsiders, which limits the mobility of pastoralists outside the boundaries of the resource. But it also

has the effect of containing mobility, by providing a strong disincentive for herders within the

common pool resource area to leave their home region. Such relations have been documented by

Kamimura (Kamimura 2013, 2014), whose work among herders involved in UNDP and SDC projects

in Khovd and Dundgovi indicates that herders have lost access to the necessary diversity of resources

– notably seasonally appropriate grazing areas – by staying within the bounded regions defined by
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development projects. As Kamimura argues, herders’ rationale for decreased mobility appears to be

twofold. First, herders wish to remain in their common pool resource areas in order to protect these

from incursion by outsiders. This tendency strongly resembles the loss of mobility documented by

Fernandez-Gimenez and Batbuyan following the establishment of leases for winter and spring

campsites (Fernandez-Gimenez and Batbuyan 2004). Second, herders have been persuaded by

project staff that they must take “ownership” of common pool resources – treating them as though

they were (collectively-owned) private property, rather than open access resources. This appears to

have translated into the understanding that herders should use their own common pool resources

exclusively insofar as possible, respecting other groups’ property rights. Kamimura argues that

common pool resources have thus become de facto private property, despite the absence of legal land

tenure.

I observed several distinct types of threat to pastoralists’ land tenure during my field research.

Most obvious were the direct and indirect effects of land being removed from private or common

grazing use, resulting from allocation of land for large-scale use as farms, mines, or protected areas.

Although the number of households directly affected by such allocations may be small, the overall

impacts can be more widespread as the remaining grazing area must support more people and

animals, resulting in reduced mobility overall. In Yeröö, both mines and farms had a significant

impact on grazing area use, and led to frequent conflicts. The households at Tasag spend the winter

between a river and a low mountain, formerly using the river floodplain for summer grazing and used

the plateau behind the mountain in winter. Several years ago the plateau area was claimed by an

urban entrepreneur, who converted the area into an extensive wheat farm. As a consequence the

families in this group have not only lost access to their winter pasture but have been cut off from the

areas beyond. These families are unwilling to move their winter homes, however, as most of half the

families in the group have invested in permanent buildings, serviced by a hookup to the electrical grid

through a power line that passes along the road following the river. These families have felt

constrained to intensify their herd grazing in the summer area, leading to visible degradation.

Conflict with the commercial farm employees has sometimes been violent, as their horses – which are
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left to graze freely – occasionally trespass on the unfenced fields, prompting the farm-owner to install

pit traps to capture and maim horses who may enter the area at night. Although this conflict has

repeatedly been raised by local herders at town hall meetings with local government officials, the

officials remain reluctant to offend commercial farmers, as the Ulaanbaatar-based farm owners are

economically powerful and politically well-connected. Pressures introduced by mining have also

been a contentious issue in Yeröö. While many of the herding families affected by a new mine in the

sum were visibly upset that they were about to lose access to their existing winter grazing areas, they

also acknowledged that the mine presented some advantages. Several herding families had sons who

had already gained well-paid employment in the mine; others were able to make a significant profit

selling milk and cheese at double the market rates outside the mine gates, taking advantage of the fact

that miners are confined to the mine compound 24 hours a day, without leave, for 30-day shifts.

A second cause of land pressures, as referenced above, is the arrival of inbound migrants from

ecologically degraded or economically depressed regions. The Agriteam Canada report on extensive

pastoralism in Mongolia described the problem as one where “newcomers build up camps and do not

care if the area is used by others” (1997, VII-5), echoing the assessment of established herders

suffering from encroachment by incoming migrants; from the perspective of migrants, though, it can

be nearly impossible to establish a camp without encroaching, to some extent, on prior claims.

Fernández-Giménez reported in 2002 that out-of-season grazing and trespassing on others’ reserved

grazing areas had become widespread in her study sites in Bayankhongor, observing that herders felt

considerable uncertainty over their grazing area tenure – a direct reflection of the lack of trust felt by

herders toward other herding households, many of whom had only recently obtained livestock as a

result of decollectivization and had not demonstrated their trustworthiness – and consequently

pursued “individualistic strategies” that consciously violated resource use norms (2002, 58–60).

Fernández-Giménez frames this problem as manifesting a lack of governance institutions, and thus

examines three specific responses predicated on government intervention – formalized land tenure,

rangeland co-management, and regulated mobility.

Some further threats to land tenure have resulted from the establishment of new protected areas
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following the passage of a new Law on Special Protected Areas (1994), as part of a process

undertaken largely in the context of bilateral aid projects involving WWF, GTZ, UNDP, GEF, and

other organizations. In 1998 the Parliament of Mongolia passed a sweeping resolution aiming to

place 22 million hectares under special protection by 2015, amounting to “not less than 30 per cent of

the total national territory”.63 This resolution made political sense as it created a legal context for

millions of dollars’ worth of further aid investment in building up the new Special Protected Areas

network. Environmental protection measures have been disruptive to herders, however, by limiting

the total availability of grazing areas and forcing some households to relocate to areas overlapping

with those that were already in use by others. While an earlier study focusing on Gobi Gurvan

Saikhan National Park suggests that new protected areas in Mongolia have not appeared to limited

herder mobility and land use significantly (Bedunah and Schmidt 2004), some pressures resulting

from the protected area may be only partly visible due to the indirect nature of impacts on outlying

areas, and the obvious difficulties in assessing “displacement” among already mobile resource users

among whom there is a significant proportion of inbound migrants. Concerns related to displacement

of pastoralists have been raised directly in relation to the Khustain Nuruu National Park, created to

support the reintroduction of the Przhewalskii’s horse, which had been extinct in the wild

(Agriteam Canada 1997).

Although no natural parks were located within my primary field research sites, I provide a case

study in chapter 11 describing the experience of women at the Khar Us Nuur National Park in Khovd

aimag, based on interviews I conducted in the context of a different project. In this instance herders

camped along the lake shore did not experience displacement from the park, but reported that their

presence was tolerated only because they kept very small, “subsistence-level” herds that did not

interfere with waterfowl or snow leopard habitat. These conditions in turn put pressure on herders to

undertake supplementary economic activities – wildlife monitoring and handicrafts production – that

were proposed and managed by an international NGO, thus weakening herders’ control over their

own means of subsistence. As a contrasting example, the Sümiin Bulag sacred natural site in

63. Parliament of Mongolia, Resolution No. 29, 1998, item 4.
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Dornogovi provided a more inclusive form of protection, whereby families of affluent herders both

monitored the site and invited other herders – along with local officials, monks, and town residents –

to participate in annual offerings rituals (chapter 7). This site was formally protected at the local level,

on account of its combination of sensitive ecological features (a desert spring) and cultural heritage

(temple ruins), but its conservation regime was informally managed by herders, who enforced

sustainable use of the site through spiritual and cultural incentives that involved building mutualism

with non-human beings.

Models of fragmentation

grass forage

hayfield

forest

scrubland

open water

fodder crop

sum centre

aimag centre

monastery

vegetable crop

mine

area with land tenure

well

wildberries

wheat crop

Figure 10.1: Resource map legend

Applying the model of fragmentation to case of the Mongolian pastoral landscape, we can see

that different land tenure regimes impact resource availability to pastoralists in a variety of ways.

Whereas Galvin and others focus on the indicator of “habitat availability” in an ecological sense, I

have sought to explore this concept in describing the diversity of human resource use activity. The

accompanying set of figures illustrates, in simplified terms, four different models for land
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organization that were actually present or under discussion at the time of my field research. In the

first set of diagrams, actors A–D represent different resource users; the solid lines emanating from

each actor represent relations to various key resources within the landscape. The figures for models I

(Figure 10.2) and II (Figure 10.3), representing non-fragmented and fragmented landscapes

respectively, are based on Hobbs et al. (2008, 33). Model III (Figure 10.4) represents the

fragmentation that can occur as a result of the implementation of commons institutions to govern

territorially-defined pastoral resources. Model IV (Figure 10.5) depicts the extreme case of land

privatization and monoculture, as has occurred in the parts of Yeröö that were leased to mining or

agricultural companies.

A

B

D

C

Figure 10.2: Model I: Extensive land use. This model depicts a non-fragmented landscape, containing
six grass forage areas, three hayfields, a forest, three wells, and an area containing wildberries. Each
of the three actors theoretically has access to any of these fourteen resources. Should any of these
resources become unavailable or less productive due to temporal heterogeneity of the landscape, these
actors may increase the extensivity of their resource use (i.e., by practising short-term otor moves). In
practice, herders are most likely to make greatest use of proximal resources, to the extent necessary
as dictated by their herd size and other factors, and to practise variable mobility. In this case the four
sample actors use different types and quantities of resources: actors A, C, and D use three or four
grazing areas, with actors C and D each moving between two sites with different wells. Actor B, with
fewer animals, only uses one grazing area but makes greater use of forest and wildberry resources. In
this example five of six grazing areas are shared by two of the four households.

The three maps that follow these fragmentation model diagrams represent the real or potential

impacts of fragmentation on resource use in the two field sites. As these maps are intended to be
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A B

D C

Figure 10.3: Model II: Fragmented landscape. This model depicts a typical subdivided landscape.
Each of the four actors has been allocated an equal area, corresponding to a quarter of the overall
landscape, which has been subdivided into square quadrants. Although the total number of resources
remains unchanged, each actor no longer has access to all fourteen resources, but only a subset of three
or four resources. Since the landscape is heterogeneous at a scale greater than that of the subdivided
unit, the four actors have differential access to resources. Actor A has exclusive use of the wildberry
resource, while actor B has exclusive use of the forest resource. Actors B and C have lost access to
hayfields, which are divided amongst actors A and D. Actor D has two hayfields (a surplus), but no
well (a deficit). As a consequence of this uneven allocation of resources, the various actors are required
to simplify their pastoral strategies, potentially engaging in specialized use of timber, wildberry, or hay
resources for exchange purposes. Adaptive, diversified resource use strategies are no longer possible.

illustrative, I have included only a small number of households, and the distribution of resources is

not geographically accurate. The first map (Figure 10.6) depicts resource use and mobility in

Dornogovi, which can be described as a non-fragmented landscape. Although only a handful of

households are depicted here, it is already clear that mobility patterns are extensive and overlapping.

Most of the households and groups depicted here had some degree of interaction with Khamar

Monastery, moving throughout the territory of the four sums whose boundaries converged there. The

otor site shown in chapter 4 is represented at the bottom right of the map.

The second two maps (Figure 10.7 – Figure 10.8) represent selected livestock-owning

households in Yeröö, a relatively low-mobility area, and the changes to organization brought about by

different types of land tenure arrangements introduced in the decade leading up to my field research.
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D
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Figure 10.4: Model III: Common pool resource. This model depicts common pool resource (CPR)
allocation, approximating the arrangement intended by development projects in Mongolia. The set
of available resources has been divided into two units, designed to maintain intra-unit heterogeneity,
each of which is shared among a subset of resource users. In this case, each group has access to two
CPR units: actors A and B have access to a shared hayfield and grazing areas, while actors C and
D have access to a combined grazing and hay production area, as well as to the forest resource. The
wildberry resource is not included in the design of the pastoral CPRs, and thus remains an open-access
resource. Although all actors retain access to the same types of resources as under the open access
regime, the overall number of resources accessible to any given actor is reduced by half. Further, the
actors are now required to use a different set of resources than employed previously. For actors A
and B this involves an increase in the absolute number of resources, but a loss of access to the forest
resource; actors C and D, both of whom used resources highly extensively, experience a decrease in the
number of resources available to them. Reduction of the complexity of the resource use system thus
dampens the heterogeneity of resource use strategies among appropriators within each group. Since all
resource users are contained by the scale of the CPR unit itself, it is no longer feasible to accommodate
extremely extensive (high-mobility) resource use patterns that exceed the design of the territorial unit.
The CPR unit is, in effect, only truly manageable where the resource users have relatively homogeneous
strategies, and therefore operate at approximately the same scale. While this system is preferable to
the privatized landscape, its success is also contingent on low temporal heterogeneity, insofar as the
scope of pastoralists’ mobility is restricted.

The first map (Figure 10.7) depicts representative households from the major clusters of families in

Yeröö, located at Bayangol (A and B), Khandgait (D and E), and Tasag, to the South of the Yeröö

River (H and I). There were also two households located in the sum centre (F) or close to it (C).

These families made use of diverse resources, including wells, hay fields, forests, and wildberries.

Some of these resources were shared, while others were used exclusively by a single family.
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A

Figure 10.5: Model IV: Monoculture. This model depicts a landscape that is wholly privatized and
allocated to an individual or company. In this case, the landscape has been appropriated by an agricul-
tural firm that grows wheat as a monoculture crop; pastoralists have been pressured out of the system.
The wildberry and forest resources are unused.

The second map (Figure 10.8) shows land tenure arrangements affecting these households in

2012. In addition to the preceding resource users, three new migrant households (K, L, and M) had

arrived and begun to share resources at Khandgait and Tasag. As seen by comparing the two figures,

several types of land tenure were put in place between 2000 and 2012, all of which contributed to

fragmentation in some way:

1. An iron ore mining concession to the Chinese-invested company, Bold Tömör Yeröö Gol (J),

had been granted in the northern part of the sum. This concession removed summer grazing

areas from use by herders at both Bayangol and Khandgait. Additionally, the concession

covered part of the forest and wildberry harvesting areas that had been previously in use.

2. The farm company at Tasag (G) was granted a long-term lease of wheat cultivation areas on

public land. (In fact several such leases were in place, both to the north and south of the sum

centre, though not shown on this map.) Several inbound migrant herder households lived next

to the farm area, grazing their livestock on the wheat stubble over winter. Some, such as the

Kazakh herder (M), also bought water from the farm.
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Figure 10.6: Resource use and mobility in Dornogovi. Households referenced in the thesis: A, B –
Örgön households; C – Gantömör and Jargal; F – Delger Farm; G – Enkhjargal Lama’s mother; H –
Dösh Lama; J – San and Saraa; K – Nomin and Oyunaa; L – Noogii and Enkhee.

3. The mainly sedentary herders at Tasag (H ,I, and L) were granted long-term leases of the

public land on which their homes were built, but not of the surrounding grazing areas (pastures)

to their full extent. As of 2014, these long-term leases were being converted to permanent

ownership.

4. Several households obtained long-term leases for public land to be used for vegetable cropping.

The households at Tasag (H and I) shared a half-hectare plot next to Dolgorsüren’s house,

which they used for planting potatoes.

5. Pastoral households obtained exclusive use certificates for hayfields on public lands.
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Figure 10.7: Selected households in Yeröö sum, Selenge aimag, circa 2000.
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Figure 10.8: Selected households and formalized land tenure arrangements in Yeröö sum, Selenge
aimag, circa 2012.
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6. As part of a development project, households C and F from the sum centre shared a community

garden established on the south bank of the Yeröö River.

7. The households at Khandgait (D and E) created a community-based forest conservation group

(nökhörlöl), which gave them exclusive use of the timber resources from a forest area.

8. The herders at Bayangol (A and B) were organized as a herder group through the UNDP

Sustainable Grasslands Management project (2004–2008). The herder group was intended to

assume responsibility for rangeland management of its shared grazing area as common pool

resource, but its authority to do so was undermined by the overlapping mining concession and

by the incursion of migrant herders (represented by household K).

Commons narratives and institutions

Several major development initiatives in Mongolia have attempted to address perceived gaps in

governance and rangeland management by establishing and supporting commons institutions.

Community-based conservation groups, “herder groups”, “pasture user groups”, and similar

institutions may be justified in locations occupied by stable and sedentary resource user groups, but

as indicated by the model of fragmentation I have just discussed, can lead to a parcelling of resource

areas that prevents mobility or that limits access to unevenly-distributed resources. A scheme limiting

mobility could have catastrophic effects in the Gobi, and would undoubtedly have difficulty

accommodating the extreme differences in mobility needs presented by different herders. At one

extreme there are herders such as Noogii and Enkhee, who keep camels close to Khamar Monastery

so they can cater to tourists, and who need to balance their herd size against mobility constraints; at

the other extreme there are herders such as Tömör and Jargal, who have very large herds but

consequently need to move almost continuously; and of course there are many other households in

between. Herders in this system can be said to operate as a complex, self-organizing network,

operating informally at a range of scales. In Yeröö, by contrast, herders are much less mobile,
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making the ideas of resource user groups and land tenure more appealing. But the lack of formal

recognition of private or group land tenure in commonly used rangeland areas, combined with the

greater political power of mine and farm companies, have led to weak and ineffective common-pool

resources and commons institutions.

In the remainder of this chapter I will discuss the nature of commons theory, and some of the

challenges of implementing commons institutions in extensively-used rangelands, in the context of

the “tragedy of the commons” discourse employed by some development organizations operating in

Mongolia. I suggest that narratives describing free-riding, overgrazing, and chaotic rangeland use

may be perceived by herders as biased against the fluid, adaptive forms of organization that have

operated up to now.

“Tragedy of the Commons” narratives

Rangeland condition reports from the Ministry of the Environment, based on data submitted by

“environmental monitors” affiliated with the meteorology station in each sum, indicate progressive

rangeland degradation and desertification throughout Mongolia. Approximately 78% of the national

territory is officially classified as “degraded” to some degree, with 16.6% of the national territory

being classified as subject to “severe” or “extremely severe” desertification.64 Such statistics provide

a justification for a variety of environmental policies and interventions: large-scale tree planting and

other anti-desertification measures (such as the “Green Wall” National Program); expansion of the

network of natural protected areas (SPAs); establishment of resource management collectivities; and

support for “intensified” livestock production involving smaller numbers of animals of higher-yield

breeds. These interventions are based on different conceptions of the root causes of rangeland

degradation, though many of them see herders’ “deficiencies” as part of the problem in some way

(see table “Deficiencies”). Such deficiencies are constructed such that they can be addressed through

focused, technical solutions: overgrazing in sensitive ecological areas is addressed by excluding

64. “Level of Desertification in Mongolia”,Desertification Database, Ministry of Environment, Green Development and
Tourism of Mongolia http://www.eic.mn/DLDbase/; retrieved January 2015.

http://www.eic.mn/DLDbase/
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herders, through the establishment of protected areas; herders’ focus on “quantity over quality” in

herd management is addressed through the introduction of improved breeds and extension messages;

and uncoordinated use of rangeland resources is addressed by creating formal commons institutions,

with charters, rules and sanctions, and official recognition by local authorities.

Table 10.3: “Deficiencies” of herders identified and addressed by development projects.

Intervention Assumed deficiency

tree planting over-harvesting of wood for fuel

SPA network use of sensitive ecological areas for grazing

CBRM groups open access regime for valuable natural resources

herder groups uncoordinated use of rangeland resources

intensification focus on livestock quantity rather than quality

International development organizations have taken a central role in these interventions,

notably through large-scale projects such as “Green Gold” (SDC), “Sustainable Grasslands

Management” and “Sustainable Land Management for Combating Desertification” (UNDP), and the

“Peri-Urban Rangeland Project” (MCA). These major development projects have largely been guided

by efforts to recover from a perceived “tragedy of the commons”, as described in the following

narrative presented by Green Gold project staff:

For most of Mongolia’s history, the country’s rangelands were governed by an open
access regime. But the number of animals was too low, and the population of herders
was too small, to lead to overgrazing. In the second half of the twentieth century the
human and livestock populations increased, but rangeland use was carefully managed by
the State in order to stay within carrying capacity limits. Following decollectivization,
however, herders have begun to increase their herd sizes. Now that Mongolia has a free
market economy, access to consumer commodities has increased – leading to improved
standards of living, but also to growing demands by herders for consumer goods such as
motorcycles, trucks, and televisions. Many herders also want to invest in higher
education for their children, which has become expensive. It is of course not fair to
exclude herders from such economic development. But in order to pay for these things,
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herders need to increase their incomes, which they achieve by keeping more animals –
which results in overgrazing. Therefore we need to establish institutions to keep
livestock production within carrying capacity. Commons institutions are needed to
coordinate rangeland use and remove incentives for over-appropriation. These need to
be combined with semi-intensive forms of production, involving improved breeds and
wintertime stall feeding, to improve the productivity of livestock. The result will be
smaller, more productive herds. (Edited from an interview with J. Ramon, April 2014)65

The above narrative refers explicitly to a “tragedy of the commons” scenario as caused by an

open-access regime governing Mongolia’s rangelands. This in itself is not surprising, as the “tragedy

of the commons” has been widely described as the major challenge facing pastoralists worldwide

(Fratkin 1997), and in Mongolia specifically following decollectivization (Mearns 1993, 2004;

Fernandez-Gimenez 2002). The “tragedy” affecting open-access resources such as forests, pastures,

or fishing areas, as originally formulated by Garrett Hardin (Hardin 1968), results from conditions

whereby individuals always have an incentive to over-exploitation, since the costs of appropriation

are shared by all users but the gains are obtained by the individual.

Proposed responses to this narrative are varied. Some commentators have argued that extensive

livestock production cannot be a key to sustainable rangeland use in Mongolia, as it is “neither

economically nor ecologically sustainable during droughts and dzuds [extreme winter weather], both

of which are common in Mongolia” (Havstad, Herrick, and Tseelei 2008). The development

interventions I discuss here have generally aimed to introduce commons institutions, increase the

productivity of livestock through higher-yield breeds, decrease overall herd sizes, intensify

production, and potentially to decrease the number of herders. Large-scale development interventions

in the pastoral sector in Mongolia began in 2000–2001, following the zud “natural disaster” – severe

65. The version of the above Green Gold narrative told by the Mongolian project manager, Ts. Enkh-Amgalan, acknowl-
edges various customary arrangements for coordinating rangeland use in the past, but suggests that these arrangements
have mainly ceased to function effectively – creating a need for formal institutional alternatives. The emergent need for
rangeland management is instead described as a consequence of increased numbers of livestock, caused specifically by
a transition from subsistence to market orientation. Contemporary Mongolian herders’ herd size maximization strategy
is further represented as both ecologically unsustainable and unnecessary as a risk-management strategy, given that more
intensive, feed-based production can mitigate livestock losses due to cold weather and ecological crisis. Some project ad-
visors draw on evidence that Mongolian livestock lose up to a third of their live weight over winter, due to their burning
of calories to stay warm. Citing reports on research conducted in Inner Mongolia (Kemp et al. 2013), project consultants
assert that livestock can actually lose more energy grazing than they gain from the grass they eat. These arguments are
provided as evidence for the need for stall feeding in biogas-heated stables, kept at approximately -10°C.
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weather conditions that led to a loss of approximately one third of the national livestock herd.

International and bilateral agencies reached a consensus understanding that such vulnerability to

ecological risk was a threat to herders’ livelihoods, food security, and economic development.

Consequently, a range of measures were planned to reduce this vulnerability, by encouraging

emergency feed supply preparation and storage; indexed livestock insurance (underwritten by the

World Bank); intensified livestock production; and rangeland management through new

common-pool resource institutions, termed “herder groups” or “pasture user groups”. Several of

these interventions were grounded in the view that ecological vulnerability was exacerbated by

rangeland degradation due to overgrazing, seen as being caused mainly by a combination of herders’

inefficient “high numbers, low quality” breeding strategy and a “tragedy of the commons” situation.

Both of these factors were extrapolations of the view that herd sizes exceeded rangeland carrying

capacity. The former problem was interpreted as a consequence of herders lacking the breeds and

technical expertise to manage high-yield livestock, while the latter was seen as a consequence of the

lack of collective planning of forage area use as a function of the number of available livestock.

The “tragedy of the commons” interpretation did not constitute a simple and coherent

explanation, but a conflation of several factors related to the perceived lack of collective action. First,

the maximization of herd sizes was viewed as a natural consequence of the (formally) open-access

regime in Mongolia’s rangelands, combined with the private ownership of livestock. According to

this scenario, the lack of collective rangeland management constituted an incentive to herders to

maximize their herd sizes, so as to appropriate forage resources to the greatest extent possible – and

thus maximize income. Second, the lack of collective action was seen as limiting mobility. Given the

lower opportunity costs associated with herding livestock close to towns and administrative centres,

combined with the lack of any requirement to carry out rotational grazing on public rangelands,

herders would overgraze the areas surrounding permanent settlements to the point of irreversible

degradation or desertification. Third, the absence of formal, collective institutions encompassing all

resource users in a given area was seen as creating obstacles to investments in wells, roads, hayfields,

livestock dips, or other shared infrastructure. The theoretically inevitable exploitation of such built
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resources by free-riders was considered a significant disincentive to their improvement, or even to

their everyday maintenance.

As the case studies I present in chapter 11 make clear, this interpretation has some merit but

can also be seen as limited by its failure to recognize and build on existing social relations. In

practice herders rely heavily on diverse and extensive mutual aid networks in the management of

rangelands and other resources. Social relations guide resource use, and economic decision-making

generally, such that “herder households” cannot accurately be viewed as discrete economic actors.

Thus to the extent that economic decision-making is distributed through social networks, the “tragedy

of the commons” model – which assumes independently-acting, self-interested resource appropriators

– does not provide a completely accurate representation of rangeland use and herd management

patterns. As such, Hardin’s measure of “utility for any particular decisionmaking herdsman” – the

central problem addressed in commons theory – needs to be viewed with a critical eye.

Although some development planners acknowledge the existence of customary rules and

arrangements, they have argued that such forms are inherently ineffective since non-institutional

measures cannot be systematically enforced over the scale of a resource. Project staff at SDC, for

instance, have been critical of the “herder groups” model used by the UNDP Sustainable Grasslands

Management project, which were designed as small groups of households who generally spent much

of the year in close proximity, and were generally related to one another. SDC staff argued that such

groups did not satisfy the design criteria of common-pool resource institutions established by Ostrom

(1990), as they were kinship-based rather than resource-based – meaning that users did not form a

“community” linked to an identifiable resource with clear boundaries, rules of exclusion, principles of

use, and so on, but rather constituted messy and overlapping groups. The Green Gold project has thus

attempted to institute new collectivities that are distinct from, and normally broader than, the

small-scale social networks that typically organize herders’ practice. These “Pasture User Group”66

66. The term “Pasture User Group” is acknowledged by some project staff as a mistranslation of Belcheer ashiglagchdyn
kholboo, which means “Rangeland Users’ Association”. The term “pasture” is widely used in publications originating in
Mongolia in the place of the more accurate “rangeland”. In some cases the term “grasslands” is used to translate belcheer,
similarly to Chinese usage, although this term is not necessarily appropriate to the sparsely-vegetated Gobi or mountainous
desert regions. Belcheer literally means “livestock grazing area”, and can thus encompass both natural rangeland (baigaliin
belcheer) and seeded pasture (tarimal belcheer).
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(PUG) collectivities are intended to be inclusive, in the sense of incorporating all users of a given

resource; they are defined at the scale of a seasonal “pasture area”, which is established as a bounded

resource, and which may encompass some fifty or so households; and they are formal institutions,

with rules and meetings that are distinct from the informal social relations among neighbours and

relatives. The latter point is considered to facilitate democratic decision-making (“collective action”),

rules, and graduated sanctions that are independent of power relations within local social networks

(Reid, Fernandez-Gimenez, and Galvin 2014; Bruegger, Jigjsuren, and Fernández-Giménez 2014;

Fernandez-Gimenez et al. 2012). Notwithstanding these claims, some researchers investigating PUGs

consider that the impact of institutional factors on ecological conditions may have been overstated

(Addison et al. 2013).

Challenges of implementing commons institutions in Mongolia

As mentioned in chapter 1, commons institutions may be difficult to implement successfully where

resources and user groups do not have “legible” boundaries. Neither rangelands themselves nor

mobile pastoralists present themselves as candidates for “classic” commons interventions. Some

work by commons theorists has attempted to accommodate complex social relations and

non-coextensive social groups and resources (Berkes 2009). The Pasture User Groups established by

the Green Gold project have been designed with the establishment of fixed resource boundaries in

mind, while allowing fluidity of boundary arrangements at times of ecological crisis. In practice,

however, there remain a number of challenges in managing these commons institutions due to the

lack of formal tenure and the voluntary nature of the groupings – which limit the

boundary-maintenance and excludability requirements of the institutional design principles.

Mongolia’s rangelands fit the accepted definition of a common-pool resource as “a valued

natural or human-made resource or facility that is available to more than one person and subject to

degradation as a result of overuse” (Dietz et al. 2002, 18). Mongolian rangelands are indeed widely

perceived by development practitioners as affected by the conditions of subtractability and

appropriation that are considered characteristic of common-pool resources under open-access
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property regimes. The first of these attributes, subtractability, refers to the available quantity of a

resource being finite – even though the resource itself may be renewable – causing any extractive

activity to reduce the quantity of the resource available to other users. Yet in the view of many

herders, as my earlier discussion implies, rangeland resources cannot strictly be considered

“subtractible” since their availability is dynamic, and is more contingent on unpredictable factors such

as rainfall than on grazing. Further, although grazing may have an impact on vegetation quantity,

natural feedback mechanisms are seen by many herders as maintaining a fluid balance between

livestock numbers and rangeland capacity, through periodic losses or forced offtake of livestock. The

mobility of herders further limits the applicability of the concept of subtractibility, since vegetation in

an unbounded system is not really a finite resource.

Commons theorists have argued that collective resource tenure is possible on the condition that

local institutions are present to control the resource and prevent people from misusing it (Ostrom

1990; McCay and Acheson 1987; Berkes 1989; Dietz et al. 2002). Ostrom argues that a

common-pool resource must be subjected to access-limiting mechanisms, and must be governed by

rules that provide an appropriate cost-benefit ratio to resource users so as to ensure that there is an

advantage to following them. According to her formulation, the Common-Pool Resource institution

must follow eight “design principles”, which focus on the capacity of the institution to set rules

concerning the use of an identifiable resource in a democratic way, and to ensure compliance with

those rules (Ostrom 1990). These design principles prescribe the need for a relatively exclusive

community of users to be defined in relation to a resource with clear boundaries (Schlager 2004, 154).

The authors of one recent analysis found in their review of 91 published studies that Ostrom’s design

principles were upheld in most sectors, though for pasture resources they found the case studies to be

only “moderately supportive”, with one study that was highly unsupportive (Cox, Arnold, and Tomás

2010).

Some of the design principles are indeed quite challenging to implement in the case of mobile

pastoralists. One of the central challenges to governing common-pool resources in a pastoral

economy such as Mongolia’s is that resources and users are rarely territorially bounded.
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Fernández-Giménez defines this issue as the “paradox of pastoral land tenure”, noting that the

fundamental question to address is “how to define spatial and social boundaries around resources and

user groups in situations where spatial and social flexibility are intrinsic and essential characteristics

of resource use patterns” (2002, 50). Commons theory relies heavily on the notion of a (bounded)

resource-user “community”, positing that boundary rules can promote “reciprocity norms” in a

commons by ensuring that a greater proportion of local resource-users “are well known in a

community, have a long-term stake in that community, and find it costly to have their reputation for

trustworthiness harmed in that community” (Ostrom 1999, 510). There are typically not “clearly

defined boundaries” for rangeland resources, nor a “community” of resource appropriators that can

engage in stable, institutionalized collective-choice arrangements, insofar as resource users’ group

membership typically changes from season to season or even from year to year.

The free rider problem described in commons theory refers to the difficulty of excluding

potential users from gaining access to a resource unless they contribute to the cost of its development

and maintenance, or agree to follow rules regulating consumption of the resource for the benefit of all

users. The directly related appropriation problem refers to the potential for individual resource users

to appropriate more units of a resource when acting individually than if acting collectively, such that

“those who would willingly reduce their own appropriations if others did are unwilling to make a

sacrifice for the benefit of a large number of free riders” (498). As I describe in the case study

“Community garden” below, however, free-riding occurs as a function of social difference among

resource appropriators. Among herders who are relatives, the question of free-riding does not arise:

someone who uses a well but does not contribute to its maintenance, or who takes more than their

share of collectively-harvested hay, is technically a “free-rider” but will not be resented if they are

part of the same family, and unable to contribute for some reason, by virtue of the value attached to

the mutual social/kin relationship. In this context, I suggest that a key area of intervention must

involve the strengthening of social relations rather than institutionalized rules.

Where I observed ongoing and unresolved conflicts, these typically involved discrete social

network clusters – groups of families who had recently migrated into Yeröö and were considered
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“outsiders”, for instance, or herders from another bag or sum who encroached on others’ winter or

spring grazing areas while on otor. But I also observed that some such conflicts were mitigated in

practice by social network brokers. In Sainshand sum in Dornogovi, for example, some local herders

were distressed by the arrival of thirty or forty households from Saikhandulaan sum to the north, on

autumn otor. The incoming households were not strangers to everyone, however, as some local

herders had friends or distant relatives among them. The local bagiin darga (elected sub-district

citizens’ committee chairperson) called a herders’ meeting, inviting everyone who was camped

nearby – regardless of their formal bag or sum affiliation – in order to broker positive relations

amongst the local and visiting herders. After a khorkhog mutton feast prepared by local hosts, and a

brief airing of concerns about wells and grazing areas, it was finally agreed that the right thing to do

would be to accept the incoming families for a short time – after all, they were herders like everyone

else. This successful intervention demonstrated the value of local governance institutions in

formalizing the authority of a social broker for small-scale conflict resolution. Crucially, the local

representative’s ability to resolve this conflict did not require access to sanctions or similar legal

mechanisms, but rather a capacity for social mediation among intersecting, multi-sited herder

networks.

While some positive outcomes have resulted from the development projects in Mongolia that

have sought to establish commons institutions, the commons institutions they designed have faced

several challenges that appear not to be surmountable without broader structural change – including

legislative reforms that would allow the tenure of rangeland resources to be allocated to user groups

or “communities”. Such legislative changes have indeed been pushed by both SDC and UNDP

project staff, who recognize that commons institutions cannot be entirely effective unless there are

legally recognized means of establishing boundaries for a resource, excluding outsiders from

appropriating it, and imposing sanctions on those who ignore the rules set by the community on how

or when the resource may be used. As the “herder groups” and “pasture user groups” established by

these projects do not have formal tenure of the rangeland resources in which they are situated, and

insofar as they are constituted as voluntary groupings with no legal status, their success at present is
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entirely contingent on the voluntary commitment of all local herders to adopting the principles and

practices identified with the group. Such groupings are not true commons institutions, as measured

against Ostrom’s seven principles, insofar as they cannot exclude outsiders and they cannot force

their own members to follow all rules – hence free-riding and over-appropriation remain possible.

Where these groupings have achieved the most success is in creating discussion of rangeland

management principles. In other words, successful collective action has not achieved results due to

the establishment of formal rules rules, so much as due to the establishment of new discursive

opportunities within existing social networks.

The prognosis of “tragedy” emergence under conditions of anonymity – including a lack of

trust and communication amongst resource users (Schlager 2004, 151-152; Basurto and Ostrom 2009,

255) – has typically been interpreted as implying the need for stronger rules and boundaries to

contain self-interested behaviour. Nonetheless, an alternative but underexplored approach may

involve reducing the role of anonymous exchange relations as generators of self-interested behaviour.

Successful commons institutions are in effect often subsistence-level micro-economies (Bromley

et al. 1986; Berkes 2009), which avoid the reification of labour or natural resource value and produce

non-maximizing economic behaviours through redistribution and reciprocity mechanisms. Where

appropriate commons uses are embedded in non-economic activities or create non-exchange utility

such as cultural or social values, these use patterns can achieve resilience against market forces – as

through the prosociality and cooperation observed in smaller commons groups (Ostrom et al. 2002,

488). These observations point to the need to consider new solutions for governing Mongolian

rangelands. As rangelands grazed by livestock function as complex adaptive systems, the most

resilient approach to rangeland management will be one that allows adaptive learning in response to

natural feedback mechanisms, and not one that involves strong regulatory regimes (Walker and

Janssen 2002). Development policies and interventions that build on existing mutual aid networks,

rather than attempting to introduce specialized collectivities, may achieve greater success in fostering

resilience. In chapter 11, I will continue this discussion with direct reference to case studies

describing mutual aid practices that are invisible to development projects.



Chapter 11

Subversive adaptation

In this chapter I explore herders’ standpoints and practices in relation to two types of development

intervention, identifying some of the ways that herders “subvert” these projects in the process of

integrating them into existing social networks and practices. As mentioned in the introductory

chapter, mobile pastoralism has been widely investigated by anthropologists in ecological terms, as a

set of practices enabling adaptation to environmental uncertainty and instability. Flexible resource

use, social organization, and economic production strategies continue to enable pastoralists’

resilience to ecological variation, but also provide a basis for adapting to contemporary social or

economic change and uncertainty. Yet development interventions targeting pastoralists may

encourage investment in risk-mitigation strategies that reduce these forms of flexibility, introducing

reliance on external markets, investments, or coordinating institutions. Drawing on ethnographic

research in three regions of Mongolia, I will discuss evidence that Mongolian pastoralists often

subvert development agendas in order to maintain existing adaptive practices. I suggest that

development projects themselves can be viewed as a form of uncertainty, insofar as they offer

short-term funding for initiatives whose goals may remain opaque to herders.

404
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Adaptation and resistance

In one of the sums in which I worked, my interviews with development project staff and local

officials documented a litany of complaints about herders: they lacked initiative, “resisted” efforts to

improve their livelihoods, and “refused” to join herder groups and cooperatives, attend extension

workshops, or “take ownership” of project initiatives. This perceived “resistance” extended to

herders’ reluctance to listen to extension messages, such as information concerning the need to take

out livestock insurance. Project staff felt pressure from city-based managers to show results, but

believed they were stymied by herders’ “obstinacy” and “laziness”. Herders in the same sum,

meanwhile, reported that they were either unaware of the projects that officials described, or that the

project staff had done little of substance – beyond perhaps distributing a few leaflets, setting up pilot

activities involving a handful of families close to the sum centre, or holding workshops that were of

limited practical interest. Even among those who had benefited directly from the projects, it emerged

that the development interventions were widely viewed in terms of one-off grants or material

“assistance” (tuslamj). Such perceptions contrasted with the projects’ broad, transformative goals,

which typically aimed to change herders’ economic organization, herding or rangeland management

practices, and attitudes. In particular, I observed that new collectivities such as herder groups and

cooperatives were not generally embraced as new forms of collective action, but as instruments for

the distribution of aid.

What emerged from these interviews was that, for the most part, project staff and herders were

operating under contradictory expectations about the future role of the project interventions. Whereas

development planners hoped for their projects to become institutionalized in the form of

self-sustaining groupings and practices, participants expected few if any of the project measures to

live on once the project itself was complete. As such, their participation was motivated by short-term,

opportunistic involvement seeking to maximize appropriation of project resources, assimilating these

with minimal disruption into existing herding practices and forms of social organization. The various

tactics deployed in doing so were subversive insofar as they ran against the project plans, but were
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also adaptive in the sense that they aimed to maintain flexible forms of economic organization.

On the basis of interviews and participant observation from my field research, I have prepared a

series of thirteen case studies describing actual herders and project initiatives, showing the ways in

which herders currently interact with development projects addressing rangeland management or

herder livelihoods. These case studies draw on interviews with staff and participants in major

projects operated, among others, by the United Nations Development Program (UNDP), Norwegian

Lutheran Mission (NLM), Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation (SDC), World Wide

Fund for Nature (WWF), German Society for International Cooperation (GIZ), and Canadian

International Development Agency (CIDA). Most of these projects involved formal participation by

local authorities in the sums where they were being implemented. The projects all focused on rural

livelihoods, with a specific focus on developing pastoralism or agriculture. Although several of the

cases describe grant-based interventions, most of the projects involved the establishment of new

collectivities involving herders.67

Drawing on these case studies, and focusing on the ways in which herders’ perceptions of

project interventions sometimes contradict the goals established by development planners, I have

identified and analyzed six types of “subversive” practices that resulted in unintended uses of project

resources. These included herders partially identifying or concealing existing resources so as to gain

access to a project; tailoring their descriptions of “needs” to match the project’s perceived goals;

redistribution of project resources, by allocating them to people not formally included in the project;

participating opportunistically in a project, without endorsing its long-term transformative aims;

representing fictive groups as sharing coherent interests, so as to gain access to projects fostering

collective action; and diverting project resources to cover needs or activities different from those

intended by the project. Although these practices may appear to undermine project results, I suggest

that they also may constitute effective attempts by herders to assimilate project activities into existing

social networks. Herders’ interactions with development projects reflected their ambivalence to the

67. Due to the potential for negative repercussions for the people I describe in these case studies, all of the case study
descriptions are anonymous. Some identifying details have been altered to protect the identity of the people described, and
in some instances of the projects in which they participated, without changing the substance of the case itself.
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projects’ transformative goals through attempts to map project activities onto existing practices,

rather than adjust herding practices in accordance with the project objectives.

For the purposes of this discussion I have defined these six adaptive tactics as follows:

1. Partial identification or concealment of resources

Representing the household’s circumstances or resources in such a way as to establish

eligibility for participation in the project. The household itself may have access to resources

that are concealed or not reported to project planners, in order to position the household as

“needy” or “deficient”, and therefore able to benefit from outside assistance.

2. Tailoring “needs” to the project

Defining household or “community” needs in terms that reflect material resources that can be

expected to be obtained from the project.

3. Redistribution of project resources

Redistributing project resources to individuals or groups who are not officially identified as

members of the project’s target group. The “real” project beneficiaries may be more needy of

assistance than those who are actually able to participate “officially” in the project, or

alternatively may simply be better positioned to perform the tasks required of the project.

Those who obtain official access to the project may be local “elite” representatives or brokers.

4. Opportunistic orientation

Participating in a project in order to gain access to the resources it provides, without endorsing

the project’s development objectives or making a long-term commitment to continue the

project’s activities once the project funding has ended.

5. Fictive groupings

Project participants representing themselves to project staff as a coherent unit with shared

interests, whereas in practice participation occurs through networks rather than collectivities, in
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which individual members’ competing interests are potentially ignored. The “group” may in

extreme cases consist of a single individual who acts as a broker.

6. Diversion of project resources

Diverting project resources to cover needs and activities different from those intended by the

project.

Similar tactics have been described in discussions of development contexts elsewhere.

Ferguson’s (1990) critique of development in Lesotho, for example, describes a series of

interventions that were substantively identical to those currently being implemented in Mongolia:

enclosure of common lands, fencing of areas allocated to “grazing associations”, promotion of

improved breeds, and reduction of herd sizes. As in Mongolia, these measures were guided by a

desire to increase “grassland productivity”, but inadequately considered the true diversity of social

and economic organization in the local context. Ferguson argues that these interventions aiming to

modernize the livestock sector were actually guided by the scope of the aid agencies’ own marketable

technical expertise, and were justified by false and reductionist descriptions. In particular, Ferguson

cites the 1975 World Bank country profile that described Lesotho as “virtually untouched by modern

economic development” and as a “traditional subsistence peasant society” – despite strong historical

integration into the South African agricultural market, and despite the importance of migrant wage

labour in accounting for 70% of local incomes.

Case studies

The following case studies describe the experiences of herders involved directly or indirectly in

development projects in the various field sites where I worked. In each case study I highlight the

ways in which the herders participated in the project in ways that contrasted with the intentions of

project planners. After each case I link the herders’ responses with the categories of “subversive”

tactics identified above, pointing to ways in which these tactics constituted reasonable adaptive
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responses from the herders’ standpoint.

A needy household

A herding household moved to the sum centre in order to allow both parents to remain
close to the children, who had recently entered school. The family had relatives in the
sum centre, but no one who was available to look after the children full-time. This
household continued to keep a small number of goats and sheep, which it pooled with
neighbouring families and took out to graze in rotating shifts. The household further
invested in cattle, which could easily be managed in the sum centre, and a small number
of chickens and pigs. Officially, the small livestock managed by this household were
registered as belonging to two “livestock-owning households” in the sum centre, who
provided the herders a monthly fee and allowed them to keep the wool and cashmere.
This arrangement allowed the owners to obtain winter meat stores (idesh) for domestic
consumption, at a cost far lower than buying meat by the kilogram.

The herders under-reported both livestock numbers and income during the spring
livestock census and the standard of living survey, claiming that since the animals
belonged to relatives they were in fact keeping the animals in exchange for non-monetary
assistance; as a result they were able to avoid paying income tax. (Similarly, the
livestock owners reported no income as the animals were described as being for
“household subsistence”.) The head of the household earned supplementary income by
joining others in logging, horticulture, and various other forms of casual labour paid
daily in cash. By positioning themselves as a “poor” household, the family were able to
obtain government food rations and a grant to build a stable in their yard in town.

Invisible parents

A young couple kept several hundred sheep and goats. Most of the animals had been
given by the husband’s parents, who now lived in town, but who retained formal
ownership of the animals. The couple provided a regular supply of meat and milk to the
family in town, who distributed the commodities among relatives and sold the remainder
at the market. The parents routinely helped with moves, shearing sheep, combing goats,
castrating and branding animals, harvesting hay, and even minding the livestock when
the couple needed to run errands, spend time in hospital, or conduct other business in the
aimag. The parents regularly contributed access to a truck, household goods such as new
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felt covers for the yurt (provided as “gifts” obtained using money from sales of livestock
commodities), and their own labour. Since the couple did not officially own the animals,
they were able to obtain seed livestock from the local government; eligible recipients
were young “herder households” with fewer than 50 animals of their own. The family
was also able to obtain milk processing equipment, and to participate in a series of
training workshops. This equipment was actually taken and used by the parents, who
were invisible to the sponsoring project.

Both of the above cases involve partial identification of resources, achieved in this instance by

exploiting the boundaries between official and de facto property ownership. Although the first

herding household positioned itself as lacking in resources, and therefore deserving of assistance

targeting “needy” households, in practice the household had regular cash income (albeit from diverse

sources) and sufficient livestock to guarantee its subsistence. More importantly, the household was

part of a broader kin network that provided support and joint ownership of resources. By obtaining

outside support targeting “needy” households, the family acquired investments that benefited the

broader kin network. The second similarly under-represented its resources – the truck and labour

provided by the parents were not reported – and concealed the redistribution of product resources

(dairying equipment) to the parents. The parents were better able to make use of the dairying

equipment than the young couple engaged in full-time herding, and by doing so were able to support

the young family’s herding operations. Yet they remained outside the visible sphere of the project,

which was designed to focus only on individual households as discrete economic units. Had the

young couple reported their economic activities as encompassing the parents, or had they reported the

parents’ livestock as their own, it is likely that they would have been ineligible for the assistance they

ultimately obtained.

Formal livestock title can be viewed as somewhat arbitrary in the context of both of these cases,

as the exclusive right to property use was not considered to be limited to an individual owner or

household, given the obligations to share livestock, meat, labour, and other resources among the

households in the kin group. Although the livestock-owning households acknowledged themselves as

formal proprietors of the animals, they were not entirely free to dispose of the livestock as they
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wished; implicit in their arrangement was the obligation to support their herder relatives by

continuing to make the livestock available for herding, and by sharing the meat, milk, and cash

income provided by the animals. Conversely, the herder household was obligated, in the absence of

other employment, to take care of livestock on behalf of other relatives, in addition to any livestock of

their own, and with priority over the livestock of non-kin who might pay cash for herding.

The well

A group of herders obtained funding from a development project in order to construct a
new well. The project provided funding to cover the cost of building supplies – mainly
the materials for building a small masonry building enclosing the well – and a gasoline
pump. The herders identified themselves as a “herder group” with shared capital and
democratic decision-making structure. The well was in fact not a new one, but an
existing dug (shallow) well that had partly filled in, formerly operated by a hand pump
that had been vandalized and stolen several years previously. By restoring the well, the
herders claimed that pressure on other grazing areas would be relieved since it would
become possible to camp in a less-utilized area without a sufficient water supply. The
building supplies employed by the herders were concrete blocks made with the
participation of relatives of the herder who had written the project proposal, using locally
available gravel and sand, and making use of a borrowed concrete block press obtained
through a separate project. Although the grant itself was not designed to cover direct
labour costs, in practice the most significant material costs were cement and the fuel
used by the herders’ truck in transporting the gravel, cement, and finished concrete
blocks. Labour costs were absorbed into the cost of the concrete blocks, which were
“purchased” at above-market rates. Less than a quarter of the grant was spent on
materials procured at market rates.

This case involves the diversion of project resources, achieved by purchasing goods or services

from relatives at inflated costs. Further, the case illustrates an instance of opportunistic orientation

and tailored needs, insofar as participants saw the project primarily as a source of two immediate

investments – a well and cash – but nonetheless pitched the well proposal to the funding organization

in the language of “sustainable rangeland use”. It would have been fully within the means of the

herders to construct the well using their own funds, and indeed doing so might arguably have
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increased their stake in the well as “investment”. In this instance the herders seemed adverse to

constructing wells using private resources, however, given their knowledge that well construction and

maintenance could be exploited as a source of funding from any of several project sources. Far from

supporting grassroots initiatives in support of livelihoods improvement, the project thus fostered

dependency on external investments.

Social capital

An individual in a sum centre, who had previously worked in an administrative office
position, used her social networks to manage participation in several development project
on behalf of livestock-keeping family members in the countryside. Positioning herself as
a “livestock owner” – she and her husband in fact owned a significant cattle stock herded
by a family of hired herders – and as a member of the herding families (despite not being
co-resident), this individual participated in a series of open training workshops held in
town and in Ulaanbaatar, which covered technical topics such as marketing, hay and feed
production, and dairy processing best practices. The full-time herders found it difficult
to participate themselves, as they generally lacked the time and fuel costs to travel
regularly to the sum for full-day workshops, and were rarely able to go to the city. The
woman in town negotiated lease certificates for the herders’ winter camp, a well, and a
livestock feed production field, for which she submitted a successful grant proposal to
cover the cost of fencing. The livestock feed was ultimately cultivated by hired labourers
from the sum centre, with the majority of the feed being sold to livestock smallholders,
despite having been represented to funders as being intended for the “herder group”.
(The herders viewed hay as inferior to natural herbage, and therefore kept only sufficient
amounts to provide weak livestock in the spring, selling the rest to smallholders who
lived in the sum.) The woman in the sum centre performed the role of a wholesaler on
behalf of the relatives – combining their livestock with her own and storing carcasses
over winter, selling meat by the kilogram in spring, when prices were highest, and
shipping carcasses to meat markets in Ulaanbaatar with the help of relatives in the city.

This case illustrates the creation of a “fictive grouping”. Although the herders were aware of

their constitution as a “herder group”, their participation in the project was at best indirect. Relations

with the project staff were carried out exclusively by the broker in the sum centre, while

responsibility for attendance at workshops and feed or hay production was assigned to non-herders.
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To some extent the group appears to present an opportunistic orientation, although the broker – like

several other groups of herders in the vicinity – continued to represent herself as leading a “herder

group” for several years after the conclusion of the project, on the understanding that doing so would

increase the value of the group in the eyes of future projects. This case also shows the tailoring of

needs, through herders representing a pressing need for material investments and training to produce

livestock feed – which they recognized as an area in which the project was willing to provide

assistance. Although this “need” was represented to the project as enabling more efficient and

sustainable animal husbandry practices, by maximizing live weight of livestock and minimizing

winter losses, in practice the herders treated the project investment opportunistically, preferring in the

long term to sell rather than consume the feed they produced.

Community garden

An international project aimed to institute a community gardening program as part of a
strategy to enhance agriculture and agro-pastoralism. Members of low-income
households who did not own livestock were eligible to participate in the project, and
were selected on a competitive basis. The project provided training workshops and field
demonstrations on technologies for tilling, planting, watering, selecting and spraying
pesticides, and harvesting and processing vegetables. Several of the community
gardeners, it turned out, actually had large vegetable lots in their own yards – often a
third to half a hectare in size – from which they already produced vegetables for the
market; many also worked parts of large plots outside the sum centre which were
formally held by relatives. Some of the gardeners also had access to large root cellars,
which they used to store hundreds of kilograms of potatoes and carrots throughout the
winter.

A few of the people working in the garden were not officially members of the project.
Although the listed gardeners showed up for the training sessions, they brought in
relatives or hired daily labourers to do the weeding, watering, and harvesting, or leased
out part of their plots. Some of the people who worked in the garden were in fact herders
who lived close to the sum centre, and who spent a few days over the course of the
summer on garden maintenance. At the conclusion of the project the community
gardeners were unable to continue planting the “foreign” vegetables (such as squash)
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promoted by the project, due to the absence of a market for anything other than familiar
root vegetables. Rather than being retained as collective property, the pump and other
equipment provided by the project were kept and used privately by the group leader.

This case illustrates a combination of partial identification of resources, tailored needs,

opportunistic orientation, and project resource diversion and redistribution. Several members of the

community gardening group concealed their prior access to garden plots, as well as their existing

horticulture-based livelihoods, in order to position themselves as “needy” individuals or households

with no fixed income. These project participants allowed project managers to believe that they would

be unable to subsist from horticulture without investment from the project, due to the “needs”

identified by the project – namely, their lack of access to irrigated land; lack of ability to protect

cultivated areas from incursions by livestock, thieves, and vandals; lack of capital to invest in

irrigation equipment; and lack of technical knowledge related to vegetable horticulture. The project

aimed to address these “lacks” by providing a shared plot, which was fenced to keep out livestock; by

establishing a collective through which guarding of the plot could be managed by participants in

rotation; and by providing extension training workshops. Although these were not priorities for the

project participants, the gardeners valued the project for its provision of material investments and

specific technical guidance, which were ultimately applied in other cultivated areas. By hiring kin

and outsiders to perform the labour of weeding and harvesting, the project participants shared project

resources with relatives or allowed themselves to work in other areas – such as animal husbandry –

rather than dedicating themselves full-time to horticulture.

The fact that collective ownership of these investments did not survive beyond the project itself

is indicative of participants’ access to alternative forms of organization, which were in some ways

preferable to the collective measures envisaged by the project. Above all, the participants were

reluctant to maintain shared ownership of material resources with non-kin, given evidence of

free-riding by some members of the group, who were unable or unwilling to contribute to

maintenance costs or supervision duties. In working with relatives, by contrast, free-riding was not

perceived as a problem, as the mutual obligation to share and redistribute resources provided both a
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justification for some members contributing more than others – in the form of redistribution of their

labour or capital to less-advantaged relatives – and a social pressure to cooperate rather than seek

individual profit. Importantly, such arrangements involved reciprocity outside the garden project

itself, with those contributing less to the garden sharing resources in other spheres, for example by

providing child care or helping in the preparation of winter food stores (idesh). In the community

garden project, free-riding was a problem due to the need to balance contributions and returns within

the scope of the horticultural project itself.

Seed livestock

The Norwegian Lutheran Mission, as part of its scheme to reintroduce fine-wool hybrid
sheep, created a self-sustaining, rotational seed livestock program. Young households
with fewer than 50 animals of their own were provided 50 adult fine-wool sheep; at the
end of five years (originally three), they were required to provide 50 adult sheep to the
next household. Participant households were selected by a committee including local
officials and representatives of the Norwegian Lutheran Mission, with the aim of
providing a sustainable basis for young households to begin a lucrative, semi-intensive
form of livestock production.

A young couple obtained sheep from this seed livestock project, but wished to move to
town once their children were of school age. Instead of having the children live with
their grandparents in town, the grandparents opted to take over the livestock, moving
themselves back out to the countryside. At the conclusion of the contract period, the
parents began to look for buyers for the hybrid sheep, on the grounds that the hybrid
sheep were “too much work”. Contrary to local breeds, the hybrid sheep needed to be
kept in warm shelters throughout the winter and early spring, provided supplementary
feed, and watched closely during spring birthing. Although the market price for the fine
wool was much higher than standard (coarse) wool, government wool premiums had
reduced this gap from a factor of five to less than a factor of two – and, initially, had in
fact made it less lucrative to sell the fine wool, due to the two local producers having
failed to register on the list of government-approved buyers to whom herders were
required to sell in order to maintain eligibility for the government subsidy. This
household had difficulty finding buyers for the hybrid sheep, however, given that
herders of conventional breeds were unwilling to take on animals that could not readily
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be assimilated into the existing herd, and given that the pool of existing hybrid sheep
owners was relatively small.

This case illustrates a redistribution of project resources from the target couple to the parents,

as well as an opportunistic orientation insofar as the participating family committed to keeping hybrid

sheep only for the duration of their contract, electing to manage different livestock on completion of

the five-year contract. While it would be unfair to assume that the family had planned this change in

strategy all along, it is clear that the households addressed evolving needs associated with the

domestic cycle – namely, in this case, the need for child care and assistance with children’s

homework once they reached school age – in an adaptive manner, adjusting their strategies only as

such needs arose. Whereas the hybrid sheep project assumed that the predictability of semi-intensive

livestock production and its stable cash incomes would be desirable to participants, both of these

factors contributed uncertainty, but were less amenable to “conventional” adaptive responses than

extensive production using domestic breeds. The semi-intensive production required stable (and

relatively high) labour inputs, which were available when the household was at the beginning of the

domestic cycle, but which were difficult to sustain once the family’s children entered school, and

were also challenging for the older parents. The higher cash incomes promised by hybrid sheep wool

also proved less reliable than anticipated due to changing government policy. Marketing options were

also reliant on the two wholesale buyers who sold to a wool and felt handicrafts business and

cooperatives set up by the project in the town of Darkhan. Whereas local sheep breeds offered lower

wool prices, they commanded more for the carcass, given Mongolians’ cultural preference for sheep

with a large rump, and concerns that the hybrid sheep meat was less flavourful. More importantly,

non-hybrid sheep provided the security of a diverse market, greater options for selling livestock to

non-specialized herders, and the possibility of herding sheep as part of a diversified herd (which was

generally not possible with the hybrid sheep). Whereas the international project aimed to institute an

integrated processing chain and marketing system for the fine-wool sheep, ultimately this system

disadvantaged herders by limiting adaptive options.
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Community-based conservation

A group of herders was encouraged by a development organization to form a nökhörlöl,
or community-based conservation group, to protect local forest resources against illegal
logging. The development organization hoped that by creating a geographically-based
community of herders having legal stewardship of the resource, the forest would be
protected against the depletion occurring under an open-access regime. Technically the
forest was public property, and timber could not be harvested except with a license.
Since demand for timber was high, and local authorities refused to give out more than a
limited number of licenses, however, most wood was obtained illegally. Sum authorities
had limited means of policing illegal timber harvesting, which occurred at night; those
who were caught had their trucks confiscated, but the income from logging made this an
acceptable risk for some. The herders in the nökhörlöl had exclusive rights to use the
forest resource, on the condition that they planted trees to replace those that had been cut
down. Additionally, several of the nökhörlöl members were trained as “Volunteer
Rangers” and provided with identity cards, authorizing them to apprehend anyone who
was found cutting timber illegally in their jurisdiction.

The herders viewed this arrangement as an economic one, rather than as a conservation
activity. Moreover, the herders saw the nökhörlöl as an opportunity to demarcate
“private” grazing areas in the valley below the forest, from which they excluded other
herders, to a greater extent than forest conservation. To protect their resource, the
herders maintained a year-round presence in the forested area.

This case illustrates an opportunistic orientation, where herders sought to participate in a

nökhörlöl for reasons other than resource conservation purposes. For project managers involved in

establishing herder-based nökhörlöl, these groups appeared to be somewhat unsuccessful, as they did

not achieve the stated goals of increasing awareness of ecological issues and commitment to

conservation practices. The herders in this group did not appear to renege on their conservation

duties, although the leader of the group acknowledged that illegal loggers had made some incursions

into their protected area, which the nökhörlöl members had been unable to stop. The group members

did also contribute to required afforestation efforts in their area each spring, though the actual

environmental impact of these efforts appears to have been limited as the planted seedlings have had

a low survival rate.
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The nökhörlöl, as defined in the Law on Environmental Protection, can be described as a

“privatization of the state”, designed to create economic incentives for private conservation activities

on public lands, which legally fall within the scope of state responsibilities. Given the explicit focus

on economic incentives, it is unsurprising that group members viewed their participation in such

utilitarian terms. A key point of interest in this case, however, is that the herders were not entirely

motivated by market opportunities – notably the exclusive right to harvest timber – so much as by the

possibility of asserting exclusive tenure of the nearby area for livestock production purposes. Legally

the area used for grazing did not fall entirely within the land assigned to the nökhörlöl, but the

herders were nonetheless successful at preventing encroachment by outsiders. While the herders’

actions positively exploited a legal opportunity to create a common-pool resource institution that

informally covered grazing areas, this arrangement also may have contributed to reduced mobility

due to their contractual obligation to protect the resource.

Rangeland management groups

As part of a rangeland management project, herders were organized into groups of
households, and were assigned informal joint tenure of seasonal grazing areas. The
project team developed maps of grazing resources, rangeland use planning worksheets,
and similar documents for each herding group. The participating households were
required to fill in the planning forms and submit minutes and resolutions of group
meetings, at which grazing allocations were to be determined.

In practice, the group members found it difficult to hold formal meetings as it was rare
for everyone to have free time on the same day. As a result, the head of the herders’
group consulted with other herders individually, who left it up to him to fill in the
paperwork and make decisions that would be “acceptable” to the project staff. Since the
head of the herders’ group did not have access to a computer, he passed some of the
work on to a relative in the sum centre, who prepared and formatted the documentation
on his behalf. Although the plans created in this way more or less reflected the interests
of group members, in the end not everyone was entirely aware of what was going on.
The head of the herder group tended to consult the male “household heads”, leaving
many women in the dark. Additionally, herders who were nominally members of the
group but camped some distance away were only marginally aware of the group’s plans
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and decisions. Given that the group’s rangeland management “decisions” were mostly
mapped to existing practices and informally negotiated agreements, its main function in
this area was to represent herders’ resources against “incursions” from herders registered
in neighbouring sums. In such cases the head of the herders’ group met with local
authorities and requested that the outsiders be fined or sent away.

This case illustrates a “fictive grouping” of herders. The group can be said to have existed on

paper only, to the extent that the member herders did not actually hold meetings to discuss rangeland

management issues and to complete the planning documents required by the project. Indeed,

documents purporting to record decisions reached in meetings were effectively falsified, which would

seem to indicate a high level of dishonesty – and complete disregard for the development project – by

the participant herders. Nonetheless, it remains a common practice in Mongolia for the minutes and

resolutions of meetings to be “falsified” in such a manner, typically as a response to the impracticality

of complying with the complex bureaucratic requirements of the State and its agents.68

In the case of this herder group, participants viewed the meeting and documentary requirements

imposed by the project as both impractical and unnecessary. Accustomed to informal ways of dealing

with paperwork and bureaucracy, the group leader created records of fictive meetings and decisions.

These records constituted a form of false compliance, but were not necessarily subversive insofar as

they actually reflected, in this case, the interests of (many of) the group members. Rather than holding

a meeting at a coordinated time and place, the herders in effect conducted the equivalent of a “virtual

meeting”, consisting of distributed consultations held during the course of routine social visits, in

which issues of movement and rangeland use were discussed along with other business. The meetings

were oral and informal, rather than being guided by documents and forms, these being completed as

an afterthought to please the project managers. Although this distributed decision-making process

tended to exclude women and households located farthest away from the group leader, it is not clear

68. I observed similar cases in which fictive meetings were organized in order to establish rural companies and NGOs,
for example, where an individual would make the trip to Ulaanbaatar carrying the national identity cards of four or five
relatives, obtain details of the necessary documents required to register the organization, and subsequently complete a
package of minutes and resolutions forging the signatures of the purported “founders” and “Board of Directors”. If the
meetings had actually been held as required, with all members present, the organizer would have been required to make
several back-and-forth trips between city and countryside, to gather information about the necessary application materials,
hold meetings, and then to revise the documents – and gather signatures once again – as they were rejected, perhaps twice
or more, for minor errors.
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that “real” meetings would necessarily have been any more democratic – particularly if they had been

attended only by the male heads of household, and by those who were close enough to attend.

Matching fund

The Green Gold rangeland management project set up a shared investment fund for the
disposition of herders who had organized as Pasture User Groups (PUGs), which were
intended to operate as commons institutions. Each PUG member household was required
to contribute to the fund, which was topped up by a contribution from the funding aid
agency, then nominally managed by the PUG itself. The project managers initially
hoped that the fund might be used for collective investments – for example, in wells,
haymaking equipment, or other infrastructure for livestock production – but imposed few
conditions as to how the money should be spent; the existence of the fund itself was
considered valuable as it provided an incentive for herders to join the PUG.

In one such group the PUG members decided to use the fund as a rotating credit scheme,
providing low-interest loans to group members. It was known to the leader of the PUG
that similar arrangements had been made in groups set up previously in other sites, and
local project staff acknowledged that a credit scheme would provide more of an incentive
to herders than collective investments. Most of the loans made out of the joint fund were
used to pay for children’s university tuition, weddings, sub-loans to non-herding family
members, and similar expenses unrelated to livestock production or rangeland
management. Since the PUGs were not structured as formal, non-governmental
organizations, the funds were initially managed through a bank account in the name of
the PUG leader, through subsequently funds were consolidated within a sum-level NGO.

Ultimately, many contributing herders did not associate their PUG with rangeland
management activities, but rather came to see its utility primarily as a microcredit and
grants facility. By and large, they identified their own interactions as being with the
PUG leader (“I got a loan from ‘Baatar’ ”, or “ ‘Baatar’ is bringing in some more
fencing”), rather than as members of a group. Several herders described their PUG less
as a democratic collectivity than as an instrument of “the Swiss”, serving to distribute
aid resources and disseminate advocacy materials.

This case illustrates a partial understanding of project objectives, leading to both opportunistic

orientation and resource “diversion” (albeit recognized by the project staff), as well as relations that

constituted a fictive grouping. The opportunism of participants was to some extent fostered by the
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project itself – as with nökhörlöl conservation groups set up elsewhere – through the deliberate

strategy of creating an economic motivation for herders to participate in a project with broader

motives. As in the case of the nökhörlöl, such incentives were successful in encouraging herders to

join collectivities, though they did not automatically give rise to the practices intended by project

designers. In this case, many group members maintained an acknowledged commitment to the group

for economic purposes, but remained unaware of the intended broader function of the PUG. Despite a

number of rangeland management-related activities, the latter continued to be regarded as one-off

interventions – unlike the credit facility, which instituted ongoing social and economic obligations.

Yet the fact that this credit facility itself was managed by the PUG leader, and not by the members

themselves, contributed to the PUG being identified with its leader rather than as a democratic or

“collective action” facility.

Wildlife conservation

A group of livestock-owning households at the edge of Khar Us Lake joined together as
a Community-Based Conservation Group (nökhörlöl), as defined under the Law on
Nature Conservation. This group was established through a World Wildlife Fund
(WWF) initiative, which sought to engage local households in snow leopard
conservation and reduce their use of natural resources within the snow leopard habitat,
while providing alternative livelihood sources. Households participating in the project
were expected to maintain reduced herd sizes so as to limit the threat of snow leopard
attacks on livestock, seen as a major reason for poaching. The nökhörlöl was tasked with
a markedly gendered division of labour: men were to spend time outside the home,
reporting sightings of snow leopards and evidence of poaching, while women were to
produce knitted and felt handicrafts for sale in the USA, through the intermediary of
Snow Leopard Enterprises and sold through the Snow Leopard Trust.69

Participants in this scheme expressed considerable ambivalence as to its overall value –
noting that no one really poached snow leopards anyway, and that the income from the
women’s handicrafts work was well below minimum wage, amounting to only five
dollars per pair of slippers taking approximately two days to produce. Most of the

69. Snow Leopard Enterprises web site, <http://www.snowleopard.org/learn/community-based-conservation/ snow-
leopard-enterprises>.
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products made by the women were listed as “community made” and sold by Snow
Leopard Enterprises for US $25–32 – meaning that the women received under 20
percent of the sale price of these goods. As a nökhörlöl is not eligible to be recognized
as a legal entity (unlike an NGO or producer cooperative), all funds must be managed
personally by the head; some members and WWF staff reported suspicions of
misappropriation of funds.

This case primarily illustrates an opportunistic orientation, in the sense that the members of the

nökhörlöl sought to benefit economically from the project but did not directly endorse its

conservation objectives. Indeed, members of the nökhörlöl directly undermined the project narrative,

presented on the WWF and partner websites, which positioned the intervention as providing a “strong

financial incentive” for conservation efforts to a pastoral “community” living living in “poverty” and

“financial hardship”. Although the herders acknowledged that they were not particularly affluent,

they viewed their low wealth in terms of their minimal livestock holdings. Significantly, the herders

felt that the conservation project and the Special Protected Area contributed to keeping them in

“poverty”, by deliberately restricting their livestock numbers. The project effectively considered

pastoralism to be a key threat to the snow leopard, insofar as herders had an acknowledged incentive

to set traps near their livestock enclosures or even to shoot snow leopards in order to protect their

animals. The “alternative” livelihood income promised to women herders was low, however; the

payment provided to the men was more substantial, but was also contingent on no cases of poaching

having occurred in the “community” in the previous year – a factor that was only partly under the

herders’ control. Although the herders were not entirely dissatisfied with the project, they were aware

that the project had established power over them by defining them as “poor” and keeping them in

poverty and dependence, masked by a discourse of aid and “community” development.

Fencing

In one development project, herders were granted wire fencing in order to permit them to
fence off hayfields. Project planners thought that if herders produced more hay, they
would have better resources to mitigate losses due to cold winter or extreme snow cover
(zud). Fenced hay-production sites were subtracted from common grazing areas in order
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to allow the grass to grow to a length where it could be mowed, on the assumption that
unfenced areas would inevitably by grazed by livestock.

In meetings with project representatives, herders repeatedly cited the need for “more
fencing”, which was all that was necessary to allow them to make more hay. In practice,
many of the herders kept only a small portion of the hay for their own use – mainly as
fodder for young and weak livestock who could not be sent out to graze in spring – and
sold the remainder to small stockholders in the sum centre for cash. Viewing winter hay
feeding as an inferior and more costly alternative to free grazing, the herders preferred to
take the risk of needing to buy back hay in the case of extreme weather, or else storing
hay in town until spring, selling it come springtime as needed. Fencing was perceived a
means of asserting property rights over hayfields, to a greater extent than as a physical
livestock barrier. In several cases, fences established by the project were abandoned
after a year or two due to the high cost of wire fencing, which encouraged theft and made
the fences difficult for herders to replace or maintain. Some herders continued to prepare
hay in areas that were inaccessible to livestock, or that were not used for routine grazing
due to the absence of water sources.

This case illustrates the tailoring of needs to match interventions perceived as priority areas for

the development planners. These are “needs” that are feasible to address within the scope of the

project, that bring tangible benefits (measurable material outcomes that require outside investment),

and that are attractive to the project as they can be linked in principle to adaptive learning practices.

Expression of needs for fencing is typical of the type of “constructed response” Mosse observes in

PRAs, whereby project target groups identify needs reflecting low-risk strategies for securing

short-term, material benefits that might be “jeopardized by some more complex and differentiated

statement of preferences” (Mosse 2001, 21). Pastoralists’ interest in fencing has been similarly

reported in Tibet and Inner Mongolia, where defining sustainable rangeland use as a function of

available fencing has been motivated by ongoing government investment in rangeland enclosures

since the 1980s. Such interests, as Bauer notes, may reflect the actual value of enclosures to

pastoralists, but may also due to the politicized environment of “participatory” interventions –

whereby, for instance, powerful community members may have “coopted the [PRA] process by

vocalising ‘shared needs’ that were, in fact, interventions which could benefit the power brokers”
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(Bauer 2005, 71).

Several major development projects in Mongolia have included fencing components:

“Sustainable Livelihoods” (UNDP/Japan), “Green Gold Sustainable Pasture Management” (SDC),

“Fine-Wool Sheep Reintroduction” (NLM), “Sustainable Grassland Management” (UNDP), and

“Rangeland Management to Combat Desertification” (UNDP). In most instances the fenced areas

have been intended to be used for hay production, or left unharvested as “reserve pastures” for weak

livestock. In the case described above, herders recognized that fencing off hayfields was a “safe”

project investment, which could benefit them by providing material property and land title, even

though they were not willing to feed hay to their own livestock. The diversion of project resources in

favour of smallholders in the sum centre positioned the project as a short-term investment, but also

showed the long-term economic potential of hay production as a complementary income source.

Contrary to what was perhaps expected by the project planners, hay production did not encourage

large-scale herders to intensify their production, but rather sustained sedentary producers in the

overgrazed sum centre.

Generational standpoints

One herding household consisted of three young sons who lived together with their
parents. For the past two years, the oldest of the three sons had gone to Ulaanbaatar each
spring and summer to work seasonally in building construction. This son enjoyed having
a substantial cash income – which he would not have obtained if he continued living
with his parents and contributing to pooled animal husbandry – and the freedom to spend
his money partying or visiting bars with other people of his own age set. The second son
was about to enter University, while the third would soon graduate from secondary
school in the aimag, and would likely follow his brothers to the capital city. The younger
sons continued to help out with the livestock over the summers, but the couple were
mostly on their own throughout the winter. The parents wanted their eldest son, whom
they considered good with livestock, to “settle down” and take over the family herds,
while the younger two – who had done much better at school – to get a higher education
and find employment in the city. The oldest son continued to hold out, however, on the
expectation that he might eventually marry and make a life in Ulaanbaatar. Further, it
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was unclear whether the younger sons would continue returning home each summer to
help with the livestock, given that they might opt to find employment in the city to pay
their school fees.

Confronted with this uncertainty, and faced with a short-term lack of household labour,
the parents were reluctant to build a large herd or to process secondary products. The
parents instead herded livestock on behalf of two other families during the winter,
alongside a few hundred sheep, goats, and yaks of their own. A local development
project initially recruited the household into a scheme to engage in intensified secondary
production, and included members of the family in several workshops in the sum centre,
but the household was unable to participate fully on the grounds that they did not have
enough labour capacity.

This case illustrates tactics of “resistance”, showing how intra-household standpoints can affect

the household’s participation in development projects. Although the project mentioned here aimed to

change the household’s production strategy, the actual herders within the family resisted doing so due

to uncertainty about labour resources in the short term, and livestock property in the long term.

Nonetheless household members participated opportunistically in the project workshops, out of a

belief that some material benefit might eventually come out of them. By taking on other households’

livestock, this household – and others like it – indirectly had an impact on the course of the project.

Whereas the project sought to include all local herders in “improved” livestock management and

production of secondary products, as a strategy for reducing reliance on large and “unproductive”

herds, households like this one focused on maintaining income through livestock numbers only. This

orientation was encouraged by contracts with smallholders, which provided a fixed monthly rate per

animal and a premium for each live birth in the spring.

Migration

In the mid-2000s, some parts of Mongolia had been affected by successive droughts over
successive years. Although agreements were made by local authorities for herding
households to move temporarily into neighbouring sums or aimags, those who moved
found that their arrival caused resentment by local herders, given that conditions in the
destination areas were often not much better. Those with fewer animals and smaller
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kinship networks found it difficult to move, and therefore remained in proximity to sum
centres, but experienced relatively high livestock losses. Hay and feed were available,
but the cost of sustaining animals on hay alone could exceed the economic return on the
livestock. Some herders sold or culled most of their livestock, while others decided to
migrate to Central Mongolia (such as Selenge and Töv aimags), where the rainfall was
said to be greater and more predictable, and where it was possible to remain in closer
contact with children who had migrated to Ulaanbaatar.

One group of families moved from Uvs to Selenge. As the destination area had been
designated officially as an “agricultural zone”, the most fertile areas had been leased to
wheat and canola farming companies; the incoming migrant herders camped on the
margins of these fields, on steep, rocky hillsides that tractors could not reach, sending
their livestock into the fields to eat wheat stubble over the winter. In summer, the herders
were forced to move into grassy areas that were already used by other households. These
households asserted that the migrants were intruding on resources over which they had
established tenure through a major development project – areas that had been surveyed
and mapped, at substantial cost, and included in a rangeland management plan developed
by the international project with herder participation. The sum authorities claimed that
the herder collectivities and rangeland management plan had no legal status, particularly
since the donor project had now completed. The authorities did not remove the migrant
herders, but passed a resolution prohibiting new livestock-owning or herding households
originating in other areas from taking up residence in the sum. The herders from Uvs,
who wanted to bring in more relatives, felt discriminated against but considered it
dangerous to protest. Instead, subsequent migrant families sent one or two individuals to
move and establish residency in Selenge, then had someone drove their livestock after
them – over a distance of nearly 1500 kilometres – once the registration was complete.

This case, like the preceding one, illustrates herder tactics that involve actions by people who

remain outside a development project, and which constitute a form of “resistance” insofar as they

defy organizational measures. Similarly to the preceding case, the actions described here constitute

valid adaptive tactics from the standpoint of their agents, which weaken the authority of local

development interventions. In this instance the impact on the project was direct and evidently

destructive. Nonetheless it is difficult to blame the migrant herders for undermining the project, given

the limited options available to them, and given also the combination of elements causing transection

of rangelands in the destination area – including mines and agricultural fields.
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The underlying issue here concerns the project’s attempt to implement common-pool

institutions, relying on the principle of excluding outsiders, without the ability to implement formal

land tenure. Local authorities were powerless to prevent inbound migration – leading to an increase

in the pool of resource users – but were also proactive in providing leases for agriculture and mining

development, which transected rangelands and put further pressure on the grazing areas that

remained. The international project was weakened by its failures to develop the support of local

authorities. Additionally, the project deliberately built up local herders’ sense of protective

entitlement to their grazing areas through mapping and boundary-definition – which ultimately

translated into the scapegoating of outsiders, precluding attempts to integrate the migrants into the

common-pool resource management regime. Arguably the definition of fixed common-pool resource

groups and boundaries was inappropriate in this location, as it limited capacity for adaptation to

population change – including the outbound migration of existing herders to urban areas, which

largely offset the inbound migration.

Discussion

Although some of the projects I have described clearly failed to meet some of their stated objectives,

this discussion should not be taken as suggesting that all projects were without merit – or that the

“subversive” activities were inherently destructive. Some of the projects were designed to support

households or collectivities in ways that assumed these operated in a social vacuum, ignoring the

networks of sharing and obligations that caused labour and project resources to be used by their

members in unexpected (albeit useful) ways. Several of the “subversive” uses of resources were thus

intended to get around problems such as free-riding that emerged in non-kin groups, or to enable

participants to share knowledge and resources in the more extensive herder groupings that were

invisible to the projects. Such tactics can, in many cases, only be seen as constructive attempts to

work around the fixed and normative parameters of international projects. Some interventions

provided welcome material benefits but in so doing undermined adaptive social relations.
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Investments in well construction, for instance, contributed to fostering long-term dependency on

outside funding, dampening rather than supporting collective herder initiatives. While these case

studies and comments generally highlight the weaknesses of development projects targeting

pastoralists in Mongolia, I present these with the hope that future projects may be planned in ways

that draw positively on this critical analysis.

Partial knowledge

In all cases, I observed that herders possessed a limited understanding of the major development

project(s) being implemented in their sum. Those who interacted directly with project staff had a

reasonable understanding of the project’s specific objectives, though in many cases they remained

ambivalent about the project’s underlying goals. Herders participating in rangeland management

projects, when asked what they thought of the project’s goals, generally responded along the lines

that the idea of reducing livestock numbers or coordinating rangeland use within herder groups “has

some merit” (ünenii khuvitai), but almost always stopped short of accepting these as an authoritative

solution.

Project staff generally identified herders’ partial knowledge and ambivalence, or even

resistance to the project, as evidence for the need for further education and extension work to bring

about attitudinal change. When asked to comment about the fact that fences provided by his project

were not being maintained, one project manager replied that the situation was unfortunate, but did not

mean that the project was a failure – noting that the project “isn’t about building fences, it’s about

changing attitudes”. According to this manager’s view, the unfortunate logic was that it might be

necessary to rebuild fences several times before people recognized their value. Staff in other projects

echoed this sentiment; one rural project manager, for instance, told me more than once that on each

visit herders seemed to open up a bit more to their message:

If you give the message once, they will ignore you. The second time, they will begin to
hear you. The third time, they will begin to listen. The fourth time, they will begin to ask
questions. The fifth time, they will begin to understand. After the sixth or seventh time,
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they will begin to act on the idea.

Some project staff described their activities in evangelistic terms, positioning their work as a

crusade to “enlighten” herders who were being held back by conservative or “backward” thinking and

practices. Yet herders’ resistance to development project goals involved more than simply being

closed to new ideas or methods, as herders often did think critically about the project goals – though

were unable to discuss this critique openly with project staff, due to the normative nature of the

project design.

Herders’ critique operated in two different ways. First, some herders questioned the underlying

“problem” identified by the project, or disagreed with its identified causes. For example, the narrative

of irreversible “rangeland degradation” or “desertification” caused by “overgrazing” was not

accepted by many herders, who believed that rangeland condition correlated to rainfall to a greater

extent than it did to grazing levels – and that poor vegetation growth was a temporary condition

caused by drought, even if sustained over several years. The following comments are representative

in this regard:

“We haven’t had any rain yet this spring, so the animals are still hungry [tsadaagüi]. If
we get a good rainfall, a few days later this valley will be like a green carpet.”

“This summer is dry [ganduu], but if we get some rain, the grass will grow and the
animals will fatten up and get their strength for the winter [targa khüch avna].”

“The past seven or eight years have been dry years [ganduu jil]. But the seeds and roots
of the plants are still in the ground. All it takes is a wet year and we will begin to see the
old, forgotten plants come up again. The Gobi is like that.”

Second, some herders accepted the premise of the project in part or in full, but did not view the

proposed solution as authoritative – believing that alternative solutions should also be given weight.

In many cases herders questioned the practicability of the solutions offered by the project. For

example, whereas several projects focused on “intensification” of livestock production or on the

establishment of commons institutions, some herders suggested that mobility enhancement and

strengthening of customary (non-institutional) governance arrangements were more appropriate to
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Mongolian conditions. These herders suggested that a few households might engage in “new” forms

of production, but these would at best be complementary to more indigenous arrangements.

Social context beyond the household

Most of the above cases describe situations in which target beneficiaries of development projects

“subversively” involved others in the project, or in the use of project resources, in order to map the

new activities and resources to existing social groupings. In some instances property “ownership” did

not effectively reflect who actually had use of the the property (cases “A needy household”,

“Invisible parents”), or what outside resources were already available beyond the household – such as

relatives able to provide “free” labour for building supplies (case “The well”), writing project

proposals (case “Social capital”), or formatting reports and documents (case “Rangeland management

groups”). In numerous cases the membership of pastoral households and groups was fluid, resulting

in the flow of children, parents, and other relatives back and forth between rural and sedentary sites

(cases “Social capital”, “Seed livestock”, and “Generational standpoints”). Loans, grants and

equipment provided to individuals, households, or collectivities often ended up in the hands of others

who needed them more, or were better positioned to use them within the broader group of relatives.

The case studies thus broadly describe redistributive mechanisms grounded in relatedness, whereby

specific households or groups are positioned to meet the criteria of “neediness” as perceived by

project planners – notably measured in terms of household property and income – but the resources

received are then shifted towards those who best able to make use of them within the broader group,

building on the principle that resources will ultimately be shared to everyone’s best advantage.

Although new collectivities (herder groups, pasture user groups, nökhörlöl) accommodate

relations above the level of the household, they do not inherently support redistributive tactics. These

collectivities are built on the premise of joint resource ownership, whereby members’ sharing of

resources is based on property rights – the entitlement to use a resource proportionally to one’s share

in it, meaning that everyone has the right to demand the opportunity to use a resource to the same

degree as everyone else. Such an arrangement promotes equal contributions and equal sharing of
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resources, which goes against the principle of redistribution, whereby contributions and sharing differ

according to availability and needs. Whereas the group of relatives is able to redistribute resources

drawing on social obligations of reciprocity to balance contributions over a large social scale and over

a long timeframe (potentially covering several generations), groups on non-relatives must draw on

property rights in more narrowly-defined contexts – focusing on a single resource, a fixed group of

individuals or households, and a definite time period.

In future development initiatives, it may be appropriate to acknowledge such redistributive

practices and to consider them in planning and assessing the impacts of planned interventions. The

redistribution described in the above case studies sometimes provided broader impacts than those

planned by the project – by creating labour opportunities for other family or community members

(cases “Community garden”, “Invisible parents”, and “Seed livestock”), strengthening multi-local

marketing and production networks for livestock commodities (case “Social capital”), enabling

subsistence production of idesh for sum-based households (case “A needy household”), supporting

family needs (case “Matching fund”), or providing hay and feed for smallholders (cases “Fencing”,

“Social capital”). In some respects, however, such tactics undermined the effectiveness of the

development intervention. Diversion of funds in well construction (case “The well) provided

economic stimulus but reduced herders’ self-reliance. The community garden and some herder group

projects (cases”Community garden“,”Rangeland management groups“,”Fencing“) accommodated

redistribution of resources and labour among relatives, but management of common-pool resources

collapsed once the project was over – the garden pump taken over by an individual, fences falling

into disrepair – since the management structures were at odds with such redistributive ownership

arrangements. In essence, these common-pool resource institutions were fictive groupings viewed by

participants simply as a means of pleasing the project planners; herders did not invest in these

collectivities as they were designed as weak, provisional social groupings linked to a single resource,

that failed to integrate with existing social networks.

Whereas shared private property can be redistributed by its “owners”, natural resources need to

be coordinated collectively. Unfortunately, the above case studies display several major obstacles to
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such collective management. Most obviously, it is impossible to manage a resource through rules of

exclusion if the resource-user collectivity has no authority to impose sanctions and no recognition by

local authorities, and where it is faced by an increasing pool of “outsider” extractors or by transection

of the resource due to mining, farming, or similar large-scale developments (case “Migration”).

Further, resource management groups are difficult to manage as democratic collectivities where

members do not have the means to meet in person, or where existing – and trusted – decision-making

practices are distributed, oral, and informal rather than centralized, written, and formal, as with group

meetings serving to issue written resolutions (cases “Rangeland management groups”, “Social

capital”).

Paths forward

Although there are no clear solutions to the mismatched expectations that lie at the bottom of most of

the problems identified in the above case studies, this discussion should not be taken to mean that the

development sector offers little promise for positive contributions to Mongolian society in the future.

Rather, the positive changes brought about by development interventions are often the unexpected

ones that occur in the margins of projects, that are not measurable against the tangible and short-term

objectives that are inevitably plotted and written up in reports. A more productive form of

development might be envisaged as less technical, and more focused on long-term human

engagement.

Not all of the problem areas mentioned above and in chapter 10 are related to institutional

design. Some challenges appear to derive from the very nature of development itself, as a

bureaucratic set of practices guided by many stakeholders – among whom the “project beneficiaries”

are inevitably the least powerful. A growing body of critical anthropological literature has addressed

the challenges of making development meaningful to its intended beneficiaries. Development’s most

radical critics have argued that the activity is inherently hegemonic (Escobar 1994); that it

de-politicizes power relations by defining interventions in purely technical terms (Ferguson 1990); or

that it generates forms of governance that reflect the politicized practices within international
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development institutions, rather than coherent policy (Mosse 2004). Others have questioned the

language of “participatory development” as one that obscures or justifies the subaltern role of project

“participants” (Cooke and Kothari 2001; cf. Hickey and Mohan 2004). My own experience in the

development sector has regrettably confirmed the validity of many of these critiques. Recognizing

the positive changes that have also occurred through internationally funded projects, however, I

maintain hope that development can indeed bring about transformative change – albeit not

necessarily from the development mainstream.

Many of the limitations experienced by large-scale development projects result from their

atomistic design. Projects typically include a set of interventions that focus on discrete activities with

pre-defined beneficiaries, implementation sites, and timeframes. As Mosse (2004) points out, this

design is a direct consequence of the requirement for regular reporting by project managers and

consultants, focusing on how successful the project has been in achieving measurable outcomes.

Such design is not conducive, however, to an approach that recognizes – let alone fosters – multiple

and shifting interactions between people and resources over the long term. Lasting transformative

change cannot be achieved through project workshops and pilot groups alone, as these establish

social relations that are constrained to a limited context and purpose – which all too often die with the

end of the project and its funding. Rather, it is necessary to build resilient relations among people and

resources – the types of relations that can adapt to changing opportunities and constraints, without

than being tied to a specific resource, place, group of people, or funding source.

Based on my own research and professional experience, I suggest that what we truly need is not

more focused interventions, but something closer to the opposite: long-term, diffuse engagements

grounded in collaborative experimentation and learning. This type of engagement is not possible

within a system reliant on a workforce of short-term professional consultants, whose primary

expertise lies in the writing of technical reports. Rather, it requires committed work by people who

are willing to live in a target community for an extended period, and learn-by-doing alongside

everyone else. This is a type of engagement involving many core qualities of participant observation

– a process whereby the subject learner “takes part in the daily activities, rituals, interactions, and
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events of a group of people as one of the means of learning the explicit and tacit aspects of their life

routines and their culture” (Dewalt and Dewalt 2002, 1). It is also the type of engagement that occurs

outside of the (professionalized) development mainstream, mainly in international volunteering and

service charities such as VSO.70 Unfortunately these “alternative” development programs have

received relatively little attention in the anthropological or development literatures, and – given the

emphasis on praxis rather than reporting – their amount of self-documentating grey literature is

minimal compared to that produced by organizations such as the UNDP or World Bank. A wide

range of reciprocal benefits to both sending and host communities have been identified (Sherraden,

Lough, and McBride 2008), yet these benefits are often difficult to test and report empirically,

precisely because they are designed to involve general capacity-building, relationship-building, and

personal change rather than short-term, measurable goals (Devereux 2008). Nonetheless, from an

anthropological perspective I suggest there is considerable space for critical and applied engagement

with development strategies of this type.

70. VSO (Voluntary Service Overseas) is an international development organization that operates by sending skilled
workers to developing countries to work alongside local colleagues for basic accommodation and local wages, typically
for a two-year contract. I first went to Mongolia through a VSO placement in 1998, to work for the Culture Institute of the
Mongolian University of Arts and Culture (then the Cultural College), as a language instructor for students in the Museum
Studies and Cultural Management programs. Originally founded in 1958 to recruit volunteer aid workers from the UK,
VSO registered as a charitable organization in Canada and began recruitment of Canadian volunteers in 1995. In 2008
VSO Canada merged with CUSO to become CUSO-VSO, renamed in 2011 as Cuso International, operating as the North
American partner of the VSO International Federation. VSO operated in Mongolia from 1991 to 2014, sending a total
of more than 400 volunteers. Information on the history of the organization is available from http://cusointernational.org/
about-cuso/our-history/.

http://cusointernational.org/about-cuso/our-history/
http://cusointernational.org/about-cuso/our-history/


Chapter 12

Markets and consumers

In this chapter I discuss the relationship of pastoralists’ informal, flexible modes of production to

market governance and the standpoint of urban consumers. This exploration constitutes an attempt to

come to terms with a central paradox of development policy in Mongolia: the conditions that are

optimal for the social-ecological resilience of pastoralists can lead to food security vulnerabilities for

urban consumers. The conditions that I describe as “resilient” for pastoralists are those in which

subsistence patterns are most flexible and adaptive. As I have indicated in the preceding sections,

mobility is a large but not exclusive component of adaptability. Another major element of adaptability

involves being able to reduce livestock holdings at the extended family level during difficult years –

or to seek alternative income sources – so as to accommodate extended drought or losses from a

severe winter. A related strategy involves being able to adjust the nature of production in response to

changing family needs and the availability of domestic or hired labour. As shown by the ethnographic

image series in chapter 4 – chapter 7, herders in fact conduct many of the most important economic

activities through provisional groupings: the feltmaking collectivity; the extended group of children

or grandchildren who have come “home” during summer vacation; or the small groups of relatives

from in town or from other camps who have come to help move, castrate livestock, or shear sheep, or

to join in the harvesting of strawberries or wild grains. For the most part, these temporary groupings

rely on long-standing mutual relations – typically among relatives – as an organizing premise.

435
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These resilient practices can be undesirable from the urban consumer’s standpoint, due to the

uncertainty they create in the food commodity value chain. Urban consumers rely in particular on a

stable supply of meat and milk at consistent prices, which cannot be guaranteed if livestock

production fluctuates in response to seasonal or periodic environmental factors. Large-scale meat

packers and wool processors require steady supplies of products of consistent quality, but face major

challenges in meeting procurement needs when buying directly from herders. As I discuss in more

detail below, most large dairies in Mongolia avoid this uncertainty by relying on imported powdered

milk or on liquid milk obtained from farm sources they control. The national government has

meanwhile sought to address uncertainty in the food supply chain by implementing international food

safety standards, introducing a national meat reserves program operated in conjunction with

large-scale meat packers, and promoting increased industrial processing of milk. These measures

have undeniably had some positive outcomes in stabilizing the food supply for urban consumers, but

it is not my intention to assess those impacts here. Rather, I focus on the consequences of specific

definitional practices: the discursive methods by which certain food products are defined as being

“safe”, as being a specific type of food (“yogurt” versus “probiotic yogurt” versus or “Mongolian

yogurt”, for instance), or as being “pure”, “traditional”, or “natural”. Many of these definitions serve

to redefine pastoral food items as objective commodities, describing foods in terms of their physical

properties rather than the social contexts of their production and consumption, from which they are

increasingly removed.

International standards published by ISO have been criticized elsewhere on the grounds that

they are established through non-democratic processes dominated by private industry (Clapp 1998).

Other ethnographic studies have problematized ISO 9000–series standards as discursively

constructing non-industrial practices as “unsafe”, and attempting to assimilate production into legible

processes for governance through the imposition of documentation regimes as panoptical

self-surveillance (Dunn 2003, 2005; Paxson 2008). More importantly, international standards

intentionally displace local knowledge and value systems in favour of Western technoscience (Dunn

2005; Hatanaka 2010). I discuss some of the implications of such displacements in this chapter,
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making reference to the standardization and commodification of meat and milk production in

Mongolia.

Food safety standards

Mongolia has recently adopted a wide-ranging set of standards concerning meat and dairy production,

with a view to maintaining food safety – and ultimately achieving exportability – through compliance

with international standards and regulations. One of the major challenges affecting urban Mongolia’s

food sector has been the lack of transparency concerning product origin. The extreme level of

consumer uncertainty is clear from my discussion of online discourse among urban consumers

concerning the safety of dairy products, which I report below. Uncertainty extends more broadly,

however, to all actors in multi-sited process chains. Several of the herders with whom I worked

explicitly mentioned their conviction that those who bought from them engaged in product

adulteration. In the words of one herder:

The people at the market always want to buy sour aarts [wet fermented curds] from us.
They aren’t interested in aaruul [dried curds], they just want sour aarts. The reason is
that they mix the aarts with flour and make their own aaruul for much less than the cost
of real countryside aaruul. If the curds are sour many people can’t tell the difference
between real and fake aaruul.

While not directly admitting to adulteration, the urban merchant-producers I interviewed

described the difficulty of making a profit from aaruul bought from herders, who demanded prices

above what consumers were willing to pay. Further, they complained that product quality was

inconsistent: even aaruul from the same household did not have a regular size, colour, flavour, fat

content, or hardness. Sometimes households brought in large blocks of aaruul that had an acceptable

appearance but turned out to be full of mould on the interior, and had to be discarded. By making the

product themselves, the merchant-producers argued that they were able to regulate quality to

“optimal” levels. And in buying raw materials (aarts) from herders, they were further able to control

the raw ingredients much earlier in the production process.
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Standardization efforts are motivated by a desire to address uncertainties such as these.

Standardized processes are designed to remove uncertainties about product quality and safety,

through certification of compliance with established procedures. More fundamentally,

standardization involves a shift of production from adaptive environments to ones in which all

processes are controlled. In the Mongolian case, food safety standardization positions pastoral

activities as a “parallel” economy of (potentially unsafe) “traditional” production – which can be

difficult to escape, due to the requirement that standards-compliant processes be separated into

sequentially and spatially distinct activities, involving dedicated equipment and spaces.

The adaptability of pastoral production is rooted in spaces designed to accommodate diverse,

concurrent activities. In Dolgorsüren’s case I have shown that dairy production took place within the

fluid space of the ambaar, an outbuilding that served as a dairy processing site, general purpose

kitchen, rest and eating area, and a sleeping place for children or visitors (Figure 5.110 –

Figure 5.182). The building, which measured slightly more than 3x3 metres in area, was made of

broad planks set vertically, with a small window next to the entrance covered in a makeshift metal

grille and a larger window opposite the door. There was a stove to the left of the entrance, set directly

into the ground, which Dolgorsüren used for cooking and dairy processing throughout the summer.

To the right of the entrance there was a bed, used as a seat for visitors and for napping during the

daytime, or occasionally as an extra bed for guests to spend the night. There was a low table just

under the window opposite the entrance, used for eating and for food preparation. A row of shelves

along the left side of the building served for storage of pots and pans, dishes, and utensils.

Many families in Yeröö, including those who lived in the town centre, maintained such an

outbuilding to be used in summer for cooking and as a living space. The ambaar could be constructed

according to a variety of plans. In town plank construction was most common (some families build

more durable structures out of palka, or square cut wooden beams), whereas north of the town centre

narrow logs were more commonly used. The space might have a floor of wooden planks, or – as in

Dolgorsüren’s ambaar – an earthen floor. In contrast to the winter home, there was rarely a dropped

ceiling, and windows were typically bare openings without glass panes. In Dolgorsüren’s building,
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the window had an outside shutter that could be propped up horizontally above the window to form

an awning to provide shade against the sun, but also closed at night or to keep out rain. Other herders

had outbuildings that were much more open to the elements, with a simple slanted roof and one or

more half-height walls, serving mainly to keep out livestock. For pastoralist women who spent much

of the day processing milk, the ambaar offered much-needed shade and ventilation. For dissipating

the heat of cooking an open space was most effective, but there was a trade-off against dust and rain.

Some herders did not actually have an ambaar, but cooked in an extra “kitchen yurt”, or outdoors on

an open stove.

As a resource that serves not one but many purposes, and that is designed to accommodate

ever-changing domestic production, the ambaar is a useful symbol of all that is adaptive in

Mongolian pastoralism. But it is unthinkable in the ontology of food standards. Where ambaar-based

production reflects evolving relations among pastoralists, or between people and the various

resources that happen to be available to them at any given time, this flexibility has no way of being

described in the language of the HACCP process diagram. Standardized factory-based production is

linear and predictable: everything has its place in a legible spatial and temporal order – deviations

from which can easily be observed, corrected, and recorded.

Meat slaughter and aging: The modernization of taste

The meat standards that have recently been introduced in Mongolia set out a variety of requirements

concerning how livestock can be slaughtered, and how meat may be graded, stored, and labelled.71

These standards operate primarily by institutionalizing documentary practices, whereby herders,

slaughterhouses, meat packers, state-employed veterinary inspectors, food safety inspectors,

merchants, and even consumers are expected to participate in the production, transmission, and

decoding of records and labels identifying the nature of meat products. The main mechanism of the

71. Standards applying to meat production include MNS 5998:2009, Slaughterhouses. Hazard Analysis – Critical Con-
trol Point (HACCP) Systems Model; MNS 2456:2009, Meat and meat products. Cuts and Grades of Beef. General
Requirements; and MNS 2457:2009 Meat and meat products. Cuts and Grades of Mutton and Goat Meat. General
Requirements.
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standard is labelling. The standards define a 22-digit code identifying the place of origin, feed

regimen, species and age, slaughterhouse certification class and international standard compliance,

the slaughterhouse’s veterinary inspection registration number, method of slaughter, storage

temperature regimen, fat content, packaging type, and cut. In generating compliance by herders, this

labelling mechanism is ostensibly enforced through road checkpoints, whereby meat is prevented

from being transported (mainly into urban zones) without an accompanying Certificate of Origin

bearing the appropriate code, which must be obtained from sum authorities. Compliance by

processors, merchants, and exporters is similarly required through point inspections and records

inspections at slaughterhouses, meat markets, and other locations.

The standards accommodate five types of slaughter: (1) electrical stunning and exsanguination,

(2) gas stunning (asphyxiation) and exsanguination, (3) mechanical stunning (giving a mechanical

shock to the head with a hammer or similar instrument) and exsanguination, (4) “traditional”

slaughter, and (5) Halal (any form permissible according to Islamic law, in practice corresponding to

ritual dhabīhạh slaughter). The first three of these methods are industrial ones, and the standard

explicitly stipulates that the blood is drained from the carcass. The “traditional” slaughter is defined

as “slaughtering according to the Mongolian method, by cutting open the chest” (Mongol argaar

örlöj tökhöörsön). One of the evident purposes of this standard is to impose a hierarchy of meat

suitable for domestic and for export markets; export-quality meat must be labelled as having been

slaughtered and packed in an inspected, “AAA”-rated establishment, with facilities, equipment, and

processes that conform to international standards (in order of increasing scope: PrP, GMP & GHP,

HACCP, ISO 22000, ISO 9001).

Although the labelling standard acknowledges “traditionally” prepared cuts of meat, it does not

accommodate their export insofar as they are excluded from the category of “industrial methods”.

The “traditional” method method of slaughter is in fact, without doubt, the most intimate and the

most humane. Reflecting the mutualistic relationship they experience with their livestock, Mongolian

herders try to keep the slaughter process as painless as possible for the animal. A sheep is customarily

slaughtered by making an incision in the chest, just under the ribs, into which the herder will insert his
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hand and cut the coronary artery, leading to a loss of consciousness within a few seconds and a rapid

death.72. Contrary to industrial slaughter practices, herders do not drain the blood from the carcass,

but will remove the accumulated blood in the chest cavity for making blood sausage. The meat itself

is immediately butchered into guya and khaa (fore and hindquarters), or as a guluuz (complete

carcass), then set out in a cool and shady place and turned several times over a day or so, such that the

exterior skin will dry, retaining the blood and moisture within the meat. Meat intended for

preservation and domestic use may be cut into strips and hung in the yurt for several days (borzlokh).

The carcasses sold at large meat markets in Ulaanbaatar, by contrast, have often been drained, giving

an undesirable pale colour and poor flavour, according to the consumers and merchants I interviewed.

Intimately linked with the so-called “traditional” slaughter method is the process of dry aging

of meat. This aging process, herders say, preserves the meat but relies on the animal’s blood having

been retained within the flesh, where it is allowed to coagulate. The standard for industrial slaughter

of livestock requires draining of blood from the neck for a period of six to eight minutes, leading to a

loss of 4.2–4.8% of the carcass weight (see MNS 5998:2009, table 6). This is in contrast to the

practice of dry aging, sevreekh (air drying) or zagsaakh (congelation through cooling). In either of

these processes the carcass is butchered and the meat hung – or else laid out on a flat surface, but

turned every few hours – for one or two days. This method tenderizes the meat, as enzymes break

down the muscle tissue during the aging process (the glucogen converts to lactic acid and other

compounds). With prolonged aging the meat loses approximately a fifth of its moisture, but the result

is a more highly concentrated flavour. The meat develops a dry, relatively tough outer skin that

serves to protect the muscle inside, while the drying process limits the meat’s vulnerability to further

spoilage, extending its capacity to be stored with minimal refrigeration.

The sevreekh process is begun immediately after the sheep has been slaughtered. First the

animal’s skin is peeled off, after which the front of the carcass is cut open and the offal removed; the

blood that has collected in the open cavity of the carcass is removed with a cup and kept for making

blood sausage. Normally the women will wash out the intestines while the men cut the carcass into

72. Kazakh herders in Mongolia slaughter their livestock through exsanguination according to the Islamic dhabihah reg-
ulations, by cutting the carotid artery and jugular vein but leaving the spinal cord intact.
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large joints, as depicted in the images of meat prepared for a feast at the feltmaking at Pürevjav’s

place (chapter 6). The carcass is separated either into fore half and fullbrisket, or more often into

seven joints or doloon khöl, meaning literally “seven legs” – neck and backbone (khüzüü seer),

fullbrisket (süvee övchüü), right and left shoulders (khaa), right and left legs (guya), and loin (uuts

nuruu). The cuts are prepared by cutting at the joints, hence the description of butchery by the term

evdekh or möchlökh – “to break” or “to separate at joints”.

The MNS 5998:2009 standard makes mention of sevreekh as among the temperature regimen

activities (aging, refrigeration, freezing, storage) that must take place in a space with controlled

temperature and humidity. It does not make any specific requirements as to the method of slaughter

or butchery, though the examples given make reference to “industrial” methods and exsanguination.

There are several challenges involved in dry aging on an industrial scale, however, which have

contributed to its virtual abandonment in the Western world since the 1960s, other than in high-end

production (on the economics and chemistry of commercial dry aging see Savell 2008; Perry 2012).

The process involves greater cost than wet aging or mechanical tenderization methods, while adding

to the cost-by-weight of the meat due to the loss of moisture. It also requires that the carcass be cut

into relatively large sections with uniform fat covering, as exposed, cut muscle is more likely to spoil.

The dry outer skin likely needs to be trimmed and discarded if the meat is to be further butchered as

consumer cuts. Finally, the more pronounced flavour of aged meat may be considered to have fallen

out of favour among Western consumers.

The informal means by which meat quality is negotiated in Mongolia – and by which taste in

meat is constructed – contrasts sharply with industrial grading processes, which prioritize lean

carcasses from young animals. Canadian grading, for example, is based on four characteristics: (1)

immaturity, (2) muscling, (3) coloration (flank muscles should be light red or pink, not dark), and (4)

fat covering that is white (not yellow), firm, and greater than 4 mm in thickness for lamb and under

13 mm for mutton (Table “Canadian meat grading”). The preference in Mongolia for the meat of

older animals – much maligned by some international consultants – has been described as mainly due

to herders’ interest in maximizing the return on each animal, as the price of meat has no formal
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bearing on grade (there is no official meat grading process in Mongolia), which would normally take

into account the maturity characteristics of the animal. Consequently the maximal potential economic

return on a sheep for slaughter is achieved at the time at which it reaches its full mature weight; all

other factors being equal, the herder therefore will often want to retain a sufficient number of mature

animals for breeding and for security, and sell off the remainder.

But the preference for mature animals also conforms to what we might call an “indigenous”

Mongolian grading system, reflecting local taste in meat. According to this system, a sheep is most

valuable if it is large and fat, with a large rump and ample meat.73 Just as in industrial systems, of

course, the price of butchered meat relates more to the cut than to the grade, and to whether or not the

meat is (or has previously been) frozen. At urban meat markets the price of mutton is often uniform

from one stall to the next, but will be differentiated based on whether the meat has bones or is

boneless. Price also varies according to the freshness of the meat: the meat of an animal that has been

slaughtered the same day or the day before might cost more, particularly at times of year when most

of what is available has been in frozen storage. Conversely, very low prices are asked for nöötsnii

makh or “reserve meat”, which is stored in warehouses over the winter by meat packers on contract

from the state and released in stages, at controlled prices, every spring (Ichinkhorloo and Thrift 2015).

The quality of this reserve meat is markedly irregular, and the prepackaged cuts may be crudely

butchered by machine saw rather than with a knife, as would be done at the customer’s request in

most meat markets.

73. Shifts in taste are nonetheless discernible. Some urban Mongolians now find mutton fat unpalatable, and therefore
prefer to buy lean cuts of beef – in contrast to most of my rural colleagues, one of whom pronounced on the matter: Öökh
iddeggüi khün muukhai! – “People who don’t eat fat are horrible!”
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Table 12.1: Canadian meat grading. Maturity characteristics of lamb and mutton. Source: Schedules
I and II, Part V, Livestock and Poultry Carcass Grading Regulations, SOR/92-541, Current to August
25, 2013 http://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/PDF/SOR-92-541.pdf. † Where there is one break joint and one
spool joint, the break joint of the lamb carcass should have “four intact and well-defined ridges with
at least a slightly red and slightly damp surface”, while that of the mutton carcass should have a “dry
and mainly white surface”.

Characteristic Lamb Mutton

Permanent incisors fewer than 2 2 or more

Joints† 2 break joints 2 spool joints

Ribs narrow, rounded, reddish wide, flat, and white

Meat storage and the redefinition of safety

Food production safety standards have been accompanied by public service information projects,

which aim to create a self-governing consumer–public through the communication of “scientific”

information that can regulate everyday life. The USA-funded Millennium Challenge Account (MCA)

/ Ministry of Health “Non-Communicable Diseases and Injuries” project has published materials

stating that large joints of red meat can be stored 6-12 months at ≤0°C, or 4–6 months if cut in large

pieces, advising against storing smaller cuts of meat altogether.74 Other sites have republished

Mongolian-language versions of the “five keys to food safety” developed by the World Health

Organization.75 The “five keys” indicate fairly rudimentary and uncontroversial principles for food

safety, such as protecting food supplies from contamination by pests and insects, storing cooked food

in a cool place, boiling water before consumption, and cooking food thoroughly. Principles for the

long-term storage of perishable foods are less evidently universal, however, since they privilege

technical measures – refrigeration or freezing and aseptic packaging – over “traditional” methods of

74. For example, the brochure Safe Foods in Your Kitchen published by the Ministry of Health (2009) and the “Healthy
Life is Our Choice” website Millennium Challenge Account (MCA) / Ministry of Health. “Хүнсний бүтээгдхүүнийг
хадгалах [Storing Foods]”, Healthy Life is Our Choice (website), January 2011. http://www.ncdi.mn/mn/read/101

75. “Хоол, хүнсний эрүүл ахуй сахих хэрэгтэй гэдгийг анхаарууллаа [A reminder of the importance
of maintaining food safety]”, Ministry of Health, 2014-01-29 <http://www.moh.mn/index.php?option=com
_content&view=article&id=1652:2014- 01-29-06-32-51>.

http://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/PDF/SOR-92-541.pdf
http://www.ncdi.mn/mn/read/101
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storage that can be just as effective.

Even in the 1990s household refrigerators were not yet universal in Mongolia, and household

chest freezers did not come to be widely used for meat storage until the mid-2000s. My

mother-in-law, Nina, mentions that her family acquired one of the first refrigerators to appear on the

market in Mongolia – a Russian model – in 1984. Even today, Soviet-built apartment buildings in

Ulaanbaatar have metal boxes protruding from the lower part of their windows, around 60–70 cm

deep and replacing one of the outer panes (perhaps 50 x 70 cm), which serve as natural freezers in

wintertime. Many apartment dwelling households also used their balconies as freezer units, storing

the winter idesh – perhaps an entire beef carcass and three or four sheep carcasses. University

students from the countryside, who did not have the advantage of balconies in their dormitories,

suspended cloth sacks or plastic bags full of frozen meat outside their windows using ropes knotted to

the fortochka – small, hinged panes inlaid within a larger window, that open to provide ventilation in

Russian-style windows.

Many urban households, ours included, continue to keep frozen meat and dairy products in this

manner. But the season in which meat can reliably be kept free of spoilage is relatively short,

extending from mid-November to February. In some years, an early thaw near Tsagaan Sar – the

official onset of spring – has created panic as families’ buuz, the meat dumplings served throughout

the holiday, begin to thaw and stick together, or even fail to freeze altogether. Large joints of meat

remain frozen somewhat longer, even if daytime temperatures are near or above freezing, but with the

arrival of spring the risk of spoilage becomes inevitable. Pastoral families may maximize the storage

season by using stone or wooden food storage sheds, built in shaded areas and using the thermal mass

of the frozen ground to keep temperatures below freezing. Eventually, in the absence of refrigeration,

it comes time to use dried meat (borz), cut into thin strips in autumn and hung to dry in a shady,

well-ventilated place for weeks or months.

Chest freezers have become popular in the past decade due to their effectiveness at one specific

function: eliminating the risk and uncertainty of “natural” food storage. Unlike the outdoor

compartment, the temperature can be set and maintained at a consistent level, ensuring that the “safe”
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storage period for food is stable and predictable. The chest freezer has become highly affordable; in

2012, the typical freezer cost the equivalent of approximately $200–250, and provided an average

capacity of 100 litres – enough space to store butchered cuts from three sheep carcasses. At 0.88 kWh

per 24 hours, the typical freezer consumes an average of 26.8 kWh of electricity per month, resulting

in energy costs of approximately 2120 tögrögs (around $1.20) at the basic household rate (equivalent

to 4.5 cents/kWh). Even for households with limited incomes, these subsidized energy costs are

highly affordable, amounting to just 1% of a the income of an individual earning minimum wage. A

major consequence of the use of chest freezers is that the Mongolian diet is becoming more stable,

and less seasonal. Whereas a generation ago the summer diet was nearly all dairy and the winter diet

nearly all meat, today milk and meat are consumed year-round in relatively consistent amounts. On

several occasions, I have heard herders make comments along the lines of “people in the city eat a lot

of meat – they have it all summer long! – And how can that be good for you?” But from friends and

colleagues in the city, I am asked, “how do you survive living in the country? They eat nothing but

meat!” The difference between the “modern” and “traditional” diets lies less in changes to overall

quantities of meat consumed, than in the urban shift to year-round consumption of milk and meat,

which is made possible by modern food storage methods.

While to some extent urban households still prepare winter meat stores, or idesh, doing so is

most common for those who live in sum and aimag centres. The result of reliance on the household

freezer is not an increased stockpiling of winter food, but the ability to purchase meat and milk by the

kilogram throughout the year. This marks a considerable shift in orientation between the subsistence

cycles of rural Mongolians (including those in aimag and sum centres), who organize their lives

around preparing and stockpiling food, and rural Mongolians, who have more stable consumption and

domestic labour patterns reliant on continuous market exchange. Ironically, however, a consequence

of these patterns for urban residents is increased vulnerability to seasonal market price fluctuations,

leading to food sector policies and investments aiming to stabilize off-season prices through

industrial storage techniques – which in turn can place demands on herders that limit their own

cyclical adaptability.
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Universalizing food through language

The language of food safety documents, often translated from international texts, performs a similar

but more subtle role in displacing “indigenous” relationships with food through the introduction of a

universal ontology. The Ministry of Health data sheet on meat storage refers for instance to the

respective appropriate conditions for storing “livestock [i.e., red] meat cut into large pieces” or “raw

meat cut into small pieces” (möchilsön malyn makh, tom khemjeegeer kherchsen malyn makh, jijig

khemjeegeer kherchsen tüükhii makh). The term employed here, kherchikh, means “to cut” – a direct

translation of the concept of meat cutting and the preparation of cuts of meat (primal cuts or finished

cuts).76 The native Mongolian term, by contrast, is evdekh, meaning “to break [apart]” – in other

words, separating the carcass at its joints. This terminological difference is related to the Mongolian

practice of dividing a carcass exclusively along the bones, as opposed to creating boneless (fileted)

cuts or chops and steaks in which the bone has been cut with a saw. The “large cuts” of the mutton or

goat carcass are called the doloon khöl or “seven legs” mentioned above, while the “small cuts”

correspond to jijiglen evdsen makh, produced by “breaking apart into small pieces”, creating 100 or

more joints (see Ishee 1979).

Errors and inconsistencies of translation are perhaps to be expected in cases where large

volumes of international standards documents are processed by non-expert translators. To take one

example, the Mongolian-language version of the Recommended international code of hygienic

practice for fresh meat, uses makh evdekh to translate “dressing” – defined as “the progressive

separation on the dressing floor of a slaughter animal into a carcase (or sides of a carcase), offals and

inedible by-products and may include the removal of the head” (CAC/RCP 11:2003, §10), though

later in the document möchlökh is used (§37–38), which in the definitions translates “the removal of

the […] feet” (§10). The translator has also had trouble with the terms “carcase” and “sides of a

carcase”, which should be guluuz but are instead translated as ikh biye (“greater body”) and makh

76. The State Inspections Agency, responsible for food safety inspections at sites of commercial production and sale,
uses the more neutral terms tom kheseglesen makh (“meat in large pieces”, savlasan makh (“packaged meat”, applicable to
cuts of meat in 0.25-1.0 kg packaging), and khöldöösön makh (“frozen meat”) to describe point-of-sale meat products.
<http://inspection.gov.mn/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=241 :2010-09-17-04-43-43&catid=79:2011-
12-06&Itemid=46>
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(“meat”). The very project of importing such international standards verbatim into the Mongolian

legal and inspections system creates a system of (mis)readings, through which local knowledge and

practices are displaced.

These misreadings are inevitable insofar as there is often not a one-to-one correlation of local

and international practice. The concepts of “dressing” and “carcass”, for example, are linked to a

production chain in which the skinned carcass, with offal removed, is an intermediate or final product,

and other elements – including the trimmed fat and the hide – are “by-products” that will be sent to

secondary production processes. The ISO Recommended International Code defines “dressing” as

the “progressive separation on the dressing floor of a slaughter animal into a carcase (or sides of a

carcase), offals and inedible by-products and may include the removal of the head”. The term “dress”

comes from the sense “to arrange” or “to bring into proper order”, with the meanings of “cleansing,

purifying, trimming, smoothing, etc.” (OED 11), and “To prepare for use as food” (OED 13), as in

“finishing”. This terminology conveys the primacy of the meat; the process is oriented toward

isolating the “desirable” meat (to be sent along the consumer-oriented production chain) from the

“undesirable” fat, skin, offal and by-products, which are sent elsewhere for industrial processing. The

Mongolian process, by contrast, is an integrated one in which the animal is divided into separate, but

essentially equal, components; the carcass is not “dressed” in the sense of less-desirable parts being

removed, so much as dismantled into parts that will be stored and used separately, in distinct but

equally important ways. The cleaning and trimming of the meat – what I consider could most

accurately be mapped to “dressing” – occurs at the time of food preparation itself.

The term “carcass” is also challenging to translate. As a final product the dressed carcass

corresponds to a guluuz, which is the carcass of an animal with the head, skin, lower limbs, and offal

removed; in Mongolia this is a common means of preparation of meat for sale to consumers or for

wholesale distribution. But guluuz cannot refer to the partially-dressed carcass during the process of

dressing and butchery, for which there is no truly equivalent term. Instead, Mongolians refer during

butchery to the animal itself – the sheep, the cow, the horse – without a specific term for the part

remaining as the blood, offal, head, skin, and legs are removed. As each part is removed from the
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animal it is given a name, but everything else remains part of the animal itself.77)

Language thus engenders distance between the scientific and local ontologies for food and its

storage. The food safety information sheet makes no attempt to link science to local practices, for

instance, instead introducing crude translations of foreign language – positioned here as “scientific” –

that suppress local terminology in its entirety. The “cut raw meat” further identifies meat as an

objective mass, which can be arbitrarily separated (cut) into pieces, rather than as segments of a

whole carcass, as implied by the Mongolian terms “legs” and “breaking apart”. In this sense meat is

represented as a food commodity rather than as an animal positioned relationally to the herder; the

specific terminology for the smaller cuts is also elided. The direct applicability of the science of

frozen storage for cuts of meat to parts of animal is questionable: insofar as the Mongolian pieces of

meat are generally dry-cured with the skin on, and the muscle tissue is cut minimally during the

process of butchery, exposure of the meat tissue to airborne bacteria is considerably less than would

be the case with trimmed chops or steaks.

Reducing simplicity: Definitions of tarag

An overarching purpose of food safety standards is to reduce uncertainty by minimizing the variation

of production processes. In the case of labelling standards, the outcome of reductionist definitions

can be an elimination of diversity in food and its production processes, through exclusion of products

that can be no longer be described by any of the formally approved food categories. This is the case

with definitions of yogurt, including the drinkable tarag (thin yogurt) that is traditionally made in

Mongolia. Government regulations on dairy processing and sale define three specific types of yogurt

for commercial labelling purposes:78

“yogurt” refers to a fermented dairy product high in non-fatty solids, that has coagulated
evenly or has been been stirred to provide an even texture;

77. The Meat Inspection Regulations in Mongolia use – but do not explicitly define – the terms guluuz, örööl makh, and
möchilsön makh. See Appendix to Decree A/43 (2001) of the Minister of Food and Agriculture, http://www.legalinfo.mn/
annex/showPrint/4213

78. Appendix to Decree No. 304 (2011) of the Government of Mongolia, “Сүү, сүүн бүтээгдэхүүний үйлдвэрлэл,
худалдаанд мөрдөх техникийн зохицуулалт [Technical Specificiations to be Followed in the Manufacture and Sale of
Milk and Dairy Products]”: MNTR 2:2011. Sections 2.1.33-35 http://www.legalinfo.mn/annex/showPrint/2933.

http://www.legalinfo.mn/annex/showPrint/4213
http://www.legalinfo.mn/annex/showPrint/4213
http://www.legalinfo.mn/annex/showPrint/2933
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“tarag” refers to a product coagulated through inoculation with a culture of tarag spores,
which contains a variety of microorganisms existing in unique symbiosis;

“Mongol tarag” refers to a traditional product coagulated through inoculation with a
mixed culture containing local strains of Lactobacillus delbrueckii subsp. bulgaricus
and Streptococcus thermophilus.

These definitions generate terminological confusion, insofar as they describe products with

characteristics that are not necessarily mutually exclusive. The term tarag, as officially defined,

refers to “live yogurt”, containing live culture bacteria. It overlaps with the terms “bio-yogurt” – used

for example in Russian standard GOST R 51331-99, which defines only “yogurt” and “bio-yogurt”

(probiotic yogurt) – made from Bifidobacteria and Lactobacillus acidophilus or other bacteria with

special health benefits. Yet the specific meaning of “probiotic” is not included in the Mongolian

definition; rather, tarag is presented in contrast to yogurt, which is essentially a thickened, fermented

dairy product – but not necessarily one that includes any live or probiotic bacteria.

The term Mongol tarag differs only from regular tarag to the extent that it is required to be

made with “local strains” of conventional (rather than probiotic) cultures, and that it is a “traditional

product”. But the extent to which bacteria strains used by contemporary herders are truly “local”–or

even contain the specified bacteria – is questionable. In one recent study, microbiological analysis of

samples taken from three pastoral households’ yogurt in Dundgovi revealed that only one of the

households’ tarag contained L. delbrueckii subsp. bulgaricus (one of the bacteria required for

labelling as “Mongol tarag”) – a fact the authors attributed to the possible use of commercial yogurt

as a starter, dismissing the possibility of local origin (Uchida et al. 2007). Other cultures encountered

were L. helveticus, L. kefiri, L. fermentum, L. acetotolerance, L. acetotolerance, I. orientalis, and K.

marxianus in varying combinations. In a separate study conducted in Govi-Altai and Övörkhangai

aimags, scientists reported that the predominant cultures were Lactobacillus fermentum and

Lactobacillus helveticus, which together accounted for 81.6% of lactic acid bacteria isolates (Sun

et al. 2010; Yu et al. 2011). In an even broader study involving 31 samples from six aimags, 184

strains of lactic acid bacteria were isolated, including 50 strains of Lactobacillus delbrueckii subsp.

bulgaricus and 57 strains of Lactobacillus kefiranofaciens (Watanabe et al. 2008). The distribution
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of lactic acid bacteria types across different samples tells a further story. Lactobacillus delbrueckii

subsp. bulgaricus strains were found in 15 out of 20 bovine and yak tarag samples, 3 out of 6 goat

tarag samples, and none of 5 camel tarag samples. Streptococcus thermophilus strains were identified

in 12 out of the 20 bovine and yak tarag samples, 1 of the 6 goat tarag samples, and none of the 5

camel tarag samples. Significantly, no single type of bacteria was found universally in all samples,

although Lactobacillus kefiri was found in all samples of camel tarag. Lactobacillus helveticus was

the most common type of bacteria, but was still found in fewer than two-thirds of the samples. Such

findings demonstrate that the bacterial composition of tarag varies considerably by region, livestock

species, and even by household. More significantly, it is clear that effectively none of the tarag made

domestically by herders’ households in Mongolia satisfies the food safety regulations’ definition of

“Mongol tarag”.

Table 12.2: Lactic acid bacteria in diverse tarag samples. Based on Watanabe et al. 2008, Table IV.

Lactic Acid Bacteria Cow Yak Goat Camel TOTAL

TOTAL SAMPLES 7 13 6 5 31

Enterococcus faecium 1 1

L. casei 1 1 2

L. delbrueckii subsp. bulgaricus 5 10 3 18

L. fermentum 6 6 2 14

L. helveticus 5 9 4 2 20

L. kefiranofaciens 3 5 8

L. kefiri 1 1 2

L. paraplantarum 1 1

L. plantarum 1 1

Pediococcus pentosaceus 1 1

Streptococcus thermophilus 3 9 1 13
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Unsurprisingly, there is considerable consumer uncertainty in Mongolia over what should

actually be defined as “tarag”. The industrially-produced product is chemically and biologically

similar to the “traditional” one, but bears little resemblance to it in social and cultural terms.

Mongolian consumers express different perspectives on the defining features of tarag, attempting to

negotiate the boundaries between terminological categories such as tarag, elgen tarag (fresh,

unstirred tarag), isgelen tarag (sour tarag), and yogurt – several of which are not reflected at all in

food labelling standards. The popular term elgen tarag – used to describe the most desirable form of

tarag – refers to fresh, creamy yogurt that is not too sour, though several urban Mongolians I asked

were unsure about the precise meaning of this term. “It means fresh tarag”, explained one young

woman, who then hesitated and added, “but maybe it actually refers to tarag made in the spring, using

the milk from animals with young livestock?” Linguist G. Gantogtokh, who specializes in Mongolian

dialects and etymology, explained that the term actually refers to tarag that has set and not been

stirred, resulting in a gelatinous yogurt that shivers but keeps its form when touched, similar to a raw

sheep’s liver (eleg). The liver, he suggested, is a significant metaphor since it is the organ

Mongolians associate with love, in the same way that Europeans view love as coming from the heart.

In industrial terms, however, elgen tarag may specifically refer to a product manufactured according

to a technology patented in 1992 by L. Damdinsüren, a professor at the University of Science and

Technology, and employed in several major dairies.79

In the following section I explore some of the ways in which consumer discourse related to

factory-produced tarag reflects such ongoing definitional concerns. Drawing on the observation that

dairy products are deeply embedded in Mongolian culture as symbols of purity, I suggest that milk

may be perceived as the manifestation of a “pure” maternal spirit. Yet industrial dairy production

calls into question the true nature of “pure milk”, undermining its reproductive associations through

79. “Элгэн тараг бүрэх арга [Method for producing elgen tarag]”, L. Damdinsüren and G. Gombo, 1992, Mongolian
patent No. 770, code A23C9-137. The method involves letting milk settle for 2-3 hours after milking, then heating to 94-
96°C for 12-15 minutes and leaving for 3-4 hours until the cream coagulates, then pasteurizing at 67-70°C before cooling
to 10°C and storing for a minimum of 10 hours. Afterwards the clotted cream is removed and the milk is inoculated with
an active culture at 40-42°C, poured into consumer packaging, and left to ferment at that temperature for 3-4 hours, before
being refrigerated to 4-8°C for 4-5 hours. This method is claimed to increase the milk casein size and denature the soluble
proteins.
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the commodification of milk. Providing examples of how Mongolian industrial dairy producers

position products made from imported milk powder as “local”, “pure”, and “natural”, I contrast views

of “artificial” milk from Inner Mongolia (China), uncertainty over the nature of Mongolian milk

products, and the increasing terminological confusion brought about by dairy process standardization.

I conclude the section with an overview of recent public commentary on Goyo Tarag, with a focus on

its ethnic-nationalist dimensions. I argue that Mongolian symbolism of “pure milk” is deployed in

contemporary discourse to position the Mongolian people and culture as biologically “natural”, due

to their embeddedness in reproductive relations involving the pastoral livestock and ecology of the

national territory. The vision of purity expressed through this discourse implies an opposition to the

culturally-defined civilization of neighbouring China, but sits uneasily with ongoing processes of

industrialization, urbanization, and commodification of “national” products. As such, I point to

contexts in which consumers and marketers of commodified dairy products deploy existing cultural

symbols in ways that attempt to reconcile industrially processed milk with biological concepts of

purity.

Consumer standpoints

Dairy production in Mongolia

The importance of milk production as a symbol of Mongolian culture and ethnicity, and the

subsequent malaise caused by domestic production being supplanted by foreign ingredients and

technologies, is linked to the central role of dairying within Inner Asian pastoralists’ subsistence

strategy. The exploitation of sheep, goats, and cattle for milk and other secondary products appears to

have specifically enabled the emergence of specialized subsistence systems – including pastoralism –

in the Old World (Sherratt 1981; Greenfield 2010). Although it remains unclear when and where

dairying first emerged in East Asia (Greenfield 2010), recent lipid analyses from archaeological

samples in areas neighbouring Mongolia provide evidence for sheep/goat and bovine milk
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consumption at least 2300 years ago (Hong et al. 2012), and for horse milk consumption around 5000

years ago (Outram et al. 2009). Historical sources indicate that dairy products such as airag

(fermented mare’s milk, known in other regions as koumiss) and milk tea were a significant part of

Mongolians’ diet by the 13th century, and continued to be the primary food source well into the

modern period, particularly during summer months (Rubruck 1990; Polo 1993; Przhewalskii 1876,

I.54; Huc 1900). Milk consumption by Mongolians today remains relatively high at 150 kg/year per

capita (compared to 201kg in Canada and 30kg in neighbouring China http://faostat.fao.org), though

actual supply is 2.5 times higher in the countryside (190.8 kg/year) than in the city (75.6 kg/year).80

Mongolian pastoralists today continue to produce a wide variety of dairy foods from bovine,

camel, equine, and goat milk, or (less frequently) sheep milk. “Traditional” products include

fermented milk drinks (airag, tarag, khoormog, tsagaa, butsalgaa, aarts), hard and soft cheeses and

curds (aaruul, eezgii, byaslag, eedem), cream (öröm, tsötsgii, zöökhii) and mixtures of cream with

flour or curds (khutguush, khailmag, tsagaan tos), clarified butterfat (shar tos), and distilled milk

liquor (shimiin arkhi) (Burdukov 1936; Tsevel 1959; Badamkhatan and Tserenkhand 2012, 210-224;

Indra 1974; Indra and Erdenebaatar 1998; Accolas, Defontaines, and Aubin 1978). These products

supplement liquid milk, typically consumed as “milk tea” (süütei tsai), which may be prepared as a

soup with rice, barley flour, or dried meat. Whereas most curd products are made for household

consumption in the countryside, the urban supply consists mainly of factory-processed liquid bovine

milk, complemented by smaller amounts of yogurt, ice cream, and butter. Urban Mongolians

consume milk primarily in the form of milk tea (süütei tsai), but also continue use milk in ritual

offerings (tsatsal örgökh) and blessings (myalaalga) (Luvsanjav 1980); the cultural/ritual value of

milk is also illustrated by the abundant advertising messages directed to urban consumers (described

further below).

Mongolia invested heavily in modern dairy processing up to the end of the 1980s, becoming a

net exporter of milk at that time. The collapse of the socialist system in 1990 led to the dismantling of

80. Ministry of Food, Agriculture and Light Industry of Mongolia (MOFA), 2012, “Хүнсний
үйлдвэрлэл: Сүүний салбарын өнөөгийн байдал [Food production: Current state of the dairy sector]”
<http://www.mofa.gov.mn/mn/index.php?option=com_ content&view=article&id=68&Itemid=290>.

http://faostat.fao.org
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nearly all dairy farms and processing plants, however; with the further loss of livestock during

successive zud (severe winters) in 2000 and 2001 (on the consequences of the zud see Sternberg

2008; Sternberg, Middleton, and Thomas 2009), factory processing of milk and dairy products

essentially ceased, with the consequence that most of the urban milk supply came to be imported

(Ser-Od and Dugdill 2006, 3). With the opening of new production facilities over the past decade,

there are now close to 100 dairies in Mongolia, including 15 large plants having the capacity to

process more than 5 tonnes milk per day. Since 2009 domestic processing has marginally surpassed

imported milk in overall volume, though altogether processed milk (including imports) accounts for

just 15% of the total supply (Ministry of Food and Agriculture of Mongolia).

Close to 100% of liquid milk imports came from Russia until the mid-2000s, in the form of

tetra-pak UHT milk from Irkutsk. Milk from Inner Mongolia was first imported in 2002, rising to a

peak of 1800 tonnes, nearly 40% of imports in 2007-2008, before imports were suspended due to

melamine adulteration. With the resumption of dairy imports from China in 2012, 700 tonnes of

Inner Mongolian milk were officially imported, but this accounted for 95% of liquid milk imports.

Figure 12.1: Dairy imports to Mongolia (tonnes), 1995-2012. Data source: Mongolian Customs Au-
thority.
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While liquid milk imports dropped substantially since 2008, much of the current supply takes

the form of milk reconstituted from imported powdered milk. Altogether dried milk has been

imported from 42 different countries since 1995, with the top source being New Zealand, which

currently accounts for two thirds of all dried milk imports. 6200 tonnes of dried milk were imported

in 2012, enough to reconstitute over 60-million litres of liquid milk.

Table 12.3: Dried milk imports by country, 2012. Data source: Mongolian Customs Authority.

Country Tonnes % of total

New Zealand 4152.2 66.51

Ukraine 898.2 14.39

Russia 299.7 4.80

Malaysia 294.2 4.71

Ireland 250.0 4.00

Hong Kong 126.2 2.02

Belarus 100.0 1.60

South Korea 77.5 1.24

China 35.4 0.57

Current government policy promotes the industrialization and intensification of the dairy sector,

through support for improved dairy cattle breeds, feed supplies, and long-term pasture leases in

peri-urban areas. Some large dairies, such as “MonFresh”, “Vitafit”, and “Süü”, have recently

established or consolidated vertically integrated production systems, while continuing to use

imported dried milk or milk purchased from independent suppliers. The supply systems in these

cases privilege intensive producers located close to the city of Ulaanbaatar, however, rather than

extensive and mobile producers. Additionally, dairy producers routinely assert that the domestic milk

supply is inadequate to maintain year-round production using only fresh milk.

As many Mongolians point out, the reliance on imported milk powder is unfortunately ironic

given the number of cattle in the country, which should be ample to satisfy domestic market demand.
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There are approximately three million cows in Mongolia, making up six percent of the country’s total

livestock herd, and slightly surpassing the human population; 878.7 000 of these animals are listed as

dairy cows,81 equivalent to 0 .31 dairy cows per capita. By comparison Canada, a country with a

strong dairy sector oriented primarily toward the domestic market, has 959 000 milk cows for a

population of nearly 35 million,82 equivalent to 0.027 dairy cows per capita – twelve times lower, in

per capita terms, than the Mongolian dairy cattle population. New Zealand, which exports around

95% of its milk, has 6.4 million dairy cattle, or 1.44 dairy cows per capita.83

Pure milk: scientific and cultural standards

Recent institutional measures by the Government of Mongolia in the dairy sector have largely

focused on ensuring an affordable supply of milk to urban consumers, by way of supports to domestic

dairies offered through the “White Revolution” Program (1999), the Dairy Food Security project

implemented in cooperation with the FAO (2004-2007), and the “Milk” National Program (2006).

Current institutional measures reflect an urban-centric view of agriculture sector development in

which “food security” is equated to stable and safe supply for the city population, and in which

small-scale, domestic production is broadly positioned as “unsafe” or “inefficient”. Promoters of

industrial milk production argue that vertically-integrated food chains are “safer” due to the absence

of points of contamination or adulteration, pointing out that brokers, wholesalers, and merchants of

raw milk have been found to extend milk products or limit spoilage by mixing water, flour, or soda,

in contrast to the more stringent production controls imposed on ISO-9001 or HACCP compliant

dairies. This line of argument is rigorously advanced by L. Damdinsüren, Professor of Dairy Science

at the Mongolian University of Science and Technology (MUST), and one of the leading proponents

of dairy process standardization (e.g., Damdinsüren 2010, 2013).

81. Mongolia, Ministry of Industry and Agriculture, “Сүү үйлдвэрлэлийн салбарын танилцуулга [Introduction to the
Milk Sector]” <http://www.mofa.gov.mn/new/index.php?option=com_content&view= article&id=123&Itemid=195>.

82. Statistics Canada, 2014. “Cattle inventories, by province (Canada)” <http://www.statcan.gc.ca/tables-tableaux/ sum-
som/l01/cst01/prim50a-eng.htm>.

83. Statistics New Zealand, 2013. “Dairy cattle numbers, by age, sex and farm type (ANZSIC06), at 30 June
2012” <http://www.stats.govt.nz/~/media/Statistics/ browse-categories/industry-sectors/agriculture-horticulture-forestry/
ag-census-2012/dairy-cattle-age-sex-farm-type.xls>.
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Public acceptance of the notions of “safety” and “purity” implicit in these standards is by no

means universal, however. Tellingly, in the view of many Mongolians raw milk from the countryside,

even when containing cattle urine, soil, or other organic contaminants, is generically more safe and

pure than industrially-processed milk. Ts. Baasansüren, editorial commentator for the newspaper

Daily News, argues that Mongolians need to make a choice between drinking foreign “milk with

poison” or Mongolian “milk with urine”–pointing out that Mongolian milk may contain cattle urine,

but at least no one ever died from drinking it.84 Focusing on the distinction between the “natural” and

the “artificial”, arguments such as these critique the tendency of food safety standards to construct

“purity” of dairy products as an absence of natural substances or biological organisms. The

apparently lax food safety measures among rural herders, which may lead to urine or other “natural”

substances being introduced into milk, effectively stand in contrast to the standardized processes of

industrial producers, which preclude contamination from “natural” sources but do not prevent

contamination with “artificial” (poisonous) substances.

The concern over milk imports in Mongolia is not merely economic, but deeply cultural insofar

as milk is a highly symbolic commodity representing purity, the pastoral heritage, and maternalism.

Milk, along with various other pure white objects, is associated generally with the concept of

“purity”, which encompasses goodness – including thoughts unadulterated by selfishness or guile, in

the sense of tsagaan setgel (“white mind” or “white thought”)–and, through association with pure

white milk (ekhiin tsagaan süü, “the mother’s white milk”), maternalism or the mother-infant

relationship. These connotations are reflected in a Mongolian analogic proverb:

White milk, the highest food
White mind, the highest trust85

The above proverb uses the term deej and deed for what I have glossed as “highest”; both are

derived from dee- (“high”). Deej refers to the first, top portion of milk or another food, which is

reserved for ritual offerings or for honoured guests and the like. The first quantity of milk (deejis) is

84. Ts. Baasansüren, “Гадаадын хортой сүү уухаар дотоодын шивтэртэй сүүгээ уувал яасан юм [Instead of drink-
ing foreign poisonous milk, why don’t we drink our Mongolian milk containing urine]”, dnn.mn, March 27, 2014
<http://www.dnn.mn/publish/?vid=43526&vt= &vl=&vdate=2011-05-18&vofile=7&le ft=yes&vpage=>.

85. “Идээний дээж цагаан сүү / Итгэлийн дээд цагаан сэтгэл”
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often offered in libation to local mountains or spirits, using a special spoon (tsatsal) if available; this

custom is called tsatsal örgökh, which translates roughly as “sprinkle offering” (Figure 12.3).

Drawing on these associations, Mongolian President Ts. Elbegdorj initiated a campaign in 2010 to

offer ceremonial toasts with bowls of milk, rather than alcohol – setting an example with his own

New Year’s toasts.86 The association of milk with purity can also be seen as linked to customary

rules and taboos ensuring that the sanctity of milk is maintained (Nyambuu and Natsagdorj 1993, 42).

These taboos include rules prohibiting the spillage of milk, which is said to be bring about less

abundance of food (amny khishig), a misfortune that is countered by touching one’s forehead with a

drop of the spilt milk. It is also considered highly inappropriate to contaminate milk with blood, or to

step over a pail or pot containing milk, which is said to bring about contamination of the family’s

milk supply. Another widespread taboo prohibits pouring water into milk; in making milk tea or

khyaram, it is appropriate to boil the water first, along with the tea leaves and salt in the case of milk

tea, and subsequently add the milk. Additionally, it is said that breastfeeding women must not pour

away excess milk that has been expressed, as this will lead their milk to dry up, but must pour it into

the ground in a clean location.

Positioning of “natural” and industrial milk

Mongolian milk products are contrasted in public discourse to their Chinese counterparts as “pure

products of nature” (baigaliin tsever büteegdekhüün). The purity of these products is linked to

minimal human control, since milk and meat are derived from livestock that graze on natural grass, as

opposed to being stall-fed. The human intervention in this process is, in this sense, represented as

closer to harvesting of “natural resources” than it is to agricultural production. The livestock

themselves are of native breeds, raised using “natural” methods as opposed to being bred through

“scientific” means of artificial insemination, hormone injections, and controlled feed diets. The

86. “Монгол Улсын Ерөнхийлөгчийн Цахиагийн ЭЛБЭГДОРЖ-ийн он солигдох мөчид хэлсэн үг [Words spoken
by Tsakhiagiin ELBEGDORJ, President of Mongolia, at the moment of the arrival of the new year]”, 2012-12-31 http:
//www.president.mn/mongolian/node/3117. See also “Ерөнхийлөгч архи хэрэглэдэггүй Монгол, архи хэрэглэдэггүй
нийгэм болохыг уриаллаа [The President calls for a vodka-free Mongolia and vodka-free society]” (2010-12-24), Office
of the President of Mongolia http://www.president.mn/mongolian/node/1391.

http://www.president.mn/mongolian/node/3117
http://www.president.mn/mongolian/node/3117
http://www.president.mn/mongolian/node/1391
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animals themselves, rather than humans, select the most nutritious plants during grazing. The link

between purity of nature and human intervention is clear from the comments of one informant:

I joined a technical study delegation to see the MonMilk factory in Hohhot, and it was
shocking what we saw. There were thousands of cows in individual stalls, all given
artificial feed, and sitting in their own dung. The cows were trained to walk by
themselves into the fully automated milking parlour, and leave when they were done. It
looked like they never went outside. The cows were given injections to increase their
yield. They didn’t even seem to me like real cows, since they were produced by artificial
insemination. Since then I’ve never bought Inner Mongolian packaged milk, even
though they sell it here.

This consumer’s rejection of Inner Mongolian milk overlooks the similarity of industrial dairy

production in Mongolia, which increasingly involves stall feeding and artificial insemination from

“high-yield” breeds. Yet the comment belies an understanding that industrially-produced milk is

“artificial” and “unnatural”, leading to a product that is no longer “pure milk”–something that is

merely collected and packaged by humans – but a manufactured commodity. When Chinese milk is

repeatedly described as “poison” (khor), commenters refer not simply the fear of chemical adulterants

previously found in Chinese milk, but to the black-boxed industrial production process itself, of

which China becomes a symbol. Chinese products are made in a way that is unknown to consumers,

that escapes regulation by the Mongolian state, and that is guided only by profit-orientation, since the

Chinese are held to have no inherent interest in the welfare of their (Mongolian) consumers.

Mongolian dairies’ labelling and marketing practices explicitly aim to position products made

from imported, reconstituted milk as “pure” and “natural”, drawing on an existing language of

Mongolian symbols defining milk and its purity in relation to the cultural, ecological, and spiritual

environment.87 The packaging for liquid milk produced by the beverages manufacturer APU, a

former state entity, is a case in point (Figure 12.2). The milk ingredient listing indicates “dried cow’s

milk” and “softened water”. Yet the package is labelled “Pure milk”, and contains an image of a

87. The packaging of liquid milk reconstituted from milk powder frequently include deceptive labelling as “pure milk”
or containing imagery of suggesting local origin. This practice continues despite announcements by the state agency re-
sponsible for food safety that such milk labelling is illegal. See, for example, the news report “Сүү үйлдвэрлэгчид [Dairy
producers]”, Eagle Television, April 13, 2010 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O5kTdMuVEME.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O5kTdMuVEME
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Figure 12.2: Package of liquid milk produced by the beverage manufacturer APU.

Mongolian yurt surrounded by dairy cows, in a landscape of tall grasses with mountains in the

background, surmounted by the blue sky; the wisp of smoke from the chimney of the yurt suggests a

calm day. The first side panel describes the milk in terms indicating that the product is actually

“natural” but has simply been packaged using a modern technology: “Pure milk is a pure product of

nature that has been sterilized and packaged using UHT (Ultra High Temperature) progressive

technology”; the panel text further indicates a shelf life of six months, as well as compliance with

MNS 0219:2011 and ISO 22000 standards. The opposite panel contains a poetic eulogy of “pure

milk”, in the manner of the traditional yerööl or magtaal:
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Beginning with our elderly and ancestors
Followed by youth and children
Vivifying [all] with healthy energy
An aggregation of minerals and nutrition
Abundantly rich in vitamins
Perfection of flavourful goodness
Symbolizing the bounty of food
Pure white milk
Rich with cream
Fine, thick, pure milk

Television marketing of milk products similarly makes frequent reference to traditional and

ritual practices that situate milk as a pure or sacred product. An example of a typical television

commercial is the Ugluu (Morning) Milk spot featuring author B. Lkhagvasüren, produced in 2009

(Figure 12.3; Figure 12.4).88 Although the product in question is made from imported dried milk, it is

shown here incongruently being consumed and offered within a pastoral household, in direct

association with objects and practices of a recognizably “traditional” and “national” character, within

a setting of “pure nature”. The commercial shows Lkhagvasüren’s wife preparing milk tea and

making offerings in the direction of the rising sun, after which the poet drinks slowly from a silver

bowl, savouring the milk tea. The commercial includes imagery of infant livestock at the tethering

line outside the herders’ home, livestock heading off to pasture, and a panoramic shot showing the

steppe with mountains in the distance and clear blue sky, evoking the “pure natural landscape” of the

Mongolian pastoral countryside.

88. Ugluu (Morning) Milk TV commercial featuring author B. Lkhagvasüren. December 21, 2009 http://youtu.be/
028VSPsaa2M.

http://youtu.be/028VSPsaa2M
http://youtu.be/028VSPsaa2M
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Figure 12.3: Still image from Vitafit Morning Milk television commercial. Standing at the entrance
of her yurt, and wearing her fancy hat, B. Lkhagvasüren’s wife makes a ritual offering of the deejis of
the milk tea (tsatsal örgökh), in the direction of the rising sun. The home is revealed to be a herder’s
winter or spring camp.
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Figure 12.4: Still image from Vitafit Morning Milk television commercial. Poet B. Lkhagvasüren
drinks milk tea from a silver bowl, as a young girl (implied to be his granddaughter) looks on. Blocks
of aaruul and clotted cream are set out on a platter on the table before them. The yurt is depicted –
somewhat inconsistently with the exterior depiction of an ordinary pastoral household – as containing
fancy furnishings and decorations in the national style, including a leather painting (rear centre) and a
Buddhist icon scroll (right).
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The Goyo Tarag controversy

The recent controversy over Goyo Tarag provides a useful point of entry into current expressions of

how notions of purity are tied in with questions of ethnic-nationalism, industrial production, and food

security. Since 2012 Goyo Tarag has been targeted by the “Dairy Product Consumers’ Centre” NGO

(DPCC), which led a media campaign alleging that the product is mislabelled and does not comply

with national food safety standards. Headed by consumer activist B. Tseren, the DPCC demanded

that the company cease production of Goyo Tarag, as it contains “E number” preservatives that are

not permissible according to the “national tarag fermentation technology” standard (ündesnii tarag

bürekh tekhnologi): E441 (gelatine, used as an emulsifier) and E330 (citric acid, used as a

preservative and flavouring agent). (Several news outlets erroneously claimed in their headlines that

Orgil Foods was mixing vinegar with its tarag, based on a misreading of the E300 additives codes.)

The DPCC launched a class-action lawsuit against the manufacturer, which promptly counter-sued,

demanding 78 million tögrögs in reputational damages.

In 2013, the DPCC published further alleged evidence that the manufacturer of Goyo Tarag had

falsified food safety inspection documents. The DPCC later joined forces with the Consumer Rights

and Education Federation (Khereglegchiin erkh, bolovsrolyn kholboo) in claiming that bacterial

culture counts from laboratory samples of Goyo Tarag had been falsified, as actual live bacteria

counts were 100 times lower than the minimum required by law.89 The NGOs alleged collusion

between food safety inspectors and Orgil Foods, asserting that the tarag is an “ordinary

white-coloured beverage”, but not a natural dairy product.90 Several news outlets reported in January

2013 that Goyo Tarag is manufactured using milk powder imported from Sweden, and accused the

dairy, Orgil Foods, of “illegally” producing tarag with an extended shelf-life of three months.

Following shortly on these reports, an editorial by J. Erdenechimeg was published on several

89. The standard (MNS 4229:2011) requires a minimum 1×10� count of desirable bacteria per millilitre, and requires
that the “E code” for additives must be indicated on the label (section 7.3).

90. M. Soniuch. “Мэргэжлийн хяналтын байцаагчид ‘Гоё’ тарагны шинжилгээг хуурамчаар үйлджээ [Safety
inspectors falsified tests for ‘Goyo’ tarag]”, 2013-06-11 http://www.ugluu.mn/6838.html. T. Janyerke. “ ‘Гоё’ тараг
стандартын шаардлага хангадаггүй [‘Goyo’ tarag does not meet standards]”, Time, 2013-06-11 http://society.time.mn/
content/30299.shtml.

http://www.ugluu.mn/6838.html
http://society.time.mn/content/30299.shtml
http://society.time.mn/content/30299.shtml
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Figure 12.5: Goyo Tarag label, as updated in 2013. The label reads: Ingredients: purified water,
dried cow’s milk, sugar, stabilizers (E1442, E440, E451, E331III). Lactic acid cultures: Streptococcus
thermophilus, Lactobacillus bulgaricus. Storage period: 28 days in cool conditions, +2°C-+6°C. The
label indicates compliance with standard MNS 4229:2011.

news sites, alleging that Orgil Foods was selling Chinese yogurt drink as Goyo Tarag.91 The text of

this editorial begins with an evocation of Mongolia’s pastoral heritage, situating tarag consumption

within a system of “traditional” practices that link Mongols to a living natural environment (“tarag is

a living food”), their resilience (Mongolians “can live for several months on tarag alone during times

when meat is unavailable”), and an “uninterrupted” tradition. The author points out that tarag is one

of the naiman neriin baraa, or “eight staples” that newly privatized shops were required to sell

beginning in the 1990s. Erdenechimeg goes on to argue that the Mongols, who obtain over 80 percent

of their consumer goods from China, are “now no longer able to make even our national dairy

products with our own hands”. Drawing heavily on the reports issued by the Dairy Consumers’

Centre, the author claims that Goyo Tarag is evidently not tarag because it contains chemicals giving

it a shelf life of 90 days, but something else entirely – a “foreign” beverage. The “real” tarag is a

living food, linked to a domestic national tradition, which spoils rapidly precisely because it is natural.

Given the terminological confusion mentioned above, it is hardly surprising that Mongolian

consumers are uncertain as to what constitutes a “pure” dairy product. Commenters on news reports

concerning Goyo Tarag frequently claimed that industrially produced tarag is not in fact “real”, but

rather a chemical product with unusual and potentially harmful properties, resulting from an

91. J. Erdenechimeg, Niigmiin Toli, June 18, 2013. “ ‘Оргил хүнс’ хятад тараг савлав уу [Did ‘Orgil Foods’ package
Chinese yogurt]” http://www.fact.mn/108780.html.

http://www.fact.mn/108780.html
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unknown industrial process:

AIMAAR: Really if you let it go sour it turns into something nasty, bitter like medicine
and pitch black, I’ve no idea what it’s made of but it’s definitely not milk 92

MONGOL LADY: It’s true, if you leave the bottle out eventually a thick black residue
forms, ordinary tarag doesn’t do that. Don’t give it to your kids. 93

ANONYMOUS: I drank a bottle of this once with my son, and we both got terrible food
poisoning, after that we’ve stopped buying it 94

ZA ZA: milk your cow, boil the milk, let it sit and remove the clotted cream, then make
your tarag, only then will you have real mongolian quality. Obviously any product that
is made by industrial process is produced for a profit, bastards who have no qualms
about anything can only do things like this, pretty soon they will probably have artificial
meat produced on order by our southern neighbours then import it and deceive us 95

MMM: it would be good to know soon whether this [claim that Goyo Tarag is Chinese]
is true or false. until then it would be best not to buy this stuff. obviously if there are
ingredients such as E421, E312 etc. listed on a food product they’re all chemicals. these
[ingredients] are even on the tarag produced by mon suu the children’s milk factory.
only a few [products] actually have these written on the label. there are lots more where
it isn’t written. we have no idea what we are eating and drinking….. 96

But even in the case of domestically-produced milk the lines between “purity” and “unsafety”

are blurred. One informant, reflecting on the alternative option of buying fresh milk from the

cattle-owners who sit outside apartment buildings in the mornings, expressed strong reservations:

92. Comment on “Бидний амтархан уудаг ‘ГОЁ’ таргыг Хятадад үйлдвэрлэдэг үү? [Is the tasty ‘GOYO’ tarag that
we drink made in China?]”, Factnews.mn, Feb. 24, 2014 http://factnews.mn/eeo. “Аймаар: Үнэхээр гашилгаад үзвэл
бхлиар юмбна лээ эм шиг гашуун хав хар болчихдог юугаар хийдэг юм болоо лав сүү бишээ”

93. Comment on “Made in China?”, Factnews.mn, Feb. 24, 2014 http://factnews.mn/eeo. “монгол бүсгүй: Нээрээ
үнээн Хоосон саванд нь удахаараа зунгааралдсан хар юм наалдаад үлдчихсэн байдаг юм шүү энгийн тараг бол
тэгэхгүй ш дээ Хүүхдэдээ битгий уулгаарай”

94. Comment on “Made in China?”, Factnews.mn, Feb. 24, 2014 http://factnews.mn/eeo. “zochin: Bi huuteigee neg
uugaad aimar hordoj bilee tuunees hoish avahaa bolison”

95. Comment on “Made in China?”, Factnews.mn, Feb. 24, 2014 http://factnews.mn/eeo. “за за: үнээгээ саагаад сүүгээ
хөөрүүлж өрмөө загсааж тарагаа бүрээд л энэ чинь жинхэнэ монгол чанар Угаасаа үйлдвэрийн аргаар хийж байгаа
бүх зүйлс ашгийн төлөө юу ч хийхэд бэлэн гарууд тэд иймл юм хийж чадна удахгүй хиймлээр махаа урд хөршөөрөө
захиалж хийлгээд оруулж ирээд биднийг хуурах байлгүй”

96. Comment on “Made in China?”, Factnews.mn, Feb. 24, 2014 http://factnews.mn/eeo. “mmm: eniig unen hudliig
hurdan ilruulmeer ym. ter hurtel ni dahij avku bval taarna. ugaasaa hunsnii buteegdehuunii orts nairlaga deer E421 E312
g m temdeglegeenuud bval bugd himiin garaltai gsn ug. mon suu gd huuhdiin suunii uildveriin targan deer hurtel baidiim
bh ch lee. teed il bichsen ni hedhen. bicheegui hichneen huns ch bgaan. yu idej uudiin bgaan medku eeeeee”

http://factnews.mn/eeo
http://factnews.mn/eeo
http://factnews.mn/eeo
http://factnews.mn/eeo
http://factnews.mn/eeo
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My parents used to have a few cows, even after they moved to the city, but that was
already ten years ago. Back then we used to get fresh milk and tarag from my parents all
summer. Now there are hardly any families left that keep cows at the edge of the city.
They passed a law forbidding cattle inside the city limits, but mainly there is too little left
for cattle to eat. No wonder you see cows foraging in the rubbish bins! The suburban
districts used to be empty grass fields; now there’s no open space left. Even if local
families still sold fresh milk in the shops, I would be too suspicious to buy it. Without
grass for the cows to eat, and living in such a polluted environment, how could the milk
be safe?

Consumers’ confusion in attempting to distinguish the “national” (Mongol tarag) from the

“foreign” (yogurt), and the “real” (jinkhene tarag) from the “industrial”, is compounded by rumours

that some “national” products are in fact imported. In 2013 Ünen newspaper published side-by-side

photographs comparing Goyo tarag and Chinese yogurt, implying that the products are identical apart

from the pasted-on Mongolian label. 97 A similar editorial was run several months later by the

popular news site Olloo.mn, asking whether the visual similarity between Goyo Tarag and its Chinese

counterparts was due to Orgil Foods copying the Chinese packaging, or using the same production

technology: “Why must they have the same packaging”, the article asked, asserting that the similarity

to Chinese products “gives rise to suspicions that the product might be made in China”. 98

In February 2014, a pair of blurry images taken at the railway station in Ulaanbaatar began to

make the rounds of Facebook in Mongolia. These images, taken by a bystander using his mobile

phone, purported to show two men next to a train box car, unloading crates of Goyo Tarag – a yogurt

drink produced by Orgil Foods, subsidiary of the major Mongolian drinks manufacturer Vitafit.99

What seemed out of place was that the train had, apparently, just arrived from the southern border: if

this was a Mongolian beverage, why was it being unloaded from a train bringing goods imported

97. “ ‘Оргил хүнс’-ийнхэн ‘Гоё’ таргаа хятад таргаар савладаг [‘Orgil Foods’ package their ‘Goyo’ tarag from Chinese
yogurt]”, Ünen, June 18, 2013 http://www.unen.mn/content/24135.shtml.

98. Feb. 27, 2014. “ ‘Гоё’ тараг Монгол уу, Хятад уу [Is ‘Goyo’ tarag Mongolian, or is it Chinese]” http://www.olloo.
mn/News/1242450.html. “Яагаад заавал адилхан савлагатай байх ёстой вэ. Энэ л хятадад үйлдвэрлэгддэг байж
магадгүй гэх хардлагыг төрүүлээд байгаа юм.” The image accompanying the article appears to have been taken from
Twitter https://twitter.com/ShineUkhaan/status/242530327589945344.

99. See for example the public posts by “Duulian Shuugian” https://www.facebook.com/duulian.
shuugian/posts/275014779325338, “Delhijgees Zail” <https://www.facebook.com/DelhijgeesZail/
posts/433907273409096?stream_ref=10>, and “Yuu khiigeed baigaam be?” <https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=233793430077896&set=a.19524240393
2999.1073741827.191588557631717&type=1&permPage=1>.

http://www.unen.mn/content/24135.shtml
http://www.olloo.mn/News/1242450.html
http://www.olloo.mn/News/1242450.html
https://twitter.com/ShineUkhaan/status/242530327589945344
https://www.facebook.com/duulian.shuugian/posts/275014779325338
https://www.facebook.com/duulian.shuugian/posts/275014779325338
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from China? Given that Mongolia is a nation of nomadic pastoralists with 45 million livestock, it

seemed a national affront, and a major food security concern, that milk products should be imported –

and from China, of all places!

Within two days, the photographs had been “liked”, commented upon, shared, and re-shared by

hundreds of Mongolians. Very soon they had been republished by several newspapers and online

news sites, where they provoked commentary from an increasingly wide audience. Reactions to the

photographs ranged from surprise and shock to anger and distress. While some commenters

questioned the authenticity of the photographs, many acknowledged a troubling, yet perfectly

credible, explanation: the manufacturers of this beverage had been misleading the public, by having

their commodity produced inexpensively in China and falsely labelled to indicate local origin.

As interest in the photographs spread, mainstream news outlets began to report on them widely.

A brief item was published by the news site Tsag.mn (though subsequently removed from that and

other sites), in which these photographs were interpreted as depicting khaltuurchin porteruud

–informal, and by implication unregulated, lightweight trucks – loading tarag at the train station on

the weekend, noting that the images had raised considerable uncertainty. The news item asserted that

“at this time when there is no such thing as food security, milk and dairy products with a long

shelf-life continue to be imported from China”, going on to editorialize that readers should resist

Chinese products:

We are unable to avoid a sensation of fear in observing that products from our southern
neighbour such as Yeli and MonMilk, known as “milk with melamine”, which killed a
large number of young children and which were prohibited from import for a time, are
now visible on the shelves in food markets and shops. These photographs, distributed
among public social networks over the weekend, reinforce this fear.

Mongols, we have the freedom to make healthy and safe choices, so we call on you not
to use uncertain products. 100

100. “Зарим нэр төрлийн тараг, ундаа, салатууд Хятадаас оруулж ирдэг шуугиан дэгдэв [Rumours fly that
some brands of tarag, beverages, and salads are imported from China]”. This editorial was republished from
Tsag.mn <http://tsag.mn/2588-zarin-ner-trliyn-tarag-undaa-salatuud-hyatadaas-oruul zh-irdeg-shuugian-degdev.html> on
several news sites, including bolod.mn http://www.bolod.mn/News/120138.html, uls.mn http://uls.mn/medee/14031,
and fact.mn http://www.fact.mn/154625.html. “Нэгэн цагт хилээр оруулж ирхийг нь хориглож байсан бага
насны олон тооны хүүхдийн амийг авч одсон”меламинтай сүү” хэмээгдэж байсан Yeli, MonMilk зэрэг урд

http://www.bolod.mn/News/120138.html
http://uls.mn/medee/14031
http://www.fact.mn/154625.html
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This brief editorial conflates several categories of “unsafe” products: milk products tainted

with melamine, milk with a long shelf life, and Chinese goods. These are collectively “uncertain

products” (ergelzeetei büteegdekhüün), referring to the uncertainty over their origin, contents, and

production process, reflecting the possibility – though not necessarily the conclusive fact – of

non-safety. Significantly, the concept of “safety” implicit in this editorial is not linked to state control

or to “safe” industrial processes, but to the fact of economic products being embedded in a known

social-ecological environment. The “uncertain” products are effectively represented as “impure” due

to the potential presence of unknown elements: melamine, preservatives, or indeed any food sourced

from China, whose ecology and social relations are both “polluted”.

The online controversy that erupted in this case was driven by more than a simple rumour of

crooked business practices. The suggestion that Goyo Tarag was actually Chinese seemed to indicate

that Mongolians were not only victims to Chinese cunning, but were indeed complicit – through the

self-interested corruption and bribery of dairy producers and government inspectors – in “poisoning”

one another with a Chinese milk product. What is more, the rumour implied that Mongolians were

unable to protect one of the few “national” products – tarag (yogurt), identified with the national

pastoral heritage and “pure nature” – from foreign industrial products, which are widely seen as

“artificial”. The manufacturers of Goyo Tarag eventually organized a press conference and factory

tour to dispel the rumours, demonstrating that their product was in fact made in Mongolia. Despite

this intervention, however, debate over whether the product was truly “Mongolian” continued,

revealing an ongoing uncertainty regarding national survival under globalized market capitalism.

Mongolian fears of Chinese food products is commonplace, and is merely one of the many

expressions of Sinophobia ingrained in contemporary Mongolian society (Bille 2014). Bulag has

noted that Mongolians only “grudgingly” accepted Chinese flour and vegetables during food

shortages of the 1990s, for example, considering them “poisonous in terms of the long-term health of

the Mongols” (Bulag 1998, 200-201). Nationalist bloggers and online activists have repeatedly

хөршийн бүтээгдхүүнүүд Монголын хүнсний зах, дэлгүүрүүдийн лангуун дээр үзэгдэх болсон нь өөрийн эрхгүй
эргэлзээ айдас төрүүлж байсныг амралтын өдрүүдээр олон нийтийн сүлжээгээр тархсан эдгээр зурагууд улам
ч нотлож өглөө. Монголчуудаа эрүүл аюулгүй сонголт хийх эрх чөлөө нь бидэнд бий тул эргэлзээтэй бараа
бүтээгдхүүнүүдийг хэрэглэхгүй байхыг уриалж байна.”
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posted alarmist warnings about the possibility of “poisonous milk” being imported from China.

Recently published articles have pointed to the ongoing risk of melamine-tainted Chinese milk,101 as

well as to suspicions that a batch of contaminated milk powder from New Zealand had made its way

into Mongolia through a Chinese wholesaler, and used by Mongolian industrial milk processors APU,

Süü, and Vitafit.102 Reader-submitted comments on online news articles discussing the Goyo Tarag

rumours have similarly drawn on the premise that Chinese milk products are “dirty” or “poison”. A

clear example of this attitude is found in the following comment submitted in response to a news

story run in the online version of the newspaper Ünen, suggesting that Goyo Tarag might be

repackaged yogurt imported from China:

Yeeew such filty crooks. I heard that this tarag was supposed to be good for you and
kept buying it for our kids. We adults couldn’t drink this stuff but gave it to our kids, and
now look what happens. So now we’ve poisoned our kids with this dirty khujaa poison,
while we kept free of the poison ourselves, from thinking of our children. I even saw lots
of pregnant women buying this product. I would like to know how many families’ kids
are being poisoned by your dirty money.103

The above comment reveals an unqualified assumption that, if the product comes from China,

it must be poisonous to Mongolians – all the more so to children and pregnant women. The

commenter describes Goyo Tarag as a “dirty khujaa poison” (“muu hujaagiin hor”), using the racist

101. See for example E. Amarlin, Anti-Nuclear Movement Mongolia, Golomt.org, January 2, 2012. “Сэрэмжлүүлэг №
1: Хүнсний аюулгүй байдал–хортой сүү, самар, тос [Warning No. 1: Food safety – Poisonous milk, nuts, and oil]”
http://golomt.org/2012/01/02/warning1/. This article was republished on a number of mainstream news sites, including
Zindaa.mn http://news.zindaa.mn/16jn and news.mn http://id.news.mn/content/94060.shtml.
102. Kh. Saikhan, “Хортой сүү Монголд орж ирчихсэн юм биш үү [Is it not the case that poisonous milk has
been brought into Mongolia]”, mminfo.mn, August 19, 2013 http://www.mminfo.mn/content/48048.shtm; “АПУ, Сүү,
Витафит компаниудын хортой сүү ард түмнийг хордуулахаар лангуун дээр өрөөстэй байх уу [Is the poisonous
milk from companies APU, Süü, and Vitafit going to stay on the store shelves to continue poisoning the public]”,
Chuhal.mn, August 7, 2013 http://chuhal.mn/r/27677. Tests of milk product samples taken from markets in Ulaan-
baatar ultimately did not reveal any contamination; see “Шинэ Зеландын ‘Хортой’ сүүний талаарх мэдээлэл [No-
tice on the “Poisonous” New Zealand milk]”, National Centre for the Study of Infectious Diseases, August 12, 2013
<http://www.nccd.gov.mn/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&i d=353:2013-08-12-08-30-01&catid=21:2011-
09-01-03-24-23&Itemid=42>.
103. Anonymous, June 18, 2013, comment on Unen.mn, “Packaged from Chinese tarag” http://www.unen.mn/content/
24135.shtml. “eooo yasan baliaar har novshnuud ve. ene targiig chin chuham l goe sain geed huuhduuddee avch ogch
uulgadag bsan shdee. t[o]mchuud bid nar oorsdoo ch uuj chadahgui huuhduuddee uulgaj bsan maani tegeed odoo ene uu.
neg muu hujaagiin horoor huuhduudee horduulchihaad oorsdoo huuhduudee bodoj bgaa nereer hor idehgui uldej bsan bna
shdee. jiremsen huuhnuud ch gesen zondoo l avch bgaa haragddag bsan. arai dendej bgaa um bish uu. zavaan har shunaltai
novshnuudaa. ta nariin haltar togrog hichneen ailiin huuhduuded hor honool bolj bgaag medej l bgaa bmaar um.”

http://golomt.org/2012/01/02/warning1/
http://news.zindaa.mn/16jn
http://id.news.mn/content/94060.shtml
http://www.mminfo.mn/content/48048.shtm
http://chuhal.mn/r/27677
http://www.unen.mn/content/24135.shtml
http://www.unen.mn/content/24135.shtml
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epithet khujaa to denote its Chinese origin. At the same time, the comment is an indictment of market

capitalism, in which private greed undermines nationalism: the Mongolian importers are presumed to

be complicit “filthy crooks” who poison children with their “dirty money”. Implicit in this comment,

as in much public discussion of food safety and food security, is the understanding that while the

Mongolians can only survive by uniting as a nation to protect themselves against the Chinese threat,

their ability to do so is undermined by self-interested and unregulated business actions.

In retaliation against the DPCC allegations, the director of Orgil Foods, N. Batzayaa, gave a

newspaper interview in June, 2013, during which he asserted that Goyo Tarag is made with cultures

from the Netherlands (Chr. Hansen), stabilizers from the USA (Cargill), and dried milk from New

Zealand. Batzayaa explained that the company uses liquid milk from “Atar Chandgana Süü”, a sister

company located in the town of Ölziit in Kherlen sum, Khentii aimag, a dairy farm with 400 cows

built on the site of the former Chandaga State Farm, but admitted that the liquid milk supply is not

adequate to meet production needs, requiring imported reconstituted milk to be used in the production

line and combined with fresh milk.104 In late February 2014, the producers of Goyo Tarag held a

second press conference to debunk the Facebook rumours. Showing a freight shipping slip as proof,

the company representatives explained that the photographs posted to Facebook depicted people

purchasing goods from a train car at the loading area for freight trains headed to the countryside.105

At the press conference, Orgil Foods expressed a belief that the rumour that their product was

imported from China had been disseminated as a deliberate attempt to injure their reputation, drawing

attention to the similarity of recent news reports to the previous, “unfounded” claims made by the

“Dairy Consumers’ Centre” consumer advocacy NGO, which they asserted they would take to court.

The following day, the company offered a press tour of its facilities as further proof. 106

104. “ ‘Оргил хүнс’ ХХК-ийн захирал Н.Батзаяа: Тарагны савалгаа хүртэл нарийн технологитой. Үүнийг мэдэхгүй
хүмүүс биднийг Хятад тараг савладаг гэж хэлдэг [N. Batzayaa, president of ‘Orgil Foods’ Co. Ltd.: Even the packaging
for tarag has its own specialized technology. People who don’t know this say that we package Chinese yogurt]”, Ünen,
June 19, 2013 http://www.unen.mn/content/24201.shtml.
105. Baatar.mn, February 26, 2014. “ ‘Гоё тараг’ хятадынх биш гэдгийг баталлаа [‘Goyo Tarag’ confirmed not to be
Chinese]” http://www.bataar.mn/10020542.
106. “Н.Батзаяа: Түүхий сүүгээр жилийн дөрвөн улиралд тараг үйлдвэрлэхээр ажиллаж байна [N. Batzayaa: We
are working towards producing tarag from raw milk in all four seasons]”, Time.mn, February 26, 2014 http://society.time.
mn/content/42165.shtml. See also the video report on the factory tour broadcast by Eagle TV https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=YqQhhUfXDl0, and its accompanying online news article, “ ‘Гоё’ тараг, ‘Гоё’ технологи [‘Goyo’ tarag, ‘Fine’

http://www.unen.mn/content/24201.shtml
http://www.bataar.mn/10020542
http://society.time.mn/content/42165.shtml
http://society.time.mn/content/42165.shtml
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YqQhhUfXDl0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YqQhhUfXDl0
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Images of the factory production line provoked few comments. Although some were suspicious

of what was not shown, or questioned the fact that the equipment looked suspiciously new, for the

most part commenters expressed a degree of satisfaction that the product had been made “visible”.

Ultimately, the crisis of uncertainty provoked by the rumours surrounding Goyo Tarag resulted

from a combination of factors, reflecting concern over survival in every sense – biological, economic,

ecological, and cultural. The threat perceived as being posed by “Chinese poison” is aggravated by

increasing reliance on Chinese foods, over which Mongolians have little control. Underlying much of

the discussion of food safety and food security is an assumption that Mongolians have become too

individualistic – in other words, that they have come to put private gain ahead of national solidarity.

Criticisms were thus directed against the Goyo Tarag producers, food safety inspectors, and even

customs officers, all of whom were suspected by some readers of involvement in corrupt practices:

We’re the ones who should be called stupid animals. we have the opportunity to eat the
most original [i.e., natural] food available anywhere yet we’re a stupid people, when we
see someone starting to stumble we just sit by and hope they will fall107

ANONYMOUS: What are the professional inspection agency staff doing? So long as
they can blackmail people into giving them a bit of money they have no interest in
whether the public are being poisoned, or even dying. As a citizen, I am extremely
perplexed that such people are above the law.108

ANONYMOUS: Why don’t those professionals who are supposed to be monitoring and
checking [such things] speak up? Probably they are either fake-diploma graduates
without any knowledge, or else bribe takers. … America, Japan, even China import
[food], but the thing is they have stringent standards and laboratory tests, why can’t we
implement these.109

technology]”, Feb. 28, 2014 http://economics.eagle.mn/content/read/13642.htm.
107. Anonymous comment on “Orgil Foods”, Ünen, June 18, 2013 http://www.unen.mn/content/24135.shtml. “archaagui
malnuud gej bidniig l helne. hamgiin orig huns hereglej suuh bolomjtoi murtluusuu unjaad bhaar unaad ireesei geed l hevtej
baidag teneg ulsuud”
108. Anonymous comment on “Orgil Foods”, Ünen, June 18, 2013 http://www.unen.mn/content/24135.shtml.

“Мэргэжлий хяналтийнхан ер юу хийж байна гэхээр хунийг шантаалчилжбайж хунээсхэдэн цаас салгаж байвал
тэр ард тумэн хордож байна уу хун ухэж байна тэд нарт хамаагуй. Харин ийм хумууст хууль уйлчидэггуйд иргэн
хуний хувьд маш их гайхдаг.”
109. Anonymous comment on “Orgil Foods”, Ünen, June 18, 2013 http://www.unen.mn/content/24135.shtml. “…
нөгөө хянаад шалгадаг мэргэжлийн хүмүүс нь яагаад дугарахгүй байгаа юм , мэдлэг муутай хуурамч
дипломтонгууд,эсвэл авилгачид л байх … Америк,Япон ялгаагүй л Хятадаас импортлодог гагцхүү яг
стандарт,лабораторийн шинжилгээг хатуу барьдаг бид яагаад хэрэгжүүлж чаддаггүй юм.”

http://economics.eagle.mn/content/read/13642.htm
http://www.unen.mn/content/24135.shtml
http://www.unen.mn/content/24135.shtml
http://www.unen.mn/content/24135.shtml
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Some commenters indeed explicitly argued that the lack of food safety or food security is a

result of the capitalist mindset – “looking at everything through the hole in a coin” – in contrast to the

socialist period, during which national industry was developed to a point of almost mythical

self-sufficiency:

This is a tragedy for us Mongolians. With the transition to market capitalism and
democracy, we Mongolians have become hardly able to produce anything at all. Under
socialism, which we used to denounce, we were able to make everything ourselves. 110

The notion that Mongolia was largely self-sufficient during the socialist period overlooks the

immense role of both trade with the Soviet Union, and of subsidies serving to maintain inefficient

processing industries in Mongolia. Yet whereas trade with the former Soviet Union continues to be

described in terms of benevolent reciprocity with “Russian brothers” (Oros akh düü nar), trade with

China is overtly a form of market exchange, in which each party tries to outdo the other – resorting to

dissimulation if necessary – to maximize their own gain.

The perceived failure of Mongolians to protect themselves against Chinese “poison” can be

read as a call for greater national solidarity. To some extent the perceived threat is exteriorized

through projection onto the Chinese, but there are no clear-cut villains in this scenario; the “corrupt

food inspectors”, “greedy milk producers”, even “lazy herders” are all to blame. Yet the threat posed

by each of these actors is of a different type. Whereas the Chinese are assumed to be inherently

dangerous, the Mongolians by nature have a duty to protect one another, which they have evidently

neglected. This mutual protection is directed against the “foreign” in a broad sense, not only the

Chinese. The danger posed by industrial milk production requiring unsafe preservatives is not

explicitly blamed as “foreign”, but at the same time it is positioned against the local and national.

“Mongolian nature”, “Mongolian milk”, and the like are “national” products in the sense not only of

being locally produced, and embedded in a cultural tradition, but also in that they are “pure”, and

therefore “safe”.

110. Anonymous comment on “Orgil Foods”, Ünen, June 18, 2013 http://www.unen.mn/content/24135.shtml. “Энэ
бол монголчууд бидний хувьд эмгэнэл юм. Зах зээл, ардчилалд шилжшээр монголчууд бид нар бух юмаа хийж
чадахгуй шахуу болж байна. Муу хэлдэг байсан социализмийн уед бух юмаа оорсдоо хийдэг байсан юм шуу дээ.”

http://www.unen.mn/content/24135.shtml
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The above discussion has revealed some of the ways in which the symbolism of “pure milk”

operates to position Mongolian people and culture as biologically “natural”. As I have pointed out in

relation to the consumption of meat and dairy products, the “traditional” diet is widely held by

Mongolians to be at least partly determined by biology, as an inherited adaptation by the Mongol

human organism to the natural environment of Gobi and steppe. This diet is further embedded in the

symbiotic relations between pastoralists and their livestock, which tend to be viewed as the result of

co-evolution rather than domestication (Fijn 2011). As suggested by the parallel maternal behaviour

identified by Mongolians in humans and livestock – shilrekh (“running away”), the post-partum

psychological state, and the need for maternal attachment as a prerequisite for lactation – livestock

are not perceived in simple economic terms as “meat-producing” or “milk-producing animals”, but as

sentient beings who need to be nurtured and coaxed. It is no coincidence that herders often describe

milk as the gift or “bounty” of their animals (malyn khishig or buyan): the offering of milk is

considered conditional on the lactating mother’s willingness to give milk, which in part is predicated

on a psychological bond with her offspring. Milk is thus not merely a commodity to be consumed,

but a substance that derives from a reproductive process involving a “pure” state of mind.

The industrial processing and commodification of milk clearly undermine everyday

reproductive relations between pastoralists and livestock. Yet, as the advertising messages by

industrial milk producers show, the symbolism of milk as “pure” and “natural” retains some

resonance, despite its dislocation from the practices in which the symbols originate. The articulation

of biological purity through milk implies, above all, opposition to the culturally and

technologically-defined civilization of the neighbouring Chinese. Whereas China may constitute a

strong civilization with greater political, economic, and technological power than Mongolia, the

public discourse I have referenced in this article presents China as inferior to Mongolia in many ways.

The Chinese – or “khujaa” – are implied to be selfish, vile, and cunning; their land is polluted; and

their food products are unnatural, to the point of being poisonous. These messages suggest that while

Mongolia may be smaller and weaker than its neighbour, it is nonetheless superior due to its

positioning within a pure and “natural” environment. The mutualism of the Mongols, their livestock,
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and their grassland territory implies a wiser or more noble form of subsistence than one that gives rise

to a poisonous mindset (khoron sanaa) and poisonous products (khortoi büteegdekhüün).

Re-socializing market production

This discussion of food safety standards and consumer standpoints indicates that the social-ecological

resilience of pastoralism is far from the minds of most urban consumers in Mongolia. Instead,

consumers are concerned about having access to safe and predictable supply of dairy products that

match their expectations of price, constituent ingredients, flavour, and health benefits. Institutional

measures that intend to address these concerns place constraints on herders’ adaptability by requiring

standardized processes from which herders are excluded – casting the pastoralist as an “informal”,

“traditional”, or “subsistence” producer who is somehow apart from the “safe” food economy. Food

standards also define a “scientific” mode of definition that removes consumer products from their

social context of production. This orientation is as much to the disadvantage of consumers as it is to

producers, as my discussion of uncertainty concerning the dairy supply shows. Even in the presence

of explicit food labels, trust in milk or a yogurt beverage relies on trusting relations between

consumer and producer: if the production process is opaque, consumers have no means of knowing

whether the product is Mongolian or Chinese, in some cases whether it is made from liquid or

reconstituted milk, or even whether it matches conventional definitions of products such as tarag,

Mongol tarag, or something else.

The opacity of value chains is not limited to any one set of actors. While herders rely on wool,

meat, and milk sales for cash income, what happens downstream to many of these products is often

invisible to them. Conversely, urban consumers often lack knowledge of the social and technological

contexts in which the everyday products they use are actually produced. In effect, consumer products

become “black boxes”, where only the immediate economic and social relations involving the

product are visible to any actor. For the consumer, this means that precisely how, where, and by

whom the product has been created typically remains unknown. Standardized food labelling
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requirements constitute an effort to overcome some of the opacity surrounding food production, but

do little towards capturing the social relations of production. Focusing on the physical constituents of

the food product, the label provides a sense of the production process, but one that is deliberately

incomplete: the precise proportion, ordering, and mechanisms by which the ingredients are combined

and processed are not described, as these may constitute “trade secrets”; the location, identity, and

intentions of the actors involved are similarly elided, these relations being reified into the

product-as-object dissociated from its social context.

Fairs and exhibitions such as the ones shown in the ethnographic exhibits above (Figure 7.84 –

Figure 7.92) are popular among town consumers because they establish a setting where the social

relations of production temporarily become visible. As the products are sold by the producers

themselves, consumers are able inquire about the production process if they desire. But the fine

details of how and by whom each product was made are not really what seem to matter most to

consumers. Like the farmers’ markets that have taken hold in North America and Europe since the

1990s, these fairs aim above all to provide assurance of (local) origin and quality through the act of

face-to-face exchange between producers and consumers. The Mongolian fairs differ from Western

farmers’ markets in that they are not positioned as spaces of alterity – that is, situating themselves as

alternatives to the market-driven logic of global agro-food systems (Kirwan 2004) – but they do

operate through a similar discursive convergence of the “local”, “authentic”, “quality”, and “natural”

(Holloway and Kneafsey 2000, 296).

The fair operates by “re-spatializing” and “re-socializing” food (Kirwan 2004, 2006; Pearson

and Bailey 2012). First, the fair itself explicitly situates each product in reference to a specific

location: some fairs in Ulaanbaatar are organized by a specific province, while others are coordinated

as part of a national competition involving delegates who have been successful at the district and

province levels. In all cases there is an assurance that the product is “local” to a given region, even if

the locality itself is hundreds of kilometres away. The authority of fair organizers – generally public

servants, representing the local government – ostensibly confirms the quality of entrants’ produce,

but more importantly establishes the “authenticity” of merchants and their products as true
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representatives of the sites from which they come. Second, the fair provides a human dimension to

the products being sold. Although the producers generally remain strangers to the buyers –

particularly in the provincial and national fairs – their physical presence establishes a tangible

relationship with the products they sell, informing consumers that the commodities have a social

context of production. The “re-socialized” and “re-spatialized” commodity relations established in

the context of the pastoral fair are valuable to consumers because they establish trust. As mentioned

in the previous chapter, consumer trust in food commodities in Mongolia is weakened by the frequent

occurrence of adulteration – milk being diluted with water, aaruul extended with flour, or flour

extended with bone meal. These risks are perceptibly lower in the case of products that are sold

pre-packaged from an industrial producer, as opposed to the liquid milk or flour sold in open vats by

merchants at market stalls or in the corners of grocery stores.

But it is not always possible for consumers to obtain milk and meat directly from pastoralists.

In cases of impersonally sold food commodities, it is desirable to make more information about the

social and ecological context of production available downstream in the value chain. Food

traceability labels, Fair Trade, ecolabels, and similar initiatives have established the relevance to

consumers of labels providing supplementary information about specific aspects of the production

context for some commodities. Such labels can, however, risk presenting an overly simplistic

representation to consumers – statements that a commodity has been judged “socially just” or

“environmentally sustainable”, for example, elide the ambiguities surrounding what “justice” and

“sustainability” actually are. Thus Fair Trade products sold by worker-owned cooperatives may be

identified as “equitable”, for instance, even though income from the cooperative may be lower than

alternative revenue opportunities, or if the cooperative introduces troubling gender differences – as

indicated in the case study describing cooperatives in Khovd (“Wildlife conservation”). While

well-intentioned, labels of this type are fundamentally problematic due to their authoritative nature:

the power to define the “equitable” or “sustainable” product lies only with the labelling organization,

with neither producer nor consumer having much say in the matter, other than to place trust in the

authority of the labelling NGO. Anthropologists and other social scientists have thus been relatively
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ambivalent about fair trade in particular, recognizing the positive prospects of the movement but

observing that fair trade producers remain disempowered within broader market processes, which

continue to operate in a one-way fashion (Fridell 2007; Lyon 2007; J. Smith 2007).

Although these concerns may not all be as relevant to consumer-oriented traceability labels

such as “HavestMark” or “ThisFish”111, the centralized nature of such initiatives raises doubts as to

their value as a direct model for a traceability program involving pastoral producers in Mongolia.

Such a program could realistically be expected to fall apart, as too many development initiatives

already have, in the absence of sustained external funding. Nonetheless, there is no reason that a

more informal, bottom-up program could not succeed. Given the growing ubiquity of mobile Internet

communications in rural Mongolia, it may be technically straightforward for pastoral producers to

use blogging or social media services to convey information to downstream consumers about when,

where, how, and by whom various commodities are made. Such information could, in a most basic

form, be communicated through brief messages or photographs taken from a mobile telephone, and

brought to the attention of consumers by way of a URL printed on a simple tag or product label.

111. HarvestMark (https://www.harvestmark.com/) is a privately operated traceability platform licensed mainly to fresh
produce wholesalers, and includes a consumer-focused mobile app. ThisFish (http://thisfish.info) is operated by the chari-
table organization EcoTrust Canada in partnership with a number of fishing industry stakeholders, including fishing unions
and Slow Fish / Slow Food International. It offers a similar code-based traceability service for consumers, with data entered
directly by fishers.

https://www.harvestmark.com/
http://thisfish.info
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Chapter 13

Conclusions

In this study I set out to investigate the factors that support or constrain resilience-building adaptive

practices among mobile pastoralists in Mongolia, focusing on the impacts of contemporary

development policies and interventions.

Although adaptive capacity has been recognized as a key element of resilience in

social-ecological systems, the nature of specific, small-scale human adaptive practices – and their

effectiveness in enhancing social-ecological resilience – has remained largely unexplored.

Furthermore, while mobile pastoralism is acknowledged as a highly adaptive mode of subsistence,

the continuing viability of pastoral adaptive processes within an industrializing society has not been

conclusive. In this study I therefore sought to learn whether pastoralists’ diversity and flexibility of

labour and resource allocation provide a sustainable means of responding to social or ecological

change and uncertainty in contemporary Mongolia.

I have attempted to answer the following questions:

1. What are the principal adaptive tactics practised by pastoralists in Mongolia today?

2. What are some of the ways that Mongolian pastoralists make shared economic decisions, at a

level broader than the individual or the nuclear household?

3. How are Mongolian pastoralists’ adaptive practices affected by development policies and

interventions, specifically those concerning land and resource use or the marketing of pastoral
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commodities?

In carrying out this research I additionally aimed to develop experimental methods and tools for

a dialogic visual ethnography, intended to support applied development anthropology.

Drawing on over a year of fieldwork employing a participatory audiovisual documentation

approach, I explored the everyday work activities practised by pastoralists in two ecologically distinct

sites. In this process I identified and studied contemporary pastoralists’ primary subsistence activities,

producing over 100 hours of audiovisual field recordings documenting those practices. During or

after each field recording I discussed the documented activities with participants, focusing on the

purpose and organization of each one. I later analyzed the ways that pastoralists allocated natural

resources, economic capital, and labour, and how these allocations reflected the social relations

extending beyond the immediate household.

Making use of institutional documents and interviews with policymakers and non-pastoralist

value chain actors, I further attempted to map the social relations affecting pastoral production to

encompass governance and development initiatives in the three areas of rangeland management,

sustainable livelihoods, and food safety.

I observed that herders employed a wide range of adaptive tactics extending beyond the most

visible practice of mobility. These tactics involved high levels of flexibility, and often drew upon the

mutual support of diversely-positioned relatives in heterogeneous social networks. Because these

tactics were based on informal sharing with people beyond the immediate household, they were not

generally visible to development planners. Moreover, I found that development policies aiming to

modernize livestock production and rangeland management could contribute to the fragmentation of

mutual aid networks, ecological landscapes, and economic processes, thus limiting diversity and

adaptability.

In the sections below I summarize the key empirical findings, areas for follow-up research, and

applications of the study for development policy and practice.
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Empirical findings

Empirical findings on the social and institutional contexts of pastoralists’ adaptive practices were

reported in Part 3, “Development and adaptability”. In chapter 9, I described the importance of fluid

and adaptive social organization for contemporary Mongolian pastoralists, contradicting widespread

assumptions that the household or camp (khot ail) correspond to stable and discrete domestic units.

In chapter 10, I described the significance of shifting resource use, identifying how some resource

management interventions may decrease resilience by contributing to social and landscape

fragmentation. In chapter 11, I identified a variety of ways that pastoralists have intentionally or

unintentionally subverted development projects, by mapping them to existing adaptive practices and

mutual aid networks as a resilience-building strategy. In chapter 12, I reported that food safety

standards and the general shift to industrial production may threaten the resilience of mobile

pastoralists, by redefining “safety” to encompass controlled and specialized production that precludes

adaptation.

The key empirical findings of this study are summarized as follows.

1. Mobility constitutes a significant adaptive tactic for herders, particularly those who

manage many animals and who live in environments with extreme ecological variability.

Among the herders with whom I worked, those who managed large herds moved most

frequently and over the greatest distances. The three Gobi households in this study who kept

more than one thousand animals did not spend more than two months at any given site, even in

wintertime; conversely, the three households with the smallest herds moved only three or four

times in the year, typically making moves of under ten kilometres at a time. In Dornogovi more

than half of the herders with whom I worked moved on otor in early summer of 2012; several

households moved from Sainshand and Örgön sums into an area of Erdene sum that had

received rainfall in May – a distance of 50 or more kilometres – and remained there for most of

the summer.

Mobility was far more limited in the Selenge field site; most herders moved only twice a year,
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and some maintained permanent dwellings at their winter camps. This lower mobility was

attributable to a combination of landscape constraints (i.e., fewer places to move) and the

relative ecological stability in this region.

2. A significant proportion of herders practise diversified and responsive adaptive strategies

for resource use and economic production.

Nearly all of the herders with whom I worked made use of some “non-pastoral” resources for

both domestic consumption and sale, such as wild berries, grains, onions, herbs, and timber.

Many herders – including all who lived in Selenge – routinely prepared hay or livestock feed

supplements. Herders also produced a wide range of different products – cashmere, sheep wool,

milk and dairy foods, meat, and hides – for domestic consumption or sale at different times, in

response to changing needs and production opportunities. Some forms of production, such as

dairy processing, were both seasonal and contingent on access to markets (e.g., depending on

whether the herders were camped close to town) or on the availability of supplementary labour

from children on school holiday. This adaptability of economic production provided a means

of reducing vulnerability to change in resource availability or markets

3. Herder camps and households are flexible residential units.

All but two of the households included in this study demonstrated some changes in their

residential units during the course of the fieldwork period or in the subsequent year. In several

cases households shared a winter camp – particularly when some of their family members

stayed in town during the winter so that children could attend school – but took their livestock

to separate areas in summer. As a converse example, two of the households in Yeröö camped

independently over winter but came together in summer due to the greater seasonal labour

requirements of dairying. Opportunistic groupings were also created when families joined in

distant otor moves.

In a majority of households at least some members shifted back and forth between households

in town and in the country, to accommodate conditions such as wage employment, school
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attendance, or elderly family members’ wintering in a town home.

4. Herders maintain strong mutual aid ties with relatives outside the household, involving

shared labour and material resources among diverse actors.

All herders involved in this study relied, in different ways, on relations with people outside the

immediate household, quite often including non-herders. Smaller-scale livestock owners

routinely depended on assistance from non-herders – such as a son or parents living in town, or

the owner of livestock managed for hire – in activities such as moving camps, shearing sheep,

or repairing winter shelters. Larger-scale livestock owners more frequently depended on hired

help or on mutual assistance involving other herder relatives. In many cases herders and

non-herder relatives cooperated in natural resource harvesting, the preparation of winter meat

stores, and the sharing of child care duties.

Relations outside the household were relied upon for assistance in times of crisis, but also in

everyday herding practice. These relations can be considered highly adaptive insofar as the

shared activities are flexible and negotiated on an ongoing basis. The heterogeneity of mutual

aid networks contributes to their resilience, by enabling a broad range of cooperative practices

that draw upon the different needs and strengths of collaborating actors.

5. Herders’ economic activities are often motivated by relational and group-level interests,

rather than individual or household-level priorities.

Pastoralists’ everyday economic decisions and subsistence practices were often inconsistent

with a desire to maximize household income, but instead reflected the desire to maintain

diverse, mutually beneficial relations with relatives, livestock, places, and spiritual beings.

Widespread practices of sharing with non-herders – such as keeping livestock on behalf of

non-herder relatives, or sharing residences – can be viewed as involving an orientation toward

long-term, group-level subsistence and adaptation. Such cooperative practices may be costly to

the individual herder or household, but contribute to subsistence and reproduction at the scale

of the wider social network.
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6. Commons institutions or community-based conservation groups may reduce mobile

pastoralists’ adaptability, by limiting access to extensive resources and mutual aid

networks.

Mobile pastoralists in Mongolia rely on diverse and heterogeneous landscapes in order to

maintain several key adaptive practices, such as mobility, the harvesting of supplementary

natural resources, and the maintenance of mixed herds with heterogeneous grazing preferences.

The institutionalization of collective land tenure arrangements is intended to prevent

over-appropriation of rangeland resources, but can create barriers to these adaptive practices by

contributing to landscape fragmentation. Additionally, fragmentation of social networks – and

a breaking down of adaptive mutual aid mechanisms – may occur in the case of resource use

practices that rely on periodic cooperation and sharing among physically distributed relatives,

who come to be excluded due to new landscape boundaries.

7. Efforts to standardize market production processes increase the governability of value

chains, but restrict the adaptability of small-scale producers.

Various policy interventions in Mongolia have sought to simplify or standardize production

processes, through the introduction of measures such as food safety standards or scientific

rangeland management. While such measures increase the “legibility” of production processes

to development planners and policymakers, they reduce small-scale producers’ adaptability by

simplifying their relations with other actors and resources. Standardized production processes

are linear, requiring fixed inputs and outputs, unlike the “illegible” branching adaptive

processes of the pastoralists involved in this study. In contrast to standards-compliant factories,

built as dedicated spaces for fixed-role actors, the pastoral dairy producers in Yeröö operated

multi-purpose ambaar, whose physical organization accommodated divergent economic and

social processes. Standardized production undermines the informal, small-scale organization

and tactical innovation (mētis) of pastoral adaptive practice.

8. Industrial food labelling and marketing practices destabilize local food taxonomies,
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undermining local knowledge and erasing the language of human–ecological mutualism

applicable to food.

Food labelling regulations draw on a “universal” techno-scientific vocabulary, which is

sometimes at variance with local terminologies. Approved terms for cuts of meat or dairy

products fail to accommodate some locally-defined alternatives, for example, positioning these

– and the practices that create them – as “unsafe” or “unscientific”.

Mongolian consumers continue to associate “local” foods with human–animal and

human–ecological mutualism, expressed through notions of milk as deriving from a “pure”

maternal relationship, or of milk and meat from local livestock as being healthful due to the

biological co-evolution of Mongolians and livestock in a shared ecological environment. These

associations are disrupted by scientific food terminologies, which define products with

reference to chemical and biological composition rather than the processes through which they

are made, thereby erasing the social and ecological contexts of production. As those contexts

serve as referents for food safety among consumers, new forms of uncertainty have emerged in

relation to industrially-produced foods such as mass-produced tarag.

9. Herders often work around or even subvert development initiatives, by sharing resources

in ways unintended by project designers.

Development interventions implemented in the study sites targeted individual households or

herder collectivities, assuming these groups’ members to possess uniform needs and interests.

Herders’ own standpoints, however, more often reflected their positioning within

heterogeneous social networks. As egalitarian sharing of resources within a homogeneous

group can be of less tactical interest than sharing with diversely-positioned actors, herders in

both field sites routinely circumvented group-level resource allocations in order to maintain

existing adaptive practices and relations.
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Theoretical implications and recommendations for future research

This study has provided an ethnographically-grounded analysis that may orient future research into

development policy and to the nature of mutual aid as a contributor to resilience. I provide two key

recommendations addressing the methodological and theoretical dimensions of research into

adaptation and resilience.

10. Improved methods should be developed for describing and assessing pastoralists’

livelihoods at a level beyond that of the “herder household”.

The “herder household” cannot be used as a reliable unit of data collection and analysis. While

most quantitative data concerning pastoralists in Mongolia pertains to the “herder household”,

this study has shown that actual social and economic organization is extremely fluid. Stable

residential groupings are rare; even at the household level different individuals are present at

different times. Economic decisions related to livestock production may be made at the

individual or household level, but can just as often reflect distributed decision-making

processes operating within a wider social network. Livestock managed by a herder household

rarely belong entirely to the household itself, but may reflect a variety of arrangements –

herding on behalf of children, parents, or relatives in town; pooling of livestock with other

herders, on a seasonal or rotational basis; or contractual herding. Further, the resources

available to the household encompass those that are nominally “owned” by others, and shared

with them – such as the tractors and trucks shared by families who cooperate in making hay or

moving camps.

Although some aspects of livestock ownership and residence patterns are captured in livestock

and household census data, these data cannot readily be mapped to the actual groups or

networks in which livestock and other resources are shared. In a development context, it is

difficult to assess poverty or vulnerability levels when the household is taken as a discrete

analytical unit, given that the household may share its property and labour with others, while

benefitting from resources and labour shared by others. New mutual aid arrangements
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involving relatives may become active at times of crisis – as with livestock pooling or

emergency assistance following a zud – but these are not routinely legible in the same way as

monetarized livestock insurance.

Following up on these observations, it will be appropriate to develop quantitative measures and

assessment mechanisms to describe pastoralists’ livelihoods at the scale of actual social

networks. Such research may focus on the strength, number, and diversity of herders’ relations

outside the household, through which labour and resources are shared routinely or at times of

crisis.

11. Further study of social-ecological resilience should focus on the human dimensions of

diversity and adaptability, with attention to cooperation and mutualism within diverse

social networks.

The empirical observations summarized above indicate that significant improvements to

development policy and practice can be achieved through a greater focus on enhancing

diversity – particularly in the areas of social organization and economic practices – as a

contributor to social-ecological resilience among Mongolian pastoralists. This focus is opposed

to the modernization approach that I have identified as motivating major development policy

initiatives, which impacts negatively on pastoralists’ ability to adapt to uncertainty and change.

Further and broader research into pastoralists’ cooperation and resource sharing practices will

be useful in orienting future development policy.

This study has presented detailed ethnographic evidence of adaptive practices within a

stratified sample of herders in two ecologically distinct sites, providing the grounding for an

analytical approach highlighting the diverse and mutualistic character of herders’ social and

other relations. It will be desirable to develop this preliminary analysis into a more complete

theoretical approach, taking greater account of comparative anthropological work on

cooperation, reciprocity, and mutualism among small-scale resource users in other locations.
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Applications and policy implications

The research I have presented in this thesis points to several areas where anthropological

understandings can inform development and resource management policy. Addressing public policy

issues through applied anthropology requires a shift in knowledge-generation processes from “expert”

discourse to domains where inclusive dialogue is possible. I suggest that commentary on

collaboratively-produced visual ethnographic records is one potential area where such dialogue can

occur. Building on the points on visual ethnography made in chapter 3, I propose a methodological

project of writing ethnography as commentary on records in a public archive. A second area of

intervention relates to the application of the mutualist principles I have outlined in this thesis to future

governance and development projects. In this area suggest a basic method for mapping production

processes and assessing their resilience. A third area of intervention addresses the goal of

“re-socializing” pastoral production – that is, transmitting to downstream users and consumers

information about the social context in which pastoral commodities have been produced – as an

alternative to labelling and safety mechanisms designed for industrial production. Prototypes for

several applied methods are provided in the appendices to this thesis.

The points below summarize these suggestions for paths forward, showing the potential

applications of this research.

12. Collaborative visual ethnographic methods can generate opportunities for dialogic

research.

The field research methods employed in this study included collaborative audiovisual field

recordings of everyday activities. These recordings, which provided a context for discussion of

everyday life and the context of economic decisions among participating pastoralists, produced

visual documents that were legible to the researcher, participants, and outsiders. Exposed to

commentary by actors with different standpoints, these records opened up dialogic

opportunities that would have been absent from authoritative narrative ethnographic accounts

in the researcher’s language and voice. The success of this approach indicates support for a
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methodological project of writing ethnography as commentary on a visual archive. It will be

useful to broaden experimentation with this approach and to continue the development of

effective supporting tools, so as to contribute to positioning applied ethnographic research in a

dialogic space.

13. Resource management initiatives involving mobile pastoralists may be more effective if

they focus on supporting adaptive mutual aid networks, instead of formal rules-based

institutions.

Commons theory-based development interventions in Mongolia have been driven by the

understanding that mutual aid among herders is weak or absent, and that mutual assistance (or

“collective action”) must be created by institutional means. This research suggests that strong

forms of mutual assistance exist independently of collective institutions. These mutual aid

networks appear more effective than institutionalized groupings with fixed membership and

resource boundaries, which are difficult to construct among mobile pastoralists, given the

conditions of fluid social organization and shifting resource use. In the absence of formal land

tenure – which is promoted by development agencies in Mongolia but can have negative

implications, as indicated above – common-pool resources cannot be managed by rules of

exclusion enforced by negative sanctions. In this scenario the most effective approach to

building rangelands resilience may be to promote positive incentive mechanisms associated

with mutual aid. Although no specific models have been explored here, this research points to

the value of exploring adaptive institutions with heterogeneous membership and diverse

activities, which may be formally organized as cooperatives or similar medium-scale

groupings.

14. Development policies should identity diversity as a goal to be targeted at various scales.

This study has built on the premise that biological and cultural diversity enable human

adaptability, contributing to social-ecological resilience. I have described the value of diverse,

alternative production and resource-use processes in limiting vulnerability; the importance of
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heterogeneous social networks, containing diversely-positioned actors, in creating mutual aid

opportunities; and the need for contiguous and heterogeneous landscapes in maintaining

diverse herds. Whereas development interventions based on the “sustainable livelihoods” or

similar approaches may recognize the importance of diversified household income strategies,

diversity at the level of the family’s extended social relations has not typically been promoted

as a development goal. More frequently, technical interventions encourage standardization or

simplification of economic processes, leading to a loss of resilience. These negative impacts

can be countered by prioritizing diversity and conducting social-ecological (or biocultural)

diversity assessments.

15. Interventions to assist small-scale food producers should aim to “re-socialize” production.

In privileging industrial processes, food labelling and safety standards position small-scale

food production as outdated and “unsafe”. Documenting and conveying to consumers the

social context in which pastoral commodities have been produced, as a “re-socialization” or

production, can sustain an alternative definition of safety that maintains consumer confidence

but does not disempower small-scale, diversified producers. Examples of similar efforts

elsewhere might be studied as models for value chain-focused development policy targeting

pastoral producers.

Summary

This thesis has identified several key dimensions of resilience-building adaptability among

Mongolian pastoralists, providing an anthropological critique of some modernist and economistic

approaches to development in light of their detrimental impacts on adaptability.

I observed and documented a wide range of adaptive practices involving informal, small-scale

organization and mutual aid. The practices I identified as “adaptive” met the criterion of

demonstrating flexibility as a response to change or uncertainty. Such flexibility took several

different forms, but broadly encompassed the ongoing maintenance and use of diverse, alternative
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resources, processes, and social relations.

Addressing the challenges of governing pastoralism as an open social-ecological system and as

an informal economy, I have suggested that an anthropological perspective can inform successful

development interventions by bringing focus to the capacity for mutual aid – in the form of shared

resources and activities – to foster resilience. Such a perspective may be of limited use in generating

large-scale development templates, however. Achieving adaptability, diversity, and resilience in such

terms will require long-term, small-scale, adaptive engagements among pastoralists, development

planners and practitioners, and market actors.
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Figure A.1: Front of the pamphlet distributed to research participants
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Consent to Participate in a Research Project
Research Project Title Adaptive Capacity of Pastoral Resource Users in Mongolia

Researcher Eric D. Thrift

Institution The University of Manitoba (Canada)

Funding organizations Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada

International Development Research Centre, Canada

Government of Manitoba

You are being invited to participate in a research project.
This consent form, a copy of which will be left with you for your records and reference, is only

part of the process of informed consent. It should give you the basic idea of what the research is
about and what your participation will involve. If you would like more detail about something
mentioned here, or information not included here, you should feel free to ask.

Please take the time to read this carefully and to understand any accompanying
information.

About this project
This research project on pastoral resource use in Mongolia is being conducted by Eric Thrift, a
Canadian researcher and Ph.D. candidate in the Department of Anthropology at the University of
Manitoba, Canada. Mr. Thrift has worked in the development sector in Mongolia since 1998, in
association with the University of Arts and Culture, the Mongolian National Commission for
UNESCO, the World Bank, and other organizations. Mr. Thrift’s current research is supported by the
Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada, the International Development
Research Centre, and the Government of Manitoba. The field research component of this project will
last 12 months, beginning in July 2011.
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This study focuses on the diverse ways that Mongolians make use of natural rangeland
resources for livestock grazing, direct human consumption, and processing of secondary products
such as meat, wool, felt, hides, and dairy products. The research will explore specifically how
different individuals and groups manage to adapt their resource-use patterns in response to economic,
social, and ecological change and uncertainty. The study will primarily focus on the experience of
herders, but will also include interviews with other producers, merchants, consumers, policymakers,
and development workers.

Overall, the research project aims to provide a better understanding of “adaptive capacity” in
Mongolia’s livestock production sector – in other words, herders’ ability to deal with ecological or
economic change and uncertainty through constant adaptation rather than through intensive resource
management. Building adaptive capacity is increasingly being recognized by international scientists
and policymakers as an important strategy for dealing with climate change, and more generally for
maintaining resilient ecosystems. Mobile pastoralism, as practised in Mongolia, is in many ways
already very adaptive: herders change grazing areas, herd size and composition, herding group
membership, and other resources very quickly in response to environmental changes. But at the same
time, these adaptive strategies are not always successful in limiting herders’ vulnerability to
environmental or economic change. Also, adaptive and sustainable resource use practices may not
always be possible – or even desirable – for some people to follow.

By studying the actual, everyday adpative practices of a diverse group of Mongolian
pastoralists and related actors, this research is intended to provide better knowledge of how to
increase adaptive capacity and social-ecological resilience in the Mongolian pastoral sector, through
improved governance or by other means. The results of this research will be shared in Mongolia with
all study participants and with concerned specialists in the Ministry of Food, Agriculture, and Light
Industry, the National University of Mongolia, and local organizations in the field sites.

Your participation in the project
This research is being conducted using ethnographic interviews and audiovisual field recordings in
approximately 10 khot ails in two different sites – one in the Gobi and one in the khangai region. If
you consent to participate in this study, you will be asked to spend approximately 4-6 hours every
two months (over the course of a 12-month period) discussing and demonstrating your everyday
resource-use activities, either alone or with others. Specifically, this participation will include:

1. An introductory interview (approximately 1 hour) discussing your general experiences as a
herder. Part or all of this interview may be conducted in a group with other household
members.

2. A series of audiovisual recordings (around 20 hours over the course of the year for all members
of the khot ail combined), in which you will be invited to show and discuss everyday activities
involving rangeland resource use and pastoral production. These recordings will be annotated
and/or transcribed. You will be provided a copy of each recording in the format of your choice.

3. Follow-up viewing and discussions on video recordings or other ethnographic documents
involving you and/or other pastoralists.

You will always have the opportunity to review and approve the transcript of any recording
before it is used for research purposes. During an interview or recording session, you can choose to
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have the audio or video recorder or the notes stop at any time and can leave the interview at any time,
without impacting your rights as a participant.

You will have the option to be quoted anonymously; if you wish, you may also consent to the
recordings being deposited in a research archive and/or used for teaching and other purposes. You are
under no obligation, however, to provide your real name, private details of your family or livelihood,
or personal opinions, or to authorize the publication of such information.

You are free not to participate in this study, and have the right to withdraw at any time without
prejudice to pre-existing entitlements, and will be given continuing and meaningful opportunities for
deciding whether or not to continue to participate.

Benefits and risks
This research project is expected to benefit participants by bringing increased attention to your
exeriences and needs as resource users. This project will hopefully lead to concrete proposals for
ways to support adaptability to economic, social, and ecological change and uncertainty in the
pastoral sector. Drawing on very specific experiences documented through in-depth study with a
small number of people over the course of a full year, the research is intended to identify and discuss
the diverse perspectives of diverse pastoral resource users in a positive and equitable manner. To
maximize the applied benefits of this research, results will be disseminated through local governance
and scientific organizations, including the Mongolian Ministry of Agriculture and Light Industry, the
National University of Mongolia, the Dornogobi Museum, and the Yeröö sum Cultural Centre.

At the conclusion of this study, you will be provided a summary of results and be invited to
comment on these in the context of a forum including other pastoralists, policymakers, scholars, and
development workers. As such, your experiences may help to shape positive discussions of
governance, sustainable development, and livelihoods improvement in Mongolia.

The risks of participating in this study, as perceived by the Researcher, are minimal. This
research is not expected to present significant risks to your health, reputation, or wellbeing.

Participation in this study should not bring undue economic hardship. The Researcher will
provide transportation to recording locations if required, and reimbursement for any commodity
samples received or consumed. However, you will not be paid for your participation in the research.

Your signature on this form indicates that you have understood to your satisfaction the
information regarding participation in the research project and agree to participate as a subject. In no
way does this waive your legal rights nor release the researchers, sponsors, or involved institutions
from their legal and professional responsibilities. You are free to withdraw from the study at any
time, and /or refrain from answering any questions you prefer to omit, without prejudice or
consequence. Your continued participation should be as informed as your initial consent, so you
should feel free to ask for clarification or new information throughout your participation.

The University of Manitoba Research Ethics Board(s) and a representative(s) of the University
of Manitoba Research Quality Management / Assurance office may also require access to your
research records for safety and quality assurance purposes.
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Ph.D. Candidate Assistant Professor

Department of Anthropology Department of Anthropology

University of Manitoba University of Manitoba

No. 17, Building 67 443 Fletcher Argue Building

10th khoroo, Khan-Uul District The University of Manitoba

Ulaanbaatar, MONGOLIA Winnipeg, MB, R3T 2V5, CANADA

+976 95-18-16-49 +1 (204) 474-6330

umthrife@cc.umanitoba.ca derek_johnson@umanitoba.ca

This research has been approved by the University of Manitoba Fort Garry Campus
Joint-Faculty Reserch Ethics Board. If you have any concerns or complaints about this project you
may contact any of the above-named persons or the Human Ethics Coordinator (HEC) at
+1-204-474-7122 or Margaret_Bowman@umanitoba.ca. A copy of this consent form has been given
to you to keep for your records and reference.
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(Participant’s Signature / Date)
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Introductory interview schedule

This schedule pertains to semi-structured interviews to be held with all core participants (herders) in
this research project. The basic objectives of this brief interview are to:

1. Prepare a general biographical statement summarizing the participant’s biographical
experience (e.g., where they grew up, their primary economic activities), which will be of use
in situating further conversations;

2. Gain a general sense of the participant’s perceptions of the political, ecological, and economic
issues affecting pastoral resource use, and of the pastoral sector in general;

3. Obtain an understanding of the participant’s contemporary resource-use practices.

Overview of topics
1. Biography. Basic biographical information. Ask about childhood and collective-era pastoral

experiences if applicable, probing about differences from the present.

2. Material Resources. Ask about the types of natural resources and livestock used. Probe about
where the resources come from, and how their access is controlled.

3. Social Resources and Organization. Who lives in the domestic unit and khot ail; what types of
kin and non-kin actors help out; how production is organized. Probe about the nature of
perceived obligations and expectations, and the boundary between legitimate and illegitimate
use of resources.

4. Knowledge Resources. Learning and education; probe as to the limits of knowledge
concerning market and ecological factors, and strategies for accommodating this uncertainty.
Also discuss technical innovation and improvisatory/entrepreneurial strategies.

5. The Future. Ask about subjective well-being and expectations or aspirations regarding the
future.
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Introductory script
This interview will last approximately 1 hour. If necessary, the interview can be broken into two or
more parts to accommodate your schedule. As many of the questions pertain to the entire household
or khot ail, you are invited to participate in this interview in groups.

The general topics I hope to discuss with you are (1) your general experiences as a herder, (2)
how you use natural resources, (3) how your pastoral activities are shaped by social organization, (4)
how you manage economic or environmental change and uncertainty, and (5) your ideas about the
future of pastoralism (extensive livestock production) in Mongolia. I am particularly interested in
learning what you think personally about your experiences as a pastoralist. I expect that your
comments will help in contributing to a better understanding of how to improve herders’ livelihoods
and improve social-ecological resilience.

You are free to end the interview at any time, or to decline answering any of the questions,
without any negative consequences.

During this interview I will take notes on your responses, which will be used in preparing a
summary of the interview. This summary may be shared anonymously with other researchers or
participants in this project, with sensitive personal information edited out. The original notes will not
be made available to anyone other than the researcher and his assistants, and will be destroyed at the
conclusion of the research project.

Introduction: individual, household, khot ail

Personal Introduction
To begin, could you please tell a few things about yourself and how you became a pastoralist?
(Where are you from? How long have you been keeping livestock? Have you done other types of
work in your life? Is everyone in your family a herder?)

Household and khot ail
Please describe your household and khot ail. Who are the members of your household? Is there
anyone staying here right now who is not registered here, or who doesn’t always/normally live here?
Is there anyone who normally lives in your household/khot ail but isn’t here right now? How are you
related to the other families in this group? Have other families joined or left the khot ail in the past
few years? Do you stay together year-round?

Complete a diagram showing all members of the household / khot ail, and the relationships
between them. Include each individual’s name, date and place of birth, and gender.

Material resources and production

Livestock
What types of livestock do you keep, and in what proportion? (How specialized is your herd?) Where
did you originally get these animals? Do you keep any “improved” breeds? Why or why not? How
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and why has the size and composition of your herds changed since you became a herder? Have you
changed your herd structure in the past 5-10 years?

Grazing areas
Whereabouts do you graze your livestock in summer, autumn, winter, and spring? (How far do you
travel?) What are these grazing areas like, and why did you choose them? To what extent has your
selection of grazing areas – and distance travelled – changed over the years? How often do you move
in a year? (Do you engage in otor and tuuvar? If so, when and how do you organize this?) Have you
experienced competition or conflict with other herders over the use of seasonal grazing areas? Has
there been any conflict with non-pastoral resource users? (If so, could you please describe an incident
of this type?)

Other natural resources
Do you cultivate any wild plants or berries? If so, when and for what purpose? How often do you
hunt wildlife? Do you use any local plants, wildlife, minerals, or spring water for health or medicinal
purposes? (If applicable: are there any protected areas or other restrictions on resource access?)

Sacred natural sites
Do you ever worship natural sacred sites (e.g., sacred mountains, springs) or earth/water spirits (lus
savdag)? If so, how?

Social relations

Coordination of pastoral production in the khot ail
How do you make decisions regarding issues of importance to the entire group (e.g., when and where
to move)? What types of activities do you share or pool among households? (Shared or rotational
herding, collaborative activities such as shearing or felt-making, taking products to market…) Can
you describe any disagreements that arise within the khot ail? There has been some discussion among
policy experts about whether pastoral production would better be organized in non-kin groups such as
cooperatives, associations, or private companies. What do you think – is the khot ail is an ideal form
of organization for herding? If you herded for a socialist-era collective or state farm: how do you
think the social organization of herding at that time compares to the way things are done today?
(What was better, and what was worse?)

Extended kinship network
What types of assistance have you received from non-pastoral kin in the past year? (Which kin? How
are they related?) In what ways have your non-pastoral kin received help from you? Do you have
similar relations with non-kin (friends, neighbours, people from the same birthplace)? Do you ever
find kinship obligations to be a burden, or unreasonable? Can you describe any cases where you have
felt the victim of corrupt practices (for example, government officials making decisions that benefit
their own kin, at the expense of others)?
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Market exchange
What types of commodities have you sold in the past year? (Consider: livestock, hides, meat, milk,
dairy products, airag, wool, cashmere, felt, leather, etc.) When and how did you sell these products?
Why did you sell these particular products, in that way? How did you enter into relationships with
merchants? How trusting are your relations with merchants? (Are there issues of deception,
concealment, product adulteration?)

Knowledge resources

Sources of technical knowledge
In your opinion, what types of knowledge make an effective herder? Have you had any formal
training? Have you participated in any workshops or projects organized by the government or by
development organizations? If so, what did you learn? Has this knowledge had any concrete
applications in your herding practice? If you grew up in a pastoral household, in what ways did you
contribute to household activities when you were a child? Can you think of things that you have
learned recently from other herders? Are there any examples of practical information that you share
within the khot ail?

Ecological change and uncertainty
“Rangeland degradation” has been identified as a major problem in Mongolia. Do you consider the
grazing areas you use to be “degraded” to any extent? If so, what are the signs of degradation?
Conversely, what are the signs of a “good” grazing area? What do you consider to be the local causes
of degradation? Is overgrazing an issue? Have you observed any signs of climate change? In what
ways have you changed your herding practices to adapt to ecological change? Did you suffer losses
in the most recent zud? Do you think there is an effective way to mitigate these losses?

Economic change and uncertainty
In your view, how unpredictable are markets for pastoral commodities (e.g., demand, prices)? How
do you adapt to economic uncertainty, so as to reduce risk? Have you engaged in any type of
entrepreneurial production?

The future

Well-being
Overall, how happy would you say you are? Why? How do you think pastoralism compares to other
forms of work? (Living in the city?) Would you like you children to become pastoralists? Why or
why not? (What are the best and worst aspects of the pastoral life?)
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The future of pastoralism in Mongolia
What do you think lies in store for the future of pastoralism in Mongolia? What do you think needs to
be done to improve the pastoral sector (herders’ livelihoods/sustainability of resource use/food
security)? If you could make one recommendation to the Government of Mongolia, what would it be?

Closing script
Thank you for your participation. Your comments will provide a useful background to our ongoing
discussions, and will be helpful in comparing the experiences of different herders here and in the
second field site. I intend to prepare a summary of your comments, which I will leave with you when
it is ready.

Is there anything you would like to ask, or to add?
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Open Ethnography License

Preamble
The Open Ethnography License is designed to accommodate and encourage the sharing of digital
ethnographic works in research and educational contexts.

The License enables the dissemination and re-use of copyrighted ethnographic works, on the
condition that any licensed work and its derivatives must be published in an open and editable format.

The License only permits the use of works for purposes of research and study. By providing a
narrowly-defined set of potential uses, the License limits uncertainty for contributors to ethnographic
research projects over how documents that represent them – and that potentially include significant
details of their private lives – might be used in the future. The License is not intended to preclude
other uses of ethnographic works, but these uses need to be negotiated separately with creators and
contributors.

Definitions
“The Work” is a copyrightable digital record or collection that is licensed under this license.

The “Source” of the Work includes all components of the Work and any custom scripts or tools
that are necessary for a user to edit the Work or to build a distribution copy.112

A “distribution copy” of the Work is a version of the Work intended for dissemination to end
users. It is not necessarily in an editable format.113

112. The “Source” format of a work is generally the format in which the work was created, and in which it can be edited.
For example, the source for an edited video would normally include all the clips and editing instructions (project files) that
can be imported into a video editor. The component clips on their own would not be considered to constitute the complete
Source, since additional files describing how the clips should be reassembled into a rendered video are required by an editor.
It is permissible for the creator to “clean up” source files – by removing unused files or metadata that do not need to be
present in the distribution version – prior to their distribution. To satisfy the requirements of this license, works normally
need to be prepared in an openly documented format for which free editing tools are available. Tools used in preparing a
work are not generally considered part of its source, unless they are customized tools or software scripts that are specific to
that project. For example, the word processor used to prepare a text document is not considered part of the source for that
document, but a macro script that interacts with a database to update fields in that document would be.
113. In some instances the Source and Distribution formats for a work may be the same – for example, in the case of a text
document prepared and distributed in the OpenDocument word processing format, or an unmodified image or video clip
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Permissions
Except where supplementary restrictions are indicated by the author of the Work, you are free to
make use of the Work in the following ways:

• Accessing the Work and its Source;
• Making and storing copies of the Work and its Source;
• Redistributing the Work and its Source by any means and in any format;
• Producing modified versions of the Work, or new works based on the original Work.

Conditions
Your use of the Work is subject to the following conditions.

Attribution
In any verbatim copy, extract, reference, or derivative work involving use of the Work, you must
provide and maintain a clear and unambiguous reference enabling users to locate:

1. The original, unmodified Work;
2. The copyright and acknowledgement notices pertaining to the unmodified Work, identifying

all authors and contributors as applicable;114

3. These license terms; and
4. Any supplementary conditions specified by previous authors or contributors concerning how

the Source of the Work, or any of its components, may be used.115

in the format produced by the digital camera. But often it may be desirable to distribute works in one or more derivative
formats – such as a PDF or epub version of a text, or a lower-resolution version of a video clip for viewing on the web. In
cases where derivative formats are used for distribution, the license requires that the work also be released in its Source
format.
114. The license requires that acknowledgement notices be maintained. This may be criticized as a cumbersome re-
quirement – similar to the invariant sections that might accumulate in a GNU Free Documentation License (http://www.
gnu.org/copyleft/fdl.html), a major problem leading to the deprecation of this license by Debian and Wikimedia Foun-
dation projects (“General Resolution: Why the GNU Free Documentation License is not suitable for Debian main”,
Debian Project, 2006, https://www.debian.org/vote/2006/vote_001; “Licensing update”, Wikimedia Foundation, 2009,
http://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Licensing_update). Nonetheless, maintaining such notices is essential from an ethical and
practical point of view in social science research, as researchers are often required to acknowledge sources of funding for
their research, and it is desirable that such acknowledgements be maintained in any substantive derivative uses of sponsored
material. Such notices should be maintained verbatim.
115. The License accommodates “supplementary restrictions” applicable to the source material used in an ethnographic

work. These restrictions obviously need to remain in the spirit of the License itself, but are intended to address the reality
that source material may come from a range of different places, and subject to different conditions. First, some ethnographic
projects may incorporate third-party copyrighted material, used under a more restrictive license – such as a photograph or
map included in a book, used with permission from the original copyright holder. Projects such as Wikipedia do not allow
the incorporation of such material, but for ethnographic and historical research, commenting on “non-open” work is some-
times inevitable. It should be permissible to license works incorporating such copyrighted material, with the provision that
derivative works may not include the copyrighted components unless additional permissions have been secured. Second,
creators may wish to include specific notes regarding the use of Source elements in the interests of protecting some partici-
pants’ privacy or other rights. For example, raw interview recordings may include sensitive comments that an interviewee

http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/fdl.html
http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/fdl.html
https://www.debian.org/vote/2006/vote_001
http://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Licensing_update
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Research and Study
You may access, copy, distribute, or create new works from this Work only for purposes that involve
or are intended to facilitate research or study, without limitation as to field of endeavour. For clarity,
the term “research or study” includes but is not limited to:

• Research for the general advancement of knowledge, including activities involved in the
preparation of of a scholarly article, report, book, or thesis;

• Research related to an applied purpose, such as policy development;
• Activities conducted in the context of a taught course; or
• Studying a topic out of private interest.116

Open Access
If you alter, transform, or build upon this Work in any way,117 you must make a copy of the Source of
the resulting work freely accessible to the public on terms compatible with this license.118

You may charge a reasonable fee to cover the cost of reproduction and distribution of the
Source, but may not prevent others from redistributing the Source for free or otherwise.

does not wish to be quoted directly in a publish work – but the interviewee may still consent to the interview being archived
and made available to other researchers. In these cases it may be desirable to ensure that the source interview used in
preparing a monograph be made available as part of the Source of that monograph, with these supplementary conditions
attached.
116. The “research and study” provision is intended to offer compatibility with informed consent processes. People who
agree to participate in an ethnographic research project will typically be asked to consent to some information concerning
their personal lives being used in the context of a specific research project. While it is reasonable to expect that participants
will understand the implications of such permission being extended to future research and teaching, asking for blanket use
permission – as with a Creative Commons license, for instance – would create a situation where the ethnographic records
could eventually be used in ways to which the participant might not wish to agree, but had not thought of.
117. The “Open Access” clause requires users to share sources even if they are modifying the work for private purposes.
This is not enforceable at the individual level, but we want to ensure that people still share teaching resources, for instance,
that are made within a seminar.
118. Derivative works created using a licensed work may be distributed under any terms that are compatible with this
license. Where elements of an ethnographic work or collection covered by this license are incorporated into a compilation
work, those elements continue to be covered by this license.
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Resilience mapping method

In this section I outline a technical method for describing and assessing the resilience of adaptive
processes, which may be identifiable as an alternative development goal. The method I propose is not
intended necessarily to establish a resilience rating or score, but – similar to the analysis of “critical
control points” highlighted by an HACCP process diagram – to identify vulnerability points
associated with a reliance on non-diverse relations. I call this a “mapping” technique, similar to the
sociological method of mapping institutional relations from a given standpoint, as suggested by
Dorothy Smith (D. Smith 2005, 2006). In mapping a “traditional” process, as I aim to do here, we see
a mess of connections linking actors, products, resources, and activities. In mapping an industrial
process the diagram is simpler, but only because the human actors have been erased from the
representation. The appearance of visibility derives from the creation of a reality that suits simplified
mapping – “legibility” in Scott’s (1998) terminology – rather than the creation of truly visible
processes.

The process-map for a given actor or set of processes is built up backwards: beginning with
each end product we can trace the input resources and actions involved in making that product, then
proceed to do the same for those inputs, and so on until we reach the primary resources.

A recommended method for doing this collaboratively in an interview or workshop setting is to
use an index card or sticky note to designate each resource. These cards or note papers can be pasted
to a sheet of poster paper and connected as appropriate to create a visual process map in the format
described here. The accompanying photograph shows a partial diagram created with index cards
prepared with holes punched at either end, that have been joined with brass pin fasteners (Figure E.1).
Strips of paper or string can be used to join the cards, depending on the complexity of the diagram
and how much repositioning of the elements is expected to be needed. Of course, for relatively
simple processes an elaborate setup is probably best avoided.

The general procedure for building a diagram is as follows:

1. List all end products.

• What are the products that you make to sell?
• What products do you make for your own consumption?

2. For each product or resource, identify the method and input resources that are used in making
that product. Link the inputs, method, and output in the process map. Continue with all
identified products and resources that until there are no more inputs to describe.
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Figure E.1: Index card method of process mapping. Shown here is a partial map for two types of aaruul
(dried milk curds) produced in a single household, illustrating branching processes.
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• How do you make ………?
• What do you use to make ………?

3. Identify points in the process map where different alternatives are possible. Describe the
factors involved in choosing each alternative.

• When and why do you make ………?

4. Identify the various people who may be involved in the production. Describe when and how
different people might be involved.

• Who helps to make ………? When?

Whereas process diagrams are used in food standards certification to identify hazards and
critical control points (HACCP), I suggest that such diagrams can be put to a similar but distinct use
in identifying areas of vulnerability to the small-scale producer. Specifically, as the process diagram
shows inputs and outputs for each process activity, it is possible to move progressively backwards or
forwards from a given resource to identify alternative sources (for inputs) or downstream uses (for
outputs), pinpointing areas of dependence on limited or unreliable resources and actors. For each
process (activity) in the production stream, we can ask a series of questions according to a checklist
along the lines of the one provided below, if desired assigning a “vulnerability” level to each process.
I use the term “vulnerability” here in the specific sense of risk associated with non-resilient processes.
A vulnerable process is one that relies on uncertain actors or resources, and for which few or no
reliable alternatives are available. A resilient process, by contrast, is one that includes multiple
options for changing the flow adaptively, at any time, in order to accommodate changes to the
availability of inputs, demand for specific outputs, or other factors.

Resilience checklist
1. Does the process require a significant number of input resources?

The more required inputs there are, the more vulnerable the process is to a single resource
becoming unavailable.

2. Does the process allow flexibility in the type of input resources used, or alternative sources for
input resources of a given type?

A process is less vulnerable if some inputs can be omitted, or alternative resources used in
substitution. Processes incorporating resources with a single supply are vulnerable if the
supply becomes unavailable. In general, the more alternative sources are available for each
input resource, the less vulnerable the process will be.

3. Is the supply for each external input resource reliable, or controlled by a close associate?

Natural resources may become unavailable due to severe weather events, or may be
appropriated by others; market resources may cease to be available if the supplier goes out of
business. Either of these conditions puts the process at risk. Conversely, supplies may be
considered more reliable if they are controlled by the producer or by a relative or associate.
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4. Are there alternative processes available that make use of the same input resources?

The ability to adjust production to changing conditions limits vulnerability.

5. Are there multiple alternative uses for the output product of the process?

A process is vulnerable if it is oriented to a single downstream use. There is less risk in
processes that generate products that can be used for domestic consumption, sale, gift
exchange, or incorporation into further process streams.

6. Is the demand for the output product reliable, or controlled by a close associate?

Products for which there is a single buyer or downstream processor, who dictates prices, are
at risk if the downstream user goes out of business or decides to procure from a different
source.
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